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Studies of the frequency response of hot-film wedge probes 
in viscoelastic fluids established their reliability as measur-
ing devices and demonstrated that the objections raised by 
Metzner and Astarita (77) are not valid for wedge probes. 
The structure of turbulence in drag reducing soap and poly-
mer solutions was studied using a hot-film wedge probe. Intens-
ity of turbulence measurements in drag reducing fluids indicate 
that the structure of trubulence is strongly dependent on the 
condition of the solution. Rates of energy dissipation calcu-
lated at the center of the tube indicate that there is an 
increase in the rate of energy dissipated in the central core 
of the tube. This indicates that the basic mechanism for drag 
reduction appears to be the storage and diffusion of energy 
from the wall to the central core of the tube, as proposed by 
Walsh (122). Rates of energy dissipation at the center of the 
tube were correlated using the Deborah number as an indication 
of the degree of degradation of the solution. 
Comparisons of several commonly-used hot film probes in 
purely viscous fluids indicate that deviations of 20% for 
measured turbulence intensities can be obtained, due to effects 
of probe geometry; normalized energy spectra measured with the 
same probes were similar, even though the measured turbulence 
intensities were different. 
Comparisons of intensities of turbulence in drag reducing 
fluids measured with a total pressure probe and a bot-film 
wedge probe indicates that there are differences between the 
results obtained with these two types of probes, which can be 
•ttrl~Jl•4 to w\oco•laDt\c •ft•otl oo t~ pr•••ure probe 
••••"r. .. o\a. 
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The structure of turbulence in viscoelastic drag reducing 
£low is of fundamental importance in understanding the mechanism 
by which drag reduction occurs. Results of different investi-
gations reported in the literature give apparently conflicting 
results. This problem is complicated by uncertainty about the 
validity of some of the experimental techniques commonly used 
to study turbulence when applied to viscoelastic fluids. 
Objections have been raised against the use of hot-film anemom-
etry and impact probes in viscoelastic fluids (77,3). 
This investigation had three main purposes: 
A) Investigation of Experimental Techniques. 
This phase of the investigation included: 1) a study of 
the frequency response of a hot-film wedge probe in drag 
reducing fluids, 2) a comparison of the response of wedge, 
parabolic wedge, cone, and cylinder hot-film probes, and 3) a 
comparison of measurements in drag reducing fluids obtained 
with a total pressure probe with measurements obtained with a 
wedge bot-film probe. 
B) Investigation of the Structure of Turbulent Drag 
Reducing Flo~..,. 
This portion of the lnvestieation included the measure-
ment of intensities of turbulence, energy spectra, probability 
density functions, and autocorrelations of longitudinal veloc-
ity fluctuations in tube flov;, and the calculation of rates 
of energy dissipation and scales of turbulence for a series of 
polymer solutions and one soap solution. The data was then to 
be interpreted in terms of the properties of the solutions 
(i.e., viscosity, c[~] values, relaxation times). 
a) Investigation of the 3tructure of Turbulence. 
2 
This phase of the investigation was concerned with: 1) a 
study of the structure of turbulence in transition flow in a 
tube, and 2) a study of the effects of velocity, diameter, 
and radial position on turbulence measurements. 
3 
1. Dra& Reduction. 
1.1. CorrelationG and ~heorettcal Studies. 
Solutions are defined as drag reducing when the pressure 
drop of the solution is less than the pressure drop of the 
solvent at the same flow rate. This phenomenon has been 
observed in polymer solutions, soap solutions, and solid sus-
pensions under turbulent conditions for pipe flow as well as 
for boundary layer flow. The most co~on applications for 
drag reducing solutions are reduction of drag forces on sub-
merged objects and reduction of drag in commercial pipelines 
and in fracturing operations in the petroleum industry. 
A detailed survey of the drag reduction literature is 
out of the scope of this discussion, and the reader is referred 
to Patterson, et . al. (88) for a review of pipe drag reducing 
flo'iT. Hoi·re ver, there are some fundamental concepts concerning 
drag reduction that should be discussed. 
Pipe drag reduction is characterized by diameter and con-
centration effects. These effects were noticed by Toms (114) 
and considerable effort has been devoted to explaining and 
correlating them. The methods used to attack the problem can 
be classified as empirical, phenomenological, and theoretical. 
1.1 .1. Empirical Studies . 
The most common empirical approach is to use dimensional 
analysis to obtain dimensionless groups of a fundamental nature. 
Rodrig~ez, Zakin, and Patterson (91), Seyer and Metzner (99), 
and Metzner and Park (79) have used this approach. Both Seyer 
4 
and Metzner and Rodriguez, et. al, used as fundamental groups 
the Reynolds number, a friction factor ratio, and the Deborah 
number (a ratio of the relaxation time of the fluid to a charac-
teristic flow time, defined in Appendix I). Rodriguez, Zakin, 
and Patterson (RZP) used the Zimm theory to predict relaxation 
times for the solutions. The characteristic time was taken as 
n°· 2/ub. The exponent 0.2 on the diameter was empirical, but 
it is believed that this small diameter effect indicates that 
the characteristic length associated with this phenomenon is 
probably related to the microscale of the turbulent field, which 
is a weak function of diameter. A plot of friction factor ratio, 
f/fPV' (where fpv is the friction factor predicted for a purely 
viscous fluid of the same viscosity characteristics as the solu-
tion) versus Deborah number correlated data for several tubes 
and concentrations of a given polymer-solvent system, but for 
various polymer-solvent systems the correlation depended on the 
intrinsic viscosity and on the flexibility of the polymer mole-
cules in solution. The RZP correlation has been observed to 
correlate the dilute solution data of Liaw (68), Elata {32)-. and 
Toms (114). 
Seyer and Metzner used a Maxwell model to represent the 
viscoelastic fluid. Their characteristic time was given by 
(D/Ub)/(NRe')0.75, which is related directly to the microscale. 
Seyer's correlation is applicable for dilute and concentrated 
solutions, while tbe RZP correlation applies to dilute solutions 
for which the Z1mm theory can be used. 
L1aw (68) has correlated his data for dilute solutions 
using a time ratio defined b7 (8Ub/D)/(8Ub/D)*. The term 
5 
(BUb/D)* was determined at the point of incipient friction 
factor r eduction. Lia1-v a l so observed that for concentrated 
solutions , friction factor ratio versus NRc' plots give a 
universal curve independent of concentration, diamete r, molec -
ular weight , mole cular structure, or solvent effec ts. The 
definition of "dilute" and "concentrat ed 11 solutions has been 
made arbitrarily, depending on whether the solutions go through 
a transition region from l aminar t o turbulent flov[. "Dilute " 
solutions sholv transition regions , and become drag reducing 
by depart i ng from t he von Karman friction f actor r e lationship. 
Li aw ' s r e l a tionsh i p was tested satis f actori ly wi th data from 
the literature . 
The empirical relationshi ps are useful for the pred iction 
of drag r educ t ion and f or scale-up applications . However, the y 
do not provide an insight i nto the mechan i sm r espons ible for 
drag reduc tion . 
1.1 .2 . ? henomenological Studies. 
Sever a l phenomenological approaches for corre lating drag 
r educ tion data have been attempted. Elata, Lehr e r, and Kahane-
vi tz ( 32) and Seyer and Metzne r (1 00 ) modified the velocity 
profile equations for turbulent flow and developed frict ion 
factor equations that are s imila r to the von Karman r e l a tion-
ship, but 1-tit h added terms due to viscoelasticity . The 
equation deve l oped by El a t a , et . al. was of the form: 
1 //f = 1.~ .0 ln NRe/f - o. 40 + p ln ( '7'1 u*2/v) ( 1) 
tv-he r e '7'1 Uit-
2/v is a Deborah number; '7'1 is the solution relaxa-
tion time calculated using the Rouse theory (94) . The term 
involving tbe Deborah nQmber is interpreted as an indication 
of the thickening of the boundary sublayer caused by visco-
elasticity. ~ is a function of concentration and has to be 
determined experimentally. 
Seyer 's equation is of the form: 
6 
/2/f = 2 . '-t6 (1-~) 2 1n (NRe/f) + (1-~) 2 [B(r)-Aln(2/2)]-G (2) 
where ~ is a dimensionless distance from the wall defined by 
the intersection of the linear and logarithmic portions of the 
velocity profile, A and G are known constants and B(r) is a 
function of r, the Deborah Number. 3( r) can be evaluated from 
velocity profile data. Seyer shoT..:ed a graph of B( 'T) versus T , 
but very fe w points are calculated from velocity profile data, 
with most of the curve being determined by fitting friction 
factor-Reynolds number data. 
Radin (90) has used Seyer's B(r) curve to predict friction 
factors for a drag reducing 1% aluminum dioleate in toluene 
solution. Good agreement was observed between the predicted 
and the measured friction factors for this solution. Hm-;ever, 
Seyer's relationship is difficult to use, since it requires 
normal stress data to calculate 'T, and these are not easily 
obtained, especially for ve ry dilute solutions. (85) • 
. 1 .1.3. Theoretical Studies. 
The empirical and phenomenological approaches are useful 
from the engineering point of view, but they add very little 
to the unders tanding of the mechanism of drag reduction. A 
theoretical solution to the problem would involve postulating 
the equations of change for turbulent flow taking into account 
somehow the elastic properties of the solution. For as com-
plex a f~ow t~eld as tube turbulent flow, it is impossible to 
obtnin solutions to these e quations, even without including 
the elaaticity of the solutions. There is very little hope 
of solving a problem uhich is e ven more cocrplex. 
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For a t ··:o-dimens ional flow, s uch a s flo r..: over a flat pla te, 
it is possible to ·,-rite the equa tion of motion for the longi tu-
dina l direction and substitute the constituti ve equation for a 
viscoelastic fluid. This approach has been used by Elata and 
?oreh (33) using a Rivlin- Ericksen fluid of degree of complexity 
-2: 
= = = -
2vEi j + 4~EikEk j + 2oDEi j/Dt (3) 
where Eij is the rate of strain tensor and D/Dt is the Oldroyd 
convected derivative. For a Ne1vtonian fluid fJ and a are equal 
to zero and the constitutive equat ion reduces to the well 
known viscous equation . The equation for the Reynolds stress 
7JT1VT is given by: 
- ( o'r1 
Puw = p - ....::..z ox *
2 oU D{ o2uw v2 ~ - "' r .... r ) u + v- + 1-1 -2c w u + u v-u .... .. .. 
o Z oZ. X Z 
2 2 
+ ')'{ WVU + UVW- Ar A 1 )] 
X Z 
(4) 
where A1_ is the vorticity vector l'Thich appears in the Oldroyd 
2 
convected derivative. The correlations of the form wv u were 
assumed small since they vanish in isotropic turbulence and 
have not been studied experimentally. Equation (4) can be 
rearranged to: 
'ThP =v-2!- ln-1- (~+'Y) At A' az x z ( 5) 
where 1' is the total shear stress at a distance z from the wall. 
From the structure of the turbulence near the wall, A A 
X Z 
8 
is a positi ve quantity , and from rheological studies (~+Y) has 
also bee n found to be positive. This leads to a prediction of 
a decrease in shear stress , starting from the eauations for 
the turbulent field. 
~alsh (1 12) has proposed that drag r eduction is caused 
by a suppression of turbulence near the wall promote d by the 
elastic properties of polymer ~olecules in solut ion. The 
e lastic properties of the fluid have a stabilizing effect, 
causing fewer disturbances per unit time and area, thus 
decreasing t he flux of eddies into the mainstream and leading 
to a lower r a te of momentum transfer. 
From the turbulent energy balance equation, and a consti-
tutlve equation of the form: 
= = = = (6) 
it is possible to obtain the energy balance equation for the 
viscoelastic fluid. A brief discussion of the turbulent energy 
balance equation for purely viscous Nei·rtcnian fluids is given 
in Appendix I. ~ij is the contribution of the polymer mole-
cules to the str ess t ensor. Wal sh considered the turbulence 
energy balance in the form: 
2 ------------~ 
· aui aui 
-L; U -- + t-<-
1 j . o x j ox3 
u ott The term _1~ is interpreted as a r ate of ene r gy storage . 
(7) 
OXj HoHeve r, this term is a combination of tvro terms: 
a ·~ au 
u j = o ( u· ~ · ) - ( 1 ) 
i OXJ OXJ i ij Oxj ~ij (8) 
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Th ~ first t8rm on the ri p;ht ls the rate of ·.:or!c done by the 
shear stresses associated v:ith the po lymer molecule B, a nd the 
second term g i ves the contribution of the polymer molec ules to 
the r a t e of dissipation. Near the wal l t be rate of 
~ark done by t he vi scous st r esses i s small , based on Laufe r ' s 
(66 ) results, and if it is assumed that the effect of the 
polymer molecules i s of the same order of magnitude , it is 
poss ible to neglect the term o ( u i 4>i j ) • 'fhen Bqua tion ( 8) 
Ox1 
reduces to: 
~ ou i u. = - ax j ~ij (9) l Xj 
Tbis t e rm , ca lle d by i·Talsh the " s torage 11 , is t he e ffect of the 
polymer molecules on the rate of energy dissipation . 
The dime ns ionles s group H, de fined by : 
H = ( 10) 
i s s imply the ratio of the storage to the diffusion terms. 
Wa lsh made an estimate of the energy storage group based on 
the assumption of a Rouse model and the energy diffusion term 
was es tima t ed based on an order of magnitude analys is. The 
estimated val ue ~f H is given by: 
8c~r [17 J .,.. 
H~ v w (11) 
HT 
Shin ' s (102 ) data indicate that H has a value of 0.1 at the 
point of incipien t drag r eduction and increases to 1 . 0 in t he 
region of 30 - 40% dr ag reduction. This ~·ras observed for his 
polyethylene oxide and polyisobutylene data . Wal sh implies 
that there is a stabilization process which decreases the flux 
of eddies from the wall. The energy which i s not dissipated 
tO 
near the lvall l·: ill be con·;ected by diffus ion to ·:nr d the 
ce nter of the tube in pipe flo u . A large value of ri doe s not 
necessarily imply stabilization s ince the storage term affects 
both the nume r a tor and deno rn i nRtor of J and any velue appears 
to be po ssible when the e~e rgy stora ge be c o~es cons i de rable . 
Tanner (109) has conside r e d the case of shear flow (i.e., 
no pressure drop) of a viscoelas tic fluid, a s su~ing ve locity 
fluctuations in only one direction . The system of equations 
use d :;as simil a r to :aurger ' s and it uas assurae d that triple 
corre lations i·re r e ne gligible (us ua lly called the ": •eak turbu-
l ence" assumption) . Neglecting the triple corre lations led 
to the result tha t drag ratios were increased rather than 
decreased for a viscoelastic solution . Hov:rever, ~vhen triple 
correlations lvere included in t_be analysis, above a certain 
critical shear s tress drag reduction was predicted . 
The works of Tanner , ~alsh, and Elata indicate the com-
plexity of the problem of theoretical studies of drag r educ -
tion mechanis~s . Only simple geometries and simpl ified 
systems of equations can be considered due to lack of knowl-
edge of the na ture of turbulence in viscoelastic fluids. 
Be fore a complete understanding of drag reduction is reached , 
it will be necessary to perform detailed measure~ents to 
determ i ne the structure of turbulent viscoelastic flows . 
Bake well ( 4) observed that the structure of turbulence 
near the wall consists of counterrotating eddy pairs with 
their axes parallel to the direction of flow. Seyer and 
Hetzner ( 100 ) have analyzed the data of Balcev;re l l and found 
that f low patt erns between the eddy pairs could be presented 
by the s trea~llnes : 
+ 
cp = K (~ X) y 
Nhere K is a constant and ~ '!... is a distance perpendicular to 
1 1 
the wall and to the direction of mean flo w. The s tructure of 
t hese edd y pairs that take fluid from the mean flow and eject 
( 1 2 ) 
it into the r egion of highest turbulent interaction is described 
in greater detail in the section on structure of turbulence 
near the ·.-mll . This type of flo''" can be considered as 
stretching or elongational flow , with the rate of elongati on 
given by : 
r = (..a.Y) = Ku~"/v ( 13) oy cp= o 
where cp = 0 i ndicat es the streamline corresponding to the 
center of the eddy pair. I f r is the stress associated with 
the stretching process , using a coordinate indifferent convected 
J.!axv:ell model for laminar stretching flmi gives : 
7' = 4 J.L r/ ( 1 - ( 2 ~ n 2 ) ( 1 4) 
vrbere <1> is t he relaxati on time for a Maxwe ll f l uid . In t he ir 
analysis Seyer and Metzne r assumed that r wil l depend onl y on 
Reynolds number , and not on the properties of the fluid, i . e ., 
it is dependent on the vorticity of the cylinder pairs '\vbich 
is assumed to depend only on Reynolds number . They argue that 
if 4> is large , in order f or r to remai n constant r mu s t 
decrease . U* will also decrease , leading to drag reducti on . 
~lata and Foreh (33) also obtained a prediction of drag reduc-
tion by analyzing the cylinder pairs near the wall . 
As r dec r eases , the e jection of fl uid elements from the 
edd i es in t o t he inte r action r egi on will de c rease . The 
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interaction re3ion, observed by Carino (27), is the region 
whe r e turbulence i s genera t e d and largely dissipated. Seyer 's 
oechnnism does not indicate vrhat occurs in the inte raction 
region . It appears that it would be necessary to consider 
the energy stored in the fluid ejected by the cylindrical 
eddies, and also how this energy sto rage aff ects the interac-
tion r egion. A combination of the proposals of ~eyer and 
Hetzner (for the e j ec tion of fluid e lements from the ~ .. iall) and 
~alsh (for the mechanism of interaction) might be necessary to 
explain drag reduction in viscoelastic solutions. 
Patte rson and Zakin (87) have proposed a model based on 
the consideration of energy disstpation by a Maxwell fluid 
that predicts drag reduction and should be mentioned among the 
theoretical studies. Starting from a Lagrangian description 
of the turbulent field, a Maxwell fluid to represent the 
viscoelastic f luid, similarity between the Eulerian and 
Lagrangian spectra , the relationship r = {3x/v' ( ·,.:here r is a 
ti~e delay) to relate the ~ulerian and Lagragian scales, and 
the assump tion of isotropy, the following relationship for the 
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For a purely viscous solvent, the rate of energy dissipation 
is given by : 
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( 16) 
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Patterson and Zakin showed that the ratio of diso i patlon rates 














( 1 7) 
With t he assumption u ' = u' , calculations ivere performed 
V. E . P . V. 
+ a t y = 12, and the r esul ting shear stress ratios compared 
satisfactorily (±5%) with measur ed drag ratios. 
The wo rk of Seye r and Metzne r and Patt e r son and Zakin 
indicate that the use of a Maxwe ll fluid in the equations 
desc ribing the shear stress or the rate of ene r gy dissipation 
near the wall l eads to a pred iction of drag r eduction . 
1. 2 . Ve locity ~rofiles in Viscoelas tic Fl uids . 
De termination of ve locity profiles in turbulent flow of 
viscoe lastic fluids has been hi nde red by the inability to use 
impact tube s for these measurements . The fact that the elas -
ticity of the solutions gives invalid Pitot tube results has 
been demonstrated by the data of Virk (121), Fl or ez ( 41 ) , and 
As tarita and Nicodemo (3). Astarita ' s analysis shows that 
contributions due to normal str ess differences cause Pitot 
tube read i ngs to be lower than expected. Virk showe d that 
impact tube diame ter had a l a r ge e ffec t on the magnitude of 
the e rror. ?rom Astarita' s analys is : 
tJ? = p _; = -(~ -~ ) - J,R ( ~ -~ ) dlnr+ pUl2 ( 18 ) 
p w xx rr r rr ~~ 
The measured val ue of AP includes an i ntegral contribut i on 
due to the second no r mal stress diffe r ence , and also a con-
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tribution from the first normal s tress difference . The first 
normal stress difference is ze ro at the center of the tube. 
The data available show that Pitot tube measurements are in 
error even at the center of the tube, indicating that the 
contribution of the integral of the second normal stress 
difference is different fro~ zero. 
Savins (97) proposed that this viscoelastic e ffect on 
ve locity profile measurements be used to evaluate first normal 
stress differ ences in laminar flo1v , under the assumption that 
the second normal stress difference was equal to zero ( the 
Weissenberg hypothesis). The fact that ? itot tube measure -
ments give erroneous results at the center of the tube indicate 
that this assumption is not correct, and that Savin ' s approach 
is not valid . 
Hershey (55) measured ve locity profiles using Pi tot tubes 
in dilute polymer so lutions which were not drag reducing under 
experimental conditions , but that gave drag reduction i n 
smaller tubes . His ve locity profiles were ve ry similar to 
Ne ~ftonian profiles; no viscoelastic effects were observed , 
since a ve rage velocities calculated from integrating the 
ve locity profiles agreed acceptably to ±2% with ve locities 
calculated from flow rate calibrations. Shaver (101) studied 
~e locity profiles for aq~eous c~o ( carboxymethyl cellulose) 
solutions ~hich ~rere drag r educing, and his integrated flow 
rates were about 6% low . We lls (125) ~easured profiles in 
aqueous O~C and guar gum so l utions obtaining profiles that 
were blunter than Newton i an, and the deviati ons between 
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int2grated and measured flow r ates we re al so clo se to 6%. Vlrk 
(121) mea sured ve locity profiles in aqueous polye thylene oxide 
solutions u s ins l a r ge diame t e r Pitot tubes in orde r to minimize 
tbe e rror. Ei s profiles we r e blunter than Ne wto nian, which l e d 
hi m to belie ve that t his s ubstantia ted a slip a t the wall 
hypothesis for expla ining t he cause of dra3 r eduction. 
?lorez ( 4 1} pe rformed exploratory measurements in order 
to obtain velocity profiles in drag reducing fluids using hot-
film anemometry t echniques . Measurements with a Pitot tube 
we r e also pe rforme d, and de vi a tion s as large as 30% were 
obta ined for the Pitot tube r esults. Howe ver, measurements 
with a hot-film cylinder probe gave velocity profiles which 
a greed within ±2% with flow rate measurements . Profiles were 
measured for 1.0 % aluminum dioleate in toluene and for 0.20 
and 0. 40% PI B L- 200 in cyclohexane. Both the s oap and polymer 
s olutions "t·re re drag reducing . The polymer solution data showed 
an increase in the boundary layer thickness , and steeper pro-
files near the center of the tube. The soap solution gave a 
different shape of profile: blunter than pure sol vent near 
the center of the tube. The soap profiles lie a bove the 
s ol vent profile s at the cente r of the tube, indicating a 
decrease in the slope near the wa ll. This diffe rence in the 
s hape of the profiles indica tes a possible diffe r ence in the 
s tructure of the turbulent fi e ld, compared with t he pure 
solvent . It would also indicate a difference in the structure 
of turbulence be t1·men the polymer and the soap solutions . 
A f ew attempt s have been made to account for viscoelas-
ticity in the velocity profile equations . ~lata, et . al, (32 ) 
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proposed a modification to the "law of the 1·mll" (discussed 
in Appendix I) that included an added term: 
u+ = 2 .5 l ny+ + 5.5 +,8ln (r 1 u2"~'/V) ( 19) 
The resulting friction factor equation has al ready been 
discussed . Because of lack of veloc ity profile data, its 
applicability has not been investigated. Seyer (100) performed 
an 2.na lysis similar to that previously formula ted by Dodge ( 31) 
for purely viscous fluids, in which the viscoelasticity of the 
solution v-ras included as a variable in the ~-:all r egion. The 
resulting ve locity profile equation is in a form similar to 
:nata 's: 
( 20) 
Velocity profiles measured by photographic techniques in 0.1% 
ET- 597 (a polyacrylamide) in '-rater showed results similar to 
those obtained by Florez. Me yer (81) has proposed a similar 
velocity profile equation: 
u+ = 5.77 log10 y+ + 5.5 +ex log 10 ~or ( 21 ) 
lvhere o: and u""' (value of u* at the point of incipient drag 
cr 
reduction) must be determined experimentally. These ve locity 
profile equations have not been evaluated completely because 
of the lack of velocity profile data . 
Knowledge of the shape of the profiles is very important 
in analyzing the mechanisms for drag reduction since the term 
dtT 
(dr) appears in the turbulent energy balance equation multiplying 
the Reynolds stress. The turbulent energy gene ration term can 
be affected greatly by a radical change in the shape of the 
ve l ocity profile . The experimental results indicate that 
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ve locity profiles in viscoelastic fluids can have various 
sb3pes . Additiona l measur3ments are necessary to relate the 
different ty~es of velocity profiles to the structure of tur-
bulence and to the properties of the solutions. 
1. 3. Heat Transfe r in Viscoelastic Fluids . 
Since momentum trans fer i s affected in the turbulent 
flow of viscoelastic fluids, it would be expected that a 
similar effect should be observed in heat transfer, due to the 
similarity of me chanisms for heat and mo~entum transfer . 
Astarita and Marucci (2) observed that the decrease in the 
rate of beat transfer from the wall in a tube under drag 
reducing turbulent flow was gr eate r than the decrease in the 
rate of momentum transport. Wells (124 ) bas analyzed this 
problem , and using a form of the Reynolds analogy between beat 
and momentum transport was able to correlate the heat transfer 
data for "dilute" polymer solutions available in the litera-
ture. The form of the rela tions.hip used was: 
N 
Nu = 
1 . 02 
(22) 
-1 /3 
+ 1. 2 
'ivhere u1 is the velocity at the edge of the 
"laminar" sub-
u L 
l a yer . The ratio increases und er drag reducing conditions 
u* 
due to a decrease of u* and also due to a thickening of the 
sublayer. Thus , the decrease in heat transfer coeffic ient is 
greater than the decrease of friction factor. ~ells ' r ela-
t1onsh1p r epresents the available data ve ry satisfactorily. 
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Another type of bent transfer problem encountered in 
vi s coelastic fluids is the case of heat transfer from a sub-
me rge d object, such as a cylinde r or a flat plate. This case 
will be encountered when usine hot- film probes in viscoelastic 
fluids . This case is not related to the one discussed previ-
oulsy, since for small cylinders and short plates, flow over 
the submerged object can be considered laminar and not turbulent. 
Me tzner and Astarita (77) analyzed the case of flow of a 
viscoelastic fluid past a cylinder. They concluded that for 
the large rate of deformation which occurs, the viscoelastic 
effects induce a stagnation region in front of the cylinder, 
incre asing the effective thickness of the boundary layer. For 
a viscous fluid, the relationship for heat transfer from a 
cylinder gives: 
where 6 is the thickness of the velocity boundary layer . An 
effective boundary layer thickness was defined as: 
o eff = o + U ~ . ( 24) 
Therefore, the heat transfer relationship would be given by: 
- 0.50 
h IY. [ U/( 6 + U ~)] ( 25) 
and for large ~and U, h becomes independent of velocity. 
This effect has been observed by James (59), and his data were 
used by Metzner to substantiate their analysis. 
Studies of beat transfer from cylinder and wedge probes 
have been performed by Fabula (3 4) and by Friehe and Sch\,Tarz 
( 45 ). Friehe studied cylinder probes and observed the same 
effect reported by James, but with the difference that at 
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higher Reynolds numbers the cylinder regained its sensitivity. 
This effect was attributed to vortex shedding around the 
cylinder. Fabula's data for wedge probes showed a decrease 
in heat transfer rates and a set of data showed a negative 
slope for a heat transfer coefficient versus velocity curve. 
'rhis negative slope cannot be explained in terms of r~etzner's 
hypothesis, and probably indicates a contamination of the heat 
transfer sur.face. 
Friehe and Schwarz also performed experiments in which 
the yaw angle of the cylinder probe was changed in viscoe lastic 
fluids {the yaw angle a is the angle bet1·Teen the normal to the 
direction of flow and the sensing surface). Theoretically, 
the ratio of NNu (,) to NNu ( 0) should equal {cos&) l/2 for large 
c c 
values of X/dc. Howe •Jer, for polymer solutions a minimum ·v.Jas 
observed at a = 0, indicating that there is a viscoelastic 
effect at the stagnation region. This add itional evidence 
indicates that Metzner's analysis is probably correct for 
surfaces that have a substantialstagnation region. However, for 
wedge probes their conclusions are probably incorrect, since wedge 
probes do not have large stagnation regions. This problem 
will be considered in the discussion of calibration curves 
obtained with wedge probes in viscoelastic fluids. 
2. -10 '"..: - Sensor Anemome try. 
2.1. Basic Bquations for Constant Temperature Oneration. 
The hot sensor anemometer is one of the most useful tools 
available to study the structure of turbulent fields. The 
constant current method bas been in use for many years. The 
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constant temperature ~ethod has become useful in recent years 
with the develop~ent of electronically stable feedback 
systems. The anemometer consists of an impedance bridge, the 
sensor being one l eg of this bridge. In the constant current 
method, the current through the sensor is kept constant, and 
changes in the turbulent field cause temperature (and thus 
resistance) changes of the sensor. In the constant tempera-
ture method, the temperature of the probe ' is kept constant by 
the use of feedback to the bridge, and the current is allowed 
to change. 
The principle of operation for hot sensor anemometry is 
that the rate of heat generated in the sensor should equal the 
rate of heat lost to the fluid. Heat losses by radiation and 
by free convection are usually neglected at normal tempera-
tures of operation. Data for the heat losses by conduction 
and by forced convection for flow over cylinders have been 
correlated by equations 
N - A(N~r)0.20 + Nuc- ~ ( 26 ) 
where NN , N~ r ' 
uc -
olds numbers for 
hd0 
NNu = ~ c 
~r = cP~ k 
N~ = dcUf 
c ~ 





This empirical relationship obtained by Kramers (65) holds for 
cyl ind ers with l arge values of 1/dc and heat transfer to the 
supports can be neglected. For a gi ven fluid and a given 
sensor , this relationship reduces to: 
h = A1 + B1 u0 . 50 
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(30) 
where A1 and B1 are constants depending only on cy l inde r geo~­
etry and fluid properties . 
For constant temperature operat ion, the rate of hea t 
generated ln the senso r is given by c2/Rs . 3quati ng th i s t o 
the heat loss from the sensor gi ves : 
.E2/Rs = A2 + B2 u0.50 
-~ 2 = A3 + B3 U0 . 50 
( 31 ) 
( 32) 
For a turbul en t f i e ld E and U inc l ude average and i nstantane-
ous components . 
The velocity no r mal t o the senso r and the vo l tage a r e 
given by: 
u = u + u 
If u/ 0 << 1 and e/E < < 1, e qua tion ( 32 ) can be approximated by: 
- 2 -0.50 
E + 2eB = A 3 + B3 U (1 + u _ ] ( 3 3) 2U 
a f ter negl ect i ng te r ms in e 2 and (u /U ) 2 • Time ave r aging this 
equat i on l eads to : 
- 2 - 0 .50 
E = A + B U ( 34) 
3 3 
which gives the r e l ati onsh i p between average velocity and d . c . 
vo l tage under the assumption of small turbulence intensit i es . 
-The ve l oci ty U is the average velocity normal to t he 
sensing s ur f ace . Howeve r, t he r a t e of heat transfe r i s a l so 
i nfluence d by fluctuating velocities . If u1 i s a ve loci t y 
-fluc tua tion in the direction of U and u2 a ve loc ity fluc tua-
tion normal to it, an effe ctive cool i ng ve loc ity can be 
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defined by: 
U eff =I(U+u 1 )
2 
+ u~ ( 35) 




- u [1 + - =2 2 u 
? 
1 u 1 
4 ~1 u - ( 36) 
This relationship was developed by Corrsin (28) and indicates 
the effect of velocity fluctuations on the average velocity 
observed by the sensor. It is necessary to assume that these 
- -effects are small, in order that Ume as ~ u. If 
tions are not met, A3 and B3 '"ill depend on the 
the field and ·~·Till not be truly constants . 
From equations (33) and ( 3 L! ) ' the equation 
fluctuating quantities e and u is obtained: 







after i and t i i 1~t:·- 4.~'rR. 'R t-1.5 ) or squar ng me averag ng: ·• .... ·"' J 
' - ' 1 u 28e : U = .;;.0 ;;;..;. 5;_0_B_3~ U-o~.-S~O (38) 
This equation is used to calculate turbulence intensities 
under the assumptions of small intensities and equation (34) 
holding. This equation is equivalent to: 
u' = e 1 /(~) 
dU 
( 39) 
3quation (39) can be used to calculate turbulence intensities 
when equation (34) does not hold. If it is assumed that: 
- 2 -c 
E = A3 + B3 U (40) 
turbulence intensities would be given by: 
u' = 2.8e 1 
-U cBU0 ( 41 ) 
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which is a more flexible form, and still involves the 
assumption of small intensities. For constant temperature 
operation, the error introduced by assu~ing small intensities 
-Jt u' % is of the order of 3>o Hhen ::- ~ 20rrb. It is possible to use 
u -2 -
linearizing circuits that would give a straight ~ versue U 
curve, and thus reduce the error introduced by assuming low 
intensities. Eo 'ire ve r, the assumption of U 
- meas 
-
= U would 
still have to bold, indicating that fluctuations normal to 
the direction of flow must remain small. 
2.2. Sensor Res£onse. 
Two different types of sensors are commonly used--hot-
wire and hot-film sensors. The hot-film sensor was developed 
by Ling (73) and consists of a platinum film deposited on 
glass. Different kinds of film probes are commonly used--
·v-vedges, cylinders, cones, and parabolic wedges. The wire 
probe consists of a very fine platinum vdre stretched between 
supports. The response of these probes to velocity fluctu-
ations depends on the thickness of the thermal boundary 
layer surrounding the sensing surface. For small wires thermal 
inertial effects can be neglected, '\vhile for large wires the 
effect may be significant. .fuen used in the constant current 
mode of operation, the thermal lag reduces the frequency 
response of the sensor. Constant temperature operation 
greatly reduces the effect of thermal lag. 
Hot-film probes are used in liquids due to their strength 
and resistance to contamination by dirt and lint. The thick-
ness of the thermal boundary layer in liquids is greater 
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than in gases , making it i mpo ssible to use hot-film probes 
unde r constan t curr ent operation. The developmen t of hot-
fi l m probes did not occur until constant temperature opera-
tion ~·!as •,-:e ll establ ished. 
?or use in polar liquids, such as water , it is necessary 
to coa t the s urface of the sensors ~ith a non-conducting 
material , s uch as quartz, in order to avo id extraneous voltage 
r eadin gs due to the conductivity of the flu id around the probe . 
The quartz coating dec reases the frequency r esponse of the 
hot- film probe (48) . 
The dynamic behavior of hot- wire probes has been studied 
in detail. Eff ects of length to d i ame ter r a tios (75), 
r esponse of wires when subjected to oscillatory disturbances 
(69 ), e ffects of tangential velocity fluc tuations on inclined 
probes ( 23 ), and other effects have be en in vesti ga ted. Mathe-
matical solutions to heat transfer equations for flow over 
cylinde r s (57, 127) agree well with experimental data. Unfor-
tunately, hot- film probes have not been studied to such a 
degree , and ve ry fe ~·T experiments conc e rning the frequency 
r esponse of these probes have been r epo r ted . 
Bellhouse and Schultz (7) pe rformed experiments with 
vibrating wedge probes in air , and found that the r e is a 
dec r ease of the frequency response for these probes a t low 
frequencies . This decrease is different f rom the 3 db per 
octave drop in response observed at high frequencies . This 
low frequency effect is due to heat transfe rred through the 
mate rial on which the film is deposited to the s urrounding 
air where fluctuating heat transfer takes place. For water, 
this decrease in frequency response should not be observed, 
due to the different thermal impedances of air and wat~ r. 
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This de crease in frequency r e sponse ~as observed expe rimen-
tally by Bankoff and Rosler (6), who measured turbulence 
intensities in air and in water using a hot-fi lm wedge probe . 
Their water measurements are correct , but the air measure-
ments appear to be low. 
Bellhouse and Schultz (8) have also performed experi-
ments with a film probe calibrated to measure skin friction. 
The calibration was pe rformed by mounting the probe on a flat 
plate and vibrating the plate in the direction of flow. 
Spectrum measurements of the normalized fluctuating skin 
friction compare satisfactorily with the spectra of velocity 
fluctuations measured with a hot- wire probe very near the 
surface of the plate . The calibration involved a correction 
for the frequency response drop at low frequencies . 
Fabula (3 4, 35) attempted to obtain frequency response 
measurements for probes using a method which consisted of 
draping the probe through the interface between t>vo immiscible 
fluids . There was a sharp jump in fluid properties that gave 
a noticeable change in heat transfer characteristics . His 
experiments \vere exploratory and indicated mainly the impor-
tance of the nature of the interface on the results . A vol-
tage versus time trace was obtained as the probe fell through 
the two fluids . If the probe is assumed to have a first order 
response to a step function, the maximum slope of the trace 
can be used to calculate a rise time (tr), that is , the time 
it takes f or the signal to rise to 0 . 37 or ( e-1) of its 
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f i na l VRlue . A cut- off frequency defined by f = (2nt )- 1 
c r 
i s an indica tion of the r e sponse of the probe to external 
di s turbances . r'~ost of .Fabula' s work \·<as done VT i th thermistor 
probe s . However, he reported a cut- off freq uency of approxi-
mate ly !tOO cps for a wedge hot- film probe. A.n est i mate of 
the cut- off frequency is useful, but what is needed is the 
response of the probes at all frequencies. 
Delleure , Toebes , and Lin ( 30 ) inve stigated the frequency 
r esponse of hot- wi res and hot- film probes in ·,,ate r by vibrat-
ing the probes v·l i th a sinusoidal motion of known amplitude 
and fre quency in a water jet. The probes ~e re vibrated mech-
anica lly in the frequency range 2- 38 cps , ~ith the direction 
of vibration being parallel to the direction of f l ow . The 
response of the system \-tas determined by calculating the 
ratio of the root- mean- square velocity calculated from ane -
momete r data to the root-mean- squar e velocity cal culated from 
displacement data . 
The results i nd icate a drop in frequency response of 
the bot- wire probes in the frequency r ange in vest igated. Root-
mean- square velocity ratios were as low as 0.30 for frequencies 
close to 30 cps . However , at low frequencies the ratio had a 
value of 0 . 80 - 0 . 90 . They concluded that there is a very 
definite drop i n the frequency response of hot- wires in water 
vrhen steady state calibration curves are applied to dynamic 
conditions . It is difficult to believe that such a frequency 
r esponse drop occurs at very low frequenc i es (<30 cps ) where 
no thermal inertial effects should ex i st. De lleure et.al. did 
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not present data for a hot- film probe , although they indicate d 
that a film probe was studied . 
Metzner and Astarita (77) have r aised some questions 
concerning the validity of hot- film probe measurements i n vis-
coelastic fluids . no"\·Tever , frequency response studies for hot-
film probes in viscoelastic fluids would establish their 
validity as measuring devices . 
3. Turbulence in Tube Flow. 
3 . 1. Structure of Turbulence Near the Wa l l. 
The understanding of the structure of turbulence near 
the rtall is of fundamental importance in maki ng deducti ons 
concerning the mechanism by '.vhich t urbulence is genera ted and 
maintained near the \vall . l'-1any mechan i sms have been advanced 
concern i ng the structure of ~all tur bulence . These detailed 
mechanisms have the purpose of aiding the understanding of 
mass , heat , and mooentum transfer near the wall in turbul ent 
f l ow and thus al l owing transfer coef ficients to be predicted . 
The most successful theories are variations of Danck:we rt' s 
(29 ) penetration theo r y, in which a quiescent lami nar l ayer 
is di sturbed by fluid elements which penetr ate the boundary . 
This theory has been applied mainly to mass transfer, a l though 
Hanratty (50 ) extended it to momentum transfer . The analogy 
in momentum transfe r is that masses of fluid from the turbu-
lent regi on penetrate the laminar layer , providing a mecha- -
nism by which energy is transferred from the mean flow to 
the l aminar laye r near the wall. 
Seve r a l detailed studies of the str ucture of turbulence 
near t he wall have been perfo rmed r ecently. The studi es of 
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Carino (27), Runstadler, Kline, and Reynolds (95), and Bake -
well (4), toeether with the work of Fage and Townsend (37 ) 
have permitted the establishment of a very detailed picture 
of the structure of turbulence near the wall. Carino , Fage 
and Townsend, and Runstadle r, e t. al. used visua l and photo-
graphic techniques. Bakewell used constant t empe rature ane-
mometry to study the boundary layer of a very viscous flu i d 
in a 10- inch diameter tube . 
It has been established that the laminar sublayer does 
not exist , since disturbances of the velocity profile have 
be en observed for y+ less than 5, the l i mi t of the so- cal l ed 
laminar subl ayer . From a region near the wall, which is given 
as 5<Y+ < 15 by Carino, fluid elements are ejected f r om the 
~all into the mainstream . The ejected fluid moves away from 
the wall and interacts with the main f l ow . In this region 
most of the turbulence is generated and dissipated. The 
interacti on region occ urs in the range 7<y+ < 30 . The e j ected 
fluid moves mainly in the axial direction , and therefore t ur -
bulence near the wal l i s not isotropi c . I n the interaction 
region there is a tendency toward isotropy. Rotta (93) has 
postulated that th i s tendency to isotropy is caused by the 
pressure fluctuations in the interaction region. 
The ejection of fluid is a random process. An accelera-
tion - deccl~ration process was obse r ved by Carino to lead to 
the ejection of fluid elements . Fluid near the wall was 
dece l a r ated, and this was f ollowed by f l uid from upstream 
movi ng in to this r egi on , which accele r ated the r egi on. The 
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ejection of a low ve locity mass of fluid follo~ed this process. 
Carino suggested that turbulence is originated by this acceler-
ation - decelera tion process, permitting energy to be extracted 
from the me an flow and con ve rted to turbulence. 
Another interesting characteristic of the turbulence near 
the wall is the exi stance of long elements of rotating fluid, 
always in pairs which extend irregularily over the surface of 
the tube or plate, their axes parallel to the direction of 
mean flo"'· The existance of these elements "ras pos~ulated by 
Tovmsend (116). Balcevrell {4}, from results obtained using 
anemometry data, was able to determine that structures of 
this type existed near the wall. These elements rotate around 
their axes in opposite directions, taking fluid from the main 
flow and ejecting it into the cente r of the tube. These pairs 
of eddies play an important part in the generation and main-
tenance of turbulence . These cylindrical elements would be 
responsible for the acceleration effects observed by Carino, 
since their motion would be in the lateral as wel l as the 
longitudinal direction . To an observer moving with the fluid, 
a deceleration would appear to occur ~hen these structures 
came into the field of view . The ejection of fluid masses 
would be ass~ciated with the shedding process . The under-
standing of these paired elements is fundamental in explaining 
the generation of turbulence , and also in explaining drag 
reduction . 
The eddy shedding process by the paired cylinders is 
interesting because this type of mechanism is likely to 
produce e l astic effec ts in the fluid elements if the time 
scale of this process app roaches the r elaxation t ime of the 
fluid . The in teraction occurring in the wall region will 
depend on the conditions of the fluid e jected . One of the 
basic steps in the drag reduction me chanism may be a change 
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in the rate of ejection of fluid elements from the wall r egion, 
as postulated by Seye r and Metzne r (100) . 
Black (12) has postulated a ne w model for wall turbulence 
and has considered drag r educing flow as a spe cial case . It 
is assumed that instabilities occur at highly localized 
regions near the wall, and that they move with a ve locity 
that may approach the centerline ve locity. The indiv i dual 
instabilities are separated from othe r instabilities by a 
di stance of approximately 50 sublayer th i cknesses i n the longi-
tudinal direction and 2 sublaye r thicknesses in the l ateral 
di rection. These instabil i ties provide a mechanism by Hh ich 
energy from the mean f low can be converted to turbulent energy. 
The theo ry proposes that "horseshoe" vortices are generated at 
the instabilities at the expense of the ene r gy from the mean 
flow. The idea of the ho r seshoe vortices i s s i milar to that 
of the eddy pairs, and if one considers a horseshoe vortex to 
be stretched so that the angle between it and the wall approach 
ze ro, it is seen that this s tructure i s i den tical to the eddy 
pairs . 
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Extending the analys i s to drag reducing fluids , Black 
concludes that the velocity at which the instab ilities are 
moving over the tube has to increase. 'lhis "sli-p" of the 
vortex system predicts the effects on velocity profiles 
observed for vi scoe lastic solutions (i.e ., a thlckening of 
the vi scous s ublayer) . Black speculates that drag r eduction 
may be caused by the effect of viscoelasticity in "a) Hodi-
fying the process of vortex stretching which may be respons-
ible for destabilizing the sublayer flow, or b) reducing 
the intensity of turbulence in the sublayer, wh i ch may be 
responsible for triggering the instability" . 
Black also makes some comments on intensity measurements 
ve ry near the wall for drag reducing polymer solutions. He 
points out that the increased velocity at which disturbances 
move along the surface of the tube may give ri se to extremely 
l a rge intensity readings, since a probe near the wall would 
sense the instabilities and would be unable to distinguish 
between the turbulent signal and the signal due to the insta-
bilities . Frobability density function analyses of the 
signals would indicate when non-random contributions are 
present . Black's comment is a val id one and high intensities 
near the wall should be analyzed a long this line. 
3 .2. Turbulence in Drag Reducing Fluids. 
The turbulence measurements that will be discussed are 
intensities of turbulence and energy spectra . The reader is 
referred to Appendix I for definitions of these quantities. 
Turbulence intensities for viscoelastic , drag reducing fluids 
have not been investigated as thoroughly as for solvents, and 
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there are conflicts among the reported experimental results. 
~ells, et. al. (126) measured intensities in the longitudinal 
direction for aqueous axe solutions using a total pressure 
probe. They reported intensities under drag reducing con-
ditions slightly lower than for the solvents at equivalent 
Reynolds nu~bers. Virk, et. al. (120) reported data obtained 
with a cylinder probe in an aqueous polyethylene oxide 
solution. Their data at the center of the tube are higher 
than for the solvent, but only one flow rate was investigated. 
Seyer and Metzner (100) used photographic techniques in two 
~T-597 solutions and obtained approximately normal intensi-
ties. Patterson (8t) used a hot-film wedge probe to measure 
intensities in several polymer solutions in 1-inch and 2-inch 
I.D. tubes. His data in the 2-inch tube, where the solutions 
were in the range of incipient drag reduction, showed very 
high intensities at low flow rates and approached normal 
values at higher flow rates. This effect was very apparent 
near the wall, but was also observed to a lesser degree at 
the center of the tube. His data in a 1-inch tube indicate 
abnormally high intensities at high flow rates with a drag 
reducing solution. Johnson (60), for flow over a flat plate 
under drag reducing conditions, reported intensities higher 
than normal near the vrall. His data vmre obtained Hi th a 
cone hot-film probe. 3pangler (93) has reported results 
obtained in an aqueous Polyhall (a polyacrilamide) solution 
with a total pressure probe that show high intensities at 
low flow rates, and thus agree with Patterson's results. 
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There is considerable confusion in the li terature con-
cerning the r esul ts of this t ype of measurement , and the 
experimental techni ques be i ng used . The necessity of in ves-
tigating what properties of the fluid s or anomalie s in the 
measuring techniques cause these apparently contradictory 
results i s ob vious. 
Ene rgy spectra for drag r educing fluids ha ve been 
me asur ed by .Patte r son (8 q), ~i~e ll s , et. al. (1~), and Virk 
( 120). ? atte rson observed tha t there we re no apparent 
differences between energy spectr a for drag reducing fluids 
and the so l vents when compared at the same flow rates. The 
e ffect of vi scosity is to s hift the spectra ( compared at 
equiva lent flow r a tes) to lower frequencies. This viscosity 
effect was not observed by Patterson. Virk compared his 
spec trum measur ements in aqueous polyox solutions with water 
spectra at equi valent Reynolds number. It '\'las obser•1ed that 
the normalized solution spectra were low at the high frequency 
range . This r esult compl etely contradicts Patterson's meas-
urements, since compared at equal Reynolds numbers , Pa t te r son' s 
solution spectra would fall above the so l vent spectr a . These 
differences are not understood at the present time. 
~"ie ll s, et. al. (126) al so obtained energy spectra for 
drag r educing CMC solutions . They compar ed the polymer 
so lution spectra with water spectra and conc luded that there 
was no viscoelastic effect on the energy spectra . This 
conclusion is not completely established, although it agrees 
with Patterson's results. ~ells' spectra do not cover the 
region beyond tbe inertial subrange, since the turbulent 
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signals were filtered at 1000 cps. According to Singh (104), 
the most noticeable effects of viscoelasticity on energy 
spectra should occur in the high wave number range. 
3 . 3 Structure of Trans ition Tube Flow. 
It is well established that be low a Reyno lds number of 
approximately 2100 flow in a tube is laminar. At this value 
of Reynolds number transition to turbulent flow occurs, with 
fully dev .:~ loped turbulent flo~v being achieved at a Reynolds 
number close to ~000 . The Reynolds number at which transition 
to turbulent flow occurs ·is dependent on exte rnal conditions, 
such as entrance conditions, vibrations, the nature of tbe 
surface of the tube, etc. For purely viscous fluids the flow 
1·1ill be .laminar up to a NRe of approximately 1800 , independent 
of external conditions. It is possible to maintain laminar 
flow up to NRe ~ 20,000 under closely controlled conditions. 
Two methods of analysis are used to study the gro~th of 
disturbances occurring in laminar flow. These are the 
energy method and the method of small disturbances. The 
energy me thad is concerned with the conditions under ~rhich the 
energy of the disturbances grows or decays with time. Thomas 
(113) has used this method of analysis for pipe flow and has 
concluded that infinitesimal disturbances will decay, indi-
cating that tube flow is stable. Thi s ob viously contradicts 
the observed results. The method of small disturbances 
assumes that velocity and pressure fluctuations can be repre-
sented as exponential functions of time and position in the 
direction of flow. Subtitution of this type of relationship 
in tbe equat1on of motion for a two dimensional flow leads to 
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the tle ll known Orr- Sommerfeld stability equation . Thomas 
showed tha t this exponential type of disturbance also leads 
to stable t ube flow. 
It has been suggested (70) that s ince tube flow appears 
to be stable to infinitesimal disturbances, transition to 
turbulence should be attributed to the entrance r egion of 
the tube, where flow can be approximated as boundary layer 
flow. Boundary l aye r flow is known to be unstable after a 
ce r ta in Reynolds number. The disturbances in the tube would 
not be infini tesimal, but of a finite ampli t ud e and the 
methods of analys is mentioned would not apply. This mechanism 
is specul ati ve and indicates the lack of understanding of 
the trans ition region in tube flow. 
Friction factor measurements taken in transition tube 
flow indica te that the pressure drop increases when compared 
to the value for laminar flow at equivalent Reynolds numbers. 
This qualitative result is predicted by the energy method 
developed by Thomas, but is not predicted by the method of 
small disturbances. 
Rotta (92 ) measured velocity fluctuations observed in 
transition flo ~" in the Reynolds number r ange 2200 - 2600 using 
hot- wire anemometry. His r esults indicate a flow regime 
characterized by "patches " of l aminar and turbulent flow 
alternating a long the tube lenght at a gi ve n time. Inter-
mittency factors, indicative of the fra ction of the time tbat 
flow appears fully turbulent to a stationary observer, were 
calculated from the data. These range in value from 0.10 at 
a Reynolds nwnber .. c;t 2300 to 0.95 at 2600. 
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Other measurements in the transition region are· those 
reported by Lindgren (72) and Binnie and Fowler (10), which 
have been reviewed by Coles (26). Measurements of the veloc-
it~es of the leading and trailing edges of the turbulent 
slugs, and a determination of the a verage frequency of the 
slugs have been reported. The maximum average frequency of 
the slugs was observed to be about 0.025 Ob/D for L/D>300, 
and did not change with distance from the edge of the tube, 
indicating a quasi-stable state. The maximum occurred at a 
Reynolds number of 2400. At higher NRe the slug frequency 
decreases, as the flow approaches a fully turbulent condition. 
There is very little Known about the nature of these 
patches. It would be of interest to obtain energy spectra 
that would indicate the frequency of fluctuations present. 
Probability density functions of the velocity fluctuations 
would give information on the approach to fully developed 
turbulence as a function of Reynolds number and would comple-
ment the intermittency data reported by Rotta. 
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EXPERIHENTAL 
1. Experimental Plan. 
The purpose of this investigation was to obtain infor-
mation concerning the structure of turbulence under drag 
reducing conditions, and also to evaluate some of the experi-
mental techniques used in turbulence measurements in liquids. 
1 .1. Turbulence Measurements in Drag Reducing Fluids. 
Intensities of turbulence, energy spectra, probability 
density functions, scales of turbulence, and autocorrelations 
were obtained for a soap solution and several polymer solu-
tions, listed in Table I. A total of 1 5 solutions ';.;ere 
studied in the 1-inch tube and 5 solutions were studied ·in 
the 2-inch tube. 
Molecular 1\'e igh t and intrinsic viscosity data for the 
various polymer-solvent systems studied are listed in Table II. 
Viscosity data for the various solutions are given in Table III. 
For the PIB L-200 in mineral oil and in cyclohexane, viscos-
ities are given as a function of degradation. These are low 
shear rate viscosities obtained in a Cannon-Ubbelohde vis-
cometer. For the toluene and benzene solutions, viscosity 
data were obtained by Liaw (68) using a capillary tube vis-
cometer. Table IV gives viscosity and density data for the 
four solvents used: toluene, benzene, cyclohexane, and mineral 
oil. Specifications for the solvents and the solutes are 
given in Appendix III. 
Relaxation times for the .?IB L-200 in cyclohexane and in 
mineral oil have been estimated and are reported in Table V. 
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The r e l8xation time , r 1 , has been calculated using the Zimm 
theory (I~quation 113 , A-ppendix I ) . ·"J'alues of ~ t·Tere obtt! i ned 
c 
from low shear rate viscosity measurements , Viscosity average 
molecular weights were obtained from the viscosity data with 
the following assumpt ions: 
a) Intrinsic viscosity and molecular weight are related 
by the equation : 
[ 1] ]= K[Hv] 0 . 70 ( /~2 ) 
The exponent of Mv reported in the literature for PIB i n 
cyclohexane and i n to l uene ranges from 0.69 - 0 . 72 (18). The 
sa~e val ue was used fo r mineral oi l due to the unavai l abil i t y 
of expe r imenta l val ues . 
b ) Intrinsic vi scos i ty and spec i f i c viscosi ty ar e 
related by the equati on : 
2 ~ = [17] + 1c ' c [17] (43 ) 
c 
Ex-peri mental data fo r PI B in cyclohexane at 25°0 indicate 
that k ' is c l ose t o 0.36 ( 24). No data a r e available f or t he 
mineral oi l - ~ IB system, and k ' was taken as 0 . 4 for this 
system. An error of 10% in k' v10uld r esul t i n an error of 3% 
i n (17] • For a given concentration , 1r1here ~ for fresh and 
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degraded soluti ons are very similar, the error introduced i n 
pred i cti ng values of [17 ] I·Till be approximately the same for 
all solutions . 
Using the calculated value of [17] , and as suming that 
Mv = 4.7x106 for the fresh 0.05~ PIB in mineral oil solution, 
molecular weights were calculated for the various mineral oil 
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TABLE I 
So lutions Studied 
Solute Sol ven t Concentrations Tube 
% Diameter 
inches 
Polyi sobutyl ene 
L- 200 ( i?IB) 
Cyclohexane 0. 10 t 0 . 1.~0 
Folyisobutyl ene Mineral oil 
L- 200 (PI B) 
0.05 , 0 . 20 t o. 40 
Polyis obutylene l-iine r a l oil 
L- 200 ( PIB) 
0 . 05 , 0. 20 t o. 40 2 
Aluminum di oleate Toluene 1 .o 
(Alumage l) 
Aluminum dioleate Toluene 1 .o 2 
(Alumage l) 
Polyethyl ene Oxide 
( PEO ) Coagul~nt 
Benzene 0.008 , 0.20 1 
Polyethylene Oxide Benzene 0.02, o. 40 1 ( PEO) WSR-205 
Polyis oprene 
cis-280 
(PIP) Toluene 0.008, 0.02,. 0.08 1 
·E'olyis opr ene 
c is-280 
(PIP) Toluene 0.08 2 
Silicone Rubber -54 Toluene ( SR) 
0.008, 0.08 1 
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TABLE II 
Holecular .'ie i gh ts and Intrins ic Vi s cosities 




.?EO Coagulant Benzene 25 13 . 5* 2.75x1o6 
?EO iiSR Benzene 25 2.5* 0.78x106 
PI P 'cis- 280 Toluene 25 8. /.~·· 2.80x106 
SR-5 4 Toluene 25 5.3* 5.60x106 
PIB L-200 Cyclohexane 25 10.75** ~~ . 70x 1 o6 
?IE L-200 Mineral Oil 25 13.4*** 4 . 70x1o6 
*Values obtained by Liaw (68). 
** Value for a fre s h solution reported by Patterson, et. al. 
(85). 




Viscosity Data for the Polymer 
and Soap Solutions 




0.008 1 .00 0.00660 
Coag Benzene-lt- o. 20 0.92 0.0306 
fEO Benzene 0.02 1.00 0.00644 
WSR o. 40 1 .02 0.0195 
PIP Toluene 0.008 1 .00 0.00576 
0.02 1 .oo 0.00630 
0.08 0.95 0.0142 
SR Toluene 0.008 1.00 0.00588 
0.08 1 .02 0.0087 
Aluminum 
Dioleate Toluene** 1. 0 0.028 
PIB Hineral Oil*** 0.05 Fresh 0.071 
Inter 0.068 
Degrd 0.065 
0. 20 Fresh 
--
0.140 




o. 40 Fresh 0.155 
Inter 
--














* PEO Coag~ PEO WSR, PIP and SR viscosities measured by 
Liaw (68). 
** value estimated from turbulent pressure drop results. 
*** lovr shear rate viscosities; no information available 
concerning the value of n'. 
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1'ABLE IV 
Density and Viscosity of Solvents 
I 
.Solvent Temperature Density Viscosity,_, 
0,0 gm/cm3 ' cent1po1ses 
Cyclohexane 25 .-0~· 0.776 0.889 
Toluene 25.0 0.861 o. 560 
Benzene 25.0 0.873 0.605 
Mineral 011 25.0 0.856 4.20 
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TABLE V 
Relaxation Times and Estimated Molecular 
~eights as a Function of Degradation 
FIB L-200 in Mineral 
Concentration Solution d~?7}g :t-1v 1' Condition se6s 
0.05 Fresh 13.4 4.7xto6 5 . L~x 1 o- 3 
Inter 1 2. 1 4. 1 4. 2 
Degrd 10.5 3.3 3 . 2 
0.20 Fresh 8 . 8 2 . 56 2. 5 
Inte r 8 . 1 2.29 2.0 
Degrd 7.6 2.07 1 • 7 
o. 40 Fresh 4.7 1 .05 0.59 
Inter 4. 2 0.89 0.44 
Degrd 3.9 0.81 0.35 
PIB L- 200 in Cyclohexane 
0.10 Fresh 8.7 3.37xto6 0 . 54x1o- 3 
Degrd 7.4 2. 68 0.37 
o. 40 Fresh 1 0~3 4.24 1. 42 
Degr d 10.0 4. 07 1 . 30 
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solutions. All molecular weights in the cyclohexane solutions 
were based on Mv = 4.7x106 for an intrinsic viscosity of 10.75. 
1 . 2 . 3vqluat ion of Exneri~enta l Te chniaue s . 
The experimenta l t echniques that were in vestigated we r e : 
a ) r esponse of a hot- film wedge probe in vi scoe l as tic fluids 
unde r drag r ed ucing conditions, b) compari sons of intensities 
of turbulence and ene rgy spectra obtained with different types 
of hot-film probes for solvents and for a ve ry degraded poly-
ner solution , and c) comparisons of intensities of turbulence 
measu red with a total pressure probe and a hot- film \·Tedge 
probe under drag reducing conditions . 
The re sponse of a hot-film wedge probe was studied in 
mineral oil and in fou r solutions of ?IB L-200 in mine ral oil. 
Low shear r ate vi s cosities for the 0.028%, 0 .05%, 0.20%, and 
O. hO% solutions a r e gi ven in Table VI . 
Comparison stud ies for film probes were performed in 
three solvents: cyclohexane, toluene, and mineral oil, and 
in a polymer so lution : 0 . 40% ~ IB in cyclohe xane . Fi ve 
different types of probes \·Te r e used in t hese measur ements : a 
wedge probe, a cone probe , a parabol ic wedge probe , and t wo 
diffe rent cylinde r probes (0 . 001- and 0 .006-inch in diameter) . 
Solvent viscosities ha ve been r eported in Table I V. The 
vi s cosity of the o. to% ~ I B in cyc l ohexane solution is gi ven 
in Tabl e '!I. 
Intensitie s of turbulence were measured in mineral oil, 
and in 0.028%, 0.05%, and 0.20~ PIB in mine ral oil with the 
total pressure probe. Sol~t1on viscosities are given in 
Table V~. 
TABLE {I I 
Low Shear Rate Vi scosities for t he Solutions 
Used 1n the Evaluation of Experimental Techniques 
Solution Vi scosity, poises 
0 . 0281o 'PI E in Mineral Oi l 0.054 
0 . 05% PI E in Mineral Oil 0.067 
0 . 20% FI B in Mineral Oi1 0. 125 
0. ~~o% PIE in Mineral 011 0.132 
0. 1.tO% PIE i n Cyclohexane 0. Ol;.9 
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2. Description of Equipment 
2.1. ~ umping Unit. 
Turbulence measurements were taken in a pumping unit 
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which has been described by Hershey (55) and Patterson (84) 
and will only be discussed briefly. 
The pumping unit is shown schematically in Figure 1. 
It consists of a test section with 2-, 1-, and l-inch inside 
diameter seamless carbon steel tubes. Length-to-diameter 
ratios were 100, 200, and 300 for the test sections of the 
2-, 1-, and ~-inch tubes respectively. ·Entrance regions of 
50, 75, and 100 L/D 1vere provided for the 2-, 1.·, and ~-inch 
t~bes, respectively. An L/D ratio of 50 is generally con-
sidered sufficient for velocity profiles to be established 
for purely viscous fluids. 
The test section of each tube had three pressure taps, 
which consisted of 0.029-inch holes carefully drilled to 
avoid any burrs on the inside surface of the tube. The 
middle tap was located halfw·ay be tween the end taps, and was 
used originally to check the consistency of the pressure 
measurements obtained between any two taps. 
'Pressure measurements were taken with three manometers: 
a mercury manometer with a pressure drop range of 0-9 feet 
of mercury (0-46.9 psig), a process fluid manometer with a 
pressure range of 0-9 feet of process fluid (approximately 
· 0-3. 4 psig for toluene at room temperature), and a slanted 
process fluid manometer with a pressure range of 0-4.75 
inches of process fluid (approximately 0-0.148 psig with 
toluene at room temperature). 
,.. .·· 
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Flui d was pumped out of a 100 gallon r ese r voir through 
the test sections and r eturned to the reservoir. Two pumps 
were used : 0-200 gallon pe r minute and 0-50 gallon per minute 
Vi king gear pumps dri ven by variable speed dri ves. The 
pumps were located in parallel at the exit of the r ese r voir 
and v1ere isolated from the t est secti on by means of expan-
sion joints, use d to elimina t e vibrations. 
T'.-70 filters were placed in the system . A coarse screen 
was place d in the inlet line to the pumps in order to protect 
them from l a r ge f or e ign objec ts. A basket-type filter 
covered with a 50 micron screen was used to remove dirt and 
lint from t he system. 
Magnetic turbine flow me ters we r e used to monitor the 
flow r ate ; the output from the flowmeters was read on a 
digital counter. Flow rate calibration curves were obtained 
by di ve rting the flow from the pumping unit into a weighing 
t ank. Flow r a tes could be determined to ±1% with not much 
difficulty after the technique ~·1as mastered. At very high ·· 
flow rates it became difficult to obtain accurate calibrations 
since the weighing time decreased. However, it was observed 
that the calibration curves we r e extremely linear, and any 
values at high flow ra tes dev i ating grossly could be elimi-
nated. 
At the exit of both pumps and at the inlet to the test 
section, surge vo lumes were placed to eliminate pulsations in 
the flow. A bypass line allowed fluid to be pumped directly 
into the reservoir. 
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The system was designed to maintain a constant fluid 
temperature. Temperatures could be controlled to± 0.05°0. 
The heating system consisted of a 3/8-inch outside diameter 
stainless steel coil immersed in the fluid in the reservoir. 
Water was heated in a one-pass concentric heat exchanger 
before going through the coil. The heat exchanger was a 
3/4-inch galvanized pipe through which ran a 3/8-inch O.D. 
steam line. A thermoregulator connected to a relay and a 
control valve were used to control the steam flow rate 
through the exchanger. The temperature of the process fluid 
was read on thermometers with 0.1°0 graduations located at 
both ends of the test section. · 
2.2. Vibrating Probe Unit. 
A section was adde.d to the pumping unit in order to 
perform the vibrating probe studies. This section consisted 
of a vertical 1-inch I.D. tube placed inside an 8-inch pipe 
that was used as a pumping reservoir. A 3-to-1-inch reducer 
was welded to the end of the l-inch tube and was used to 
decelerate the fluid. Temperature 'vas maintained constant 
by a water coil connected to the heating system of the pump-
ing unit. The 200 gallon$ per minute pump, the filter, and 
the flow meter system of the pumping unit were also used. 
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the reservoir and the 
auxiliary equipment. Figure 3 shows the details of the 
reservoir. 
The speakef used to vibrate the probe was bolted to a 
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of t~1c rr;scrioi.r. T'h::; bottom of the platP- '··as ··eldecl. to 3 
p?.r:l.bollc pi.0C'2 rJe~ignPd to fit into the expander 8.t the end 
of the 1-inch tube;. l''igure ·: sho·:s n. di2grn.:n of the plate. 
The purpose of the pr:.r~1bolic piece ,,,~.s to cl.l\.:ert the fluid 
in to the rc~:;er··oir. The nrobe ~ras introduced into toe top of 
the 1-inch tubo throu[;h a 0. Y37-incl1 hole in the bottom of 
the pr:.rc>bolic piece 8llo,-ing a 0.030-inch cle2rance 2round the 
probe. The end of the probe extencl.ed 1~ inches inside the 
1-inch tube. Ho'rre'Jer, the taperine; of the expansion fitting 
was such that its diameter was approximately 1l inches for a 
distance of one inch. The fluid, therefore, was not sub-
jccted to a rapid change in velocity after leaving the tube, 
~hich might have created end effects. A fully developed 
profile existed at the point where the tip of the probe was 
located., since the entrance length-to-diameter ratio was 50. 
Centering of the probe was important and the symmetry 
of the expander, the tube, and the rcser~oir was checked by 
using n. c2nt'c:ring device, the large end of ·.rhich ga·:e n close 
fit Lnsirte the 1-inch tuba and the small end of which gave a 
close fit in th~ hole i.n the psrabolic piec'; on the same axis. 
It '·Gs ob~;cr-,:r;d th~=<.t the systc?m '.-J:l.s symmetric8l and that the 
probe could be center.:;d iM-:;ide the tube by centerin;; the metal 
plHte with respect to the edge of the flqnge. 
In order to minimize extraneous ·:lbrations, the rcserv·oir 
'78S bolted to n metal ~3tancl., nnrl expansion joints 'dere placed 
in the inlet and outlet lines to the reservoir. ..hen the 
reservoir was filled with fluid, the mass of the system was 
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fluid against the plate, up to a ve locity of 15ft/sec. This 
imposed a limitation on the maximum ve locity that could be 
in ve s tiga ted. 
It would have been desirable, from the point of view of 
avoiding all possibilities of end effects, to ha ve the sensing 
surface of the probe as far from the end of the tube as 
possible. A compromise had to be made, since the weight of 
the probe and its holder, as well as the total length had to 
be kept within certain . limits in order for the speaker to 
operate properly. A heavy holder would have damped out 
vibrations, and a very long one would have been unstable, 
producing side motions. An aluminum holder i inch in diameter 
and 2~ inches long was designed , and was found to be satis-
factory . The holder is shah~ in Figure 5 . The probe was 
held in position by four set screws. 
A washer was epoxied to the top of the probe holder, in 
order to determine the displacement of the probe by measuring 
the capacitance between it and another washer held stationary . 
A proximity transducer and Disa reactance converter which 
measures capacitance and gives a corresponding voltage reading 
was used for this purpose . For calibration of the displace-
ment, the ~.,asher that remained stationary when the probe was 
vibrated (see Figure 4) was mounted on a frame with two ~icro­
meters that permitted the frame to be moved with respect to 
the probe ho l de r. 
The principle of opera t ion of the capacitive transduce r 
1 s that t he capac i tance be t"'ieen two sur faces is g i ven by: 
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C -!! 
- a ( L; lt. ) 
\·There € is the dielectric constant of the medium bet•·reen the 
two surfaces , A is the area of the surfaces, and a is the 
distance between them . The capacitance is inversely proper-
tional to the separation betwe en the surfaces. In our case, 
we were interested in the variations of capacitance with 
distance. The response is non-linear with respect to a and 
if C0 and a 0 are reference values, and C and a are values at 
any position, then: 
and: 
C = C0 + C' 
a= a +a' 0 
OJ = -a'/a0 0
o 1+a ' /a0 
( 45) 
( !.~6) 
If a0 is very large, the ratio C'/C0 will be proportional to 
displacement and a linear relationship will result. However, 
the sensitivity will be small . If a 0 is small, the opposite 
is true} there will be large sensitivity, but a non-linear 
relationship bet~·i'een capacitance and displacement will be 
obtained. 
A transducer was constructed using a circuit supplied by 





variable ~.rransducer Capacitance 
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This transducer can be used with metallic objects, and its 
only limitation is that it can be used only with frequencies 
less than 30,000 cps. The setting of the variable inductor 
was selected by trial and error until the best res~onse was 
obtained. 
The capacitance transducer was used in conjunction with 
a Disa Model 55B02 Reactance Converter. Specifications for 
this insturment, as well as for other electronic instruments 
are given in Appendix III. The transducer irBS connected to 
the input of an oscillator which converted the measured 
reactance of the transducer into a frequency. The frequency 
de tee tor converts frequency into a D.C. voltage. This voltage 
was used to establish the calibration curve of voltage versus 
probe displacement, from which the root-mean-square calibra-
tion curve 1-ras calculated. 
The system used to drive the 16-ohm speaker consisted of 
a Heathkit signal generator,a transformer, and an audioampli-
fier. The voltage supplied by the signal generator was not 
sufficient to drive the speaker at high frequencies, and a 
transformer was used. Connecting the output of the trans-
former to the audioamplifier allowed even higher frequencies 
to be reached. Distortion of the sinusoidal output of the 
signal generator ;ms of concern, but the results indicate that 
this effect, if present at all, was negligible. 
A D.C. voltage (from the reactance converter) versus 
displacement curve was established, and from it, assuming a 
sinusoidal displacement, it •;ras possible to calculate the 
root-mean-square voltages, that would be obtained for a given 
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peak-to-peak displacements of the probe. This calibration was 
performed before mounting the speaker and plate on the reser-
voir. The probe ~as vibrated at low frequencies (large dis-
placements) and the displacement obtained from the calibration 
curve compared satisfactorily with the displacement read on a 
scale next to the tip of the probe. This was not intended as 
an accurate test, and it only indicated that no gross errors 
in calibration were made. The calibration was repeated with 
the speaker mounted on the reservoir. 
Displacement measurements depended on the separation of 
the two sensing surfaces as well as on the angle between them. 
A standard was established by vibrating the probe at 20 cps 
in air, using only the signal generator and the transformer, 
with various voltages from the signal generator. If the posi-
tion of the washers were changed, a new calibration could be 
obtained immediately by vibrating the probe at 20 cps and 
known voltages. This calibration was performed in air, since 
it was noticed that the fluid had a tendency to damp the 
displacement of the probe. 
2.3. Hot-Film Anemometry. 
Turbulence measurements were performed with a Disa Model 
D 55A01 constant temperature anemometer. Data for drag 
reducing fluids were taken with a Disa wedge probe. For the 
probe comparison measurements, four Thermo-Systems, Inc. 
probes, and a Disa wedge probe were used with the Disa anemom-
eter. The Thermo-Systems probes were: 0.006-inch and 0.001-
inch cylinder probes, a parabolic wedge probe, and a cone 
probe. Specifications for the different probes are given in 
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.~ppcndix III. 
The probes were attached to a tra;crsing mechanis~ which 
h a s be en d e s c r i be d by 1) a t t e r son ( 8 4 ) • The t r 8. v e r s i n s d e v i c c 
was used in measuring intensity of turbulence profiles 
across the 1- and 2-inch tubes. Due to the size of the probes, 
"'leasurernents in the region close to the ·1all of the tube 
could not be made. Measurements were taken up to r/R = 0.70 
in the l-inch tube, and r/R = 0.80 in the 2-inch tube. 
Attempts to use a bent wedge probe, that would have allowed 
measurements to be performed close to the wall, were not 
successful, due to the effect of the curvature of the probe 
on the flow pattern in the tubes. 
:;hen used in the l-inch tube, the traversing de vice \;as 
~ounted on a l-inch aluminum cross. A smooth sleeve, exactly 
1-inch in inside diameter was placed 1ns1de the cross in 
order to minimize flow disturbances, which would affect the 
turbulence measurements. The probes extended about three 
inches into the tube, thus the sensing surface was removed 
from any major disturbance. Velocity profiles measured by 
?atterson (8'·) and by Florez ( 1~1) ·.:ith the sa11e traversing 
mechanism do not indicate any effects of the supports on the 
velocity profiles. In the 2-inch tube the traversing mecha-
nism was mounted directly on the side of the tube. 
In the 1-inch tube the probes were centered in a short 
section of dummy tube vTith the same inside diameter as the 
test section. The traversing mechanism with the probe thus 
centered was then removed from the dummy tube and attached to 
the test section tube. Symmetry checks performed in the test 
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section indicate that this method is good to r/R of ± 0.02. 
The Disa model D 55A01 constant temperature anemometer 
consists of an im~edance bridge. The probe constitutes one 
arm of this bridge, and an adjustable resistance constitutes 
another arm. The adjustable arm consists of three resistance 
decades, which can be adjusted by three knobs on the front 
panel of the anemometer. The input voltage to an amplifier 
is controlled by the bridge unbalance, which depends on the 
difference between the resistance of the probe and of the 
adjustable arm. The bridge voltage decreases when the probe 
resistance is too high, causing the bridge and the probe 
current to decrease. The instrument will adjust itself to a 
given probe temperature that depends on the setting of the 
variable resistors. 
The anemometer is supplied with a D.C. voltmeter, a D.C. 
voltage suppressor, an r.m.s. voltmeter, a square wave 
generator, and low and high pass filters. A coaxial cable can 
be connected to the bridge top, and the signal can be used for 
monitoring the flow, and for recordings. 
The probes were connected to the anemometer by a 5-meter 
long cable. The resistance of the cable and the probe supports 
vTas determined by using a shorting probe. After compensating 
for this resistance, the resistance measured when attaching a 
probe was that of the probe alone. The overheat ratio, i.e., 
the ratio of the operating probe resistance to the cold probe 
resistance, was always set to 1.08-1.10. The o verheat ratio 
determines the current through the probe, and thus the probe 
temperature. For an overheat ratio of 1.10, the probe tempera-
ture is 70°0 '.">'hen the fluid temperature is 25°0. 
The response of the anemometer system was checked by 
imposing a square wa ve of known frequency on the bridge. 
This has the effect of simulating an external disturbance. 
The square wave test can be used to obtain the optimum 
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response of the system. The probe cable has a certain indue-
tance and capacitance, which gives a frequency dependent 
impedance. A compensating network can be adjusted to give a 
stable system. A time constant is determined from the time 
required for the amplitude of the square wave to be reduced 
to 37% of its peak value (this is the same definition used by 
Fabula in calculating "rise times_''). The compensating net-
work was adjusted to obtain simultaneously a stable system 
and the best possible time constant. Time constants measured 
-5 in this form were in the range of 1.5-2.0X10 seconds, 
indicating frequencies in the range of 7,000 to 10,000 cps. 
This result was for solvents; for concentrated polymer solu-
tions, the frequency response dropped somewhat and the cut-
off frequencies were in the range of 5,000-6,000 cps. 
Electronic noise in the anemometer was checked by 
measuring root-mean-square voltages at zero flow rates. 
Values of 2-3 millivolts vlere obtained; this noise level uas 
1fi thin manufacturer's specifications. High and lovT pass 
filters were set to 0 and 20,000 cps respectively in order 
to eliminate high frequency noise. D.C. and root-mean-square 
voltages were always read on the scales that vlould permit the 
greatest accuracy in the measurements. In cases where D.C. 
voltage versus velocity calibration curves with low slopes 
\vere obtained, the D.C. suppressor was always used •. 
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The s i gnal from the anemo~eter was recorded on magnetic 
tape in order to perform spectrum, probabil i ty density func-
tion and autocorrelation measurements . Recordings were made 
in a Lyrec TR- 60 tape recorder . 3pecifications are given in 
Appendix III. The tape r ecorder has three direct recording 
channels , and tifO pulse duration modulated (Pm·O channels . 
Three r eco rding speeds can be selected : 0 . 6 , 6 .0, and 60.0 
inches/second . The recording speed was chosen according to 
the frequ ency range of i nterest . Recording at 6 . 0 i ps, it is 
possibl e to obtain flat frequency re sponse curves in the r ange 
60- 20,000 cps \·Ti th the direct channels , and i n the range 5- 80 
cps with the PDM channels . Record i ngs were performed at 6 
ips, with the exception of some turbu l ence trans i tion measure -
ments whi ch were recorded at 0.6 ips . The frequecny range 
5-20,000 cps includes almost al l of the energy for t ube 
turbulence in the ve l ocity range invest i ga ted. It i s possibl e 
to obtai n a flat frequency r esponse up to 100,000 cps by 
reco rding at 60 ips. 
Recordings were made using two of the direct r ecording 
channels and t'\vo of the PDH channels . Record i ng times ranged 
from 1 ~ to 2 minutes at 6 . 0 ips . Tape loops were used for 
analyzing the recordings; the maximum length of these loops 
was 300 inches or 50 seconds of recording. The frequency 
response of the recorder was checked by recording a signal of 
kno\rn ampli tude from the Heathkit s ignal generator, and check-
ing the amplitude of the playback signal. The frequen cy 
response of the different channels was adjusted before every 
set of tape analyses performed. These ad justments were 
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performed on the playback amplifier of the recorder and not 
on the recording amplifier. A typical frequency response 
curve is given in Appendix III for a direct and a 2DM channel. 
Spectrum analyses were performed by playing the recorded 
signal into a band-pass filter system designed and built by 
\'iatson (123). The filters cover a frequency range of 10-20,000 
cps. There are 34 filters, ten filters per decade, their 
center frequencies selected according to ISO standards. The 
filters are designed such that the center frequency doubles 
in three increments , that is each filter covers 1/3 octave. 
Theoretically, it would be desirable that the response curve 
of each filter were perfectly flat. This was not the case in 
this instrument, and the r esponse curves peak somewhere near 
the center frequency. Hoi·Tever, the response of each of the 
filters is very similar, and the peak of the response curve 
was taken as the characteristic gain for each band. The ratio 
of output voltage to input voltage is greater than one at the 
center frequency of the band. The response characteristic of 
the filter ~·;as checked before each set of spectrum analyses, 
since it was observed that the characteristics tended to 
change with tbe age of the filter. The maximum observed 
change during the duration of this in vestigation was 15%. 
Table XIII in Appendix III shows a set of typical filter 
response characteristics. Calculation of energy spectra 
were performed by dividing the measured voltages by the 
characteristic parameter of each band, squaring the resulting 
quantity, and dividing by the bandwith. 
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In the spectrum analyses, two recordings 11ere used; the 
.PD1•1 for the loltT frequency range (<60 cps), and the direct 
recording for the high frequency range. Since the t~o 
recordings were not necessarily at the same voltage level, it 
was necessary to match the analyses. This was done by over-
lapping the analyses in three bands, and taking into account 
the different frequency response characteristics of the two 
channels, the PDM measurements were shifted to match the 
direct recording measurements. The error introduced in this 
manner is much less than the error obtained by having a fre-
quency response drop at low frequencies. 
Autocorrelation measurements were performed on only a 
few tapes, since it was only desired to compare the measured 
autocorrelations to those obtained from spectrum transforma-
tion. The Lyrec TR-60 recorder is especially designed for 
autocorrelation measurements, since playback on one of the 
direct channels, and on one of the ?DM channels can be delayed 
mechanically by moving the playback head. A calibrated micro-
meter indicates the displacement of the head, and for 6.0 ips 
playback, each unit of the micrometer corresponds to a delay 
of 0.065 seconds. 
In order to perform autocorrelations, it is necessary 
that the frequency response of both channels be perfectly 
matched. It is almost impossible to match the response of 
the two channels perfectly over the complete frequency range, 
but with the Lyrec recorder this could be approximated, and 
. 
autocorrelations at zero delay time ranged from 0.97-0.99. 
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To obtain valid nutocorrelations, it is necessary to cover 
the complete frequency range, and in order to obtain valid 
comparisons with transformed autocorrelations, it is necessary 
to cover the same frequency range covered in the spectra 
measurements. If the tapes are played back at 6.0 ips, the 
low frequency end of the spectrum is eliminated, and a com-
pletely different autocorrelation would be obtained if the 
low frequency portion of the spectrum were included. It is 
possible to solve this problem by filtering the signal at a 
given frequency, i.e. 60 cps, and recording one portion of 
the signal using the ?DM channels, and another using the 
direct channels. The two recordings would be correlated 
independently and a weighed average ~ould give the autocor-
relation of the total signal. This procedure Has not used 
because of the unavailability of the filters. However, it 
was observed that this problem could be solved by playing 
back the direct recordings at 60 ips, after adjusting the 
frequency response of the recorder at this speed. The limit 
on the frequency response at 6.0 ips is not the response of 
the recording amplifier, but that of the playback amplifier. 
A flat frequency response dovm to 10-20 cps can be obtained 
by playing back the recordings at 60 ips. 
Autocorrelations were performed using a Disa Nadel 
55A06 correlator. The correlator is an analog device which 
operates on the signals from two channels. The correlator 
determines the average value of the product of the two 
signals, and divides it by the product of the root-mean-square 
value of the two signals, thus giving a correlation coefficient. 
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Snecificntions for the instrument are 3iven in Appendix III. 
Probability density measurements were performed using an 
instrument dcsiBned and constructed by Bohley (17). The proba-
bility density analyzer (PDA) consists of t1vo voltage compar-
ators, each consisting of an operational amplifier with two 
silicone diodes in the feedback path. The comparators are 
used to determine when the signal is within an upper and a 
lower limit. The comparators outputs are used to generate a 
gating signal for a constant current generator. The current 
from the constant current source is used to charge a capacitor, 
the charge of vrhich depends only on the time during which the 
signal was within the upper and lower voltage limits. The 
signal is analyzed for 10 seconds, and the instrument can 
respond to signals seen for as short a time as 2x1o-7 seconds. 
The instrument is capable of determining both probability 
density functions and probability distributions, but only 
probability density functions w.d.f.) were determined in this 
investigation. Read-out using a digital voltmeter gave 10 
times the probability of finding the signal within the speci-
fied limits. Since the amplitude of the recorded signal is 
not the true amplitude of the turbulence signal (due to 
voltage attenuation), it was found convenient to normalize the 
p.d.f. in order to compare them to normal distributions. The 
method used to normalize the probability density functions 
will be discussed in Appendix I and in the Sample Calculations. 
The tapes were played back at 60 ips. With a 300-inch 
loop, and since the instrument analyzes for 10 seconds, the 
same signal is seen twice by the analyzer. The instrument 
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will also sense the splice whe re the two ends of the tape were 
joined. ~hen the splice went by the playback head, a peak in 
the signal was obse rved. This had the effect of creating a 
peak of large amplitude superimposed on the turbulence signal . 
~~en the probabilities are added without considering this 
peak , the summation is less than one, s ince part of the signal 
seen by the analyzer is being disregarded. This effect was 
observed in the analyses ; the total probabilities in fully 
developed turbulence were close to 0.95, and for a transition 
flow signal , clo se to 0.85. The differences in these two 
values is caused by the quiescent periods in the transition 
flow signal, which makes the effect of the splice greater than 
for the ful l y deve l oped flow signal. I t i s valid to normalize 
the probability density functions by dividing by this value, 
since the tur bulent signal and the signal due to the splice 
can be considered to be statistically independent. 
2 . 4. Pressure Probe 3ouipment. 
The pressure probe used was on loan from Ling-Temco-
Vought Inc. (LTV) and was very similar to the ones used in 
their measurements . Its principle of operation has been 
described by ~ells, et. al . (126) and will not be repeated 
here . In order to obtain turbulence measurements, tKo pie-
zoelectric crystals are needed, since it is necessary to 
subtract acous tical noise from the turbulent pressure fluctu-
ations. This is done by measuring the difference between the 
s ignal from a crystal located in t he total pressure probe and 
the signal from a crystal loca ted at the wall in the same 
longitudinal position as the end of the pressure probe. A 
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1 /32-inch hole ;ms drilled in the 1-inch tube vrall in order 
to obtain a reading with the wall probe. The total pressure 
probe was mounted on the same traversine mechanism used for 
the film probes, after slight modifications. 
It was possible to touch the wall of the tube with the 
total pressure probe, and measurements v1ere performed up to 
r/R = 0.98, the closest distance from the wall at which 
measurements have been obtained in this investig8tion. 
The piezoelectric crystals were calibrated by LTV and 
they indicated n value of 2.71 psi/volt for the sensitivity. 
The piezoelectric crystal has a resonance frequency at about 
6,000 cps, and LTV recommended that the turbulence signal be 
filtered at 1,000 cps. A low pass filter was constructed 
using a differential amplifier and a circuit supplied by 
fhilbric Research, Inc. The filter used was a third order 
Buttersworth filter having a sharp cut-off and flat band 
pass region. The response 1-.ras 3 db do-rm at w = 1/RC radians/ 
sec and. The filter vms designed ivi th 1 /RC ~ 2fi( 1500) • The 
gain of the amplifier and filter 'ivas determined after it was 
constructed, and it was found to be 0.99. 
In order to subtract the signal from the two crystals, 
a Keithley Model 603 differential amplifier was used. The 
instrument has a "rejection ratio" of more than 100 to 1. 
This indicates that if the outputs of the two crystals have 
a signal common to both and a signal which is sensed by only 
one, the d iffe ren tial amplifier trill amplify the signal seen 
by only one crystal 100 times more than the signal seen by 
both. The total pressure probe will sense acoustical noise 
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and the pressure fluctuations. The wall probe will sense only 
acoustical noise, which will be in phase with the noise sensed 
by the total pressure probe. The output voltage of the 
differential amplifier will correspond only to the pressure 
fluctuations sensed by the total pressure probe, and these 
are read in a root-mean-square voltmeter after being filtered. 
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Dr\ TA AND RgSULTS 
1. Vibrating Probe Measurements. 
Measurements with the vibrating probe were performed to 
determine whether measurements with wedge hot-film probes in 
viscoelastic fluids were valid. Objections raised by Metzner 
and Astarita (77) have been mentioned. This fact, together 
with some unusual iesults obtained by Patterson (82} and also 
in this investigation, indicated the necessity of determining 
the frequency response of the wedge probes. 
The procedure used to test the frequency response of the 
probe consisted of vibrating it with a sinusoidal motion of 
known frequency and amplitude. The velocity of the probe was 
a cosinusoidal function, and the root-mean-square of the veloc-
ity applied to the probe can be calculated. The velocity of 
the probe can also be calculated from the voltage output of the 
anemometer, and the two velocities can be compared. The ratio 
of the anemometer velocity to the displacement velocity, which 
will be called R, should equal 1.0. 
If tbe fluid were in laminar flow, the only contribution 
to the velocity sensed by the anemometer would be that due to 
the sinusoidal motion of theprobe. In our case, the sinusoidal 
velocity signal was superimposed on the turbulent fluctuations, 
and it was necessary to eliminate the latter. This was done 
by measuring the root-mean-square voltage due to the sinusoidal 
displacement plus turbulence and then the root-mean-square volt-
age due to turbulence without vibration. The root-mean-square 
voltage due to the sinusiodal displacement could then be cal-
culated from the relationship: 
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e'sin = [e'2 - e•2 ]i Turb + Sin Turb 
This relationship neglects the correlation eTurb eSin• 
If the turbulence is completely random, the correlation term 
should be equal to zero. Furthermore, the correlation would 
include only that portion of the turbulent signal associated 
with the frequency at which the probe was vibrated. If the 
total turbulent signal and the signal due to the sinusoidal 
vibration are of the same order of magnitude, the contribution 
from a given frequency to the turbulent signal will be much 
smaller than the sinusoidal signal, and the value of the corre-
lation would be small compared with eSin• Also, if there were 
periodicity in the flow, the correlation could have a positive 
or a negative value depending on whether the sinusoidal signal 
was in phase or out of phase with the periodic oscillations in 
the flow. 
The experimental technique and calculation method were 
tested in mineral oil. The results are shown in Figure 6. The 
frequency range was due to the superposition of the turbulent 
signal and the sinusoidal signal caused by the vibration of the 
probe. Since displacement decreased inversely proportionally 
to the square of the frequency for constant power input to the 
spea~er, at high frequencies the velocity signal due to the 
displacement of the probe became small compared to the turbu-
lent signal, and could not be distinguished. 
The data of Figure 6 indicate that R, the ratio of root-
mean-square velocity calculated from probe displacement was 
approximately 1.05 for Runs 1 and 2. Reynolds numbers are 
indicated in Figure 6. It is evident that the data are 
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reproducible. The error of 5~ is actually very good considering 
the assumptions concerning the shape of the waveform, and all 
other errors involved in constant temperature anemometry . 
In Run .3, the very low frequencies were studied in detail. 
Run 3 was the only run in which the probe was vibrated at 5 cps. 
This run was performed after the polymer solution measurements, 
and it was prompted by the fact that, as will be seen shortly, 
the polymer solution data bad a tendency to reach values of R 
much greater than 1 at low frequencies. At 10 cps for mineral 
Oil, values of R range from 1.10 to 1.26. At 5 cps, R increased 
to 1.40- 1.60. This effect will be considered in greater 
detail below. 
Four concentrations of PIB L-200 in mineral oil were studied: 
-0.028, 0.05, 0.20, and 0.40%. A total of 12 runs were performed. 
Figure 7 shows the intensity of turbulence data as a function 
of Reynolds number for the four concentrations considered. These 
intensities are higher than normal (mineral oil) at low flow 
rates, approaching normal values as the flow rate increases. 
This is the effect observed by Patterson and which bas been 
mentioned previously. These intensities of turbulence were 
measured simultaneously with the vibrating probe measurements. 
The experimental conditions, therefore, correspond to those 
existing when tube flow measurements of turbulence intensities 
are made. 
Figure 8 shows a typical calibration curve for anemometer 
D.O. voltage versus velocity for these polymer solutions. The 
upward trend of the curve does not fit the ususal heat trans-
fer relationships and will be considered in the Discussion. 
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However, one of the probl ems encountered in anemometry measure-
ments in polymer solutions is the s loping of this type of curve . 
It is possible to question: a) whether calibra tion curves of 
this type can be s loped, or whether these curves a re due to some 
type of "eddy shedd ing'' , as sugges t ed by Friehe and Schwarz (44) , 
which will make a s l ope calcul ated from this curve invalid, and 
b) whether turbulence intensit i es are hi gh, or whe ther these 
high values are due to some vis coelastic effect on the voltage 
fluctuations measured with the anemometer. An attempt will be 
made to answer these two quest ions based on the results of the 
vi brating probe measurement s. 
Figures 9, 10 , 11, and 12 show the data for the four solu-
tions studied. Reyno lds numbe rs, velocities, and measured 
intensities of turbulence are gi ven on these fi gures. Data for 
t he 0.05% solut i on are shown in Figure 9. The r a tios obtained 
r ange from 1.0 to 1.1 at the highest fre quencie s . Measured 
i ntens ities of turbulence were 7. 2% and 5.7%. A run performed 
at a Reynolds number of 7, 040 was disregarded, s ince the ratios 
R calculated at the higher frequencies were app r oximately 1.6 . 
These measurements show high val ues of i at low frequencies 
mainly at 10 cps. I t should be not iced t hat these high value s 
occur at any level of turbulence intens ity. ~igure 10 shows 
data for the 0 . 028% solution, and the same effects were observed. 
Intensities were in the range 4.48- 7.00%. Fi gur es 11 and 12 
show data for the two concentrated sol utions. Measured intens-
ities of turbulence were 4.05- 8.45% for the 0.20% solution . 
and approximately 7% for the 0.40% solution. The rise of R at 
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low frequencies was also observed for these solutions, inde-
pendent of turbulence level. The data for the 0.40% solution 
show considerable scatter. This is due to the reduced sensi-
tivity of the probe in this solution. 
Energy spectra of the turbulence signal with the superim-
posed sinusoidal vibrations were measured with the band pass 
filter. When compared to the energy spectra obtained without 
probe vibrations, no effect was observed on any band except 
the bands close to the frequency at which the probe was being 
vibrated. An effect was noticed on more than one band because 
the filters do not have sharp cut-off frequencies. Thus, vibra-
tions at a given frequency did not induce sympathetic vibrations 
at other frequencies, which may have accounted for high intens-
ities of turbulence. 
The turbulence signals were filtered at 20 cps using the 
high pass filter of the anemometer, in order to determine what 
fraction of the signal was in the frequency range where high 
ratios were obtained. It was observed that the signal below 20 
cps accounted for 5 • 10% of the total turbulence signal. This 
indicated that the high intensities of turbulence could not be 
attributed to some viscoelastic effect that promoted fluctua-
tions at low frequencies, since a contribution of 5 - 10% would 
not explain intensities a factor of two high. Furthermore, as 
will be seen in the section on spectra, solutions such as PIP 
in toluene and SR in toluene show a decrease in the contribu-
tions of the low frequency portion of the spectra, which leads 
to smaller macroscales for the more concentrated solutions. 
Tbe most important fact is that these high ratios were observed 
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for any level of turbulence intensity, and for mineral oil as 
well as for the solutions. These facts together with the spec-
trum measurements and the results obtained from filtering the 
signal, indicate that the response of the hot-film probe is 
correct, but that an experimental error is being introduced to 
give these high ratios at low frequencies. 
For ratios of the order of 1.6 to be encountered it would 
be necessary, in case the probe were not vibrating straight, 
for the lateral displacement of the probe to be greater than 
the longitudinal displacement. This, of course, is assuming 
that the probe will move laterally in a straight line, i.e., 
Tbis cannot occur since it is not possible for the probe to 
have a greater displacement laterally than longitudinally. 
However, an alternate mode of vibration can occur, and is 
illustrated below: 
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It can be demonstrated mathematically that if the curved path 
is considered to be the arc of a circle subtended by an angle 
of 90°, the root-mean-square velocity of the displacement over 
the arc is 1.30 times the root-mean-square velocity over the 
distance d. At low frequencies it has been observed that the 
tip of the probe follows a trajectory similar to tbe one 
described above. This causes the high values of R at low fre-
quencies. This effect has been observed when the probe was 
submerged in stationary fluid. It is believed that when fluid 
moves past the probe this effect is enhanced, and thus large 
values of R are obtained. The viscoelasticity of the moving 
fluid must contribute to the instability of the probe at low 
frequencies, explaining the fact that the effect is larger in 
the polymer solutions than in mineral oil. 
It should also be remembered that the effect ot the corre-
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lation eTurb eSin was neglected in these calculations. However, 
comparing spectra for mineral oil an~ PI B in mineral oil solu-
tions (i.e., Figures 39, 42, and 43, to be discussed in a later 
section) it can be seen that the low frequency region of the 
spectra are very similar for the different fluids. Furthermore, 
if large values of R were related to the effect of neglecting 
the correlation term, the value of the turbulence intensity 
should have an effect, since for high intensities the correla-
tion term should be greater than for low intensities. However, 
the value of R appears to be independent of the intensity level. 
One migbt also consider that periodicity in the flow could be 
responsible for these large values of R. However, the proba-
bility that the periodic component was always in phase with the 
sinusoidal motion (in order to give positive correlations) 
are so small, that it is very difficult to consider periodic-
ity as a logical explanation. Only if tbe vibration of the 
probe in the viscoelastic fluid induced sympathetic vibrations 
in phase with tbe probe motion could large values of R be 
obtained. Therefore, even though there is a possibility that 
these bigh values of R could be related to the effect of 
neglecting the correlation term, it is believed that the 
lateral motion of the probe is primarily responsible for these 
effects. 
Thus, it has been demonstrated that wedge probes respond 
correctly when used in viscoelastic fluids. High intensities 
of turbulence at low flow rates have been demonstrated to 
occur with viscoelastic fluids. Intensities of turbulence 
measured in other viscoelastic fluids will be discussed in 
greater detail below. 
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2. Friction Factor Keasurements. 
Most of the polymer solutions studied in this investiga-
tion were also studied by 1iaw (68), and friction factor 
measurements for those solutions are given in Table XXI". 
Friction factor me asurements for the 1% alu~inum dioleate in 
toluene solution have been reported by Radin (90). Friction 
factor measurements for PIB 1-200 in mine ral oil have not 
been reported previously, and these ~·rill be the only drag 
reduction measurements discussed in this section. 
Three concentrations of PI B 1-200 in mineral oil '·Tere 
studied: 0.05, 0.20, and 0. 40%. Measurements were made only 
in the l-inch and 2-inch tubes. Measurements were not made 
in the ! -inch tube because of the possibility of excessive 
degradation of the solutions. The degradation process was 
followed during the friction factor measurements and data 
will be shown for fresh, intermediate, and degraded solutions 
as friction factor versus solution Reynolds number. All 
Reynolds numbers were calculated based on low shear rate 
viscosities, since no capillary viscometer data were available 
for these solutions. 
Figures 13, 14, and 15 show friction factor data for 
the 0.05, 0.20, and 0. ~0% solutions, respectively. It can be 
seen that these solutions were not drag reducing (or friction 
reducing either) in the 2-inch tube. In the l-inch tube the 
1m-Test friction factor ratio obtained was 0.52 for the fresh 
0.05% solution. The degradation effect can be easily seen by 
comparing the fresh, intermediate, and degraded data. 
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Figure 16 shows the 1-inch tube data for the three 
solutions plotted using the parameters of the RZ2 correlatlon, 
i.e. friction factor ratio versus T 1Ub/(4[n]-1). Intrlnsic 
viscosities, ~olecular weights, and relaxation times were 
calculated in the manner indicated in the experimental section. 
The RZP correlation accounts for degradation effe0ts 
within a given concentration extremely well. However , there 
is a concentration effect which should have been taken into 
account . The concentration effect observed for the mineral 
oil solutions may be due to the methods used to estimate 
intrinsic ~iscosity and molecular weights for this system. 
Measured values of intrinsic viscosity were available for the 
solutions which have been used previously to test the RZP 
correlation. It is also possible that the 0.20% and O.qO% 
solutions were pseudoplastic. These two solutions are also 
approaching "concentrated" solution behavior, as can be seen 
from the f vs NRe cur~es. It should be remembered that the 
RZP correlation applies only to dilute, Newtonian solutions. 
3. Turbulence Measurements in Solvents and Viscoelastic 
Solutions. 
3.1. Turbulence Intensities . 
3.1 .1. Sol vents. 
Turbulence intensities have been measured in the l-inch 
and 2-inch tubes for organic solvents, drag reducing, and non-
drag reducing ~clymer solutions, and for a soap solution. 
Results of the least squares analyses for the voltage calibra-
tion curves are given in Appendix II. Calibration curves that 
give least square fits of the form E2 = A + B U0 yield 
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intensities of turbulence with a verage deviations less than 
5 ,~ ~. For the cases where calibration curves could not be 
represented by an equation of the type mentioned above, the 
a~erage deviation of t he data is estimated at 10% and errors 
of 20% are possible in some instances. 
Intensity profiles in the l-inch tube are shown in 
Figure 17 for benzene and mineral oil, the solvents studied 
in this investigation. Shown for comparison are Patterson's 
(84, 86) data for toluene and cyclohexane. The reproduci-
bility of these measurements is established by comparing 
these two sets of data, which were obtained independently. 
Figure 18 shows intensity of turbulence profiles in the 
2-inch tube for mineral oil, studied in this investigation, 
and for toluene, benzene, and cyclohexane, obtained by 
Patterson. Intensities measured at the center in mineral 
oil in the 2-inch tube are slightly lower than the l-inch 
tube results, and also lower than the solvent data obtained 
by ?atterson. This is probably due to experimental error. 
Comparisons at r/R of 0.60 and 0.80 indicate good agreement 
(~ 5%) between the various sets of data. It should be 
observed that there is no apparent diameter effect for the 
data for these two tubes at the center of the tube, but 
there i s a di2.meter effect as the wall is Rpproached, i.e., 
the level of turbulence at r/R = 0.70 in the l-inch tube is 
equivalent to r/R = 0.60 in the 2-inch tube. 
The turbulence intensities obtained in this investiga-
tion were calculated by predicting velocity profiles. 
There 1s no difference 1n the results obtained using these 
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two methods. Furthermore, the ;e locity profiles were predicted 
using the "lal,·T of the ·wall" , \·Thich is not the most accurate 
me thod at the center of the tube. The results indicate that 
it is possible to do this without in t roducing error. It can 
be seen from the equation used to calculate in tensi ties: 
u' e ' ( '+7) = 
-u UdE 
-dU 
that velocity appears in both the numerator and denominator 
of UdE. If it is assumed that 
dU 
- -u = k u true predicted 
it can be seen that: 









The intensity results indicate that for the small range of 
velocities covered in these experiments, the relationship 
given by equation (48) must be approximately true . 




of the predicted velocity profiles for viscoelastic fluids on 
calculated turbulence intensities, it is necessary to take a 
l arge number of points in order to establish voltage calibra-
- -tion cuiV es. If the ratio U actual/U pv remains constant for 
a short velocity range, which would correspond to the case 
considered 1n equation (48), no error is intro duced 1n the 
intensity cal cul at ions. For a short ·velocity r ange, the 
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assumption of constant value f or the r atio uactua1/upv is 
probably a very good one, s ince one would not exoect drastic 
changes in the velocity profilen over a short velocity range. 
Furt her more, for the velocity profiles measured by Florez (41) 
in viscoelastic fluids, the maxi mUJn value obtained for the 
r a tio uactua 1/u , e t the center of the tube, at the same pv 
Reynolds number was 1.12. 
From Figures 17 and 18 1t is observed that intensities 
' for sol vents are of the order of 3-4% at the center of the 
tube, and ri se to a value of 9- 11% a t a dimensionless radial 
position ot 0. 80 in the 2-inch tube. From meaSQrements obtained 
close to the l'ta.ll with a pressure probe in the l-inch tube 
(these will be d iscussed in a later section) it is known that 
longitudinal intensities reach a value of 25-30% at r/R=0.98. 
Intensity of turbulence measurements were attempted with a 
bent wedge probe close to the wall, but the curvature of the 
probe body di s torted the velocity profile in the tube, and 
made measurements near the wall erroneous. Thus, measurements 
with the wedge probe are limited to the central core of the 
tubes. 
3.1.2. Solutions: 2-inch Tube. 
Turbulence intensities in polymer solutions and in a soap 
solution are shown in Figures 19 and 20. All solid lines in 
the figures correspond to solvent results. These solutions 
were very degraded, since t hey had been pumped for 10-12 hours 
1n the l-inch tube befor~ measurements were made in the 2-inch 
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friction factor reducing, while the O.OB% PIP in toluene and 
the 1% aluminum dlolea te in toluene 'Nere slightly friction 
factor reducing, with the lowest friction factor ratios 
obtained being of the order of 0 . 90-0. 95. As shown in Fi t_;ure 
19, in-tensities in the soap solution were close to normal at 
the center of the tube, but low· near the wall. Polyisoprene 
data shOlf the same trend as the wall is approached, but at 
the center of the tube slightly high intensities were measured. 
Intensities for the 0.05 and 0.40% PIB L-200 in mineral 
oil are sholfn in Figure 20. The results for the 0.05% solution 
at the center are similar to the mineral oil data at equivalent 
Reynolds numbers, but are slightly high near the wall. Intens-
ities for the 0.40% solution show a slight tendency to be higher 
than solvent values at low flow rates. Intensities at low flow 
rates rise to a value of 6% at the center of the tube and. to 
12% at a radial position of 0.70. Patterson observed a similar 
but even more marked behavior in a 1% PIB L-80 in cyclohexane 
solution in the 2-inch tube, where intensities approaching 
35% were obtained at r/R=0.85. 
Patterson's data for the 2-inch tube at r/R=O.OO are sholm 
in Figure 21. The intensity of 4% for the solvent data shown 
in Figure 18 at a Reynolds number of 7,000 is significantly 
below the 5% shown in Figure 21 and indicates that the low 
Reynolds number effect observed by Patterson was not due to 
viscosity effects, but to the viscoelasticity of the polymer 
solutions. The high intensities obtained in the 0.40% PIB in 
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).1.). Solutions: 1-inch Tube. 
The patterns observed for the turbulence intensities in 
drag reducing fluids in the l-inch tube were more complex than 
those observed in the 2-inch tube. Measurements were extremely 
sensitive to degradation: in the 2-inch tube, the only marked 
deviations from normal intensity results at the center of the 
tube were at low Reynolds numbers. In the 1-inch tube, devi-
ations were observed at both low and high flow rates at the 
center of the tube. The differences between solvent and solu-
tion data observed in the 2-inch tube near the wall we~e also 
observed in the l-inch tube. 
Dilute solutions, such as 0.02% PEO WSR 1n benzene, 0.008~ 
SR in toluene, and 0.008% PIP in toluene shown in Figure 22, 
showed normal intensities. These solutions were friction 
factor reducing, and the lowest friction factor ratio observed 
was 0.85. These solutions were degraded by pumping tor 
approximately 4 or 5 hours before making these measurements. 
Various patterns of turbulence intensity versus Reynolds 
number were observed for the more concentrated solutions at 
...... 
~ center 2f !h! tube, and 1n order to make the presentation 
ot the data comprehensible, these patterns will be described 
before presenting the data for the different solutions. The 
patterns at the center of the tube are: 
0 .1 4 
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These pa tterns correspond to: I) intensities higher than 
normal at all flow rates, II) intens ities higher than normal 
at low flow rates, decreasing to normal at higher flow rates, 
and III) intensities increasing with increasing flow rate. 
These patterns will be discussed in greater detail below: 
Solutions more concentrated than those shown in Figure 22, 
such as 0.08% and 0.02% PIP in toluene, 0.008% and 0.20% PEO 
Coagulant 1n benzene, and 1% aluminum dioleate in toluene 
showed high intensities at the center of the tube, as seen in 
Figure 23. The last tour solutions showed intensities close 
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to 4% a t the center of the tube ; the 0.08% PIP solution shotred 
i ntensities close to 7%. Close to the wnll, t he solutions be-
haved differ ently, as seen i n Figure 24 for r /R=O .?O . The 
0.008% PEO Coagul ant and t he 0.08% PI P solutions showed high 
intensities at all radial positions. The 1% aluminum dioleate 
and t he 0. 20% PEO Coagulant shm•red high intensi t ies a t the 
center of t he tube , but the intensities became lower t han the 
sol vent intensities close to the wall. These measurements 1'lere 
t aken aft er pumping for 4 to 5 hours. 
It is of interest to notice the behavior of some of these 
solutions that give high intensities at t he center of the tube 
!n ~ fre sher state. Turbulence intensity measurements were 
made in t he 0.08% and 0.02% PIP in toluence after pumping for 
less than 1 hour. Measurements for degraded solutions were 
shown in Figure 2J . These measurements are shown in Figure 
25. In both cases, at the center or the tube, intensities are 
high at low flow rates (in the range of 5-7%) and low at high 
floH rates (close to 2%). The pattern indicated by these 
data is tha t solutions that show uniformily high intensities 
at t he center of the tube when degraded , show intensities 
higher than normal at low flow r ates , and normal or lower 
than normal a t high flol'l r ates. The high intensities at low 
flow r a t es have a l so been obtained for degr aded 0 .08% SR in 
toluene and 0.40% PEO WSR in benzene at the center of the tube 
and also at r/R=O.?O, as seen in Figure 26. The 0.20% and 
0.40% PIB L-200 in mineral oil solutions also showed high 
intensities near the wall when degraded, as seen in Figure 27. 
Intensities at the center of the tube for 0.20% PIB in mineral 
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oil Here normal t·Then the intensity profile lTas measured, but 
as l'Till be seen l ater, this changed ti'i th degradation. Figure 
28 shol'rs data for degraded 0.10,% and 0.40% PI.B L-200 in 
cyclohexane at r/R=O.OO and. 0.70. The degraded. 0.40~~ solu-
tion shot-led nearly nor:w.l lntenr:i ties at r/R=O. 00, indicating 
a behavior similar to the 0 . 20% PIB in mineral oil solution. 
The intensity for 0.10% PIB in cyclohexnne at the center of 
the tube at the highest flO"'··T rate uas higher than normal. 
Also shol'm in Figure 28 are data for 0.40% PIB L-200 in 
cyclohexane obtained by Patterson. At the highest flow rate 
measured by Patterson, the intensity of turbulence is higher 
than normal. These high intensities at high flou rates 
correspond to the pattern indicated in III on page 102. 
To summarize, the data obtained for the fresh 0.08% and 
0.02% PIP in toluene, 0.08% SR in toluene, 0.40% PEO WSR in 
benzene, and 0.40% PIB in mineral oil at the center of the 
tube indicate high intensities at low flow rates, lrhich 
decrease to normal or lower at high flow rates. The mildly 
degraded 0.20% PIB in mineral oil and degraded 0.40% PIB in 
cyclohexane data were nearly normal. 
The data for 0.10% and 0.40% (Patterson) PIB 1n cycle-
hexane at the center of the tube and at the highest flow rates 
indicate intensities higher than normal. The same pattern has 
been observed in fresh solutions of PIB in mineral oil. Figure 
29 shows the effect of degr~dation at the center of the l-inch 
tube for the 0.20% PIB in mineral oil. Three sets of measure-
ments are shown! a set !or a · fresh ~olut19n, a set for an inter-
mediate solution (shown also in Figure 27), and a set for a de-
graded solution. The data for the intermediate solution show 
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intensities that are normal at lol'r and high flow rates . The 
degraded solution shows the snme pa ttern observed in Figures 
25 and 26. Figure 30 shows data for the 0.40% PIB in mineral 
oil. Figure 31 shows data at the center or the tube for the 
fresh 0.10% and 0.40% PIB in cyclohexane. These should be 
compared to the data of Figure 28 . 
The trends observed in the measured turbulence intensi-
ties for viscoelastic fluids at the center of the tube can be 
summarized as follows: 
a) Dilute solutions show intensities very close to 
normal, both at the center of the tube and close to 
the wall. 
b) More concentrated solutions that give intensities 
different from normal at the center of the tube, ha~e 
been observed to follow a trend with degradation that 
is represented in Figure 32. Degradation will be 
(j 
represented by a viscoelastic parameter, which involves 
the flow rate and a shift factor based on the visco-
elastic properties of the solution. The regions ot 
this curve correspond to the trends shown on page 102. 
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The data at the center of the tube for the concentrated 
solutions correspond to different regions of this curve. The 
region A-B is represented by 0.08% PIP in toluene, 0.02% PIP 
in toluene, 0.008% PEO Coagulant in benzene, 0.20% PEO Coagu-
lant in benzene, and 1% aluminum dioleate 1n toluene (Figure 
23). The region B-C is represented by fresh 0.02% and 0.08% 
PIP in toluene (Figure 25), 0.40% PEO WSR in benzene and 0.08% 
SR in toluene (Figure 26), degraded 0.20% PIB in mineral oil 
(Figure 29), and degraded 0.40% PIB in cyclohexane (Figure 28). 
The region B-C-D is observed for 0.40% PIB in ~ineral oil 
(Figure 30 for the fresh, intermediate and degraded solutions), 
fresh 0.10% PIB in cyclohexane (Figure 31), degraded 0.40% 
PIB in cyclohexane (Figure 28, Patterson's data). The region 
C-D is represented by fresh 0.20~ PIB in mtneral oil (Figure 
29) and fresh 0.40% PIB in cyclohexane (Figure-31). 
All the data at the center of the· tube agree with this 
pattern. Unfortunately, the data at r/R=0.70 sh~w no consis-
t .en.t pattern. Intensities both higher and lower than normal 
appear to be possible. In order to understand the intensities 
at r/R=O.?O, velocity profiles and intensity data very close 
to the wall will be required. Summarizing the results for 
the 1-inch tube data at the center of the tube, it is possible 
to conclude that various patterns of intensity as a function 
of Reynolds number are possible. These regions can be related 
to the degree of degradation of the solution. 
Liaw (68) has indicated that the value of c[~] should be 
considered in predicting the drag reducing properties of poly-
mer solut1ana.. It appears reasonable that the turbulence 
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structure 1n drag reducing fluids should also be related to 
c[~]. Table VII shows the values of c[~] for the different 
polymer solutions studi-ed, ~th [71 ] evaluated for fresh 
solutions. 
It is seen in Table VII that for c[~] less than 0.060, 
there is no effect of viscoelasticity on the structure ot 
turbulence at the central core of the tube. At c(~] of 
0.0945, the first effect is seen, i.e., for the 0.008% PEO 
Coa~ilant in benzene, which showed slightly high intensities. 
At high values ot c[~] (>1) are the solutions that were observed 
to give high intensities at high tlow rates. Solutions sue~ 
as 0.40% PIB in cyclohexane, 0.20% PIB in mineral oil, and 
0.40% PIB in mineral oil _have c[~] values greater than 1. The 
region of c[~J in between 0.10 and 1.0 is difficult to inter-
pret because of the unaccounted-for effect of degradation · 
since [~] values were for fresh solutions. The effect ot 
polymer chain flexibility was not considered, _s1nce no such 
trend was observed. However, it should be remembered that the 
effects at the center of the tube are only reflections of what 
is occuring at the wall. It would appear reasonable that the 
+ behavior of intensities at 1 ~12 should be related to the 
properties of the polymer-solvent system in ·a more direct 
manner that the intensities at the center ot the tube. From 
our experience in correlating drag reduction phenomena with 
Deborah number, it would also appear logical that the effect 
of degradation on intensities could also be related to the 
Deborah number. This will be oonaldered 1n the D1-aoun1oa.- · 
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TA~.LE VII 
Inten:-:1 ty i'n t tern ror l~oly:ncr Solutions as 
n P'U."'lct1on or o(tJ] 
?oly::1cr Solvent 0 f 7?) c (" J Intensity 
f. dl/g Pattern 
PIP Toluene 0.008 D.4· o.o 513 normal 
i'&O WSB Bonzene 0.02 2.5 0.04)6 Horasal. 
sa 'l'oluene o.ooa 5.3 0.0)64 normal 
PEO Coas Bonzene o.ooo 1).5 o.o94s Sllghtl7 hlgh 
PIP Toluene 0.08 8.4 0.578 Hlgh, all poa1t1on 
sa Toluene 0.08 5·3 0.:)64 111gh, deoreaalna 
P!O VSR Bauene 0.40 2.5 o.a?s R1gh, decreasing 
PIB C7olohexane 0.10 10.7 0.826 H18h deor•a1ns, 
1noreaaJ.na 
no eo.s Benzene 0.20 1).4 2.)6 BlSh oenter, low 
at wall 
PIB Cyolohexane 0.40 10.7 ).20 Rlsh, deoreaa1na, 
1nor••l.na 
PIB Hlneral 011 0.20 1).4 2.)4 Hlsh, deor•alfts, 
1nor••1D8 
PIB Klneral 011 0.40 1).4 4.68 Hlsh, deoreaalDS, 
lnor••l.na 
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3.2. Probability Density Functions. 
In order to determine whether turbulence fluctuations 
under drag reducing conditions are distributed according to 
Gaussian d istributions or not, probability density function 
measurements 1-rere made of the recorded signals. Representa-
tive samples of the various regions of turbulence intensities 
were chosen, and will be discussed briefly. 
3.2.1. Normal Intensities. 
Representat ive samples are for 0.008% PIP in toluene, 
and 0.02% PEO WSR in benzene. Three recording tapes were 
analyzed and the results are shown in Figure 33, indicating 
t hat the standardized probability density functions are 
Gaussian. The recordings analyzed are: 0.02% PEO WSR in 
benzene (r/R=O.OO, Reynolds numbers ot 2.46 and 1.22x105) 
and 0.008% PIP in toluene (r/R=0.70, Reynolds number = 
2. 22x105). 
3.2.2. Higher than Normal Intensities. 
Representative samples are for 1% aluminum dioleate tn 
.. · 4 4 
toluene (r/RaO.OO, Nae=. l.35x10 and 4.75x10 ; r/R=O.?O, 
NRe= 4.7Sx104 ), and 0.20% PEO Coagulant in benzene (r/R=O.oo, · 
Nae= 1.02x105). Figure 34 shows the data for the four 
recordings, and again there are no deviations from a Gaussian 
distribution. 
3.2.3. Intensities that Follow the Pattern High-Low-High 
with Flow Rate and/or Degradation. 
It is more convenient to separate this group ot measure-
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a) Hi gh intens ities a t low flow r a tes • 
.Re;:>r csent a tive St3.l<l~)1e s f or th i r. r.ub-group a.re: o.lW% 
PEO HSR i n benzene (r/ R=0 .70, NRe= 8 .4x104 ) and 0.08% SR in 
toluene (r/R:O.OO, NRe= 7.34x104 ), The s t andar d ized proba-
bility dens ity functions a.re shown in Figure 35. No devi-
, 
ations from Gaussian distribution 't7ere observed. 
b) Normal intensities, lo~er than normal intensities, 
or intensities lower than values at lol'l and high flow rates 
(i.e., around region C in Figure 32). 
Representative samples are: 0.40% PIB in cyclohexane 
(r/R=O.OO, Nae= 1.7x104 ), 0.40% PIB in mineral oil (degraded, 
r/R=O.OO, NRe= 8.32x103 ), 0.40% PIB in mineral oil (degraded, 
r/R=0.70, Nae= 8.32x103), 0.40% PIB in mineral oil (r/R=O.OO, 
fresh, Nae= 7.7x103), 0.08% SR in toluene (r/R=O.OO, Nae= 
2.21x105), 0.20% PIB in mineral oil (r/R=O.OO, Nae= 5.3x103), 
and 0.40% PEO WSR in benzene (r/R=O.OO, Nae= 1.42x105). These 
sets of data are shown in Figures 36 and 37. These are inter-
esting, since there are some departures from Gaussian distri-
butions. The 0.20% PIB in mineral oil data extend to high 
values of the negative abscissa. The 0.40% PIB in mineral 
oil (r/R:cO.OO, degraded, high Reynolds number) lthich corre-
sponds to a high value of intensity, also shows a deviation 
from Gaussian distribution. The last p.d.f. is representative 
of what happens when intensities at high flow rates approach 
normal values due to degradation. Deviations from Gaussian 
distribution are small in this group of data. 
o) High intensities at high flow rates. 
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Representative samples correspond to: 0.20% PIE in 
mineral oil (r/R = o.oo, fresh NRe = 7.65 x 103), o~4o% PIE 
in ~ineral oil (r/R = o.oo, fresh NRe = 7.0~103), 0.05% FIB in 
4 . 
mineral otl (r/R=O.OO, fresh, Nae= 1.41x10 ) and 0.10% PIB 
4 in cyclohexane (fresh, r/H=O.OO, NRc= 7 .lr5x10 ) • There are 
no corres.9onding intensity data for the 0.055~ PIB in mineral 
oil solution. The p.d. f. are shm-m in Figure 38. Harked 
deviations from Gaussie.n distributions are observed, mainly 
for the 0.20% and 0.40% PIB in mineral oil solutions. Intens-
ities for these solutions were very high at these flow rates. 
The high intensities appear to be related to the Nide tails 
of the distributions. The wide tails of the probability . 
density functions are observed in intermittent flows. 
It is possible to conclude that 1orhere turbulence intens-
ities were normal or slightly high, no deviations from Gaussian 
distribution occur. For the cases where the high-low-high 
intensity pattern was observed, p.d.f. were normal for the 
degraded solutions, and for the fresh solutions in the region 
where intensities were not extremely high. High intensities 
at high flow rates correspond to distributions different from 
normal, and the density functions have the characteristics 
associated with intermittent flOlf. This effect does not 
correspond to a randomly distributed turbulent velocity field 
and the turbulence is more properly described as "pseudo-
turbulence". The existence of intermittency in drag reducing 
flow has been proposed by Seyer and Metzner (100) and sub-
stantiated by these measurements. Black's (12) comments on 
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drag reduc 1nr; fluiC.s close to the 1·1:::\ll are nl no B i [~nificant, 
s i nce he sug~ested that non-random contributi ons '\':ould lead 
to hi gh i ntensities of turbulence. This effect l·rould occur 
onl y near the wall, a l though it is poss ible that the i nter-
mittency ooserved in these solutions coul d be due to man i-
festations i n the center of t he tube of the 11 instabilities" 
proposed by Black. Visual studi es of the natur e of the inter-
mittency tTill be required i n order to clarify this point. 
As l'Till be seen in the next section, ener gy spectra in 
the region of hi gh intensities do not show a characteristic 
frequency for these fluctuat ions that cause t he wide tails 
of the density fUnction. This indicates that these fluctu-
ations are not due to disturbances such as polymer 11blobs" 
in suspension. If the pseudo-turbulence were assoc iated 
with polymer lumps in the solut ion, the effect 'h·ould not only 
appear a t h i gh flow rates, but also at lower flow rates and 
it should have a characteris tic frequency, strongly depen-
dent on velocity. Also it should be observed that the 
density functions have t a ils on both the positive and nega-
tive sides. A polymer lump would tend to decrease the rate 
of heat transf er from the probe momentarily, and the distur-
bances would be mainly in the negative direction. 
3.3. Energy Spectra. 
Energy spectrum measurements were performed in order to 
determine the effect of drag reduction on the structure ot 
turbulence at the center of the tube, and close to the wall 
(r/R=0.70 or 0.80, depending on the tube). Spectrum measure-
ments were performed for the following tlu1daa 
a) Hineral oil (1- and 2-inch tubes) 
b) 0.05, 0.20, and 0.40% PI.B L-200 in mineral oil 
(1- and 2-inch tubes). 
c) 0.10 and 0.40% PIB L-200 in cyclohexane (1-inch 
tube) 
d) 1% aluminum dioleate in toluene (1- and 2-inch 
tubes) 
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e) 0.008, 0.02, and 0.08% PIP in toluene {1-inch tube 
for 0.008, 0.02, and 0.08~; 2-inch tube for 0.08%) 
f) 0.008 and 0.08% sa in toluene (l-inch tube) 
g) 0.02 and 0.40% ?EO WSR in benzene (l-inch tube) 
h) 0.008 and 0.20% PEO Coagulant in benzene (l-inch 
tube) 
Spectrum measurements for groups a) to d) were performed 
covering the frequency range 10-20,000 cps. For groups e) 
to h), the frequency range was extended to 4-20,000 cps 1n ~. 
order to investigate the effect of drag reduction on the lower 
range of the spectra; A total of 145 spectrum measurements 
were performed, including the ones used for the comparisons 
of the response of hot-film probes. 
For comparison purposes, energy ·spectra were normalized. 
It has been mentioned that wave number spectra defined 1n 
terms of average bulk velocity ' collapse the high frequency 
end of the spectra into a single curve. This form of 
presenting the data is very usefUl in separating velocity 
effects from viscosity and viscoelastic effecta. 
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Figures 39 and 40 shO'tl mineral oil data for the 1- and 
2-inch tubes . Pa tterson observed a oma.ll diameter effect 
l'Then comparing spectra in this manner , and the same effect 
is pr esent i n t hese data. The dinmeter effect in energy 
spectr a i s an i nd ication of the di ameter effect on the dissip-
ative scales of turbulence at equal velocities. The spectra 
show an inertial subrange with a slope of -5/3 as predicted 
by Kolmogoroff. The extent of t his r egion depends on Reynolds 
number . At low Reynolds numbers, as for example, mineral oil 
i n t he l-inch tube at a Reynolds number of approximately 
10,000 (Ub = 6.05 ft/sec), the spectra show no inertial sub-
range. At a Reynolds number of approximately 30,000 (Ub = 18.65 
ft/sec), the inertial subrange is well defined. At high wave 
numbers, the spectra approach a slope of -7, char acteristic 
of the Hei senberg spectra. 
Figures 41 and 42 show energy spectra for 0.05% PIB 
L-200 in mineral oil in the 1- and 2-inch tubes. The intens-
ities measured in the 2-inch tube were approximately normal. 
The 2-inch tube data are shown in Figure 41. With the 
exception of the spectrum at ub = 2.63 ft/sec near the wall 
tlhich is shifted to low wave numbers, all other spectra give 
a single curve and are similar to the mineral oil spectra. 
Figure 42 shows energy spectra in the l-inch tube, also in 
terms of wave number. There are no values for intensities 
for this solution. Spectra for the lowest velocities agree 
with each other, but the spectrum for Db = 18.65 ft/seo 
(fresh) 1s shifted to high wave numbers, and the data lie to 
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the right of the mineral oil data. All other 1-inch tube 
spectra are slightly lower than the mineral oil spectra at 
a given l·Tave number, indicating a viscosity effect. The 
shift of the high velocity energy ~)ectra in the 1-inch tube 
is in the opposite direction to the viscosity shift, and it 
can only be explained in terms of a change of the structure 
of turbulence. 
Data for 0.20% PIB in mineral oil are shotm in Figures 
4J and 44. The 2-inch (Figure 4J ) data appear normal and 
there is a slight viscosity shift. Comparing spectra for 
fresh and degraded solutions in the 1-inch tube (Figure 44), 
no differences are observed for the various flow rates. 
There is no marked position effect either. It should be 
remembered. t hat the fresh solution showed high intensities 
and a non-Gaussian probability density function at the 
highest flow rate. However, there is no effect on the energy 
spectra. Intensities near the wall in the 1-inch tube were 
high at low flow _rates, decreasing with increasing flow rate. 
Figures 45, 46, and 47 show energy spectra for the 0.40% 
PIB L-200 in mineral oil solution. Figure 46 compares data 
for the fresh solution at the center of the tube with data 
at r/R=0.70. There are no apparent differences in these data. 
Figure 47 compares fresh and degraded data at the center of 
the tube. The 1-inch tube data at the center of the tube 
showed high intensities at high flow rates when fresh, and 
lower intensities when degraded. However, the spectra are 
very simllar for the fresh and degraded solutions. The 2-
inch tube data, shown in Figure 45, are shifted to lower 
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t-ra.ve numbers due to viscosity. 
These three solutions of PIB in mineral oil can be con-
sidered as a group. Viscosity effects are observed, causing 
shifts to l01·rer wave numbers, and this d isa.grees \'Ti th Patter-
son's data. The viscosity shifts are auproximately the same 
in the 1-inch and 2-inch tubes. In the 1-inch tube, the 
spectra that showed deviations were shifted to higher wave 
numbers. Intensities of turbulence changed in the manner 
described previously, but no effects on energy spectra were 
observed for the majority of the data, indicating that the 
average structure of the turbulence is the same for the fresh 
and degraded solutions. 
These spectra correspond to low Reynolds numbers where 
the inertial subrange is practically non-existent and there 
is a rapid transition from regions of slope of -1 to regions 
of slope of -6. 
Figure 48 shows spectra for 0.08% SR in toluene. For 
this solution·;· as well as for the other toluene and benzene 
solutions, except 1% aluminum dioleate in toluene, the fre-
quency range was extended to 4 cps. No abnormal behavior is 
observed at low frequencies, but there is a difference be-
tween the two radial positions studied that was not clear 
when analyzing only to 10 cps. The observed effect is an 
increase· 9f the contribution of the low frequency portion ot 
the spectra near the wall, with a corresponding small shift 
of the high frequency range. At high values of wave number, 
the spectra fall beiow the toluene spectra, as seen in 
Figure 48. The spectra or Figure 48 correspond to high 
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intensities at low· flow r ates , '1-:hich approach norrnnl values 
at h i gh flow rates. For the snectra at Ub = 6 .16 ft/sec, 
which correspond to very high intensities there is an 
increase in the contribution of the intermedia.te frequencies 
as comnared to toluene. This increase of the contribution of 
intermediate frequencies will be observed again in the 0.10% 
PIB in cyclohexane solution. 
Figure 49 shows S!-)ectra for 0. 08;~ PIP in toluene for the 
2-inch tube. Again, near the i·rall the contribution due to 
low frequencies is greater. Wave number energy spectra coin-
cide at high \'ia.Ve numbers for various velocities a.s i·ras 
expected. These data correspond to intensities slightly 
higher than normal at the center and slightly lorrer than 
normal near the wall. 
Spectra for the 0.08% PIP in toluene solution in the 1-
inch tube are shoi·m in l<'igure 50, and they indicate the same 
posi tion effect. The same effect 1s observed for 0 .008% PIP 
in toluene, shm·m in FigUre 51. Comparing these tlm sets of 
spectra for PIP in toluene in the 1-inch tube it can be seen 
that there is a shift of the 0.08% spectra to higher wave 
numbers when compared to the 0.008% spectra, and for some 
floH rates, even Hhen compared to toluene spectra. Intensities 
for the 0.008% solution were norr~l, while intensities for the 
0.08;~ solution were high at the center and near the llall. 
Centerline spectrum data for the 0.02% PIP in toluene 
solution are shown in Figure 52. Compared to data for the 
0.008% solution, the 0.02% solution spectra are shifted to 
1 43 
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higher lTave numbers. This effect is similar to the shift to 
h igher wave numbers ob~erved in some of the mineral oil 
energy spectra and. in the 0. 08% PIP in toluene. 
Figures 53 and 54 show the energy spectra for 0.008% and 
0.20% PEO Coagulant in benzene. The position effect is 
similar to that observed in the PIP solutions. Even though 
the viscosity of the 0.20% solution is greater, there is no 
difference in the spectra for t hese concentrations. 
PEO WSR in benzene shows the same position effect . Also, 
there is very little difference between . the energy spectra for 
the two solutions at high lrave numbers, as seen in Figures 55 
and 56, although the viscosity of the 0.40% solution is about 
twice t he viscosity of the 0.02% solution. The apparent 
absence of a viscosity shift to lower frequencies is an indi-
cation of a viscoelastic shift to higher frequencies which 
has the effect of balancing the actual viscosity shift that 
·must occur. 
A similar comparison may be performed with the silicone 
rubber in toluene data at two concentration levels: 0.008% 
and 0. 08,%. Figure 57 sholTS the data for the 0. 008% solution; 
the data for the 0.08% solution were shown in Figure 48. No 
differences in the spectra for these tlTO solutions at high 
wave numbers were observed. 
For the polymer solutions in toluene and in benzene, 
the principal characteristic of the energy spectra is the 
apparent absence of a viscosity shift to lower wave numbers 
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54, and 55 and 56), but also significant is the shift to 
higher vmve numbers observed in the spectra for the highest 
flow rates of some of these solutions (i.e., the spectra for 
n = 12.96 and 18.65 ft/sec at the center of t he tube in 
b 
Figure 50). 
Figures 58 and 59 shot;r energy spectra for 1% aluminum 
dioleate in toluene in the 1-inch and 2-inch tubes. It is 
possible to compare these to toluene spectra, and it can be 
seen that the 1-inch data at the center of the tube are 
shifted to higher wave numbers, even t hough the viscosity of 
the solution was about five times the viscosity of the solvent. 
Intensities of turbulence at the center of the 1-inch tube 
were higher than normal. Spectra in the 2-inch tube were 
similar to those in the 1-inch tube. 
Energy spectra were measured in 0.10% and 0.40% PIB 
L-200 in cyclohexane. Spectra for the 0.40% ·solution are 
shown in Figure 60 for the 1-inch tube. There is a velocity 
effect, similar to that observed for some of the other solu-
tions, that causes the high velocity spectra (for both r/R = 
0.00 and 0.70) to be shifted to higher wave numbers. The 
spectra for the intermediate velocity are also shifted with 
respect to the lowest velocity. The 0.10% PIB in cyclohexane 
data appear to show a viscous-viscoelastic effect different 
from the other solutions. Spectra for this solution are shown 
in Figure 61. The most degraded solution showed spectra close 
to those for cyclohexane, while the fresh solution showed 
spectra shifted to low wave numbers. However, both low and 
high velocities show the same trend for a given condition ot 
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the sol ution. The degraded solution spectr a lie above the 
cyclohexane spectra at wave numbers cl ose to 500. This 
increase of the contribution of intermed.ia te frequencies 
lta.s also observed to occur in 0. 08% SR i n toluene, as '\-ras 
ment ioned before . 
· Hm'lever, Hi th the exception of the 0. 10% PI B in cyclo-
hexane spectra, all spectra. appear to have the same trend: 
a weak viscosity effect and some shifts to high trave numbers. 
The viscosity effect that should occur can be estimated based 
on an analysis performed by Fa bula ( 34) based on Kolmo6o roff' s 
scaled spectra. Under the assumption of constant rate of 
energy d i ssi pation , if spectra. for tl'ro fluids are compared at 







\'There m is the slope of the log-log plot of Ex(k) versus k. 
The rate of energy dissipation is given by 30vu• 2;x2, and 
f 
consid.ering two purely viscous fluids at constant velocity 
(u• 2 would be the same since u'/U is a constant at high 
Reynolds numbers) an increase of the viscosity by a factor 
of 3 (approximately the ratio observed for 0 .40% and 0.02% 
PEO WSR in benzene ), would correspond, when m = -5, to a 
spectral shift of 15. For the condition of constant rate or 
energy dissipation to be correct, A~ must increase by a 
f 
factor of J. The ' change in A~ is in the right direction with 
the .speotral shift predicted. It is difficult to make an 
exact prediction of the spectral shift, but it is seen that 
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it ~hould be noticeable for ~olutions such as 0.008% and 0.20% 
PEO Coag in benzene and 0 .02% and 0.40% PEO WSR in benzene, 
uith vi scos ity ratios of the order of ). 
There appears to be a viscoelastic effect t~~t causes 
t he spectra to be shifted in such a ma~er as to give greater 
contributions of the high \•rave number components. The effect 
is observed for the aluminum dioleate solution, the SR and 
PIP in toluene solutions, the PEO WSR and PEO Coagulant in 
benzene ~olutions, the 0.40,% PIB in cyclohexane, and the 0.05% 
and 0.20% PIB in mineral oil. The shifts are promoted by 
high concentration and high velocity (for a given concentra-
tion, i.e., 0.40% PIB in cyclohexane). These shifts are 
interpreted as an indication of an increase in the rate of 
energy dissipation in the core of the tube. However, energy 
spectra and turbulence intensities cannot be considered inde-
pendently, and rates of energy dissipation , 'i'thich include 
energy spectrum and turbulence intensity effects l:-ill be 
consid.ered in the Discussion. 
).4. Autocorrel<t tion ~le~surements. 
Autocorrelations can be calculated from energy spectra 
using equation (130; Appendix I), or can be measured directly. 
From the point of view of understanding the structure of tur-
bulence under drag reducing conditions, the only information 
t hat can be obtained from these measurements are . values for 
the macroscale and the microscale. The microscale can also 
be evaluated from dissipation spectra. Fitting an osculating 
parabola to the autocorrelation curve at short delay times 
can lead to considerable error in calculating microscales. 
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Patterson (84) used both techniques for · calculating micro-
scales, and com~arisons of these indicated that microscales 
ca.l cula ted from autocorrel at ion f unctions showed more scatter 
than those cal culated from dissipation ~pectra. Autocorre-
lations l'rere used to calculate macro scales, and micro scales 
i'Tere calculated from dissi~a.tion spectra. 
Autocorrelations in tube flm·r are characterized by a 
sinusoidal fluctuation of relatively low frequency and low 
amplitude at long delay times. The effect appears in directly 
measured and transformed autocorrelations. It is a character-
istic of t he flow field, indicating a certain periodicity of 
the flow. 
Comparisons of transformed and directly measured auto-
correlations are of interest in order to test t he validity of 
the transformed results. Few measurements of direct auto-
correlations were performed, and t hose performed were done 
to establish that good comparisons could be obtained. Figures 
62, 6 ), ~d 64 shol'r comparisons for 0.40% PIB L-200 in mineral 
oil in the l-inch tube. The best comparison was obtained for 
-U = 19. 6 ft/sec, indicating identical r esults for t he meas-
ured and transformed autocorrelations. The high velocity 
recor ding probably gave the best comparison because of a 
better matching of the two channels over the wider frequency 
range covered in the high velocity tape recording. Also 
shown in these figures are the autocorrelations obtained when 
the portion of the spectra below 50 cps was not taken in 
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There is a considerable difference betl';een the tt-ro !ll.ea.sured 
autocorrelations, indicating the i mportance of the low fre-
quency portion of the spectra. The measured autocorrelations 
obtained at 7.51 and 13 .4 ft/sec agree well at short delay 
times, and they follol'r the transformed curve liell in the 
negative region, but differ .. slightly at intermediate delay 
times. Errors in the macro scale would be about 10% 11hile the 
same error l'lhen neglecting the low frequency portion of the 
spectra can be as much as 50%. 
r1 easured and transformed a.utocorrelations follow the 
same trends closely, giving good comparisons of macroscales. 
Transforcation of autocorrelations to spectra were not per-
formed. It lroUld be expected. that the low frequency: range 
of the spectra could be obtained accurately. The hi gh fre-
quency r ange of the spectra requires that the region of the 
autocorrelation with short delay times be very accurately 
determined in order to give good comparisons. 
Hacroscales obtained from transformed autocorrelations 
Nill be discussed in the following section. 
).5. Scales of Turbulence. 
The scales of turbulence are simply reflections of the 
shape of t he energy spectra and the dissipation spectra. The 
microscale is directly related to the integral of the isotro-
pic dissipation spectrum as ~ndicated in equation (123, 
Appendix I). The macroscale, defined as the area under the 
autocorrelation function, is heavily dependent on the low 
frequency portion of the spectra. For spectra that are very 
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similar at high f requencies , but differ at low frequencies, 
t he effects of t hese differences on t he :macroscale will be 
greater t~an on t he microscale. 
Taylor ( 111) in defining t he macro scale d i d. not consider 
the case l·rhere t he autocorrelation ::>ecn..me negative. ~C(} i s 
occurs in turbul ent tube flOlf, and in these cases, the macro-
scal e was defined arbitrarily as: 
tc 
At = J 
0 
R ( r) d 1' (51) 
where tc is the time at which the autocorr el ation becomes 
negative. This definition is arbitrary, and macroscales 
cal culated in this manner l·Till also be arbitrary and useful 
onl y for comparing one flow field. with another. 
It is possible to define either l engt h or time scales. 
The time scales are Qerived naturally from the autocorrela-
tion and the d issipation spectra. The length scales a.re 
obtained by assuming Taylor's hypothesis . It is a matter of 
choice which defilli tion is preferred. Time scales l':ill be 
compared, keeping in mind that t he inverse of the scale is 
related to the frequency of the velocity fluctuations. 
In order to establish t he trends observed in the time 
scales as a function of velocity, position in the tube, and 
tube di aneter, t he results for mineral oil in the l-inch and. 
2-inch tubes will be studied. Figure 65 shows time micro-
scal es and Figure 66 shotrs time macro scales, as function of 
average point velocity. The smaller time microscales 1n the 
l-inch tube indicate -the diameter effect that manifests itself 
in the energy spectra as a. shift of the 1-inch data. to higher 
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the 2-inch tube \vould disappear if plotted as a function of 
averaGe velocity in the tube, indica ting t hat t he d issi-pative 
portion of the spectra are very similar at both positions and 
depend only on average velocity. The l a r ge d i ameter effect 
on the microscale is probably due to the Reynol ds number 
range of t he energy S"?ectra, and its effect on the inertial 
subrange. Toluene data obtained by ?atterson (84) indicate 
a much smaller d iameter effect at higher Reynolds numbers. 
Figure 66 shows time macroscales for the 1- and 2-inch tubes. 
These data indicate a weak d iameter effect; this is contrary 
to \'That one uould expect, since the average "eddy" scale 
should be related to the tube d i ameter. It is possible that 
this effect is caused by viscosity, which causes the micro-
scale and macroscale for the 2-inch tube to have a l most the 
same value. 
Data for 0.05%, 0.20%, and 0.40% PIB L-200 in mineral 
oil are shotm in Figures 67 and 68. Nicroscales for the 
polymer solutions are shown in Figure 67. The viscosity 
eff~ct on microscale is clear for these solutions. There is 
very little difference between the microscales for the 0.05 
~~d 0.20% solutions 1n both the l-inch and 2-inch tubes, as 
was indicated in the discussion of the energy spectra. The 
microscales for t he 0.40% solution are la~ger than those for 
t he 0.05% and 0.20% solutions. The diameter effect on the 
microscales for the polymer solutions is much smaller than 
the effect observed in mineral oil. 
Figure 68 shows macroscale data. · Hacroscales for the 
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those for mineral oil. The low frequency portion of the 
energy spectra for mineral oil, 0. 0 5"=·:. and 0. 2o·s: PI3 in ~ineral 
oil in t he 1-1nc!.'1 tube are s i mil ar , hut the differences in 
t he h i g£1 frequency range causes the microscales for the poly-
mer solutions to be larger than tnose for mtneral oil . Macro-
scales for the 0.05% and 0.20% solutions in the 2-inch tube 
scatter around t he mineral oil data. The macroscales for 
the 0.40% solution are larger than the mineral oil macroscales, 
in both the l-inch and 2-inch tubes. Small diameter effects 
were again observed for the macroscales. 
Scales of turbulence for 1% aluminum dioleate in toluene 
f. 
are interesting since they show the effect of the shift of 
the spectra to high frequencies. Figure 69 shows time micro-
scales and ma.croscales compared to values obtained. for toluene 
at equivalent velocities. Microscales and macroscales for the 
2-inch tube are slightly larger than for toluene. In the l-
inch tube, the macroscales at both radial positions are smaller 
than those for toluene reported by Patterson (84). Hicro-
scales at lo'\'l' velocities are very similar to those for 
toluene, and at the highest velocities they are smaller than 
the toluene microscales. The decrease in the magnitude of 
the scales in the l-inch tube is ind.icative of the shift of 
the energy spectra to high frequencies due to viscoelastic 
effects. 
Scales for PEO Coagulant in benzene are shown in Figure 
70. It can be seen that the macroscales are functions or 
position, while the microscales are not. This is due to the 
\~ 
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shift of the spectra. near the l'iall to higher values at the 
low frequencies. This difference in roacroscales occurs 
1Jecause of the sensi ti vi ty of the autocorrelation to the low 
frequency portion of the spectra. The same effect is shown 
for the PEO WSR scales shovm in Figure 7 L It should be 
noticed t hat :nacrosca.les for the dilute solutions nre larger 
than for the concentrateu solutions, while showing the same 
position effect. The concentration effect on the ~acroscale 
ind icates a larger contribution of the intermediate fre-
quencies in the more concentrated solutions. 
i-! icroscales for PEO Coagulant and PEO WSR in benzene are 
also sho~rn in Figures 70 and 71. It can be seen that for a 
given pol~er-solvent system, there is no concentration 
effect on the microscales. This apparent absence of a vis-
cosity effect, due to the viscoelasticity of the solutions, 
has already been mentioned in the discussion of energy spectra. 
The polyisoprene in toluene scales are shown 1n Figure 
72. It can be seen that for the dilute 0.008% solution, 
microscales are larger than for toluene, while the opposite 
is true for the 0.02% and 0.08% solutions at high flow rates. 
This is an indication of the spectral shift to high wave 
numbers mentioned previously. The SR in toluene data show 
microscales slightly larger than those for toluene, as seen 
in Figure 73. The position and concentration effect on 
~croscale are the same as observed for the other toluene 
and benzene solutions. 
Data for 0.10% PIB in cyclohexane are shown in Figure 
74. For the 0.1~% solution, microscales near the wall 
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( de~Ta.d. ed solution) are smaller t hen nea r t he center (fresh 
~olution). 'rhis is a ;nanifest otion of t i-l e c1 egr a.clation 
effeet o'baerved , in "tlhich spectra for t he C: e t:;r ad ed solution 
"1ere s hifted to hi gher frequencies givinG smaller microscales. 
The 0. 4 0% solution s ho\·rs r1 icrosca.les larger t~an those for 
cyclohexane. Comparing macro scales for t he 0. 10.~ and 0 .!,tO% 
solutions, it can be seen that the r.1acroscales for the more 
concentrated solution are larger t han t hose for the d ilute 
solution. The macroscales for the 0.10% solution are smaller 
t~an for cyclohexane. This is a manifestation of the shift 
of t h e spectra to intermed iate frequencies mentioned ~revi­
ously . 
The results for t he scs.les are summarized below: 
a) l•11croscales for some drag reducing solutions have 
been observed to be smaller than for t he solvent at the same 
flow rate. For the mineral oil and cyclohexa.ne solutions, 
microsca les l'rere larger than for t he solvents. For the 
toluene and benzene solutions, microscales for the more con-
centrated solutions and at the h i ghest flmot rates w·ere smaller 
t han t hose for the solvents. 
b) r·iacroscales ~rere observed to be rlependent on "!_)Os i-
tion in t he tube, 'i'Ti t h t~1e largest scales near the \"lall . For 
a given T?Olymer- sol vent system, macro scales ''ere larger for 
t he d ilute solution (with the exception of PIB in mineral 
oil and cyclohexane). This indicates a viscoelastic effect 
t hat not only gives a shift to the highest, most dissipative 
frequencies, but also apparently enhances the energy level 
of intermediate frequencies (i.e., the inertial subrange) 
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uhich 't·lill cause the integral scales to become smnller. In 
the mineral oil and cyclohexane systems, viscosity effects 
seem to l)rec:_oJ!tinate, ca.using ti1e r:tore concentrated solutions 
to have macroscales larger than those for the more dilute 
solutions. For exanple, the 0 .lW% PIB in mineral oil solu-
tion spectra have no inertial subrange, due to the high 
viscosity of this solution. These effects observed on the 
m.'1.croscale are due to a combination of a viscosity and a 
viscoelastic effect. The viscosity effect tends to give 
larger ~'1.croscales with an increase in concentration; the 
viscoelastic effect tends to give smaller macroscales. 
The decrease of macroscale with concentration is equiv-
alent to a decrease in the mixing length or a decrease in 
mixing length constant, k (where~= ky). The imnlication 
is that velocity profiles of the more drag reducing fluids, 
+ 
when plotted as u+ versus log y 'trill lie above the profile 
+ for purely viscous fluids, since the intercept at log y = 0 
is inversely proportional to k. This effect has been observed 
experimentally. 
4. Probe Comparisons. 
Intensity and energy spectrlli~ measurements were per-
formed in a l-inch I.D. tube. Specifications of the probes 
used are given in Appendix III. Four different fluids were 
used: toluene, cyclohexane, mineral oil, and a degraded 
0.40% PIB I.-200 in cyclohexane solution. Only c.enterline 
measurements will be considered. 
A problem encountered with the use of cyl1nder probes 
is eddy shedding behind the cylinder. There are three tlow 
regi~es around a cylin~er (~4). Below a cylin~er Reynol~s 
nu:;;ber of 0. 5 the flm·;r 1 R co~·;pletely ln.:r:inar. Above a 
Reynolds number of 10 5 the flol'l is completely turbulent. 
Betl·ieen 0. 5 and 105, the flm·r is unstable e.nd a vm.1re forms 
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behind the cylind.er. At Reynolds nu-:nbers in the range of 50-
100, there is a noticeable increase in drag, whtch corres-ponds 
to the region l':here eddy shedding com..'llence s. Table VII I sholrs 
the velocity corresponding to a. Reynolds number of 70 for the 
different fluids studied in this investigation for a 0.006-
inch cylinder. Reynolds numbers l'tere calculated using esti-
mated viscosities at the te~perature of the probe surface. 
It is clear that for the range of velocities studied (5 to 
25 ft/sec), the flow around the 0.006-inch cylinder urobe is 
not laminar and eddy shedding will occur. 
TABLE VIII 
Cri.tical Velocity for a Reynolds Number of 70 











Fabula (34) studied the response of a 0.006-inch cylinder 
probe using ~·rater as the test fluid. He observed eddy-shedding 
to occur, and this appeared as a ripple in the output from the 
constant temperature ane•Jometer. The frequency of the ripple 
increased as velocity (or Reynolds number) increased. At a 
veloc1 t7 ot :3 t"/s:et;, he observed a ripple frequency ot; abput: 
800 cyclen/seconc1. 'To A.Void this extraneous signnl in the 
0.006-lnch cylinoer probe intensity measurements reoorted 
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here, all contributions ahove 1000 cycles/sccon~ Nere filtered. 
·1o~~over, t~1o t8-·)e recordings toJcen vrith cylinder Drobes ·Here 
not filtered at 1000 cps. A rinple frequency of 1000 cps 
would correspond to a velocity of about 4 ft/sec for cycle-
hexane, 3 ft/sec for toluene. The lowest velocity used in the 
'1-mrlc rcnorted here 1!las 8 ft/sec. At lml flm·T rates, the error 
introduced by neglecting the part of the signal above 1000 cps 
is negligible, as can be seen fro:::1 an energy snectru:n. At 
~-1ir:;t-1 flou rates, the error introduced is not large, but is 
significant. Hells, He.rk ... Yless, and I!eyer ( 126) indicate that 
for pipe Reynolds numbers in the range of those used in this 
5 1·mrk (up to :tO ) , about 90 per cent of the energy is below 
1000 cps. Thus, the error introduced will be small and will 
a.lvtays tend to give lol'; intensities l'Tith the cylind.er probe, 
if the lou frequency response is correct. 
Intensities of turbulence were measured for four fluids: 
cyclohexane, toluene, mineral oil, and a 0. LW~ solution of 
PIB L-200, in cyclohexane. ifeasurements in toluene 1·rere per-
formed Hi th only the l'Tedge and 0. 00~-inch cylinder probes. 
The 0.001-inch cylinc~er '()robe and the narabolic probe i'Tere 
used only with cyclohexane. Figures 75 to 77 show the results 
reported as intensity at the center of the tube versus Reynolds 
number based on tube diameter. Results of tne least square 
analyses of_the voltage calibration curves are given in 
Appendix II. The precision of fit for each set of r1s.ta. is 
indicated by the standard deviation of the data from calculated 
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values. ~·lorst stande.rd deviation is 2.5 per cent but most 
are less than 1. 0 per cent for runs 13, 14, 15, and 21. 
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The l'Tedge and cone -probes gave very repeatable turbulence 
intensity results. Several replications of the runs 1-rith a 
vTeo e;e probe c;ave results tho. t are generally 'l'fi thin ± 5% of each 
other. The cylinder ~robe oata for 0.40% PIB L-200 in cyclo-
hexane were difficult to obtain, because of erratic changes 
in calibration. We believe ti:1at the cylinder data for the 
polymer solution are gooo to ±10%. The mineral oil, toluene, 
and cyclohexane cylinder data are more reliable since several 
re?lications of the experiment gave results that were within 
a ±5% confidence range of the average value. 
FigUre 75 shoi'rs intensity data obtained i·lith the l'tredge 
probe for the three sol vents. (rhe data are consistent and 
gave a single line independent of the fluid. Also shmm are 
the data obtained. with a parabolic probe in cyclohexa.ne. 
The \'Tedge and parabolic probes behaved i<l.entically a.s should 
be expected, since their geometries are very similar. 
Figure 75 also presents results for the cone probe i~ 
mineral oil and cyclohexane. T£1e cone probe results with 
mineral oil and cyclohexane are 5-15% loY.rer than the wedge 
probe i·li th the smaller deviation at the highest Reynolds num-
ber. These deviations are within the range of experimental 
error in hot-film anemometry but the fact that the cone data 
are lm'ler than the l'redge in both cases indicates that there 
is a constant bias. 
Figure 76 presents cylinder probe data as a function ot 
tube Reynolds number, which is proportional to cylinder 
Reynolds nu:!Iber for a given cylinfer size. The 0.001-inch 
diameter cylinder data parallel the 't'Tedge probe data, but are 
about 25% lower. nle 0.006-inch cylinder probe shows a great 
dependence on tube (nnd therefore, cylinder) Heynolds nurnber. 
Intensities r:1easured. at lm·~ Heynold.s numbers are lo't'rer than 
the r1edge results, but as the Reynolds number increases, so 
co the values of turbulence intensities. For toluene, the 
least viscous fluid, intensities as high as 5% were measured 
wit~ the cylinder compared to 3% with the wedge. These 
measurements are independent of solvent as can be seen by 
comparison of the toluene and cyclohexane data in the same 
Reynolds number range. It must be remembered that the turbu-
lence signals for the 0.006-inch cylinder data were filtered 
at 1000 cps, and the measured intensities should be low. The 
fact they are high indicates that the flow field is disturbed 
by the probe is such a ltray as to affect the velocity fluctu-
ation measurements below 1000 cps. 
These high intensities are related to the cylinder 
Reynolds number. The 0.001-inch cylinder probe does not show 
this effect in the range of flow rates attainable in these 
measurements. The increase in intensity for the 0.006-inch 
cylinder probe starts to appear at a tube Reynolds number of 
25, 000 ·nhich corresponds to cylinder Reynolc'l.s number of 400, . 
taking into account the overheat of the fluid film around the 
cylinder. For the snaller cylinder probe, this would not 
happen below a tube Reynolds number of 150,000 in a l-inch 
tube. Below this Reynolds number the data should not be 
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anont--:~.lous. As sho'\'m in FigUre 76, 1ntens1 ties measured with 
a cylinder at loN cylincl er Reynolds nu:abers are lm·rer than 
those measured 1qith a Hedge, a cone, or a parabolic probe. 
The polymer solution data are shoilm in Figure 77. The 
uedge probe results for t!1is degraded solution are similar to 
those obtained for pure solvents. The cone and cylinder 
probes give results which differ markedly from wedge probe 
results. T~e cone probe data are higher than the wedge at 
low Reynolds numbers but cross the l'tedge data at a pipe 
Reynolds nurnber of 1.5,000. A completely different result 
was obtained with the 0.006-inch cylinder probe. Intensity 
results 't·rere higher than those obtained lTi th the l"Tedge probe. 
This is the opposite of what was observed for mineral oil. 
Rorrever, Virk ( 120) has reported measurements using a 0. 002-
inch cylinder probe in a 0.1 per cent polyethylene oxide-
water solution, and his measured value at the center of the 
tube was 4%. This is close to the values obtained here at 
higher Reynolds nUI!lbers. 
These complicated effects indicate that the analysis of 
the response of hot-film anemometer probes to velocity fluctu-
ations in viscoelastic fluids by Hetzner and Astarita (77) 
'Has not complete. Their analysis shOl'TS that hot-film probes 
should yield lol'I turbulence intensity results, but evidently 
both high and low turbulence intensities may be observed 
depending on probe geometry and Reynolds number. It is clear 
that it is necessary to study the response of hot-film probes 
to known velocity fluctuations in viscoelastic fluids in 
order to resolve these d1scre!Janc1es. Results for the response 
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of a hot-filrJ wedge probe ivere reported in a previous section 
and it appears that similar studies for cone and cylin~er 
probes are necessary. 
Energy spectra Nere measured in 11ineral oil, cyclohexane, 
and the polymer solution using the l'Tedge, cone, a.."1d 0. 006-inch 
probes. For comparison purposes normalized spectra ~rill be 
considered. Not all spectra l·rere measured at the same flow 
rate, so comparisons will be made using normalized spectra in 
terms of wave number k = :,.n, lfhich has been shm·m in the 
discussion of 
ub 
to collapse.the m;>ectrurn data for energy spectra 
a given fluid at different flow rates into a single curve in 
the high ttnve number region. 
Figure 78 shows the energy spectra as a function of 
frequency for mineral oil at Reynolds numbers of 11,500 and 
29,000. The significant observation is that the spectra 
measured l'li th the three probes are nearly identical at low and. 
high flow rates except for a small spread at lOll frequencies. 
Ho drop in the high frequency response of the cylinder probe 
is observed in this case, 1·rhich conflicts with the observations 
of Fabula (35). A large peak at 9500 cps was observed which is 
related to eddy shedding. 
Figure 79 sho"fm energy spectra as a function of 1-·rave 
nunber for cyclollexane measured lri th the cone, the 1·redge, and 
the 0.006-inch cylinder probes. Spectra measured in this 
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Figure 80 represents energy s pectn1.m d.a. ta. for the polymer 
solution. For ea ch probe the ·Nave nwnber plot reduces the 
data for vs.rious velocities to a single curve for both high 
and lou Nave nu:nbers. I n tensities measured u ith the 0.006-
inch c ylin6er probe Nere about 1.5 times grea ter t han solvent 
intensitie s obtained \'Ti t h t he same -probe in the same Reynolds 
number range. The Ha ve number spectra show that t h e cylinder 
data are generally lo1-rer than t h e cone and wed ge d.ata at high 
vrave numbers. The wedge and cone probes indicate similar 
normalized energy spectra, even t hough t he level of turbulence 
intens ities measured by the wedge and the cone were different. 
It should. be remembered that 1rost of the turbulence 
energy is in the lotot frequency region. If there is a change 
in the local structure of turbulence about t h e cylinder or 
lol'r frequency eddy shedding that will give high intensities 
but at the same time not affect the high frequencies, this 
' 'iOUld appear in a normalized spectrum as an increase of the 
contribution of the lO"i'T frequencies and a decrease of the 
high frequencies. 
There is some evidence that the higher intensities observed 
in polymer solutions l'fith the cylinder probes l'Tas caused by 
higher turbulence energy levels at lou frequency. Co:nparing 
the spectra of Figure 80 at k = 600 ft- 1, a value of 3 x 10-5 
is obtained for the line through the data for the cone and 
ltedge probes and a. value of 7 x 10-6 is obtained for the cyl-
inder probe data. The ratio of these t"i'ro values indicates 
that the total kinetic energy measured (which is mainly at 
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be increo.sccl by a fnctor of about It- (the int~nsi ty by 2) to 
e.ccount for the observed shift in the normalized. spectra a.t. 
high frequencies. Since that fo.ctor is very close to the 
factor for the increase of turbulence intenGity n.easured Nith 
the cylinder probe over tho. t measured i'li th the l'Tedge and cone 
probes (about 1.5), the cylinder probe seems to have lost 
little high frequency response, but merely indicated anamnl-
ously high 1m~-frequency response. Since the Reynolds num-
bers for these measurements are in the same range as the oil 
measurements, \'There the apparent loss in hfgh frequency 
res1>onse was not observed, the change in frequency-response 
characteristics of the cylinder probe can be explained only 
in terms of the properties of the polymer solution. Visco-
elasticity appears to have an effect on the frequency-response 
characteristics of cylinder probes that should be investigated 
in detail. 
5. Transition !1ea.surements. 
Heasurements in the transition region uere performed in 
the 2-inch tube for several fluids: mineral oil, 0. 20% and 0.40% 
PIB in miner·al oil, ·and 1% alUminum d1oleate tn toluene. Proba-
bility density analyses were performed for these four fluids, 
but spectrum analyses l"Tere performed only for t he mineral oil 
and the dioleate solution. OUr interest was to determine 
ho1·1 tra.nsi tion proceeded as a functia.a of Reynolds number. 
The probability density fUnctions (p,d,f.) permit determi-
nation of the intermittency of the signal by use of flatness 
factors. Skewness factors can be used to determine whether 
the disturbances are symmetrical or not. Energy spectrum 
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measurements indicate what the frequencies of the fluctuations 
are. Unforturnately, it was not possible to obtain intensi-
ties of turbulence, because the time constant of the root-
mean-square vol tr:1eter of the anemometer is too short for this 
type of measurement. Y.·:easurements 'l·rere talcen at the center 
of the tube, and at r/R = 0.80. Comparisons of results for 
the different fluids 't'lill allo11 determination of l"Thether 
there are differences between the solvent and the polymer and 
soap solutions. 
Figures 81, 82, 83, and 84 show representative probability 
density functions for the solvents and the solutions. Not all 
probability density functions obtained are shotm in these 
graphs, but all the results are given in Appendix IV. It 
should be mentioned that these density functions are standard-
i zed, as indicated 1n the discussion of p.d.f. in Sample 
Calculations. The mean and the variance lfere calculated 
numerically by obtaining the first and second moments of the 
expertmental data. 
The values of the p.d.f. near zero are slightly mis-
leading, since these values are dependent on the size of the 
interval used for analyzing the tapes. This is easily seen: 
if the probability near zero is very large and it decreases 
very rapidly with abscissa, and since probability = (interval 
size) x (ordinate), if a small value is chosen for the 
interval, a large value of the ordinate will result. The 
interval size used was not the same for all measurements. 
Considerably more ·tnformation can be obtained trom values 
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Comparing the distributions near the wall 1'11 th those 
measured at the center of the tube, it is seen that density 
functions near the center of the tube are closer to Gaussian 
than those near the uall. This same effect can be seen in 
Figure 85, 't·;here flHtness factor is sho't'm. as a function of 
Reynolds nuaber for the four fluids studied. The effect is 
not very clear, but flatness factors for r/R = 0.80 appear to 
be greater than for r/R = OoOOo It can be seen from Figure 
85 that flatness factors reach a value of 17 at a Reynolds 
nmrrber close to 2,100-2,200. At a Reynolds nmnber of 2,600, 
its value is a.pl)roxil.:1ately 5o 0 o At e. value of 3, 000, flatness 
factors approach the Gaussian value of J.Oo 
There is scatter in the flatness and skewness results, 
since the third and fourth moments of experimental data have 
to be obtained. The error for the sl{ewness factor should be 
even greater than for the flatness factor, since in the calcu-
le.tion of the former it is necessary to subtract tw·o numbers 
of the same order of ffi8.t,"nitude. 
Figure 86 shows the calculated values of skewness factors 
for the fluids studied. T'{le scatter in the data is consider-' 
able, as vras expected. Ho~rever, l'lith the exception of one 
point, all the values are negative. At a Reynolds number of 
3,000 a Gaussian distribution is approached. The negative 
values of the skewness factors indicate that the disturbances 
to the mean flow are mainly in the negative direction. This 
is in accordance with what would be expected at the center of 
the tube, where the velocity profile alternates between the 
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patches. At the center of the tube a t urbulent oatch 1'iill 
cause a ra}::> i d decrease of velocity, i.e., a negative flue tu-
ation . The positive disturbances are s.s~·or.iated Hi th the 
d ifussion of fluid into t he center of t he tube, required from 
continuity considera tions. It is surpri sine; tho.t s1\:el'mess 
factors are a lso negative at r/R of 0.80, since t here should 
be little difference betHeen the velocity for a turbulent 
and a laminar profile at this position. The fact t hat negative 
sl<:elmess f actors are obta ined indicate that the predominating 
motion in the turbulent patch at this position is a bacln1ard 
motion that carries fluid into the center of the tube at the 
trailing edge of the turbulent patch. This type of motion 
has been discussed by Coles (26). 
Energy spectra for transition flo·u are shoim in Figures 
87 and 88 for mineral oil and 1% alurainum dioleate in toluene, 
respectively. These spectra were obtained by recording at 
0.6 ips and playing back the tapes at 60.0 ips. This made it 
possible to analyze the t~pes covering a frequency range of 
0.1 to 200 cps. Energy at t hese Reynolds numbers is concen-
tra ted in the very" low frequency r ange , l'li th a very large 
fraction of t he energy being found below 10 c~s. A position 
effect is also marked: near the l'lall t he contributions of the 
high frequency portiori of the spectra are smaller than near 
the center of the tube. This effect is the same for mineral 
oil and for~ dioleate solution. The Reynolds number range 
covered was 2,120-2,740 for mineral oil, and 2,170-),040 for 
the d1oleate solution. The frequency range covered 1s approx-
imately the same ror both fluids. However, at equivalent 
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Heynolds numbers, the spectra for the tuo fluid s are d ifferent 
indicating a viscosity effect on the h i gh frequenc~r ·?ort ion 
of t he s 9cctra in t!'le transition rep;ion. This viscosity 
d e ~)endecny s hould be cx·9ected , since tur1Julence \'Ti t h in each 
of t he turbul ence patches should be conserved and [Sen erated 
in a IJanner sinila.r to t hat obscrvGr1 i~1 fully deYeloned tur-
bulent flm·r , i·r:•cre viscosity effects nre observed. n.t equiva -
l ent Reynolds nu~bers. 
It should be mentioned. tl1at t:1ese spectra ~·rere :neasure(} 
or\ int eri~ittent velocity fluctuations. The velocity fluctu-
ations occur intermittentl y and there are periods during Nh ich 
no velocity fluctuations '\'rere observed. The energy s!)ectra 
g ive average values obtained over both regions . Spectra 
i ndicate t hat these d isturbances are caused by slo1rr moving 
masses of fluid, and not by high frequency eddies t hat uould 
appear as i1 i gi'1 frequency contributions to the energy spectra 
in transition flm·r. 
6. Pressure Probe ;,~easurernents. 
!ieasurements of longitud inal turbulence intensities in 
the 1-inch tube i·Tere obta ined for mineral oil, and 0. 028, 
0. 0 5 , and. 0 .• 20% PIB in minere.l oil. Results for n inera l oil 
are shOi·m in Figure 89 ; a lso sho-v·m o.re results obta ined by 
Spangler (98) for Hater in the ss.me a eyr.old s number range. 
These results uere used to check our experimenta l teclmique, 
and the coaparison Has considered very satisfa ctory. The 
l'tn ter Reynolds nu.-rnber lras 11,600. The closest mineral oil 
Reynolds number is 9,300. Intensity profiles are identical 
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Results for the 0. 028 e.nd 0. 0 5% solutions are shown in 
Figure 9a Reynolds nu~bers decreased , but intensities of tur-
bulence '·rere lm·.J'er than for the purely viscous fluids at 
equivalent flow rates. These slightly lo~r intensi ties are 
similar to those measured by Wells et. a l. (126). Velocity 
profiles uere pr edicted in t he same manner as for the solvent, 
taking into account viscosity changes. From Florez's (L~1) 
data it is 1cnm·m t hat velocity profiles in viscoelastic 
polymer soluttons are steeper at t he center of the tube than 
purely viscous profiles. Intensities were calculated from 
t he equation: 




l'thich is the equation derived by Wells. Thus, at r/R = 0.00, 
the calculated intensity should be high, indicating an even 
greater deviation from purely viscous behavior. However, it 
is possible that viscoelastic effects on t he velocity profiles 
are small for these relatively dilute solutions. 
Turbulence intensities at the center of the tube for 
these solutions obtained with a wedge were reported in the 
section on vibrating probe results. Intensity measurements 
l'li th the vredge probe l'lere performed with slightly degraded 
solutions, since pressure probe measurements were performed 
first. In almost all solutions discussed in the presentation 
of the turbulence intensity data (section ).1.).) l'then the 
pattern high intensities at lol'l flow rates followed by lower 
intensities at higher flow rates was obtained with the wedge 
probe at the center .of the tube, this same pattern was also 
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obtained c.t r/R= 0.70 or 0.80. Neasurements ~·rith the 
pressure probe \·rere performed at the centerline first, and 
the solutions had been degraded by punping for about 1 hour 
nhen rJeasurcnents close to the t-rn.ll i':ere performed. Since 
high intensities at r/R = 0. 00 rTere obtained tori th the wedge 
probe shortly after measurements close to the l·Tall were per-
formed ·Hith the pressure probe, it is surprising that no 
evidence of' high intensities at low flow rates l'Tas obtained 
in the pr-essure probe measurements near the wall for these 
solutions. There appears to be a discrepancy between the 
results obtained t-ri th these tl·ro types of probes in visco-
elastic fluids. 
Figure 91 shows intensity of turbulence data for 0.20% 
PIB in mineral oil. The pattern observed in these data is 
different from that observed in the two other solutions. It 
should be observed that intensities rise with Reynolds numbers, 
contrary to uhat was observed for the dilute solution. These 
results are in accord.D.nce -;,rith data obtained at high flow 
rates in a fresh 0.20% PIB solution, and reported in section 
3.1.3. The highest intensity obtained at the center of the 
tube l'Tas 8%. Intensities near the wall are all lower than 
solvent intensities at equivalent Reynolds numbers. Intens-
ities of turbulence at the center of the tube ltere measured 
at the end of the experiment, and these l'lere lo'\'rer than at the 
beginning of the experiment. This is the same degradation 
effect observed in the 0.20% data obtained with the wedge 
hot-film probe. There is more uncertainty in these data than 
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in the velocity orofile i~~ greater for the more concentrated 
solutions. From the data of Florez it c9..n ;1e seen thnt t h e 
maxi::lUrJ ratio betHecn r;1easured and predicted velocity at the 
center of the tube liaS 1. 12. Intensities of turbulence 
would be in error by a f nc tor of 1.26 in t h is extrene case. 
If this correction is applied. to the highest intensity ob-
tained in the 0.20% solution, the corrected vo.lue is 6.4%. 
This value is still higher than normal, and corresponds to 
the high intensities at high floH rates 1:1easured lJi th the 
1·1ed.ge probe for fresh solutions. 
It app ears that the total prensure ·{n·obe gives intens-
ities of turbulence lO\ier than t hose obtained i'fi th a uede;e 
probe, but the 0.20.% data substantiates the hic;h intensities 
o. t h ig~·~ fl01·r rates obtainec: 1·:i t h fresh nolylaer solutions. 
A short nw.thernatical analysis para lleling Hells' uill be 
considered in the Discussion, and the validity of the use 




1. Hen t '£r:::msfer in Vi:=::coelo..ntic Fluids. 
There has been conniderable skepticism about ~te 
validity of turbulence t1easure1:1ents in viscoelastic fluids 
using hot-film probes. This has been due to the shape of the 
calibration curves obtained by Fabula (35), Jo.mes (59), and 
Friehe and Schl-Tarz (l.J-5). It appears t!1at l1ietzner ' s a.nd 
Astarita•s (77) a~alysis is correct for flow geometries that 
have stagnation regions. Their objection to the use of hot-
fil~ probes is that the decreased sensitivity of the probes 
makes the technique invalid. However, as long as the cali-
bration curves cal'l be ·sloped ;'11th adequate precision, cmd 
there is no heat transfer by vortex shedding, as proposed. by 
Friehe, calibration curves shotud be valid for calculation 
of intensities of turbulence if there are no dynamic visco-
elastic effects on the magnitude of heat transfer rate fluc-
tuations. Results obtained 1·rith the vibrating l'redge probe 
in viscoelastic polymer solutions indicate that this is true. 
Calibration curves for these fluids indicated regions of 
loHer sensitivity to velocity (comuared to purely viscous 
fluids) and they had a tendency to become steeper l'fith an 
increase in flow rate, but the vibrating probe results demon-
strated that these calibration curves can be sloped and 
valid turbulence levels can be measured. If a region exists 
\'There heat transfer · is not sensitive to veloc1 ty, there l'Till 
be no voltage fluctuations in a constant temperature anemom-
eter. It is irrelevant to question the validity of intensity 
measurements 1n such a region since both voltage fluctuations 
o.nd t h e slor>e of the calibro..·l;ion curve are zero. 
Figure 92 shoi'ls a ca libration curve obtained for 0.05% 
PIB L-200 in minera l oil in the :l-inch ·tu~) e for r/R = O.ll·O. 
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Th e calibra tion curve shoHs a region of lou sencitivity at lm·T 
flow rate, a region of high sensitivity at intermediate flow 
rate, and a region of lou sensitivity at high flou rA.te. 1m 
atter.1p t ·Hill be J:k':l.de to explain this type of calibration curve. 
r ~etzner' s analysis is too simr>le since it only predicts a loss 
of sensitivity to velocity at high flow rate. 
For a l·red.ge :probe, the flou field may be approximated by 
flow over a flat plate with the leading edge of the plate 
corresponding to · the tip of the· probe. This geometry yields -a 
rauch smaller stagnation region than viscoelastic flolr around 
a cylinder. 
It Nill be assumed that the fluid may be represented by 
a Na:n·rell fluid. Over the surfo.ce of the plate, the fluid is 
decelerated ro.pidly as the boundary layer forms over the flat 
plate. An element of fluid undergoing this deceleration is 
. subjected. to shear a.ncl norwal stress r.;radients. It lrill be 
assumed that the shear stresses may be represented by the vis-
cous relationship. For the normal stresses, it l'Till be assumed 
that t hese will be equal to those resulting from subjecting 
an element of volune to a state of pure shear l'Ti th two dimen-
sional deformation and a rate of strain equal to the rate of 
strain applied to the fluid element in the longitudinal direc-
tion as it decelerates in the boundary layer. The effect of 
viscoelasticity on the shear stress is neglected, and it is 

















the r o.nidly decelerating fi e l d . 
l"or t i1 c Cl:l.~e of steady deforrnc."'\t ion of a t'Ho d inen~ional 
flui C:. elcJ:1cnt, t he r ntio of the nor mal stress comronent for 








== 2uE (53 ) 
( 1·;here 6 is t he Ol droyd contrava riant time 0 eri vo.ti ve) to the 
-6t 
nor mnl stress co!lrponent for a purely viscous fluid i s ( 99 ): 
1 
n.ncl t :w.s , t he normal stre£s for the vi scoel astic fluid is: 
XX o 2 
.,. .. == 2 t-~ ( ou/ox)/ ( 1- [2~~] ) 
ox (54 ) 
Th i s rela tionship h:3. s b een u sed by Seyer and ~·ietzner (100) in 
t heir analysis of turbulent c.rag reduc ing flOl'i . As l':ill be 
mentioned shortly, in boundary layer flo't'.r over a fle .. t plF:tte 
2 ~ i s small a nd t his term i s usua lly ne~lected fro~ the 
ox 
equation of motion. Th i s inGi cates t hat for purel y v i scous 
fluids ~ i s e. weak funct ion of x. It u ill be assumed t hat 
ox 
even if ~ is not cons t ant, the normal stress over a short 
ox 
range of x, uhere t he cha nge in o u liill be small, eRn be 
a-x 
r eoresented by equation (54 ). 
The equation of motion for t he longitudina l c irection, 
assuming two dimensional flow, is: 
(55) 
and the e~uation of continutiy is: 
i'\U + ll : 0 
ax ay 
For purely viscous fluid, eouation (55) reduces to: 
au au a2u a2u 
u- + v- = v- + v-::-2 
ax oY ay 2 ax 
with boundary conditions u = 
It is generally assumed that 
v = 0 at x = 0 and u = u0 at 





Y -co - . 
and 
tbat this term can be neglected. The resulting equation has 
an exact solution obtained by Blasius (14). 
If the viscoelastic nor:nal stress is considered, the 
resulting equation is: 
2 
u ~u + v au o u + a (ll) 
- - =v~ v- (58) 
ox ay ay -a y ax 
It has been assumed that the normal stress can be represented 
by equation (54). Now it will be assumed that it is possible 
to take the partial of rxx with respect to x in order to sub-
stitute it into equation (58). This assumption would be in-
valid if an analytical solution of the equation of motion were 
desired. However, our interest is to perform a dimensional 
analysis on this equation. This makes requirements for taking 
the partial derivative of the normal stress less rigorous. 





The second term on the right hand side ot equation (59) oac be 
reduced tot 
2 18 
2 2 2 4 4 (~) ( 1 + 16~ [ ~] - 16 ~ [~] ) 2 ~x nx ~x 
[ 1 - 4~2 (2J!) 2]2 ?IX 
Because of the limtt on 4~~(~) 2 , which must be l ess t han 1, 
ox 
{60) 
the numerato r will be bounde d between 1 and 4, but the denomi-
na tor can become small th us ma~ing the gro up s i gnificant. If 
2 the coefficient of {~) i s considered a constant, C, for a 






u- + v- = v:--2 + v9 
ox ay ay ax 
( 61 ) 
Di mens ionless groups can be obtained by allowing: 
u = u0 U V = v0 V X= x0 X y = y0 Y 
where the quantities with the subscript o carry the units. 
Substituting t hese into equations (56) and (57), it is possible 
to obtain: 
2 2 
uo au u0 v0 au vuo 
a u 
u_ + v_ = ~7 
xo ax y oY y 0 0 0 
-
with the boundary condition U = U at Y =co . 
uo 




2 Letting u0 y 0 = 
II Xo 
equations (62) and (63) can be written as: 
uou + v..21! - -o2u 





£Q + ~ = 0 (65) 
oX oY 
Thus U = f(X,Y) = f(~, l_y ) 
0 0 
-It can be shown that by allowing u0 = U, it is possible to obtain 
-i-~ ::f [ yU ~] 
U (xv) · 
which is the well-known Blasius solution . 
Consider now the case where both o2u and o2u must be 
taken into consideration : 
2 2 
ou o u o u o u 
u- + v- = v~ + vO~ 
ax aY oY ax 
The dimensionless groups: 
UOXO• 2 X 2 UoYo voxo • 0 . , 
' ' 
vO Ovy0 Cyo 
2 
xo vo 












automatically satisfies u0 y0 = 1 , and equations (62) and (63) 
xo V.o 
become: 
oU v..sg u-- + 
f\X oY 
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nU + ~ 
0 ,, 
- = 0 aY 
and it is possible to obtain : 
- -u 
= f[~, .IL!J -
u vc vO 
(66) 
Equaticn (66) can be lvritten as: 
-~ -
E = r [LL J , 1.1! 
u (ux)~ c! 
Assuming the functional relationship is the same in the two 
cases discussed previously, and that if we let C = 0, the 
Blasius solution should be obtained and with C I 0, the solu-
tion of equation (66) should be obtained. This gives the 
following 
u 






1 + k:(~ ~ 
Uy 
of parameters: 
At a certain velocity, C becomes large as the viscoelastic 
effect starts to appear and o u approaches <P • The effect is to 
· a-x 
increase the s ize of the denominator and give an effective 
lower free stream velocity, and at a given . value of x, and y , 
the value of u will decrease. Thus, the probe experiences a 
decrease in sensitivity. This is the effect predicted by 
Metzner and Astarita. A point will be reached where C cannot 
increase without limits, s1noe this would indicate a value of 
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rxx tending to infinity. This is not possible, since the right 
hand side of the momentum equation must be bounded and the stress 
cannot go to infinity. A limiting value of C indicates that for 
an increase in velocity, the term k~!u] will become 
smaller and the "effective" velocity in the Blasius equation: 
-! ~ u·-;( 1 + k(~ u)) will increase and the probe will gain in 
Uy 
sensitivity. If U becomes large, t +k c\u J (:--) Uy 
and the Blasius solution is again reached. 
will approach 
In an S-shaped D.C. voltage versus velocity calibration 
curve, the bottom of the curve (decrease of sensitivity) corre. 
spends to the region of increasing value of C; the region of 
regain in sensitivity corresponds to the region of limiting C; 
the top of the curve corresponds to the approach to the Blasius 
solution. 
This analysis has been extremely simplified in assuming 
that the normal stress component of the stress tensor can be 
represented by equation (54), which involves strong assumptions 
concerning the flow field. However, it predicts the effects 
observed in heat transfer from wedge probes in viscoelastic 
fluids better than the simplified analysis proposed by ~etzner. 
The dimensional analysis method used was developed by Churchill 
(25). 
Hermes and Fredrickson (54) studied the flow of viscoe-
lastic fluids {aqueous CMC solutions) over a flat plate using 
hydrogen bubbles as tracer particles. Differences were observed 
between the flow patterns for viscoelastic and purely viscous 
fl:Jids. Near the erige of the plate and near the wall, the 
velocity tn the longitudinal direction was observed to be 
2?2 
lower than for a purely viscous fluid of comparable viscosity 
and at the same free strea~ velocity. Some distance down-
stream the velocity in the viscoelastic fluid was higher tban 
in the purely viscous fluid. This declaration and acceleration 
process will affect heat transfer rates from the surface of the 
plate. The deceleration effect would decrease the rate of heat 
transfer, and the acceleration effect may account for the 
regain in sensitivity at higher velocities, as has been observed 
experimentally and predicted from dimensional analysis consid-
erations. 
2. Use of Pressure Probes in Viscoelastic Fluids. 
Measurements of velocity profiles in viscoelastic fluids, 
reviewed in the literature survey section, indicate that static 
pressure probes give erroneous results in viscoelastic fluids. 
The total pressure probe developed by Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., 
has a principle of operation similar to that of the static 
pressure probe, and thus measurements obtained with it should 
be questioned. Wells, et. al. (126) have used this type of 
probe to study the structure of turbulence in drag reducing 
fluids. Results for PIB 1-200 in mineral oil obtained with 
the pressure probe in this investigation have been presented. 
The results fer the dilute 0.028% and 0.05% PIB in ~ineral oil 
solutions agree with Wells' results for CMC in water, since 
they indicate intensities lower than those for solvents at the 
center of the tube. 
~ese results are in disagreement with those obtained in 
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the same solutions with a wedge hot-film probe. This has been 
discussed in section 6 of the Data and Results. Since the 
response of the film probe has been checked and the high intens-
ities in the mineral oil solution appear to be correct, these 
results cast some doubt on the validity of the use of the 
pressure probe. A short mathematical development follows that 
indicates a possible reason for the discrepancies observed. 
Wells (126) used the following relationship for the 
eouation of motion: 
DV 1 Dt = --p grad P (67) 
assuming no shear stresses and no deviatoric normal stresses, 
and an incompressible, non-conducting fluid. However, for a 
viscoelastic fluid there will be deviatoric normal stress 
effects not observed in a purely viscous fluid. Thus, to the 
previous equation the deviatoric normal stress contributions 
are added: 
DV 
= Dt -l grad P + l 1L rrrr p o or 
er 1 oO' XX e 
+- X p (iX 
(68) 
where er, ex, and eq, are unit vectors in cylindrical coordinates 
and aii are deviatoric normal stresses. It will be pointed out 
shortly why it is possible to neglect deviatoric normal stress 
effects in purely viscous fluids. Following Wells' develop-
ment, it is possible to write: 
Inn"'tv.o; = _pl rgrad P.dx +..!..Jocrrr dr + lJOIJ'xx dx + ..!.J~ d~ (69) 
c ~ Pc or Pcox Pco~ 
and V = and 
the subscript c on the integral sign indicates a line integral. 
This equation can be simplified to: 
1 J "' 2 1 J 1 r Oo'rr 1 (?!a xx 1 J o,. <P<I> ~ d ( V) = - 0 dP + n Jar d r + 0 J~ dx + P-~ d ;_ c c ·C c c~ ~ (70) 
where the term of the form J~.di was neglected using the same 
argument used by Wells. 
This last equation can be integrated along the stagnation 
streamline 
~ "' 
rH. = dxex + (0) er + (0) e<!> 
and the integral equation reduces to: 
.!. r cl (V) 2 = - .!. r dP + .!.I oaxx dx 2Jc p {; p c. ox 
with the following integrated form: 
~ + .!. p - .!. (J = c 2 0 p XX 
The integral of oaxx dx was obtained using the relationship: 
"d'r 
r dcr = r ocrxx dx +J oO' XX dr +I oaxx th 
•b XX JC oX C or C ~ 'P 
Since the dr and d<!> are equal to zero along the integration 
path, equation (74) reduces to tdcrxx = k 0~ix dx. 




-,2 At the stagnation point, crxx = 0, (V = 0 and P = Pt, thus: 
~ L 2 + ~ p - f (J XX = ~ p t (75) 
The following substitutions are made for turbulent flow: 
-u :: u + u 
-v :: v + v pt = pt + Pt 
vl ::: w + w ,.. XX - a- + (J 1 v - XX XX 
p 
= 
p + p 
- -Since v = w = 0, equation (75) can be rewritten as: 




1 (u) 2+(v) 2+(w) 2 ] crxx O'xx 1 
-- [1+ -2 - -=2 -=2 (76) 
u Pu Pu 2 u ~ ~ 





Pt-P-a • XX 
.:.2 
pU 2 
Squaring this equation and time averaging, the resulting 
eouation is: 
2. 











(0' XX 1 ) 
+ -2 2 
(PU ) 
2P O'xx' 2p t O'xx 
+ -2 2 - -2 2 
(o u ) (pU ) 
2 (O'xx) 
+ -2 2 




Since the sensing device responds only to fluctuating components, 
the root-mean-square voltage sensed by the total pressure probe 
will be affected by only the following components: 
(~~2 = ~ + ~ + ()"~ --- ------ 2p Pt + 2paxx' - 2PtO'xx' 
-2 
u (o u ) 
In Wells' development the terms involving crxx were omitted: 
-
- ~ 2 2 (u)2 = (Pt-Pl_ = _P~t_' ___ -__ 2_P~t-'~p~'--+ __ P_'_ 
~ -2 2 -2 2 
U (pU ) (pU ) 
It was assumed by Wells that (;-;} 2<<(pt' ) 2 and equation (80) 
reduced to: 





( 81 ) 
which is the equation used to calculate turbulence intensities. 
Astarita and Nicodemo (3) have discussed the problem of 
using impact tubes in viscoelastic fluids. Although they did 
not treat the fluctuating components, they showed that: 
- oU 
cr = -pu2 + 2 JJ __! (82) 
XX oXi 
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For a purely ~iscous fluid crxx is small near the center of the 
tube s ince ~ aui = 0 from continuity, a nd t he root- mean- square 
a xi 
velocity fluctu~tions are also small. No comment i s made on 
the magnit ude of the deviatoric normal stress fluctuations, but 
they will be assumed proportional to axx· Thus , for a purely 
vis cous fluid i t is possible to neglect the normal stress 
fluctuations in equation (79). For turbulent flow of a visco-
e l astic fluid, "the local values of deviatoric normal stresses 
are not zero for two reasons : because the time average velocity 
distributions give rise to non- zero values of the dev iatoric 
norma l stresses, and because the essential non-linearity of 
the constitutive equations of viscoelastic liquids basically 
destroys t he possibility of admitting tbe validity of even a 
oU 
va gue analog of the eo ua t ion J.L_.l:. = 0" ( 3) • 
____ oX.1.__ 
It appears t hat (0' _ ) > (crxx) , and if it is assumed 
XX V.E. P .V. 
that: 
V.E. 
-2 1_ [(a xx' ) Jlr ( ) (83) 
p . v. 
it would not be valid to drop terms involving axx ' from equa-
tion (79). Unless an estimate of the order of magnitude of the 
different correlation functions involving axx ' is made, the 
total pressure probe s i gnal cannot be used as an indication of 
turbulence i ntensity for viscoelas tic flu i ds . 
The discrepancies observed when compa ring res ults for the 
wedge probe and the total pressure probe are believed to be 
caused by this viscoelastic effect on the total pressure probe. 
Unt il an analysis of the response of the total pressure probe 
in viscoelastic fluids is performed, the validity of these 
'?27 
experimental results should be considered doubtful. 
3 . Interoretation of Turbulence Measurements in Viscoelastic 
Drag Reducing Fluids. 
In order to analyze the effects observed 1n the normalized 
energy spectra and in the turbulence intensities for the drag 
reducing solutions, the rates of energy dissipation will be 
considered. Excluding viscosity changes, changes in the rate 
of energy dissipation can be achieved in two manners: by 
changing the level of the root-mean-square velocity fluctuations, 
and by changing the energy distribution. If it is assumed that 
turbulence is isotropic, the rate of energy dissipation can be 
calculated from: 
W = 30u ~ = 6oll2uu•2 f con2F(n)dn 
c -2 0 Af U 
(84) 
for a purely viscous fluid. For a viscoelastic fluid, as for 
example a Maxwell fluid, Patterson (87) derived the equation 
for the rate of energy dissipation: 
2 2 2 
60D u u' f co _ __..::n::..· ~F~<.-n ... ) _d:;;:.;n~~ 
w = -2 0 2 2 u t 2 2 ~ 
U + 40 {3 ~ n <I> 
u 
(85) 
where <I> is the relaxation time of the fluid. Values of <I> are 
not known for these solutions, and since intensities at the 
center of the tube are not large (the highest value would be 
approximately 15%) compared to the region near the wall, it 
will be assumed that at the center of the tube, the rate of 
energy dissipation for a viscoelastic fluid can be approxi-
mated by the purely viscous equation. 
Table IX shows rate of energy dissipation for the poly-
mer solutions and the soap solution, and also rates o! energy 
TABLE IX 
Rates of Energy Dissipation 
at the Center of the Tube 
ft/sec 
0.20% PIB in Mineral Oil 
9.20 7.45x103 
13.04 8. 45 
16.89 10.2 
1 8. 78 1 1 • 8 
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0.008% PIP in Toluene 
7.32 
1 4. 72 
21.83 
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-u ws W fresh winter wdeg 
0.09~ .~R 1n To 1 uene 
7.15 0.?7xt03 10.?xto3 
15.53 0.53 0.86 
21.85 1. 55 3.5 
O.Oj'! PIP 1n Toluene 
7.21 0.27x103 1.97x1o3 
1 4. 69 0.54 21. 4 
?2.00 1 .72 44.1 
0.?0' PEO CoAg in Benzene 
1 4. 93 0.55xto3 3.28x1o3 
?0. 46 1. 28 12.8 
?6.68 4.3 29.7 
o 41):' p;.·o ""R • 'J ~ ... .). 1n Eenzene 
16.60 0.68x103 79.2x103 
22.35 1.8 37.6 
?8.01 5.4 1 4. 9 
0.02.t PEO WSR 1n Benzene 
1 3. 63 o. '~8x1 o3 o.8gxto3 
~0. 44 1 • 3 1. 69 
27.22 4.8 8.3 
0.008't PEO Coag 1n Benzene 
8.97 o.32xto3 1.03xto3 
15.82 0.60 2.80 
22.42 1. 80 5. 10 
0. 40t PIB in Cyclohexane 
7.30 0.33x103 0.5xto3 2.0x1o3 
15.52 1 • 2 3.2 3.2 
20.78 3.08 120.0 34.0 
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dis s tpation for the solvents at equivalent flow rates. Com-
parisons are made with the dissipation rates for the solvents, 
since it is not possible to make comparisons with a purely 
viscous fluid of the same viscosity as the solutions. 
The results of Table IX r ecap itulate the effects observed 
for the intensitie s of turbulence and energy spectra. The 
mineral oil solutions show high dissipation rates at high flow 
rates when fre s h and also at low flow rates when de graded, that 
is, the same trend as the intens ities. However, the dissipa-
tion rates at high flow rates with fresh solutions are not 
truly repre sentative, since turbulence was intermittent and 
thus not isotropic, as was indicated in the discussion of prob-
ability density functions. Compared to values for the pure 
solvent, mineral oil solutions have a re gion of reduced dissip-
ation and two re gions of increased dissipation, depending on the 
degree of degradation of the solution. 
This re gion of decreasing dissipation with increasing flow 
rate will be considered as a stabilization !egion, since it is 
interpreted to indicate that the number of disturbances gener-
ated and moving from t he wall r e gion to the center of the tube 
(i.e., the rate of energy diffus ion) are decreased. For a purely 
viscous fluid , the rate of energy dissipation would never 
de crease with increasing flow rate and this effect appears to be 
characteristic of these drag reducing fluids. It is taken a s a 
basic premise in what follows that in drag reducing turbulent 
flow the rate of energy dissipation near the wall is reduced, 
and also that an energy storage mechanism similar to that pro-
posed by Walsh (122) takes place near the wall. 
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Alumninum dioleate and 0.02 and 0.08~ PIP ln toulene solu-
tions are characterized by extremely large rates of energy diss ip-
ation and the turbulence ln these solutions is not intermittent, 
as has been ment ioned in Section 3.2 of the Data and Results. 
The 0.08~ SR ln toluene shows the stabilization re gion observed 
in the PIB in mineral oil solutions. Dilute solutions, such as 
0.008% PIP and 0.008% SR in toluene show dissipation rates 
similar to pure solvent values. 
The benzene solutions are similar to the toluene solutions. 
The dilute 0.008% PEO Coagulant and 0.02% PEO WSR have dissip-
ation rates ·Similar to the solvent. The 0.20% PEO Coagulant 
shows dissipation rates larger than for the solvent. The 0.40% 
PEO WSR shows a region of decreasing dissipation. The 0.10% 
and 0.40% PIB in cyclohexane behave similarily to the mineral 
oil solutions discussed in the previous page. 
It should be emphasized that these comparisons are performed 
at the center of the tube where a small fraction of the energy 
dissipation occurs. High rates of energy dissipation at the 
center do not mean that the rates of energy dissipation near 
the wall are also high. It was indicated previously that these 
measurements are interpreted with the basic premise that dissip-
ation near the wall is reduced in drag reducing flows. 
From a combination of the intensity of turbulence data 
and the energy spectrum data, the following trends in the rate 
of energy dissipation for viscoelastic fluids were observed at 
the center of the tube: 
(a) Dilute solutions show energy dissipation rates at 
the center of the tube similar to those for pure solvents. 
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(b) Concentrated solutions , while showing intensit ie s 
sl i ghtl y hi ghe r than normal have di ss i pation r a t es much higher 
than those for the pu r e so l vent . Examples of this are : 1% 
aluminum dioleate in to l uene , 0 .08% PEO Coagulant i n benzene , 
and 0 .08% PI P in to l uene . 
(c) Solutions such as PI B in mineral oil and i n cyclohex-
ane , which show low intensities in an intermediate region 
bounded by high intensity re gions have dissipation rates higher 
than those for the solvent, t hat drop to norma l or below normal 
and t hen increase, although this increase is not related to the 
i ncrease obse r ved in (b), since turbulence in the solutions 
des cribe0 in (b) was not intermittent . 
These diffe rent re gions are related to the degradation of 
the so l ution . The pattern is very s imilar to the pattern 
observed for the t urbulence intensities. Tbe se effects can be 
plotted as rate of energy dissipation versus a function of the 
condition of the s olution. 
w 
VISCOELASTIC PARAMETER 
FIGURE 93· RATE OF ENERGY DISSIPATION VERSUS 
VISCOELASTIC PARAMETER 
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The ~ifferent regions observed in Figure 93 . correspond to 
the patterns described in the preceding paragraphs. Point B 
corresponds to the beginning of the re gion of stabilization, 
where the rate of energy dissipation at the center of the tube 
decreases. Potnt C corresponds to the beginning of the region of 
"pseudo-turbulence", or intermittency. 
It is of interest to consider what the viscoelastic param-
eter should be, Patterson an~ 6ak:in (87) bave sho'ro that: 
w 
-= (86) 
since W/Wpv was usert to ~redict friction factor rations, and 
the friction factor ratio was shown by the RZP correlation to 
be a unique function of Deborah number for a given polymer-
solvent system for dilute polymer solutions. Wpv is the rate 
of energy dissi~ation for a purely viscous fluid of the same 
viscosity as the solution, and is different from Ws. W, Wpv 
and NDeb are evaluated for conditions at the wall of the tube. 
Then, it is possible to write: 
W = i·l P v ~ 0~ Deb) (87) 
The rate of energy dissipation at the center of the tube is 
related to the dissipation at the wall. For a purely viscous 
fluid, if i s otropy is assumed near the wall and if it is 
assumed that the spectra at both positions have the same shape, 
the realtionship between dissipation at the center and near the 
wall will be the ratio qf the square of the turbulence intens-
ities. For a viscoelastic fluid, this relationship is not 
defined, because of the lack of data for the structure of 
turbulence near the wall. It will be assumed that there is a 
unique relationship between the dissipation at the center of the 
tube and near the wall. This functional relationship will be 
assumed to be the same at the different levels of de 3radation. 
Thus, under these assumptions , it is possible to write: 
(88) 
As a first approximation it will be considered that the effect 
of viscosity and velocity on Wpv will be small compared to the 
vi s coelastic effect, and in this case: 
(89) 
Unrter these assumptions the rate of energy dissipation at the 
center of the tube should be related functionally to the 
Deborah numbe r evaluated for conditions at the wall. The 
effects observed for the fresh, intermed iate and degraded 
solut ions should be correlated with Deborah number. Figures 
94, 95, 96, and 97 show data for energy dissipation rates at 
the center of the tube for 0.20% and 0.40% PIB in mineral oil 
and for 0.10% and 0 . 40% PIB in cyclohexane. Relaxation times 
were given in Table V, and the method used to calculate them 
has been discussed . The results are extremely consistent within 
each solution and indicate that the assumptions involved appear 
to be correct. The abscissas of the different figures indicate 
that the data for different solutions do not supe rimpose. This 
effect is due to the calculation of relaxation times for the 
solutions using molecular model theories, and also to the 
different levels of Wpv for the different solutions. It would 
be expected that if Deborah numbers were calculated using con-
tinuum theory and 1f W were taken into consideration, a pv 
unique relationship should result. 
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These results indicate that Deborah number is the viscoe-
lastic parameter, whicb was unspecified previously. It is a 
fundamental parameter in interpreting turbulence measurements 
in viscoelastic fluir.s. The effects observed when comparing 
intensities of turbulence versu~ Reynolds numbers for fresh, 
intermediate, and degraded solutions can be accounted for by 
the Deborah number. 
The patterns observed for the energy dissipation rates at 
the center of the tube can be explained in terms of degradation 
effects. However, the effects observed at other radial posi-
tions are difficult to evaluate, since energy dissipation rates 
cannot be properly approximated by the isotropic relationship, 
and furthermore, no data are available for radial and tangential 
turbulence intensities in viscoelastic fluids. Without more 
information concerning the structure of turbulence near the 
wall, it will not be possible to interpret the effects observed 
at different radial positions. 
In order to consider dissipation and generation near the 
wall, it is necessary to consider the velocity profiles in 
viscoelastic fluids. From the data of Florez (41), it is Known 
that a difference was observed between the polymer solutions 
(which probably corresponr. to re gion B-C-D in Fi gure 93), and 
the soap solution (corresponding to region A-B). It is believed 
that no differences exist between the mechanism by which drag 
reduction occurs for polymer and soap solutions. The same 
differences in velocity profiles probably could have been 
observed for polymer solutions alone if velocity profiles had 
also been obtained in the region A-B. 
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The data available for intensity, energy spectra, dissip-
ation rates, velocity proflles, and the intermittency observed 
at high flow rates should allow some considerations to be made 
on the mechanism by which rlrag reduction occurs. This will be 
partially speculative, since measurements at the center are 
only reflections of what occurs near the wall. The different 
regions observed for the dissipation spectra at the center of 
the tube must be considered. There are three points of special 
interest: the point of departure from normal dissipation rates, 
the point where dissipation starts to decrease, ann the point of 
incipient intermittency. 
Walsh postulated that the effect of the elasticity of the 
solution would be to store energy taken from the mean flow and 
to decrease the energy dissipation near the wall. Walsh also 
postulated that the number of disturbances growing and moving 
into the center of the tube under drag reducing conditions 
would be decreased . The data presented here for the region 
A-B (Figure 93) indicate an increase in the dissipation at the 
center of the tube, which must be accompanied by an increase 
in the rate of energy diffusion toward the center of the tube. 
It cannot follow that the number of disturbances moving to the 
center of the tube i.e., the rate of energy diffusion, are 
decreased in the region of increased dissipation at the center 
of the tube. Thus, the "turbulence suppression" hypothesis 
appears not to be correct in this Deborah number range. 
Using the velocity profile data of Florez it is known that 
there is a decrease in the slope of the velocity profile near 
the wall under drag reducing conditions. There will be a 
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point ne a r the wal l where d i ss ipa tlon anti gene r a t lon rrill be 
ba l anced, that is ~-There the total diffusion term (kinetic 
energy pl us pre ss ure energy) will be extremely small. In this 
re gton : 
(90) 
which indicates a de crease in the energy di ss ipation near the 
wall, s ince rw is decreased and oU/or i s also necreased . 
The ge neration term i s dec r eased near the wall, and this 
woul d appear t o be a contradiction, since it i s being postu-
lated that the r ate of energy diffusion into the center t s 
increased. Howe ver, t his is not so if one considers that the 
turbulence energy ge nerated can be decreased and at the same 
time the energy diffusion to the center increased by a 
decrease in the energy di ssipation near the wall. It should 
be remembered that energy di ss ipation and diffusion are both 
on the "loss" s i de of the turbulent energy balance equation, 
a nd it is possible for these two terms to adjust themselves to 
a decreased production term. 
Thus , region A-B, a re gion of moderate drag reduct ion , is 
accompani ed by a de crease d dissipat ion near the wall (s ubstan-
tiated by ve locity profile data) and an increased dissipat ion 
at the center of the tube cause d by an increased rate of dif-
fus ion toward the cente r of the tube. 
However, the re gion of stabilization (B-C in Figure 93) 
should be related to the decrease in the number of disturbances 
postulated by Walsh, and also by Seyer and Metzner (77). It is 
interesting to note from the velocity profile data for 0.40% 
PIB 1n cyclohexane, that the slope of the profile near the wall 
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for this solution is smaller than for the solvent. This again 
indicates a reduced rate of energy dissipation near the wall. 
Since a much renuced dissipation is accomplished by a reduced 
generation (equation 90), a flow rate will be reached where the 
boundary layer will start to become stabilized. A reduction in 
the dissipation and generation terms will subsequently lead to 
a reduced rate of diffusion into the center of the tube. As 
the energy generation decreases, the intensity of turbulence at 
the center of the tube will necrease. This description corre-
sponds to the phenomena occurring in the region B-0. 
At point C (fresh solution) the region. near the wall is in 
the process of being stabilized. The time scales of the process 
occuring near the wall are such that energy storage occurs by 
interaction in the wall region. The time scales associated 
with the ejection mechanism are longer than the relaxation time 
of the viscoelastic fluid. Corino observed that the time scale 
of fluid ejection in the wall region was longer than the time 
scale of the very intense turbulent interaction occuring near 
the wall. The time scale of the ejection mechanism decreases 
with velocity and at a certain velocity will start approximating 
the relaxation time of the fluid. A different type of inter-
action will occur as the fluid masses move into the interaction 
region. These ejected masses will not be broken up in the 
usual manner, but will move into the center of the tube, causing 
intermittency, proposed by Seyer and Metzner and observed for 
these solutions. 
As intermittency starts to occur, the structure or turbu-
lence will move away from isotropic conditions, thus increasing 
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the correlation function uv, and the ratio f/fpv will not 
decrease as rapidly as it did in previous regions. This mecha-
nism will establish a limit to the amount of drag reduction 
possible for a given solution. Another very interesting 
phenomenon was observed in Florez's velocity profile data for 
0.40% PIB in cyclohexane at the highest flow rate. The veloc-
ity profile for this flow rate appears to approach the profile 
characteristic of turbulent flow, while the profiles at lower 
flm'l' rates ';ere intermediate between laminar and turbulent flow, 
It is not known whether intermittency was observed in this hign 
flow rate region for Florez's solution, but the differences in 
the velocity profiles indicate a difference in the structure 
of turbulence. 
Thus, it is believed that the intensity patterns observed 
are caused by the relationship between the time scales of the 
wall processes and the relaxation time of the fluid. Since 
the time scales of the wall phenomena are directly related to 
velocity, the Deborah number defined with D/Ub as the charac-
teristic time of the flow field should be expected to provide 
the basis for making comparisons of the turbulence character-
istics at different stages of degradation. 
This type of phenomena will have to be studied visually and 
photographically. An investigation similar to that performed 
by Corino would yield very valuable information concerning the 
origin and maintenance of turbulence in drag reducing fluids. 
It would be extremely interesting to observe the behavior of 
the interaction region under very drag reducing conditions, 
and to determine exactly how tbe,ejection mechanism is affected 
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by the v1ccoel~st1c1ty of the solution. This type of experi-
ment would be necesr,::1ry to confirm or deny the validity of the 




1) Experimental studies of the frequency response of 
wedge probes in viscoelastic fluids established their suita-
bility for measuring turbulence intensities and energy spectra. 
Eventhough there is a loss of sensitivity due to viscoelastic 
effects, the calibration curves can be used to calculate valid 
values of intensities of turbulence. 
2) Turbulence intensities measured with a wedge probe in 
toluene, cyclohexane, and mineral oil are in close agreement 
(deviations less than 5%) with cyclohexane data obtained with a 
parabolic wedge probe. Cone film probe data in mineral oil and 
cyclohexane are consistently 5- 15% lower than wedge and para-
bolic wedge probe data. Intensity measurements with cylinder 
probes in the same fluids are dependent on cylinder Reynolds 
number. At low Reynolds numbers, intensities are lower than 
the wedge probe data, but above a cylinder Reynolds number of 
400 they increase and are higher even when the eddy shedding 
energy is filtered. 
3) Normalized energy spectra for mineral oil were virtu-
ally the same when measured with a wedge, a cone, and a 0.006-
inch cylinder probe. Similar results were obtained for cycle-
hexane. This result conflicts with earlier comparative data 
for similar cylinders obtained by Fabula (35). 
4) Normalized wave number energy spectra for the 0.40% 
PIB in cyclobexane solution were identical when measured with 
wedge and cone film probes. The high frequency portion of the 
spectra for the higher intensity 0.006-inch cylinder data were 
lower. This was probablJ due to an anomalous response of this 
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cylinder probe at low frequencies in the viscoelastic solution, 
as compared with the wedge and cone probes. Differences 
observed in the measured value of turbulence intensities for 
this viscoelastic fluid with these three different probes are 
not equal to the differences observed for purely viscous fluids 
in the same NRe range. 
5) Intensities of turbulence measured in drag reducing 
fluids at the center of the tube showed a very definite trend 
with degradation. Intensities of turbulence for the fresh 
solutions were high, rising to approximately twice the normal 
values. Intermediate solutions showed intensities of turbu-
lence which were normal or slightly lower than normal. Degraded 
solutions showed high intensities at low flow rates (about twice 
the normal values), which decreased to approximately normal 
values at high flow rates. 
6) Probability density functions of turbulent signals 
measured under drag reducing conditions indicate that with the 
exception of high intensities obtained at high flow rates with 
very fresh solutions, turbulence under drag reducing conditions 
has Gaussian distributions. The non-Gaussian distributions 
were characterized by wide tails and a peak at the center of the 
density function, which are representative of intermittent 
phenomena. 
7) Energy spectrum measurements for a series of drag 
reducing solutions indicate that the more drag reducing solu-
tions (i.e., the higher concentrations of a given polymer-
solvent system) showed shifts to high frequencies. This effect 
was interpreted as a tendency. towards a more dissipative state 
in the central core of the tube when solutions are compared 
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to pure solvents, at equivalent velocities. 
8) Calculation of rates of energy dissipation at the 
center of the tube, assuming isotropic conditions, indicates 
that drag reducing solutions can go through a region of 
increased dissipation, followed by a re gion of decreased dissip-
ation and a transition into an intermittency region, depending 
on the condition of the solution. These effects could be 
correlated by using the solution Deborah number as an indica-
tion of the de gree of degradation of the solution. 
9) The bas ic mechanism for drag reduction appears to be 
t he storage and diffusion of energy from the re gion of maximum 
dissipation near the wall into the center of the tube, leading 
to a less dissipative state near the wall (which agrees with 
velocity profile data). However, a more dissipative state 
appears at t he center of the tube {which agrees with intensity 
of turbulence and energy spectrum data). 
10) Turbulence measurements of transition flow performed 
in mineral oil, two polymer solutions, and a soap solution in 
a 2-inch tube indicate that flatness and skewness factors of 
the probability density functions are similar for all fluids at 
equivalent Reynolds numbers. Flatness factors reach a value of 
17 at a Reynolds number close to 2100, and approach the Gaussian 
value of 3 at a Reynolds number of 3000. Skewness factors reach 
a value of -0.6 at NRe equal to 2100 and approach zero at a 
Reynolds number of 3000. Energy spectra for mineral oil and the 
soap solution indicate that there are differences due to vis-
cosity effects at equivalent Reynolds numbers in the frequen-
cies of the disturbances observed in transition flow. 
11) Measurements of turbulence intensittes in the longi-
tudinal direction with a total pressure probe gave results for 
a solvent and for several polymer solutions that agree with 
values reported by Wells, et. al. (126), but that differ from 
measurements obtained with hot-film wedge probes. An analysis 
of the equation of motion for viscoelastic fluids indicated 
that several terms involving normal stress fluctuations have 
been neglected by Wells, et. al. in their analysis. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
1) It is recommended that the frequency response studies 
for wedge probes in a purely viscous fluid and in viscoelastic 
fluids be extended to hi gher frequencies. This could be accomp-
lished by performing the studies under laminar flow conditions 
in a more viscous fluid. The problem of distinguishing the 
sinusoidal signal from the turbulent signal would be avoided 
in this manner, and would probably permit the frequency range 
to be extended to 1000 cps. 
2) It is recommended that the structure of turbulence in 
a "concentrated" drag reducing polymer solution be studied ( Le., 
a solution that shows no transition region), with special emph-
asis on the intermittency and turbulence intensity levels. 
3) It is recommended that velocity profiles be measured 
in polymer solutions in a region where intensity of turbulence 
shows a pattern similar to that observed for the soap solution, 
in order to determine whether there are differences in the drag 
reduction mechanism for these two types of solutions, or 
whether the different types of velocity profiles are simply 
manifestations of different dissipation regions. 
4) It is recommended that flow visualization studies of 
the wall region be performed in order to determine precisely 
the effect of viscoelasticity on the generation and interaction 
of the eddies shed by the cylinder pairs near the wall. 
5) A study, paralleling Laufer's experimental determina-
tion of the turbulent energy balance groups, appears to be the 
only manner in which a complete explanation could be given to 
the different patterns observed for the turbulence measurements. 
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Although this type of study appears not to be feasible at the 
present time, due to experimental difficulties, it will give 
the final answer to the question of how drag reduction occurs. 
6) It is recommended that studies of the structure of 
turbulence in viscoelastic fluids be extended to the wall region, 
in order to establish whether intensities of turbulence and 
energy spectra indicate a less dissipative condition near the 
wall. 
APPENDIX I 
Basic Concepts of Turbulent Flow 
1. Eouations of Chan ge for Turbulent Flow. 
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The equations of continuity and motion will be presented 
without derivation. The reader is referred to any fluid dy-
namics text for details of the derivations. 
The equation of continuity for an incompressible fluid 
can be written as: 
v.tJ = () (91) 
-where U is the velocity vector. The equations of motion for 
an incompressible fluid without body forces are given by: 
o~1 + Uj aUi = l oTji (92) 
at axJ fJ a.xJ 
with summation over j, but not over i. rji represents the 
components of the stress tensor. Substitution of the consti-
tutive equation for a Newtonian fluid into equation (92) yields 
the ususal Navier-Stokes equations. The equations of motion 
and continuity in cylindrical, rectangular, and spherical co-
ordinates are summarized in Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot (11). 
Ass uming that in turbulent flow velocities and pressure 
may be represented as: 
-p = p + p 
the turbulent equations of motion and continuity can be obtained. 
The equations of motion for constant density and viscosity 
become: 
x - direction: 
t).2.1! = -dt (93) 
r - direction: 
d7r ;2 ~p- 2- v 2 au 0":5'T = -r" =- !..!- +p['V V- ~- n] 
u" 0 r rc: ? o~ 
1 ?\ 2 p ?\ 0 ,:,2 
-o- --(r(V) ) - - ~(vw) - p --(VU) + o ~
r 0r r oo/ ox r 
~ - direction: 
-w 
-- + r2 
n o (-) 2 o -- o --
- ~ - w - p - vw - 0 - wu 






In turbulent flow there are more unknowns than equations, making 
it impossible to obtain solutions to these equations except for 
some special cases. Tbe terms of the form -puiaj, the Reynolds 
stresses , represent the contribution to the stress tensor due 
to turbulence. 
The equations of motion and continuity for turbulent flow 
can be used to derive the turbulent energy balance equation, 
which relates the turbulent energy generation to the viscous 
dissipation due to the velocity fluctuations, the diffusion Qf 
pressure and kinetic energy, and the decay of the turbulent 
field. For a Newtonian, incompressible fluid, it is possible 
to obtain: 
1 0 Li12 2 ~ + p 
with summation over j only. Summing over i and j gives the 
total energy. Equation (96) becomes: 
(96) 
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d;2 -1 _ oUi 2 u ( .c.P. + .a9..: ) 2 p dt + 0 ui u j ax j = - () j 0x j ~xj 
I II III (97) 
'ihere q 2 = ui ui, and the transformation u j2£ = ui cP_ has been 
oxj o xi 
performed. Groups I to V have definite interpretations. 
Group I gives the rate of change of the kinetic energy of 
turbulence. Group II gives the rate of generation of turbu-
lent energy. Group III gives the rate of convective diffusion 
of the total turbulent energy (kinetic and pressure energies). 
Group IV gives the rate of work per unit time done by the tur-
bulent portion of the viscous stresses. Group V gives the rate 
of energy dissipation by the velocity fluctuations. All terms 
have units of energy per unit time per unit volume. 
Laufer (66) has evaluated experimentally the terms in this 
energy balance eauation for tube flow, with the exception of 
the pressure term which was determined by difference. The 
main characteristics of the turbulent energy balance equation 
are: 
a) The dissipation and generation terms balance each 
other almost completely throughout most of the tube. At the 
center of the tube, the generation term goes to zero. 
b) All terms reach peaks near the wall at y+ close to 
12 (y+ = ~). In this region kinetic energy diffusion 
JJ. 
causes an energy loss, while pressure energy diffusion causes 
an energy gain. Eddies leaving the wall re gion cause a loss 
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of energy, while the fluid that replaces the eddies causes an 
increase in pressure ene r gy. The total diffusion term, pressure 
plus kinetic energy , i s small. 
c) Near the center of the tube the rate of energy dissip-
at i on is balanced by the rate of energy convected by eddies 
moving into this region. 
There is no analytical solution to this equation, and 
Laufer's results provide the only way of evaluating the magni-
tude of the different terms. 
2. Phenomenological Rel~tionships in Tube Turbulence. 
2.1. Velocitz Profiles. 
Establishing velocity profile equations involves making 
assumptions concerning t he nature of the process by which 
momentum (or vorticity) is transferred. In the turbulent flow 
of purely viscous fluids, it is necessary to start from a 
basic model for momentum transport, which consists of expres• 
sions for the turbulent shear stresses . 
Prandtl (89) in developing his mixing length theory 
assumed that the momentum of fluid particles was conserved 
over a given lengthQ , the mixing length, for two-dimensional 
flow. The turbulent shear stress is taken to be: 
-r = p;_2 I .9..Q I (.Q.Il) ( 98) 
xy dy dy 
where 1 is proportional to the distance from the wall, i.e., 
~ =Ky. The most fundamental objection to Prandtl's theory 
is that momentum is not conserved when fluid elements move 
over a given distance. Another objection i s that it predicts 
the eddy diffus1v1ty at the center of the tube to be zero, 
while it has a non-zero value. 
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Von Karman (61) proposed that the mixing l ength was not 
dependent on distance from the wall, but was such that the 
ratio of the mixing length to a length determined form local 
conditions was constant. This characteristic length was taKen 
to be: 
s ince derivatives of the mean flow are determined by local 




2 (2]) ,. 
= P Kv Q;l (a!Z) xy a2u 2 ay ( 1 00) 
(~) 
ay 
where Kv is the proportionality constant, which must be 
determined experimentally. 
From the shear stress relationships obtained from the 
Prandtl and the Von Karman theories it is possible to develop 
velocity profile equations. A few of the better Known equa-
tions will be discussed briefly. 
2.1 . 1. Von Karman Similarity Equation. 
Equat ion (100) can be solved to obtain an explicit 
relationship for U. The integrated form of this equation is: 
U = UMAX + ~ {Qn (1- / 1- y/R) + /1- y/R) (101) 
where K is taken as 0.36. The Von Karman equation Yields 
v 
good agreement with experimental data in the re gion 0<r /R<0 . 85 . 
2.1.2. Universal Velocity Profile Equation. 
An equation based on the mixing length approach can be 
derived from the shear stress relationship using as the limit 
of integration the velocity at the edge of the assumed viscous 
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sublayer, Us, and assuming that: 
-
2 (Tx J.L Uo J.L dU 
u* = :...B:. :: - - ~ - (-) ( 1 02) p 0 0 p dy 
The boundary condition used is the U 2 Uo at y = O• With this 
boundary condition the resulting equat ion is: 
u+ = U = 2.5 1n u*Yp + B 
u* /.1. 
( 1 03) 
The constant B is commonly taken as 5.5 based on Nikuradses' 
data (83), although various experimenters suggest different 
values. Equation (103) is the well known ''law of the wall", 
which represents experimental data suprisingly well up to 
y/R = 0.15. Modifications of the law of the wall have been 
made in order to account for the "wake" region at the center 
of the tube (16, 82). 
2 .2. Friction Factor Eguat1ons. 
Directly related to velocity profiles in turbulent tube 
flow is the establishment of relationships for predicting 
friction factors. The Fanning friction factor, 
~p PUb2 
f = (~)/ ( 2gc) ( 104) 
will be used in this discussion. Us ing the relationship for 
the friction velocity, it is seen that: 
( 105) 
If it is assumed that the logarithmic velocity profile applies 
at the center of the tube, and by using Stanton's law (106): 
(U- UMAX)/u* =CONSTANT (106) 
it is possible to develop the following relationship for the 
friction factor: 
1//T = A.en NRe ff + B ( 1 07) 
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The best known values of A and B are 4.0 and 0.40, obtained by 
N1kuradse (83). This equation holds only for Newtonian, purely 
viscous fluids in smooth tubes. 
Dodge and Metzner (31) extended this analysis to cover 
non-Newtonian purely viscous fluids. Their relationship is 
given by: 
1;/T = 4.0 n[(N , )f1-n' ] _ 
I o-:75 Re 7 (n ) 
0.40 
I 1 o 20 (n ) 
where n' is the flow behavior index defined by: 
and NRe', the generalized Reynolds number is given by: 
N • = nn'ufi-n' 





K' was defined in equation (109). For Newtonian fluids, n' = 
and NRe' = NRe' and equation (108) reduces to equation (107). 
3. Viscoelasticity. 
3.1. Molecular and Continuum Theories. 
Drag reduction has been attributed to the viscoelastic 
properties of the polymer and soap solutions by various authors 
(1, 36, 56), Astarita being the first to postulate a viscoelas-
tic mechanism. Viscoelasticity will be discussed briefly in a 
I 
manner that relates directly to drag reduction. 
There are two basically different methods used to study 
the viscoelastic properties of polymer solutions: the molecu-
lar approach (21, 40, 117) and the continuum approach (9, 13, 
42, 43, 118). The molecular approach considers the polymer 
solution to consist of discrete solute molecules surrounded 
by solvent. The behavior of the solution is determined by 
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inter- and intramolecular force s . The continuum ~pproach 
i gnores molecular structure and considers the fluid to be 8 
hypothetical material with properties at a point which are 
continuous functions of the coordinates of the point. Differ-
ential equat ions in the continuum method involve constants 
which theoretically could be evaluated from the molecular 
theories. However, these constants are evaluated experimentally 
because of the lack of understanding of the molecular models. 
Recently there has been interest in bringing these two approaches 
to gether by formulating constitutive equations based on the 
knowledge of the molecular structure of polymer solutions (15, 
74, 110). 
3.2. Dimensionless Time Groups. 
Polymer solutions possessing viscoelastic properties 
exhibit normal s tress differences when subjected to deforma-
tions (46, 52, 78). The first normal stress difference in shear 
flow (rxx - Trr in cylindrical coordinates) of polymer solutions 
is the largest. The second normal stress difference, rrr- r~~ 
is usually small. The ratio 
ry: 
T rr - r~<P 
7' XX - T rr 
( 1 11 ) 
has been found to be positive and fairly constant for 8 number 
of polymer solutions studied by Spriggs, et. al. (105)· Not 
all constitutive equations predict normal stress differences, 
and an important consideration in choosing a constitutive 
equation for a viscoelastic fluid is its prediction of normal 
stress differences. 
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Also characteristic of viscoelastic fluids are long relax-
ation times. Relaxation times of drag reducing polymer solu-
tions are of the order of 0.001 to 0.00001 seconds. Relaxation 
times of gases are of the order of 10-9 seconds (44). Associ-
ated with every process there is a characteristic time scale 
that is determined by the time of residence of the fluid ele-
ment in the changing velocity field. Reiner defined the Deb-
orah number as the ratio of this characteristic time to the 
relaxation time of the fluid. The definition of Deborah number 
used in this work will be that of Metzner's (80), which is the 
reciprocal of Reiner's. 
Prediction of relaxation times involves using either the 
molecular or the continuum approach. In the continuum approach 
it is possible to use models based on linear viscoelasticity 
theory, such as the well-known Maxwell model. A coordinate 
indifferent Maxwell model predicts normal stress differences, 
and it can be shown that the relaxation time in laminar tube 
flow is given by: 
( T - 'J" ) ~ = xx rr ( 112) 
2-rwr 
The first normal stress difference is evaluated at the wall 
shear rate f. Tw is the wall shear stress. Relaxation times 
based on the Maxwell model have been used by Seyer and Metzner 
(100), and by Patterson and Zakin(87). This method has the dis-
advantage of requiring normal stress measurements which may be 
difficult to obtain for dilute polymer solutions. 
An alternative approach is to use molecular theories to 
predict relaxation times. Examples o! these are the Zimm (128), 
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Rouse (94), and Bueche (22) models for dilute polymer solutions. 
These theories consider the polymer molecules to consist of a 
number of segments. Solutions are obtained to differential 
equations obtained from force balances over the different seg-
ments. Discrete spectra of relaxation times, associated with 
different modes of relaxation, are obtained. 
obtained from the Zimm theory are given by: 




where Mv is the viscosity average molecular weight, 'rlsp is the 
specific viscosity, ~0 is the solvent viscosity, c is the solu-
tion concentration, and \k is the eigenvalue associated with the 
kth mode of relaxation. Values of). k have been calculated ( 128). 
This theory applies only to dilute solutions. 
The Zimm and Rouse theories have been used to a great 
extent in studies of dilute polymer solutions due to the fact 
that relaxation times can be calculated from relatively simple 
viscosity measurements. Hershey and Zakin (56), Fabula (36), 
and Rodriguez, Zakin, and Patterson (91) have used the Zimm 
model. Walsh (119) and Elata, et. al. (32) have used the Rouse 
model in their drag reduction studies • 
. An alternative approach for dtermining relaxation times 
is to actually measure a spectrum of relaxation times. If a 
sinusoidal deformation is applied to a viscoelastic material, 
the stress obtained will consist of a part in-phase with the 
deformation and a part out-of-phase with it. From the phase 
shift and the amplitude of the resulting stress, it is possible 
to calculate a relaxation modulus, wbioh can be related to 
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relaxation time. It is not necessa ry to make any assumptions 
concerning the nature of the fluid. No data of this type for 
dilute, drag re ducing solutions are yet available. 
4. Statist ica l Theory of Turbulence. 
4.1. Turbulence Intensities. 
A summary of definit ions and concepts used in this work 
are given in t his section. The reader is referred to the stand-
ard texts for a complete treatment of the subject (19, 58, 116). 
Intensity of turbulence is defined as the ratio of the root-
mean-square va lue of t he velocity fluctuations in a given direc-
tion to a normalizing velocity. Commonly use d normalizing 
velocities are the average local velocity, the friction veloc-
ity, and the average tube velocity. 
Laufer (66) performed one of the most complete analyses of 
pipe turbulence, and reported intensities in the x, r, and ~ 
directions. His data obtained in air in a 10-inch tube indi-
cate that at the center of the pipe turbulence,is nearly iso-
tropic. Intensities reach a peak near the wall at y+ = 12. 
Turbulence near the wall is anisotropic, with intensities in 
the axial direction having approximately twice the value of 
those in the r and ~ directions. Sandborn (96) also measured 
intensities of turbulence in air for pipe fl ow, and his values 
a re similar to Laufer's. 
Intensitie s of turbulence in liquids have a lso been 
obtained, and most measurements have been performed in the 
axial direction. Patterson (84, 86) measured longitudinal 
intensities in non-polar solvents (cyclohexane, benzene, and 
toluene) in pipe flow. His measurements agree well with 
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measurements in air at equal Reynolds numbers. Intensity data 
in liquids have also been reported by Wells, et. al. (126), 
Virk, et. al. (120), Corino (27), Bakewell (4), Seyer and 
Metzner (100), and Martin and Johanson (76). 
For purely viscous fluids there is good agreement among 
the different investigators, even though the measuring tech-
niques differ. The results of these investigations indicate 
that in fully developed pipe flow, intensity is a function of 
Reynolds number alone, for a given position in the tube. 
4.2. Correlation Coefficients. 
A correlation function is defined as the expected value of 
the product of two or more random variables. In statistical 
turbulence theory it is assumed that the time average equals 
the statistical expected value. The idea of using statistical 
correlations for turbulent velocity fluctuations was first pro-
posed by Taylor (111). 
One should di st inguish between the two methods used in 
the study of turbulence: the Eulerian and the Lagrangian 
methods. In the Eulerian system the observer is fixed in space 
and turbulence i s described in terms of fixed coordinates and 
time. In the Lagrangian system, the observer travels with the 
fluid elements and turbulence i s described in terms of the 
original position of particles and the time elapsed since 
motion started. 
It is possible to extend the idea of correlation functions 
to more than two variables. The higher the order of the corre-
lation, the more difficult it is to determine it experimentally . 
Double and triple correlations are commonly used to describe 
turbulent flow fields. These will be discussed briefly. 
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4.2.1. Double Velocitz Correlation Functions. 
Double velocity correlation functions are second order 
tensors since velocity is a first order tensor. The correlation 
function tensor is defined as: 
Qij(x, 1+r) == ui('X)uj('X+r) ( 1 1 4) 
When the separation vector r :: 0, it takes the form of the 
Reynolds stress tensor. These are Eulerian correlations. A 
correlation coefficient can be defined by: 
u1 ('x:l_ u j ( 5t'+~J 
-ui(i) uj(x+r) ( 1 1 5) 
This relationship can be simplified for homogeneous, isotropic 
turbulence. 
In isotropic turbulence it can be shown that there are 
only two non-zero correlation coefficients, f{r) and g(r), 
defined by: 
f(r) = urOO urCx+r) 
2 
u' 




The subscript r indicates velocities in the direction of the 
separation vector, and the subscript n indicates velocities 
normal to this vector. 
Eulerian double correlation coefficients are easily 
measured at large separation intervals, where there are no 
probe interference problems. Measurements of this type are 
commonly encountered in the literature (5, 38, 39). 
A way of avoiding the problem of measuring Eulerian space 
correlation coefficients is to measure Eulerian time correla-




A signal at a given point is delayed mechanically or electron-
ically and correlated with itself. In order to relate the 
space and time correlations, Taylor (112) proposed that the 
turbulence pattern could be assumed to be convected by the mean 
flow as if it were frozen, with the space displacement x related 
-to the time delay by x = Ut. This is "Taylor's hypothesis" 
which is very commonly used. For shear flows the following 
conditions should hold before this approximation can be con-
sidered valid (71): 
a) 
b) -UoU>>V.£!! ox or 
The data of Favre, et. al. (38) indicate this relationship is 
valid for isotropic turbulence. 
4.2.2. Tri~le Velocity Correlation Coefficients. 
Triple velocity correlation functions can be defined in 
a manner similar to double correlation functions: 
( 118) 
The notation ij, k indicates i and j measured at x and k 
measured at X+r. The correlation function tensor can have 27 
terms. Correlation coefficients can be defined by dividing 
by the appropriate root-mean-square velocities. 
In isotropic turbulence, only three correlation coeff1c-
ents are different: 
k( r) = u (x) u (x) u (x+r)/u r 3 
r r r 
h(r) = un(x) un(x) ur(x+r)/u'3 
g(r) = ur(X) u0 (x) ur(x+r)/u'3 
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( 1 19 ) 
where the subscripts r and n have the same meaning as before. 
4.3. Scales of Turbule nce. 
Turbulence scales are estimates of certa-in lengths or times 
which are characteristic of the flow field. Taylor (111) defined 
an integral scale or macroscale as: 
At = J: R ( t ) d t ( 1 20) 
where R(t) is a time correlation coefficient which can be 
Eulerian or Lagrangian. In a similar manner, a length integral 
scale could be defined. The l a rger the size of the eddies, or 
the longer the time scale of the turbulent field, the larger 
the area under the correlation coefficient curve. The macro-
scale is an estimate of the average s ize of eddies or of 
average time scales of the turbulent fluctuations. 
Another useful definition is that of microscale, which is 
an estimate of the dimensions or time scales of the smallest 
eddies. Expand ing the correlation coefficient f(r) as a 
Taylor's series about r=O, using the symmetry of f{r), and 
truncating the series gives the following relationship : 
r 2 ou 2 f{r) = 1- (--) 
2 , 2 r=O u ar 
A length scale can be introduced such that: 
f{r) = 1 - r 2 ~ t 
The length scale Af is the microscale for the longitudinal 
{ 121 ) 
{ 122 ) 
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direction in isotropic turbulence. A microscale related to 
g(r) can also be defined. 
For isotropic turbulence the rate of energy dissipation 
can be written as: 
2 
W - 1 5 ,2r. o f ( r) ] 







2 2 6on uu' ~ 2 
= -2 Jon F(n)dn 
u 
( 123) 
Thus, the microscale is related to the dissipative or smallest 
scales of turbulence. 
4.4. Ene rgy Spectra. 
4.4.1. One-dimensional Energy Spectra. 
The energy spectra are distribution functions of the 
kinetic energy of turbulence, indicating the contribution of 
the different frequencies to the total velocity fluctuations. 
The simplest and most commonly measured s pectrum function is 
the one-dimensional. If a velocity fluctuation u in a given 
direction x is considered, the one-dimensional energy spectrum 
Ex(n) is defined such that: 
~x(n)dn = u• 2 (124) 
where n indicates frequency. Ex(n)dn i s the contribution of 
frequencies between n and n+dn to the total mean-square fluct-
uation. Commonly used is the normalized energy spe ctrum 
function Fx(n) defined such that: 
J:Fx(n)dn = 1 ( 1 25) 
Clearly, the two are related by: 
Fx(n) = Ex(n)/u'2 ( 126) 
Also common is the energy spectrum function expressed as a 
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wave number spectrum. The wave number kx is defined by: 
kx = 
2~ (127) Ux 
Thus, the wave number spectrum function Ex(kx) is given by : 
-
Ux 
E (k ) = -- E (n) X X 2fl X ( 128) 
since it is still necessary that the integral over the wave 
2 
number range be equal to u' • 
There exists a relationship involving Fourier transfor-
mations between the energy spectrum function and the correla-
tion function. This relationship was written in mathematical 
I 
form by Taylor {111). For a one-dimensional energy spectrum, 
the relationship derived by Taylor i s : 
Ex(n) = 4u' 2J~RE(t)cos 2nnt dt ( 129) 
where Rg(t) is an Eulerian time correlation coefficient. 
There exists an inverse transformation expressing the corre-
lation coefficient in terms of the energy spectrum function: 
1 co 
RE ( t ) = - 2 J 0 E ( n) cos 2 Un t dn ( 1 30) u' x 
If Taylor's hypothesis is assumed, it i s possible to relate 
the energy spe ctrum function to Eulerian space correlations. 
For i sotropic turbulence, a three- dimensional energy 
spect rum is defined by : 
( 1 31 ) 
with summation over i. It can be shown that the integral of 
E{k) is the total kinetic energy of turbulence of the iso-
tropic turbulent field. 
At high Reynolds numbers different regions in the energy 
spectrum function can be identified. The lower portion of 
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the wave number range corresponds to the energy containing 
eddies which account for a considerable fraction of the tur-
bulent kinetic energy. The higher wave number range corre-
sponds to the dissipative eddies. If these two ranges are 
far apart, there exists an i ntermediate wave number range 
which receives its energy by transfer from the energy contain-
ing eddies and transfers a large portion of it to the dissip-
ative eddies. This is the "inertial subrange", characterized 
by a continuous flow of energy to the high wave number range. 
Turbulence in tbis range is i ndependent of the energy containing 
and the dissipative eddies. The high wave number range has been 
called the 11 equilibrium subrange", since it is independent of 
external conditions, and as stated by Kolmogoroff (62}, it 
depends on the kinematic viscosity and the rate of energy dissip-
ation. 
Kolmogoroff obtained from dimensional considerations for 
the inertial subrange: 
E(k}N. f 2/3 k-S/3 (132) 
where € is the rate of energy dissipation. This -5/3 depend-
ency of E(k) on k has been observed experimentally, but occurs 
for Reynolds numbers (based on microscale) greate r than 300 
(20). 
Heisenberg (53), using a transfer function involving an 
eddy viscosity (which is a function of k), obtained the 
expression: 
E(k)~ k-5/3(1 + Ak4)-4/ 3 
For low wave numbers this reduce s to t he -5/3 relationship. 
For high wave numbers Heisenberg's spectrum law reduces to 
E(k)o<. k- 7• 
( 133) 
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It is possible from explicit relationships for the three-
dimensional spectrum function to obtain the one-dimensional 
spectrum: 
k. 2 E(k)dk 
E.{k.) = Jkoo {1 - ~) (. (. ;, k 2 k ( 134) 
This relationship is valid only for isotropic turbulence. If 
tbe - 5/3 relationship is substituted into this equation, the 
one-dimensional spectrum function will have the same form . A 
similar relation wil l be obtained for any exponential form of 
E(k) . Tbus, for isotropic turbulence, the one-dimensional and 
three-dimensional spectrum functions have the same shape . 
4.4.2. ExRerimental Measurements of One-dimensional Spectra. 
Energy spectra have been measured for pipe turbulence and 
for grid turbulence (84, 86, 67, 49, 108, 119, 126). All the 
spectra are characterized by a low wave number region where the 
curves have nearly zero slope, and a higb wave number region 
approaching a k-7 relationship. The inertial subrange appears 
if the Reynolds number is sufficiently large. 
Kolmogoroff postulated that the equilibrium subrange 
depends only on £ and u, while the inertial subrange depends 
only on E. Kolmogoroff defined length and time scales for the 
equilibrium range as (u3/£)! and (u/€)~, respectively. It was 
demonstrated by Gibson and Schwarz (47) that the high wave 
number range of the spectrum function could be made universal 
by using Kolmogoroff's dissipation parameters. The data of 
Grant (49), Stewart (107) and their own collapse into a single 
curve using the dimensionless groups: 
E1 (k) k ( k 1.) 
-<n)s)t k 1 = (£/u3)t ( 135) 
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Good agreement was also obtained between the spectra in water 
measured by Fabula (34) and the spectra in air measured by 
Compte- Belliot with the Kolmogoroff scales used as parameters. 
f atters on (84, 86) meas ured energy spectra in organic 
fluids in 1-inch and 2-inch I.D. tubes. His data indicate 
that for a given fluid, the high frequency range of the spectra 
depended only on average velocity. The implication is that the 
characteristic length of the nigh frequency range of the spectra 
is proportional to the average velocity of the fluid. A small 
diameter effect was observed between the 1- and 2-incb tube 
data. 
Wel l s, et. al. (126) obtained energy spectra for water in 
pipe flow. Their data are presented as wave number spectra, 
but there are considerable differences in the shapes of the 
spectra, and wave number does not appear to correlate the data 
very satisfactorily . Wells' spectra show well developed 
inertial subranges and only a short equilibrium subrange. 
4.5. Probability Density Functions. 
The probability density function (p.d.f.) of the velocity 
fluctuations in a turbulent field indicate the approach of the 
turbulence to a random proces s characterize d by a normal or 
Gaussian distribution . Velocity fluctuations in grid turbulence 
have been observed to follow closely a Gaussian distribution 
(103). For pipe turbulence, it has been observed that p.d.f. 
near the wall are also Gaussian (51). 
For comparison purposes, the flatness and skewness factors 
of the density functions can be calculated and compared to 
Gaussian values. A Gaussian probability density function is 
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given by: 
( 1 36) 
where a2 is the variance and ~ is the mean. A standardized 
distribution is one that has ~ = 0 and a 2 = 1. It can be shown 
that if y = x-p, then: 
a 
( 137) 
Higher moments of the standardized distribution can be defined: 
s 
-
Skewness fact~r = Jcoy3¢(y)dy 
-eo 
-
o.o ( 138) 
F = Flatness factor = J~y4~(y)dy = 3.0 ( 1 39) 
Townsend (115) measured p.d.f. behind a grid and calculated 
skewness and flatness factors. The distributions were close to 
Gaussian with flatness factors in the range of 2.9 - 3.0. Skew-
ness factors were close to zero. 
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APPENDIX II 
Least Square Fitting of Calibration Curves 
Two groups of data have to be cons i de r ed ; those that fit 
an equation of the form: 
E2 = A + BUC ( 40) 
and those that do not. The former group will be considered 
first. 
Data for each radial position were analyzed separately, 
in order to eliminate any gross error due to changes in cali-
bration with time. The value of t he exponent c was in the 
range 0.15- 0.70. The great majority of the data were fit 
with c in the r ange 0.35 - 0.55. Column 5 in Table XI indicates 




-2 -2 Ec calculated value of E 
-2 -2 E - experimental value of E 
e 
N - total number of points 
( 140) 
Column 6 in Table XI gives t he standard deviation in per cent 
of E2• Column 7 gives the number of points . Table X gives a 
list of r uns , with t he run number that will be used to identify 
these in Appendix IV. 
The second group of calibration curves corresponds to those 
that do not follow equation (40). These runs are: 7, 9, 23 
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104 . 11 0 . 46 l. 05 0 . ) f. 
1 01 . 9R 0 .4 6 1.3H 0 . 4 6 
lf)lt. 21 0 . 46 1. 27 0 . 4 6 
10? .48 0 .4F, () . ~9 0 . 3 6 
1 0 1 . ~5 0 .46 1.01 0 . 3 6 
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drag reducing solutions, which a re characterized by calibration 
curves that become steeper with increasing velocity. These 
data were analyzed by determining local slopes. In order to 
slope these curves, the following method was used: 
1) The data were plotted as E2 versus U for each radial 
position. 
2) A smooth curve was drawn through the data points and 
N-1 points were obtained. by interpolation, in such a manner 
that data points and interpolated point s alternate. 
3) A 5 point moving a rc technique was used to fit an 
equation of the form: 
-2 - -2 E = A + BU + CU ( 141 ) 
The end points and the middle point were data points, while the 
I 
intermediate points were interpolated points. 
4) The slope of the quadratic equation was determined at 
the middle point. 
5) The s lope of the calibration curve was determined 
graphically and compared to the value obtained from the quad-
ratic equation. 
Some comm~nts on this process are necessary. The inter-
polation process was necessary, s ince although more points for 
the calibration curves were obtained for these runs than for 
others, there were not enough points to fit second degree 
equations. The validity of the graphical sloping techniques 
was established with the vibrating probe measurements, where 
the calibration curves were sloped in this manner. 
There is bias in the interpolation points, s ince they were 
not determined by statistical methods. The points that have 
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the most 1nfluence on the shape of the curve, i.e., the end and 
center points, were unbaised. The curve fitting technique is 
basically a gr~ph1cal tenchique. Comparison of the values 
obtained by these two methods permits estimation of the error 
expected 1n these measurements. Table XII shows values of local 
slopes obt3ined by the two techniques, as estimate of the devi-
at1on between them. The deviations w~re normalized by dividing 
by the sm~llest of the two slopes. The maximum average devi-
ation obtained for this group of runs was 10%. 
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APPZNDIX III 
Eau1pment Specificat ions and Materials Used 
1 . Eau i~ment Sneciflcations . 
1 . 1 . ni sa Cons t ant Temperature .~ne!llomete r- Tzpe 55A01 
Trans ducers: hot-film or hot-wire 
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Fr eq uency Response : 0-50 kcps. The upper fre quency limit 
is dependent on the conditions of 
measurement and on the probe used . 
The frequency limit i ncreases with 
the mean velocity of the flow and 
with overheat ratio. 
Probe Resistance Range: 1-50 ohms 
Maximum Available Probe Current: 250 mamps, continuous 
or peak: 
Amplifier Transconductance, AC: approximately 8 ma/mv at 
125 rna output current 
Amplifier Trans con0uctance, DC : approximately 300 ma/mv 
at 125 ma output current 
Equivalent DC Input Drift: ±25 mv at 125 rna output current 
Cold Resistance Measurements: accuracy 0.5~ . Measured 
DC Voltmeter: ranges: 
with a three decade system in steps 
of 0.01 ohms below 10 ?hms , and in 
steps of 0.05 ohms in the range 10 
to 50 ohms . 
20, 10, 5, 2 volts full scale. 
Zero-shift DC voltages: 1, 2, 5, 
and 10 volts. Accuracy 1% 
RMS Indicator: ranges: 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 , 500, 
and 1000 mv RMS full scale deflection. 
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Low Pass Filter: RC filter with seven calibrated positions: 
100, 50, 20, 10, 5, 2, 1 kcps (-3db) 
High Pass Filter: RC filter with seven calibrated position: 
5, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 
cps (-3db) 
Square Wave Generator: approximately 2.5 kcps generator 
for performance checking 
Noise Level: total RMS noise level at a bandswidth of 1 
kcps is less than 0.45 mv (0.90 mv 
for a bandswidth of 5 kcps) 
1.2. Probability Dens ity Analyzer. 
Input Selection: ·AC or DC coupling of the input signal, and 
high impedance (106 ohms) or low 
impedance (104 ohms) coupling;high 
impedance DC coupling may add an off-
set voltage of 2 or 3 mv; high imped-
ance AC coupling introduces no offset 
Maximum Signal Level: maximum allowable signal is ±10 v 
in the 10 v position; ±1 v in the 1 v 
position 
Output: can be displayed on a cathode ray oscilloscope, 
X-Y plotter or digital voltmeter 
Calibration: by internal signal 
Interval Setting: 0.001 v minimum 
Frequency Response: capable of determin~ng probabilities 
down to 0.004 for a 20 kcps signal; 
for random inputs, the system is 
capable of responding to time 
intervals of 2x1o-7 seconds in a 
10 seconds observation 
Sensing Time: 10 seconds 
1.3. Band Pas s Filter Svstem. 
Type of Filter: active band pass filters; 34 band pass 
filters cover the frequency range 
10-20,000 cps; bandwidth-1/3 
octave; center frequencies and 
bandwidths given in Table XIII. 
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Input Voltage: no measurable distortion for input signals 
having no more than 200 mv in any 
frequency band . 
Noise Level: with input terminals short-circuited , the 
output voltage is 0.2 mv on all 
bands except the 100 and 126 bands, 
where the output voltages are 1.2 
and 2.2 mv respectively 
Selectivity: at half and twice the center frequency of 
each band, the relative attenuation 
is at least -40 db 
Frequency Response: the response of each band should be 
flat, but this is not the case; 
filter parameters given in Table 
XIII correspond to the relative 
frequency response of the center 
frequency; this was used to 

















































































































1.4. Ran0om Signal Indicator and Correlator- Disa Type 55A06. 
1.4.1. Root-Mean-Snuare Indicator. 
Frequency Response: approximately 3-200,000 cps {-3 db) 
Voltage Ranges: 0-10, 0-31.5, 0-100, 0-315 mv; 0-1, 0-3.1, 
0-10, 0-31.5 v 
Noise Level: less than 50pv r.m.S. 
Voltmeter Accuracy: attenuator ±2%, meter scale ±2% at 
full scale deflection 
Meter Damping: two positions, for high and low frequency 
signals 
Differentiator: provides time derivatives of Channel A; 
selectable time constants: 0.05, 
0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 2 and 5 milliseconds 
Outputs: amplified signals, sum signals, difference 
signals from Channels A and B, as 
well as differentiator output at a 
level of lv for full scale deflection 
1.4.2. Ratiometer. 
Ratiometer Selector: connects ratiometer inputs to read 
R~S value of the following ratios: 
A/B, {A+B)/(A-B), A/(TdA/dt) 
Meter Scales: calibrated in ratios in the range 0~~=, 
midscale forK= 1; calibrated in 
correlation coefficients in the 
range -l~R~l, midscale for R = 0 
Oorrelator Accuracy: ±0.03 (50 cps-10 kcps) 
±0.06 (15 cps-50 kcps) 
1.5. Digital DC Voltmeter- Disa Ty~ 55D30. 
Ranges: 0.000-1.000, 00.00-10 . 00, and 000.0-100.0 v 
Accuracy: 0.3% of full scale 
Linearity: 0.25% of full scale 
Input Impedance: 1 megaqhm 
Input Filters: 3 position filters with time constants 
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of 1, 3, and 10 seconds respectively 
Readout: four mechanical digits with automatic decimal 
indication 
1.6. Di~ital Counter-TSI Model 361. 
Range: AC coupled, 10 cps to more than 2.5 Me 
Sensitivity: 10 mv r.m.S . from 10 cps to 100 kcps, 25 mv 
r.m.S. to 2.5 Me; absolute maximum 
input: 150 v r.m.S. 
Trigger Level: adjustable from panel control 
Attenuator: ~our positions; divide by 1, 10, 100, 1000 
Trigger Error: 0.3% at 100 mv r.m.s. 
Accuracy of Count: ±1 count 
Display Time: 0.2 to tO seconds, continuously adjustable 
Counting Time: 10-6 to 10 seconds, in decade steps 
1.7. Differential Amplifier- Keithley Model 603. 
Gain: with single ended input and output, 4000, 2000, 
1000, 400, 200, 100, 40, 20, and 10 
for meter ranges of 0.0025 to 1 v 
full scale 
Noise Level: less than 25pv referred to the input on the 
0.0025 v range, increasing to 2 mv 
lli~S on the 1 v range 
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Common Mo de Rejection: more than 100:1 at D. C.; input 
gri ds must be within 1 v of ground 
for minimum grid current; can be run 
at maximum of± 3 v 
Input Impe~ance: greater than 10 14 ohms shunted by 10 
picofarads 
Output: ±20 v differential, or ±10 v s ingle ended at up 
to 10 ma for full scale input 
1 .8. Reactance Converter - Disa Type 51E01 . 
Frequency: 4 . 4 - 5 . 6 Me 
Output Voltage: for 0 . 5% frequency change at 5 Me; ±6 v 
Minimum Impedance: at 6 v output: 2 Kohms 
Normal Freouency Change: 0.5% of center frequency 
Nonlineraity at Normal Frequency Change: l ess than 0.5t 
Noise Leve l: 60 db below maxi mum output 
Bannwidth: D.C.- 100 Kc (3 db limit) 
Upper Frequency Limit Filter: 3 db limit, roll-off 6 
db/ octave; 0.2, 2, 20 Kc 
Drift: referred to capacitance change in transducer 
system - app ro ximately 2 x to-3 pF/co 
Compensation of Transducer Non-Linearity: up to 10~ 
1.9. Tape Recorner - Lyrec TR- 60 . 
Attenuation : input attenuators for recording amplifiers 
rated at 5 , 10 , 20 , 50, 100, 200 , 
500, and 1000 mv r.m. 3. indicating 
the maximum permissible r.m.S. sine 
wave input for a d1stortionless 
recording; for a r andom signal, 
attenuator ratings are multiplied by 
0.55 
Record ing Speeds : 0.6, 6 .0, and 60 ips 
qead Positione r: resetab111ty of t he positioner is 
better than one division or 10~m; the 
corresponding value in time depends on 
tape s peed and are 6 .6, 66., and 660 ~ 
sec for 0.6, 6.0, and 60 ips playback 
No lle Level: signal to noise ratio: 40 db at 6 ips (for 
direct recording channels) 
Direct Recording Channels: three recording channels 
available; Channels A and C are connected 
to tbe movable head; the DR electronics 
has no DC passage, and no compensation 
is necessary 
Pulse Duration r~odulation Channels: two PDM channels 
available; Channel A connected to mov-
able head; adjustable DC compensator 
necessary to eliminate DC signal 
Frequency Response : direct recordings - recording at 0.6 
ips- flat response from 50 to 1000 cps; 
6 ips- 50 to 10,000 cps; 60 ips - 250 to 
100,000 cps. PDM recordings - at 0.6 
ips- 0.2 to 10 cps; at 6 ips- 10 to 100 
cps; at 60 ips- 100 to 1000 cps ( Sa~ple 
response curves given in Figure 98) 
Tape Supply: 1~• heavy duty instrumentation tape such as 
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FIGURE 98· FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF TR-60 RECORDER 
1.10. Hot-Film Probes 
1.10.1. Wedge- Disa Mode l 55A80 
Dimensions: 0.2 mm. wide x 1.0 mm long 
Materials: Sensor- platinum deposited on glass;Probe 
body - epoxy resin 
1 .10.2. Cone- Thermo Systems Mode l 1230 
Dimensions: 0.008" band, 0.010" in di ame ter behind a 
40° conical tip 
Materials: Sensor - quartz-coated platinum;Probe body-
s tainless steel 
1.10.3. Parabolic Wedge- Thermo Slstems Mode l 1235 
Dimensions: about 0.002 11 wide x 0.030" long 
Materials: Sensor - quartz-coated platinum;Probe body-
stainless steel 
1.10.4. Cylinder- Thermo Sys tems Model 121 2-10 
Dimensions: 0.001" in diameter x 0.020" long 
Materials: Sensor - quartz-coated platinum;Probe body-
stainless steel 
Sensor position: 90° to probe shank, facing upstream 
1 .10.5. Cylinder- Thermo Systems Model 1212-60 
Dimensions: 0.006" 1n diameter x 0.080" long 
Material: Sensor - quartz-coated platinum;Probe body-
stainless steel 
Sensor position: 90° to probe shan~, facing upstream 
?.9 1 
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2. Materials Used. 
2. 1 • So 1 vents. 
Benzene. Specific gravity range 0.882-0.886; maximum 
boiling range: c0 , including 80 .1°0; color (Saybolt): -30; 
acid wash color: 0-1; acidity ne gative; doctor test: sweet; 
corrosion: 16 maximum; sulfur as H2S/so2 : ne gative, tiophene 
free; solidification point: -4.85°0 maximum; purchased from 
Independent Petroleum Corporation, St. Louts, Missouri. 
Toluene. Purity (wt % toluene) 99.5% minimum; impurities-
heptane isomers: 0.5% maximum; maximum boiling range: 1°0, 
including 110.6°0; specific gravity range: 0.869-0.873 at 
15.5°0; nitration grade; purchased from G. s. Robins Company, 
St . Louis, Missouri. 
Mineral Oil. Stock 243; light mineral seal oil; A.P.I. 
gravity: -32.5; Saybolt seconds at lOOOF: 37.8-38.2; maximum 
pouring point: -850F; flash point (minimum): - 2000F; color 
ASTM {D1500): -1.0; donated by Mobil Oil Company. 
Cyclohexane. Purity (wt% cyclohexane): 99.9% minimum; 
impurities: non-volatiles, water, benzene -0.1% maximum; 
maximum boiling range: o.4°C, including 80.7°0; specific 
gravity: 0.780-0.784 at 15.5°0; purchased from G. S. Robins, 
St. Louts, Missouri. 
2 . 2. Solutes• 
Aluminum Dioleate . Aluma gel, obtained from Witco Chemical, 
Chicago, Illinois; typical properties are: moisture - 0.7%; 
total ash- 9.2%; water soluble salts- 0.4%; free fatty acids-
6.1%; fineness (through 20 mesh) - 97%. 
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Polyisobutylene L-200. Viscosity average molecular weight: 
6 4.7 x 10 ; obta ined from Enjay Corporation, Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana. 
Polyethylene Oxi~e Coagulant. Viscos ity average molecular 
weight: 2 . 8 x 106 ; obtained from Un ion Carbide Company, South 
Charleston, West Virginia. 
Polyethylene Oxide WSR-205. Viscosity average molecular 
weight: 4.0 x 105; obtaine d from Union Carbide Company, South 
Charleston, West Virginia. 
Polyis~prene cis-280. Viscosity average moleculare 
weight: 2.8 x 105; obtained from Shell Chemical Company, 
Houston, Texas. 
Polydimethyl Siloxane SR-54. Viscosity average molecular 
weight : 5.6 x 106 ; obtained from General Electric Company, 
Waterford, New York. 
APPENDIX IV 
Data Tables 
Definition of symbols used in Tables XIV to XXI 
DELAY - delay time, seconds 
DISP - probe displacement, inches 
E- D.C. voltage from the anemometer 
F - friction factor 
FPV - purely viscous friction factor 
FREQ - frequency, cps 
F(N) - normalized frequency energy spectra 
F(K) - normalized wave number energy spectra 
F(X) - probability density function 
!NT - turbulence intensity 
K - wave number, ft- 1 
NRE - Reynolds Number 
NRES - Solvent Reynolds Number 
PSI - r.m.S. pressure fluctuation, psi 
PSI/FT - pressure drop 
Q - flow rate, lbs/minute 
R- dimensionless ratio of velocities 
R/A - dimensionless radial position 
RU - autocorrelation 
RUN - Run number 
TUBE - tube diameter, inches 
Turb - turbulence intensity 
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U - average point velocity in Tables XIV, XIX, and XX, ft/sec 
U - average velocity in the tube, in Tables XV, XXI 
U ANEM - r.m.s. velocity calculated from the anemometer 
U DISP - r.m.s. velocity from probe displacement 
VRMS - r.m.s. voltage 
VSIN - r.m.s. voltage due to sinusoidal fluctuations 
VTURB - r.m.s. voltage due to turbulence 
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TABLE X IV . INTENS I TY OF TIJRA i ll~ "lCE OAT~ 
-
RUN R l fl lJ E VR~S TUQB N~C:: I') 
1 o. o ~ 22 . 3? 1 5 . 00 1A4 . 0 0 . 074fl 6~1)q7 . '?Q" . l 
1 o. 0 f' 1 3 . 9:\ 11.90 10'5 . () 0 . 0477 4c;lf-3 . lQ3 . 11 
l o. 0 f 7 .76 1 ? . 70 4 7. 0 0 . 0246 27171 . 95 . rS 
1 o. o 70 . 7A 1 5. ClQ 17'>. 0 0.07 14 74S7'?. 2°1 . 1 
J o. o t s . c:;z 1 c:;. 'tl'l 64 . 0 o.o~~~ 49104. lfl3 . 0 
1 o. o 7. '31 1 4. 20 69 . 0 0 . 04'57 2'+ 17~ . 05 . 6 
1 0 . 20 ?? . 00 1 fl . ()0 135.0 o. 0765 7 1+57? . 7Q1 . l 
1 0 . 20 13 .77 1 c; . ?.0 £.,9 . 0 f'l . Ot. 1q 49104 . lq3 . 11 
1 0 . 20 fl . 39 1 4 . 00 6'5 . 0 0 . 0419 21t123 . Q') . 6 
t 0.40 21 . 2~ 16. 10 155 . 0 O. OR7? 7457? . 2~1 . l 
l 0 . 4() 12 . 96 1 5. t 0 96.0 0 . 05~6 4Ql04. 19~ . '} 
1 0 . 40 7 . -=q 1 4.20 ~4 . 0 0 . 05'57 24 3 71 . q') . fl 
1 o . no 1R . 77 16 . 10 16":\.0 o . o q t7 745 7 ? . z q"'l . l 
l 0 . f.-1) 1~ . 78 1 c;. c;o 135 . 0 0 . 079A 491!14 . 191 . 0 
1 O.AO 6 . 72 14. 40 llO. O 0.07 1!- 24 ~ ?3 . os . r, 
1 o . 70 1 C) . H6 l 6. 20 177. 0 o . o r.H~9 74')72. :>cn . t 
1 n. 1n 1?. . r;2 1 5 . 40 1'51. 0 O. O'l l ? 4 9104 . }Q1 . 0 
1 0.70 6 . 72 14. 40 l?'3 . 0 0 . 08 ~ 1 ?41?1. 05 . 6 
7 o . o F 8 . 1? 11 . ?.5 3~ . 0 0.0231 '50?0 . Q~ . 7 
2 O. () F 1'l . 59 1 2. 11 52 . 0 0.0?92 107 '5') . 1Qq . ~ 
? 0 . 0 F 24 . 07 1 3. 20 1 14. 0 o.oc; c; 6 15q71 . 29't . 9 
TABLE XTV.(C'l"JTD) INT'7~SITY nF TIJR BUt ENC E nATA 
RUN Q/t\ u F VP ~C s TLJQR ~·?. := t) 
2 o. o 7.74 1 t . QO '50 . 0 0 . 049" 5??C'I. Q?.7 
2 o.o 14 . 36 12. '5'5 17 . 0 0 . 0"340 1120~ . lO~.F-
2 o. o 21.4~ 1 3 . 1 t) 3A. O 0 . 0~31) J.~5~n . ;?o4.o 
2 0 . ?') '7.?5 1 o. 70 4? . 0 0 . 04 V> 5~2Q. 0? . 7 
? o. ?0 15 . 40 1 t . 40 32 . 5 0 . 010 ? 11?01. l9q . o 
2 0 . 2() 24. 11 ll . 90 3?. 5 o . o?~?. lAAJn. ?.94 . 9 
2 0 . 40 6 . 62 1 o. ~5 47. '5 o. oc; or:; C)??') . Q? . 7 
'2 0 . 40 14.03 11."0 18 . 0 0.01'>9 1120~ . }QR.I-
2 0 . 40 ??. . 12 l t . s:JO 3Q. 0 o. 0'3't3 l66'3F-. . ?94 . 9 
2 o . ~o C) . Q') to. 4'5 57.0 0.0611, ~?79 . <)? . 7 , o. ~0 1 2 . 7'5 11 . 2() 42.0 0 . 04!12 ) 1 ~01. }QA . t.. 
2 0 . 60 20 . 2 4 1 l . 70 47 . 0 0 . 0419 l61:11A . ?94 . 0 
2 0 . 70 '5 . 63 1 o . 40 70. f) 0 . 07h4 5?~9. Q? . 7 
2 0 . 70 12 . 7" 1 t. 20 lt9 . 0 n.04F-.Q 1)?()3. lQ 9 .A 
? 0 . 70 20. ? 1t 11.70 '5:? . 0 0 . 04'>4 l66~n . ?.94.9 
3 o. o 7 . 47 t '!>. qo 140. 0 o . o3q 2 9')40 . 10'>.7 
3 o.o 11 • 'i4 1 A. '>0 149. () 0.0~6!) 14739. 1'-1 . 1 
'3 o. o 14 . Q?. ' Q. f,O l'i6.0 0 . 0~'51 1Q'iAh . ?.17.0 
~ o. o· 1fl. 'l 6 2 o . I-t() 159. 0 ().0117 24170. ~70 . 11 
3 o.o ?.2 . 15 ?l.'lO 164 . 0 0.03'31 ?Qf>05. 3?R . O 
1 n.?o 7 . ~1 lA . nO t 77_. 0 0.0471, ":)1)4() . 105 . 7 
1 0.?.0 1 o. 8f.. 18. 10 I RO . 0 0 . 0'·4'7 14719. \F-.1 . "1 
':\ 0 . ?0 14 . ?q 1 <) . 40 \C'IS.O n. 0444 105q~-t . ~17 . 0 
~ 0.20 18.4'; ?'l . 40 202.0 0.04'33 24~70 . 270 . 0 
3 0 . 20 21 . 37 21.10 ?10. 0 0 . 0433 zo~os. l?A.O 
TARlf XTV.(CO~TO) INTCNSITY nF TURRULFNCF "lATA 
Pt JN PI~ lJ r= VPM" TUQJ:\ NQF= ') 
~ 0.40 6.62 l7 .oo ?t~.o n.o6?1 q')40. 105.7 
':l 0.40 10.31 1~.~11 221.0 n.O"B'i 147~0. 1~1.1 
3 0.40 14.~1. 1 q_qo ?3'5.0 0.056Q l<?'i86. ?17.() 
3 0.40 lA.ll ?O.QO ?42.f) o.osc;4 24"370. 27n.n 
"1 0.40 21.19 2l."O 2'iO.O O.O'lfJt ?Q60CJ. 1?q.() 
~ o.~n 6.81 1 6. :?0 250.0 0.071~ Q540. 10'\.7 
3 o.£-:o o.7l l 7. 'lO 2~".0 ('.06~4 1 1t 7Jq. lt-.3. 3 
"l 0.60 11.3Q 1 B. ~0 ?75. 0 0.06150 1QC)q6. ?17.0 
~ O.f.O 16.84 1 q. 80 290.0 0.{1()44 24370. ?70.') 
~ 0.60 20.02 20.60 20'5.0 0.062'5 ?Q.S05. ~?A.O 
3 0.70 6.54 l 11. ?. 0 265.0 0.07'54 Q'540. l0'i.7 
1 0.70 9.?9 11. ')f) 285.0 n.0?1'5 147~q. 11-.~."3 
3 0.70 12.~0 1 q. ~0 305.0 0.07?0 1 qr;Q6. ?17.n 
3 0.70 16.09 1 q. AO 31~.0 n.o~9R 2437f). ?70.0 
3 0.?0 19.54 ?0.70 131.0 0.06()6 ?Q60'5. 1?~.0 
4 o.o 2.93 1 l.OO ~<J.O o.o~2C) 7c; 4 l. 167 .l 
4 o.o 4.R3 1 2. '50 107.0 0.0~25 l?Rl7. 2Q4.f) 
4 o.o 7.'54 14.10 1?15.0 o.o~~o 'A7ll. 414.6 
4 o.o 9.1R 14.90 13c;.o 0.0~21 24215. 537.0 
4 0.20 3.00 1?. A" 127.0 o.o4q? 75'+ l. 1~7 .1 
4 o.?o 4.(-,q 14. l 0 145.0 o.o4A4 l ;>q 17 • 'q4.() 
4 0.20 7.oc:; l "· 40 l'lC\.0 0.04h0 1R7ll. 414.A 4 0.?0 9.!? 16.10 1 A5. 0 n.n4'56 ?4?~5. '517.0 
4 0.40 7.12 t l. 10 12q.o 0.0550 7541. 167.1 
4 0.40 4.71 l 2. ')0 14~.0 0.0'1?3 1?~17. ?A4.() 
4 0.40 6.60 l ':\.50 15~.0 0.04Q1 1~711. 414.6 
4 o. 40 s.q~ l 4. '50 l7'i.O 0.0'110 24~3'). '>='1.0 
4 o.~o 2.~6 11. r:;n 1"0.0 0.0737 7'i'•l. 167.1 
4 o. 60 4.h? 1 ~.10 205.() 0.06QO 12~17. 'q4.0 
4 0.60 fl.3F, 14.10 ??.'i.O o.o"q4 l.~7ll. 414.6 
4 0.60 A.71 15.00 ?40.0 0.0672 ?4235. 5"':\7.0 1\) 
-0 
~ 
TARLE XIV . {Cf1NTO} TNTFNSTTY o~ TUQ!3ULFNCE OAT~ 
RIJ~' R/A u F VRMS ruqR NQE 0 
4 0 . 80 2 . 35 l 2 . '0 ?~0 . 0 0 . 114'5 71)4 1 . lf-7 . 1 
4 O. PO 3 . Q8 11. oO 300. 0 0 . 10'50 1?~17 . 2~4 . 0 
4 O. Pt) 5 .Q~ 14. ~0 315 . 0 O . O<l~4 JCJ 7 ll. 4l4 . f, 
4 0 . 80 7. '54 15.60 330.0 O . OOF,~ ?4?.15 . 1)"7. 0 
"' 
o. o 3 . ll 10 . 45 ~4 . 0 0 . 0109 C\41~ . 1 qc:; . g 
6 o . o 4 . 05 1 o . 6'5 1? . '5 0 . 0?.70 7017 . 241.3 
6 o. o 4 . 00 1 o . qo ~~. o 0 . ()?41 ql)c;<) . ?01 . c:; 
6 o . o c;. Q4 11 . 0'5 12.5 0 . 02'5R 10 3~ 7 . '31)6 . ~ 
6 0 . 7.0 "3 . 06 10 . 50 41.0 0 . 04'5 1t '541 ~- p~c:; • R 
(::. o. 20 1 .06 l o. 70 44 . 0 0 . 0444 7037. ?41.'3 
6 0 . 20 4 . RO 1 o. q5 39. 0 0 . 01~0 ~')51} . ')Q 1 . c; 
6 o. ::>n '> . Rl ll. f'll') 38.0 0 . 03C\A 101~7. 1')fl.7. 
6 o. ?0 6 . 60 l 1. 10 ~2 . 0 0.02 95 11~04. 404.~ 
6 0 . 40 2 . 0 6 1 I . 00 5~. 0 0 . 0612 C\41 q . }P.c:; . q 
6 0 .40 ~ - ~4 11. 20 60 . 0 O. O.S70 7()"1,7 . ?.41 . 3 
6 ('1 . 40 4 . 67 l t . 40 56. 0 o. ost2 P'>59. ?01 . 5 
f:.. 0 . 4() 5 . 64 11 . 60 so . n 0 . 01)16 lt)1q-r. 35f, . 2 
b 0 . 40 6 . 4 1 l. l. . 70 15:? . 0 O.OS4A 11804. 404.'3 
6 0 . 60 ::> . 81 1 o.qo 72.0 O.OR?1 541 ~ - lA'5 . R 
6 0 . 60 3 . 67 11. ?() !:lC\ . 0 O. OQ5? 7037 . ?41.3 
I, 0 . 60 4 . 46 11 . 45 Rl. 0 O. OR92 ~'>59 . 29 3 . c; 
"' 
O. F--0 5 . 4 1 1 1 . '55 71 . 0 O . (HAO 1C'3.q7 . ~'56 . 2 
6 O.tyO 6 . 14 ! l. 70 f,9 . 0 0 . 0729 1 1 RQ4. 404 . q 
,., o.~o ? . f>l 1 1.40 01.0 o . t-,71 '54lQ . 1J35 . R 
~ O. P.O 3.39 11. 60 104 . 1') O. l'502 7"~7. 241 . 3 
6 O. PO 4 . 1?. 1 ,_. 7'i 102 . 0 0. 1449 A.5511 . 293 . 5 
" 
O. PO c:; . oo 1 l . Q() Q2 . 0 0 . 1286 103R7. 1156 . ? 
6 0. Pt) 5 . 69 1 ?. . 00 85.0 0 . 11 75 11R04. 404.R 
TABLE xrv.ccn'lrn' 
~UN P./A u ~ 
7 O.OF= ().21 7.Q() 
.., O.Of 1~.04 q.~t) 
7 f) • 0 F t6.q~ q.c;n 
1 O.Of' 18.7Q q. llf'l 
7 o. 0 I. <?.21 q.to 
7 o . 0 1 1~.04 q. :p; 7 0. f) :I. lb.Q3 '\.hi) 
7 Cl.O I. lA.70 q.RO 
7 0 . ?') Q .Q"3 ~. 0 c; 
1 O.?fl 1 ?.h7 R."5 7 n. :?0 16.~7 q.c;l') 
1 0.2() tq.?7 ~.7') 
1 o. 4n R."Q l 1. ?0 
7 0.4" 1?.. 1 Q 1 t. 35 
.., 
"-40 lC\.7~ ll.~-tli 
7 0.40 17.1.1 t l.Clc; 
7 o.t-o A.OCi ll.;!f) 
7 o.t-o 11.'>1 l 1. 40 
7 O.AO 14.Ql ll.F,'5 
1 O.A" 1~.,~ 1 t. qs 
7 0.70 7.7~ 11.~0 7 n.7n 11. rn 1. 1. 4'\ 
1 0.70 14.~0 ll.f>5 
7 0.70 tn.on 12.00 
1 0.0 D 9.21 11.45 
1 n. o I> 14. 7 6 ll.f>O 
1 1). 0 D lR.79 1 l. RO 
T~TFNSITY n~ TUPI\ULC:~C~ 





?~-t." 0. 0 1t4ft 
'•?. () , • ()4 0~ 







qs.,., n. 0'•4f. 
16?.0 o.oc;no 
t-.4.() O.l,?R 
71. 0 (l.QQOf) Q5.0 n. 0'·9A 




l 30.0 0.049l 
'•6. 0 O.lll3 
52.0 0.0600 
72.0 0.0280 
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TAP,lf )(JV.fCO~TD) INTfNSITY nF TURBUlENCE OAT~ 
RIJN R/A l_l F Vqf<IS TURA ~11.~ f) 
q 0.0 F <).45 1 o. '30 64.0 O.ORR5 ~20<l. l~l.? 
Q o. n F 16.03 1 o. qo 1 7 0.0 0.0604 5'50 1. ??5.0 
9 0. 0 F ?0.7R 12.30 14'iO.n 0.14'54 7?0'i. 2Q4.6 
Q 0. 0 :t 9.4~ 10.6'5 14.0 O.OB~'i 1'5"7. 1~1.?. 
Q o. 0 I. 16.03 ll.0'5 74.0 0.0573 h04Q. 2?t;.O 
q o.o.r. 20.78 11.'30 ?15.0 0.1184 7q?l. ?Q4.1, 
Q 0.20 q.l5 10.7'> ~8. 0 O.OQ46 3577. 1"'1.2 
Q 0.?0 15.155 1 1.10 75.0 0.0'579 6049. 2?5.0 
9 0.20 20.18 1 1. c;o ?00.0 0.1042 7Q?l. 2Q4.6 
q 0.40 8.76 l O. RO 4~.0 0. 1 1t ~8 35?7. 111. ~ 
q 0.40 14•91 1 1.10 80.0 0.0744 f.Q49. ?25.() 
q 0.40 1Q.40 l 1. 50 140.0 O.OC)l2 7Q?l. ?Q4.6 
q 0.60 R.?l 1 O. fH) 65.0 0.143? 3'5?7. 111.? 
q 0.60 1 4. or; l 1.15 f\9.0 0.097'> 604Q. ?2'5.n 
q O.f.O lA.~O 11.41i 125.0 o.oQq4 7Q21. "}Q4.6 
q 0.70 7.82 1 o. qs:; R3.0 0.1510 3'527. 131.2 
9 0.70 13.43 11.1 '5 gc:;.o 0.1070 6049. 2?'i.O 
q (). 0 D a.4'5 11.00 31.0 o.oqoc; ~q 76. 1~1.2 
9 O. 0 D 16.0? 1 1. /!5 47.0 0.05\~ 65{:)1. ??5.0 
q 0.0 D 20.78 1 l. I) 5 77.0 0.0737 1!'591. 294.6 
10 0.10 3.<)4 lO.'iO 50.(\ 0.0775 47~q. ~25.0 
10 O.JO 5.11 10.65 43.0 0.0650 4?q"· 204.6 
10 n.1o 6.?2 l(l.~C) lR.f) 0.056~ 5?6g. ~61." 
1.0 0.10 7.33 1 0.()5 31.0 0.0457 6lOQ. 41Q.O 
TA~t.!= x 'v. f r:o~rrn TNTJ:;N<;TTY (1~ T If R '\lit F N C F f'~T\ 
nu~ Q./A ,, F V?~'!- Tuon N~C ') 
10 o. 31) ~. 7~ 1 0.4!1 ~l.(l o.o~?.l 47Vl. l?l').l) 
tn o.~o 4.Ao 10.'i'l s~.n n. n6" 7 4"(')"· ?0/··" 
10 0.?0 c; • <H 1 n. 7() 4~.n C'.O"f>" c;?~A. ·v. 1. ~ 
10 0.3() .., .()4 to.~~ ~q. 0 o.o47f) "~"Q· 410.0 
10 0 .'-0 "-"~ 1 n.J,n q<l.O !'.()101) 47 1 '1. ~71).') 10 0.'-n 4.1,0 1 ,.,_ ~" Rn.n (l.().S7C) 4',"· ?016.A 1.0 0.'5') c;.c;o ll.r')C) 70.0 o.oc;~n 'l"~Q. ~~-- 1 • ":\ 
~0 o.so 6.c;q 1 1. 7n ~,., 0.043q ~tnq. 4lQ.O 
10 0.70 1.1? l'l.Cil') 110.(1 n. t 1 qq '•7'?-"l. l2'i.!1 
10 n.10 4.00 1 o. qry ! ? 5. n f).J()Cl4 4?0c;. ?04.'-, 
10 ().70 ".4l 1 t.')n ll".f) n.oont r:;J ~~- ":\f-.1.":\ 
10 0.70 c;. q] 1 l. ?() qc;.n o.o.c,qo .C,l')O. 1t-l q. 0 
t 1 o.o 7.4F, 1 7. !')() ?')1'). 0 0.0~(')":\ 1'tl~O. 111). 0 
11 o.o ll.'lQ ?1.50 3?t.n o.nt.so 2"7?0. 107 c; - . 
11 o.n lf1.7l ?4.11~ ':141).0 0.04')" ~ 71 77. JP').f) 
11 o.o 'J4.9f, ? 1,. 0 0 ~?Ci.f) n.04lc; 4A311. ":\ 71 .n 
11 n.21') 7. '" 1 7.1.o0 77().("1 0.0441 l411n. 1111.1') ll 0."0 1~.24 ?1.4() ~4'l.n n.nc;l7 2')7?<l. 1f")"7.5 
ll 0.20 l Q. l 7 ?l.Q() ':11,:?.0 f).()??l 37177. 2q"·" 
' 1 0.?0 7.4."1 2 5.60 ~"tl.O 0.041i
0 4~~~1. ~71.') 
. .. . 
1 1 n.4o 7. 11 1 ,_ t f) l?5.0 o.nA46 14'1.1''). 11 0 .11 
1 1 f). 4r) 1 ?.f:n 1 ll.4n ~qc;.n C'.n.c,.,n ?.r:;,7'0· 107.1') 
11 0.40 17.79 ?1.50 400.0 o.oc:;qs 37177. ?q'i.') 
1 1 0.40 ?.3.A4 :?1.60 4?.0.0 o.oc:;~q 4P 331. ~71.0 
11 O.f-0 6.74 1 7. c.o ?.70.0 o.0'-01) l4l10. ll'l.O 
l1 o.no 1?. 12 ?!.~0 f+ AQ. 0 0.0~70 ?li1?Cl. ten .5 
11 O.f-0 17.Al 24. ~0 c:;~').O 0.06')5 37127. ?.A".O 




TAP.LF. XIV.(CO~T01 t "-IT~'.J~ T TV (1~ TIJQ P.t ll ~"tC ~ nAT 1\ 
~ttN P/f\ 
" 
F \fQM~ Tt10 q ~~~ f) 
I 1 0.7!1 ~.72 l7.'i!) 41().1') f'.0~1q 1'•"1(). 111').() 
1\ 0.?0 \2.00 ? 1. 'lO c; nn. n C).('!-.7~ ?c;"T">Q. 107.c; 
ll n.7o t 7 .nt ?4.?'1 5"0.0 £'.0654 171.,7. ?R".O 
11 n.?n 2?.3" 2e:.c;n 4011.0 o.n4c;A 1.9111. 171.') 
l? 0.0~ 4."7 l .c;. '0 1 78. n o.n40l l7'l77. 77c:;.{) 
!? '1.05 6.54 1 1. qo l,.,~.'l ('l.t')4}0 ?"1f'". ~R') c; . . 
1? n. "" 7.4(} t~.c:;o ?10.0 n.01Qc; ?~~f'\t'l. 4~7." 12 o.oc; q. 21 l Q. 0() ?7.').0 0.04()() l?l9"· 49?.c:; 
1? 0.25 4."7 t ~.no ~on.n 0. 0'• ~,., 17977. ?7C..') 
1? 0.?5 f-.,.}q 17.50 ?l(l.f) 0.()4~4 ?C.') f)'). ':\Q?.G 
1? 0.?5 "7.()? 1 A. "0 ?4'l.C) n.0'•3CJ 2 q~n'). 4'1.7. ~ 
l2 o.zc:; 8.21 lq.tf} ?c;o. o 0.04?? ~?1Q'5. 40?.'1 
12 0.45 4 • .,7 1 s. qo '70.0 o.o5P5 t7fl77. ~7c..o 
12 0.45 6.or:; J 7.40 2qc;.n l'.0"42 ?!'t)"l". 1A"• ~ 
17 0.4'5 ~.~<) 1 q. 10 ?Qq.o O.OC)~R 2 q~no. 4.,7.'1 
1? 0.45 7.03 l q. QO ~os.o f".nc;?l 321 qs. 4Q?.c; 
l? n.A" 4.1~ 1 c:;. 50 3oc:;.o 0.0~7~ 17'l77. ?'7'i.fl 
1? 0.65 '5.73 1"7.,_0 ~c;r).() o.OF,7Q 751)(l'i. ~Q.,.') 
, 7 O.fl5 ~-"4 1 7. -~0 ~~o.o o.n6"' ?8~00. 4~7." 12 O.Ar; 7 •'"-? 1 q. 5() ':\ 7'l. 0 o.Oh'l7 ~? 1 q '5. 4Q?.'l 
1? '1.7S ~.Q4 1'5.10 ~"'lO.O o.074R 17Q77. ?75.0 
1? o. 75 ~.42 1&,.'10 17'5.,., 0.0747 ,E\()r)c:;. )Q?.c:; 
17 n.7" A.32 1 7. "0 ~QO.O 0.0730 ?R'>f)'l. 4~7.c; 
t? 0.7'i 7.0A 1q.2n 4 oo. 0 0.0717 3?l'P5. 4q?.c; 
1'3 o. 0? 7.29 Q.'ln c;o.o 0.01lq 40'501. QC\.1') 
1 ~ o. 0 p 11.04 10.?.0 'i4.0 O.Q?QQ f,f)gbt;. 141.n 
11 n. 0? 14.ll l0.6" c;q.o 0.0302 A1l34. lqt\.() 
~~ o. 0? ,q.?1 11. t 8 63.0 o.O?Qq 10?745. "41 • () 




T IH3l~ X fV. ( CO"'TO l t NTF~~S I TV CF TURBtJl FNCE n.~T~ 
RON R/11 u E' VDMS TORR ~ro f:' () 
13 o.o w 7.36 l 9. 00 l~'l.O o.o~tl 40501. qs.n 
l:=t o.o w tt.ns ?o. qo 1'50.0 0.0121 60()65. 14~.0 
1'3 n.o w 14.74 2?. ?0 177.0 O.OJ'50 R3l~4. !9'1.1') 
13 o.o w 18.8Q ?3.50 tA6. 0 0.0"'44 l0274'i. ?ti-l. 0 
13 o. 0 w 22.23 2 4./+0 l9A.O o.n347 l2320Q. 289.0 
13 0. 0 C6 7.28 l 7. 4~ 107.0 O.Ol,C,l 4t)'i0l. qc:;.o 
1~ 0. 0 C6 10.77 1 ~- 1? 1?4.0 o.n:J.6J\ ~0065. 143.0 
13 0. 0 CG 13.99 1.9.ry4 141.() 0.038'3 A3114. 19'5.0 
13 0. 0 C6 17.11 20.40 lfl5.0 0.047~ lt1?745. ?41.0 
1~ 0. 0 CG 20.87 21. ~0 190.0 0.0'+5Q 123209. 289.fl 
13 n. 0 CK 14.61 14. 3? '57.0 0.0~03 ~11':\4. lQ~.o 
11 0.0 CN 16.~9 1 4. 54 59.0 0.0~01 Q~'i~ n. ?lQ.4 
13 0. () CN lR.29 1.4.76 58.0 o.n284 10274'). 241.0 
1~ 0. 0 C.N 19. 3~ 14.~8 flO.O 0.0?1~ ll?q77. 265.0 
13 t). f' Cl 7.?.Q 1. 10 46.0 0.01()0 40~01. qc:;.n 
13 n. o c• 1 o.~R 1. 75 48.0 O.O?AO 6(\qf,r:;. 143.0 
13 0.0 Cl 14.~0 
"· ~0 '50.0 0.0?.6~ A~l14. }_Q'5.0 13 0. 0 Cl 17.67 8.64 'i4. 0< 0.027'> 10774'5. ?41.0 
14 0. (' c.' C).2'l 1 q. f> R l~5.n 0. 0 1tQO 171~1.. 12l.'i 
14 0. 0 C.6 11.?0 1 Q. ':JO ! 60.0 0.04~4 14?t,6. 14~.0 
!4 0. () e..~ J2.8t; !9.7(, 153.0 0.044<} 17fllO. !70.~ 
14 o. o e~ 14.A~ 7 n. 21 l'i4.0 0.04~B 1Q4')~. }Q'i.O 
14 o.oe.c; lA.l1 zo.q~ 1.7~.0 0.0469 2lt')47. 241 .n 
14 0. 0 C6 ?0.39 ? I. 1t? lqJ.O 0.0'510 ?64~7. 21',.0 
14 O. 0 CN A.l' 6.88 7Q.'5 o.o~c:;'> 0477. 95.0 
14 0. 0 CN 1 o. 2~ 7.0A ?7.'5 n.n314 1?121. 121.~ 
14 0. 0 CN 12.27 7.?4 '76.0 o.o.,'\5 l 4766. 14~.0 
14 0. 0 C.N 17. <}2 7.~0 ?4.0 0.02' ... ? ?188f,. 219.4 
14 O. 0 CN lO.oO 7.69 ?3.f) 0.0??7 ?4042. :?41 • I) 





~UN P-/A u F 
14 o.o w C}.16 ll.Jf) 
14 o. 0 w 1.4.60 1?.4? 
l'~ o.o w 17.QQ 11.oq 
14 o. r) w 10.7') 13.4g 
11) O. f) CN A.84 7.'lJ 
15 n. o c.w 1 ?.07 ?.q6 
15 o. n ctJ lR.I{) 8.~1) 
15 n. o c.N ?.3.?4 q.67 
15 o.o w ().Rl 11.40 1') o.o w 13.7t:) 1?.10 
l'> o. () w IP.!-.0 l~.lA 
1'5 o.n w 2~.06 lJ.qC) 
15 r).oc., l().Q3 q.~n 
}1) 0. 0 C.f, l4 • 0 1 q.QO 
l" o.oc_ 6 lA.37 10.40 15 0. 0 ~f, 20.70 10.70 
16 o.n ?!.R? ?0.11) 
16 o.o l8.1A 19.Ci0 
1~ n.o It"'. 6 6 tq.50 
16 o.o lO.<l/, 17.30 
16 ('.0 7.1c; 1'>.90 
16 0.?0 ?l.?A ?0.10 
lA 0 .. ?() 17.q2 lQ.')O 
l'-' 0.2() l't.?'3 1 A • 5') 
16 0.20 1().Q4 17.40 
ln O.?O 1.1'5 l').$\0 
INTFNS!TY OF TUPt\UlFNC~ 
VR "'1 S TlJP f3 












60. () n.o?'56 
~l.O n.0?47 
6?.0 0.0~4" 
l4q. 0 IJ.()~Jn 
l'• n. o 0.011)7 
1~7.0 '1.01?0 




lltq. 0 0.()174 



























































T-'f:\tJ: XIV.frf'"JTO) I fi.J T r: "~ <; f TV os: TlJIH~IJl J:Nr,c n4T1\ 
RUN Q/A u c VD vc; TIJQq ~r>t: 
" lF, 0.4() 2fl.71 ?fl.tf) ?~1').'1 o.n4qq .,,')')"1.7. 1"'6.0 t~ ().41') 17.4') to.~a J??.O n.n'+t'l4 171;C:7?. ?q0.? 
1~ ~.4r, l".P"\ 1R • .,.n '1'i.'l "l.r)t;r)"l l"l.4.,17. ?}4.? 
16 n. 4 o tn.c;c:; 17.?1) 20"1.'1 'l.O'>tn 1'1"11.1. l1.,7.Q 
lA 0.40 1.f)'i 1').70 }Qq.n 'l.n'i"'i 7fl~"r;· 11 7. ~ 
1!, n.60 10.~7 ll':).qn ?1'i.'1 O.'l~1C) ?1t')'i~7. "'~~.f) 
l~ ".~o lA.47 lq.fln 'Q').') f1.f)63~ l7C::S7?. ?O')•' 
1~ 0.6n l~.'if) lq.l') ?7n.o f1.f)~4q l "''+' 17. ? 1'+ • ., ~~ o. "'() lO.ll 17.0'1 ?c:;q.n 0."~71 1'1"141. 1,., 7. q 
l~ o.~o 6.qn l'i.~('l ??'i.r) 0.0~50 7()1'l'). 11".? 
16 ".7f) 1A.Q~ 10.~') ~~').') n.n7?4 ?10')'l7. ""'6.f" 1(-. t1.7() lfl.?J tR.q') 31'5.') 0.07?n l7C:,t;7'?. ?Q().? 
lb o.7n }":l.l., lq.f)f) ~Jf).() n.n7Clt 134717. ?14.? 
t6 0.70 9.7n 1~.qo ~Ac;.n ').()74Q l'1C::l41. t.t.,7.A. 
16 '1.70 "·c:;q 1'5.40 ?5?.0 n.0717 701"'Cl· 11?.? 
17 o.o 0 .6q t7.Q.f, 1?7.0 0."''•44 Qf14'5'5. lt;4.() 
17 o.o l1.C:P, lq.q~ l'lC).f) 0."44" 1??~41. 213.() 
17 n.o 1"7.')() 1°.~5 14"'\.'1 ("\. n '•'• 1 l'l7'"l.Qn. 2., '•. () 
17 o. n ?I.l;; ?O.lO I'll.() 0.04~1 }~O'l4t.,. 31(}.0 
17 o.o ?c;. "'\0 ?n.q7 1~1.f) o.n476 ??40f)q. "\qn.~ 
l7 0.?0 lf).'l4 1 7. ~~ l4q.f) n.n45Q RQ4')'). 1'54.'1 
17 n.?o 11.q~ lq.7f, l'i4.11 n.n~c;n 12?341. ~1~.() 
17 0.?0 l7.q0 lQ.~'i lS,4.n 'l.n4r;4 lc:;7~co. 274.0 
17 0.?0 ?1.~~ 2f1.l0 17'i.n o.n, .. .c.., lqQC)46. 1~0.'1 
17 ().20 ?4.Q7 ?O.Q2 lq3.0 0.0471 ?? '•'lOq • "'\Qf).O 
17 0.40 Q.Q4 1 7. ()0 tQ'l.fl n.oc:;ot, Rq4'l~. 154.0 
17 n.4o l ~ ·'" q 18.1,4 '""·,., 0.0601 1??14~. ~~~-" 17 0.40 }f,.Q7 )0.4? ?12.0 o.o~q? 1 '57~~ D. ?74.0 
17 (l.4n ?0.7!-, 20.1A 2?,.0 o.or:;ql l R9'3'+~. "330.n 




TA~LF XJ V.(f.O~Tf)f J'!TFNSrTY OF TlJPR!JLC::~,H~'= I')J\TJ\ 
~UN Q/A IJ c:: \IQ~c; TUOR ~QF 0 
17 O.F,f) Q.'il 17.4 ~ ?45 . 0 0 .077q RQ4'5'i . 1'54.0 
17 0 .61) 12 .79 1 ~ .1P. ?1, () . () 0.077"1 l2?341. ?l"l . O 
17 0 . 60 l l).;>"l 1 <l . ?0 ~ 71. 0 n . r)71.>7 \')?~P.O . ??4. 1') 
17 0 . 60 70 . 13 I 9 . 9R ?'30 . ') 0 . 07 1)7 1P.'=>'i4~. 3Vl. n 
17 O.fiO ~~-~l ?0.5R ?oo . o 0.0758 ??40QO • 100.0 
17 0.70 Q."J.7 17.?9 ?7tJ .O o . o~nq qq455. 1'>4 . 0 
17 () .10 1?. ?0 1 8 .1~ ?02 . () 0.0~8 4 1??3 4~. ?13 . 0 
17 0 .70 15 .54 l A. 9A 1()0 . 0 o . oqf:l1 1'>7V~0 . 274.0 
17 0 .7 0 19.~7 19. 86 3l'i.O O . OB~ ~ 1BQ'i46. 330. !1 
17 0.70 ~2.61 20.14 ':\'30.0 o . oq74 2?40f)A . "l.O().f) 
18 o.n 1'5 . 16 15 . qo '3'i . f) o.n4lt ')"'7t:,"l7. 2:?3 .'> 
lA o.o 17.()0 1~ .t o 96.() f) . 04'i'l ,o~zq . 27'l . O 
lA o.o :?0 • f . A 1~.'5 ? l ' l . 0 o . oc;oo 704?0. 1nl? . o 
18 o. o ?. 1•.1 2 lt,.8o 1 21 . 0 n.o'>4 l 9l1Q4 . l-')4.4 
18 0.0 ?f:..Q"l t 7. tO 1??.0 0 . (''\~6 101Q?Q. 40:-.o 
lR I') . O 2Q .'i 2 17.~2 119.0 0 . 0"'14 11"'790. 4'•9.1) 
18 o .~ o l4.7q l'i . 76 qc; .n 0 . ('1461 '576?-7. ??3.'\ 
p~ 0.?0 16.4'5 15 . 9q 10'> . 0 O.f)'\0? 6QI)?o . 27() .() 
18 0.20 20 . 2 3 1~.42 119.0 () . f"'':'~O 704 2 0 . 3n~ . o 
18 () . 20 23 . f..2 16.76 1?? . 0 0 . 0«=;ttq 9l .. Vl4 . V54 . 4 
tR o. ?0 ;:>t; . A 1 1~.9~ 1?6 . 0 1').0'>'>9 l0 1 9?R . 40~ . 0 
1P 0 . 20 ?9. 46 17.?.6 122.0 () .0 '\:? CJ l1')7C} 0 . 449 . 0 
lR 0 .40 14 . ~~ l'l.'t?. 11 1 • 0 0 . 04A1 ')7617. ?">"3 .') 
18 o . 40 1 ~ - "'7 1" .7n 11'>. 0 o . rv~R4 ~QI,?C} . ?70 . n 
18 o. t~n 1Q.71 lo .lA 1:?4.0 o. oe;oc; 7 9 4?Q. 3nq.o 
lA 0 .40 2?.24 1~.48 12q.f) 0 . 0'\11 91304. 1"4.4 
lA 0 . 411 ?5 . 41 tA.8?. 1~~.0 0.0'>1'5 1 010?~ . 4 0"3.0 
1~ 0.40 "> 8 . 0~ l7.0A 17.9.0 o.n490 11'5700 . 44Q.() 
T~Rl E xrv.tcnNT[lJ 
RUN P./A fJ ~ 
18 f).60 t ~. 12 lt;.lf) 
lR o.~o 15.00 15.'54 
18 o.~o tP..q7 l5.q6 
lR 0.60 'l.Q 7 lf>.~? 
lR o.~n ?3.90 l~.'i?. 
lA 0.60 ?7.17 16.~6 
lR 0.70 l?.Q4 14.74 
18 t1.7t) 1 ':\ .41 tr:;.tA 
IA 0.70 Jq.~o lS.b-:t 
JB o.-rf) 2l.c:;Q l~.()q lq o. 70 ~J.52 lA.3? 
18 n.1o ?5. 2 ~ 16.'>2 
10 n.o ll • 2] lQ.10 lq n.n 1~.7? 20.?0 
19 o.o 17.31 ?l.lO 
lCl n.o ~0.71 ??.?0 
lQ (\.0 2~.~f) ??.qR 
to o.o 2o.72 21.5'5 
10 n.?n 10.'5() tCJ.l~ }Q n. 70 1~.'50 ?'l.2'> }Q 0.2t') l~. 21 ?O.()A 
lQ 0.?!') ?0.011 'l.Cl? 
1Q 0.?.0 23. ~2 2?.64 
1<) ').'?0 27.':\Q ?1.4? 
}q 0.40 IO.qq lfl.OCJ 
l<l ('.40 1~.nn lC1.8~ 
10 0.411 16.10 zn.q5 }Q ').4n 1Q.40 21.76 
}0 0.40 ?? t:;Q -- ... 2?.54 
19 0.40 ~5.77 23.24 








1 "l q. 0 O.Oii60 











17'l.f) n.o' .. ~"' 
17B.n n.n4?6 











































































TABLE XlV.fCO"JTO) T"!TFNSITY (lF TUQf.\UlFNCE OATA 
RUN RIA IJ r- VRMS TUPR 1-,JP': () 
lQ 0.60 Q.R~ l'\.>1? :?70.0 o.o1os::; OQ}?q. 16~. 4 
lQ 0.60 1?..55 19.71-t ?8?.0 n.Oh9'i l?l'5t:\"· :>06.'i 
lQ 0.60 15.07 20.52 ~qr;.o 0.0"71 1c:;l~~1. 2c:;1.n lC) ().60 1~. 74 2l.47 ?qc:;.o o.o&5Q lP.11 ?.R. ~11.? 
]<) o.6n 21.qQ 2~.lg ~02.0 o.nA50 7!4'563. 164." IQ 0.60 ?5.2R 22.q6 110.0 O.On45 ?44~79. 416.0 
19 0.70 q.qo }Q,.67 1()f).O n.079'i qql2q. lAq.4 
lQ 0.70 ll.qq lQ.41 "31'>.0 0.0707 1?1556. "On. 5 
lQ 0.70 l4.q'? 20.10 132.0 n.o7qf:- 151?R3. ?S1.0 
lQ 0.70 lR.OO ~1.10 14().1} 0.077? lH1lQA. 3ll.? 
tq o. 70 21.34 2l.Ao ~4'>.0 0.07'lR ?l4'5n~. ~1,4.'l 
19 o. 70 24.09 22.4? 1~0.0 0. Q71~7 ?4487q. 411,.0 
?0 o.n l6."n 17. l 0 70.0 0.1~1'• 4~~()1. 2'5'l.IJ 
?0 0.0 1Q.54 17.?0 7~.0 0.0<)6~ ';71'}0. 2q5.0 
?0 o.n 22.1 '5 17.ll ~".0 O.f)q44 l,'i70Q. 110.0 
20 o.o :?5.14 17.42 7':\.0 o.046q 74069. 1q 1 • f) 
?0 0.2!1 16.22 t6.8q 7C).0 f).!t'>7 GqAOl. ?t:;O.n 
20 0.2'1 1 q .10 17.'12 R4.0 n.0770 !::7150. ?oc:;.o 
~0 0.?0 .,l.P'5 17.?0 R9.0 n.065'l 65709. "'~B.n 
20 0.20 ?4.60 17.36 90.0 0.0637 7406CJ. '3'3l.'l 
70 0.4() 1 '\ • ..., 4 1 6. A'i ()7.0 O.l~q4 41601. ?'50. f) 
20 0.4() 1R.')4 l ~. 76 103.0 o.t':\55 ')71"fl. 2q'i.f) 
20 0.40 ?1.?1 16. q-, 107.0 o.n~fl? 6')70Q. ~~q.o 
20 0.40 ?3.RQ 11. oq 111.0 0.0644 74069. 1q 1.0 
20 0.60 1.5.()5 16.4? 110.0 0.2411 '•R~Ol. ~'ln.n 
~0 o.~n 17.74 16.%5~ 11'1.0 o.t74'i ')7~'50. ~Q'i.O 
lO ().1,() ?0. ~ l l6.6S 14?.0 O.l!1R7 '>'>7n9. 11°. n 
20 0.60 ~l.AC) 16.37 148.0 0.0~?.1 7'·0~Q. ~~1.0 
20 o. 7f) 17.1R lc;.g(, 1'11.() o.~n'>7 ')7~'50. ?QS.O 
20 0.70 lct.6R 15.9P. 155.0 0.11',21 6')709. 13R.O 
20 0.70 22.17 1'>.10 1'54.0 0.1101 74')69. ~81.0 \.)J 
0 
\0 
T~Btl= xrv.rcnNTnJ INTENSTTY f'F TtJDBIJtENr:E DATA 
RUN PIA u F VR~AS TURR "Jr>f n 
?\ o.o 4.8":\ fl.OO ~<}.0 0.0~1R 4'\(\?0. 67.7 
71 o.o 7."0 q.~5 A4.0 0.0411 73314. {()P.3. 
21 o.n lO.fl8 1 O.oO Q(:,.IJ 0.04~" 1Jl6Clf.t. tA5.0 
21 o.o 15.10 \1.40 \10.0 o.o4-r:;7 \ftqq::H}• ??0.0 
21 1).0 lA.l~ lt.~5 110.0 0.0417 lA6q~q. l1".f1 
21 o.n 4."),4 1~.05 ,:tf1.0 0.0147 4E)A?q. o7.7 
21 o.o 7.4?. 13.40 9~.0 0.'1347 7':l3J4. 10H.3 
21 o.o 11.16 14.t;5 1 DJ.n 0.0':\47 l!l~Q~. 1 'J 5. 0 
2\ o.o 14.1\ 15.40 110.0 0.034A 1 '+~q? 9. 2"-r).O 
21 o.o tA. 51 l6.lt} 110.0 0.01?8 1A~~~q. ?76.() 
2?. o.o 7. 5'+ l~.A'i 7fl.O o.o?B4 7~?77. lOq.~ 
~2 o.o 10."9 14.AO Al.O 0.0277 1'195<)4. lftl::.f) 
?2 o.o 14.70 15. qo <JA.() 0.010~ 144702. ?"?0.0 
?? n.o 18.?3 16.50 101:\.') n.0':\14 l81o4~. 771-,.0 
2? o.o 2~.31) 17.?() 11'5.0 0.0"?1 ?1'1871. ~2~.0 
22 0.20 7.1~ 14.00 Q~.o o.o1Hl 71277. }QQ.~ 
2? 0. 20 10.44 14.Q() 9<).0 0.0374 lOAt;94. lAc::. I') 
2? 0.7.0 14 .t,.Q ts.qo 1' o. 0 o.o3q7 14'+7<1?. ??O.r) 
~? o. ?0 17.?~ 16.':\0 12').0 0.0406 18l6'+A. ?1t,.f) 
22 0.20 22.40 17.10 134.0 0.04?~ ?15971. ~;>q. 0 
~:? 0.40 6.~') l~.oc; l2'i.O 0.0514 71?77. toq.1 
~2 0.40 10.?1 l'l.OO 13 1+.0 0.0"02 1081:;Q4. l~".O 
2? 0.40 llt.7? 16.00 14Cl.O 0.0'516 14 ,._ 7Cl?. ??0.0 
22 0.40 17.41) 16.50 156.0 0.')'5?0 1Rl1,48. 'J7A.n 
:?2 0.40 20.5!, 17.00 }l,q.f) O.t1'i4l ?1')871. 17.R.o 
?2 O.t10 6.~7 l"3.t;O 1~5.0 0.0'5?'t 71?77. lOA.~ 
?? 0.60 Q.94 14.'50 1~?.0 O.t153f-t 1 0 q c; qt ... 16Ci.O 
22 n.~o l3.t)~ l'i.~O lfl'5.0 0.0'14" l447Q?. ?lf).O 
?.? o.on 1~.85 16.10 17f1.0 0.0550 lql64A. 276.0 
22 0.60 2n.2o 16.70 200.0 o.oc;ql 'l'>A71. 12g.n 
\.).J 
0 
T~BtE XIV.fCfl~TDl TNT~ ~JS I TV nF Tt.JqAtJLJ:'NCJ: 0/\Tl\ 
QUN Q/A u F VR~S TlJ~R t\jQ J: f) 
?? 0.70 6.?0 11.'5('} 1 AO.O 0.077'+ 71277. tnR. ~ 
2? 0.70 9.Rc:; 14.6f) 198.0 0.0770 tog5Q4. 11,1).0 
22 0.70 1~.31 l s. '•0 210.0 f).()7~~ 14470~. 2?'1.0 
22 0.70 15. 0 1 l'l.qo 210.0 0.0734 lRl64B. ?_7t...n 22 0.70 }q.5"3 16.50 ?3().0 0.07~q 215q7l. 1?q.o 
22 o.o 7.4'1 16.AO Q~.o o.n~o? 71?77. 1 ('p~. ., 2? o.o 11. 17 lB.lO too.n 0.0298 l 085q'•. 16 '5." 22 o.o 14.Ql 1q.to 10(}.0 0.0~05 l447q2. ??n.o l2 o.o 1R.07 ICJ.ao 110.0 O.O?QA 1Rl~4A. l7~.n 22 o.o :?1.71 ?0.~0 1?2.0 0.0~16 ~1'5~71. ~2~.0 
2~ 0.0 \PR.) 11.?_1 lfl.lf) qC).O 0.06A'5 Q071J7. l 6 fl. 7 
?~ o.o 14.81 lfl.60 91.0 0.03A2 1~23Rl. ??0.0 
21 o.o 1R.53 17.30 11'5.0 0.0?59 l6607R. 271,.0 
23 n. 0 (DE~.) 7. 8 2 13. ?0 55.0 0.0~~2 6?5Qfl. lOP.3 
?3 o. 0 ll. 12 11.80 61.11 0.0347 9'l7'5'l. 16'l.7 
23 o.o 15.49 14.40 67.0 o.o~~o 1?71"1.4. 2?').0 
2~ o.o IR.l6 14.70 Ar,.o 0.0444 }c:;Q4<)1,. ?7!-..0 
23 o.o ?l.lQ 1'>.00 lO'J.O o.or;oq 1~<)1546. 1?R.O 
?I., o.o 7.?6 17.10 ql.O 0.067'5 4?447. 10'3.7 
24 o.n 11.3q 17.g" Al.O ().()6~1 f-.'·1~~. lA 1. 7 
24 o.o 11.01 1 A. t n ql.O 0.01?0 R714~. ?17.0 
24 o.o 17.50 1q.4o q6.0 0.074/:l l0q42~. ?7n.o 
24 o.o ~~ .o 2 1 R. 75 100.0 0.0760 1317qq. 12,q.' 
24 0.20 6.6Q 17. :>') 100.0 o.nq~5 4"447. 1()5.7 
?4 0.?0 ll.~Q 17.90 9f...O n.071-'3 '>473'i. tAl.? 
24 O.;?O l~.qq lR.l'i 105.0 o.oq~7 R7143. ?1"1.0 
24 0.20 16.~q 1q.4o t07.0 0.0810 l0q4?~. ?70.0 
24 0.20 2:?.Qr; Iq.Ro 116.0 0.0878 l3179R. l2R.? 
T ft ~t ~ X 1 v • t r: rn.1 To l TNTC: N~lTY n~ T110J\1tl ~~lr:c n~TI\ 
RUN Of A II F vou~ TUQR '10 c 
" 
?4 f'.4'l ~.c;c:; 17.;)5 1~4 . 0 o . 1t?!J '·.,447. 1'1'>.7 
?4 0 .40 10.71 17 . "\'l 1.,'1.') 'l.nQI-4 1.47":\'l . 1 J., 1 • ? 
?4 0 .4() 14.14 lP..~O \?7.0 o . oqqq Q7\4~. 7 17.n 
?4 0 .40 17.1.~ lq·'·" ll":\. 0 n.t'l?Q tn.q4?J.,. ?7n .n 24 0.4() ~() . ~ 2 1 q. 70 l4'l . O ().1104 t~t7oq. 1;:>q . ? 
?4 0."0 s . r:;, 17.?') 17'>.0 n.14~4 4 ?44 7. l O'l. 7 
?4 0 . 1-0 tn.zc: l 7. q() 17r'J.f) 0 . 1~71 "'·71'}. 1 t.. 1. ' 
?4 n.6o 11.C)'l 1~.t.'i 170.0 o .1":\41 A7tt."l. ?17.() 
24 O.t,f') lS.A'\ 19.1'> )Q'l.O 0 .14"2 108 4?'>. ?7".n 
24 fl .6!) to.<)~ 1q.~c; too.o n .t 45~ 11\70Q. 1 ?Q • ., 
?4 o . 70 ~.lf) 17.f')5 ?1'1.0 n.l 7 q' 4 ?4'· 7. \'15.7 
2 4 '1.70 tn.ns 1 7. "" to n . n n .t 5'•Q 1.47~'>. lJ.,l.? ;)4 0.70 11.13 tq . ')o JQt'l . O O. l'\14 A7J41. ?17.n 
?4 0 . 7 0 p ; .l-1 1~.?1') l9'l.O () .1'>14 10A4?1:>. ?70.f) 
24 ('1.70 1q.QA 1q.4'3 ?tn . a 0.11,?7 111 7Q q. ~'q · ' 
?'l 0.0 1.R1 tfl.lt'l Q~.n 1") . 0 1 <)1 4"17?0. ?17 . 0 
2'5 n.n t. • .t..~ }J., . f-f') Ql...') ().f)1q9 C\440fl. ?70.'1 
7" o . n 'l.Af) 17.()5 t,., l • 0 o . n-,qc; f,l,\'l1 . 1.,Q_., 
2S 0.0. f. .f--.,., 1 7. C\0 10'i.t'l o . o:v~7 77"~1. 1~1:\.0 
?'l C'l." 7.'t 'i t 1. qo tnq.n O.('I1QO RA~,.,7. 44f').0 
:?5 o.n R.)6 19.05 lOQ . O 0 . n Vl~ 1001<;1. 497 .1) 
2" 0 . 20 1 .4A 1 A. 0 5 )()fl.() n.0'•93 4)7?0. ?17 . 0 2c:; 0.?~ 4.C1 lh.AO 11P..O , • ,,. f- 1 r:;44nq . ?7() . () 
25 0 . ?'1 'i . 4~ f7.t'll') 10'1 . 1') 0 .047Q ~-~~~7 . 1~A.? 
2" 0 . ,,., f..~o 1 7 . 15 IOA.O ().0470 775R) . 19".0 
~c; 0 . ")() 7.?o 17 . ~'l too.o 0.')473 qAt,A7 . 440.0 
25 n. ?o Q. 4 7 1~ . 0') 11'-.'l 0 . 0 4A7 lflOl'i?'. 4 Q7.0 
?S 0.'• 0 1.'-n li1.QC\ 1 11.. .0 ().()4Q~ 417~Q . ?J 7. 0 
?S 0 . 40 4.50 16.55 11'>.0 O.'l4A4 t:;44f'C) . ?7n.n 
25 ('1 .4('1 c;.2Q l.«t. 95 120.0 n . 0477 661~7 . 1?q.? 
?5 0 . 40 ~.t!:> 17."15 17~.0 o.o4~A 775A1. 1A'\.O 
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7000 . 00 0 . 0 ?') 30 } f) 12lQ.] 0 . !111'"' 1 lA1l. OR 0 . 0?.S0i') - rt . O~l 1!.. 
71511) . 00 0.0 :1 °"1 c;qn1R . n n.011Pl 207l . QO o .o?nnf) - o . n c;111 31AO.O') n. 01Vt ~n 4 ~P57 . 1 0 . 0-0A~O ?S45 . 'l0 !) . IJ 7 1(1f) - -1 . 0'5""? 
3oBn. oo 0 • (l l) l '·? 2?467.~ 0 . 0017!> 1/0f- . 04 () . ()14f)0 - 'l.04A1'+ 
~010 . 00 (' • (I 0 () q (._ ?~5~~.n 0 . 0.0116 40~5 . 71:) n . OT!OO - o. f')lt ~ cp 
•·•r\fP(l<\fAtF =() . 110lC::OS 
t.q C P fl c::; C ~ L F = O.I)0077~(TN T ff.?hl ) 
FRFQ 
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1 /. f.O 
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?O.OQ 
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Otll\1 nr. l? AT ?/~=0.~0, IJ= 7.~') "JRJ:= 17029. 
F»t:f) r- f ~n y J 0 0 on r ( !\1 ) X 1 n 01 ~X~~ :~,c *? FfKlXlQf')nf) K 1)Fl_!\V ?!! 
10.()1 ??~.IS?l'17 2 7 "'~2.1 ?77 .l)')t .. ?t; R.nA 0.'10001 J.()f)f)·~Q 
1!?.6') l~n.4?'"'fl'• ?Q1;41.~ ~?1.q 7 ')4? lO.lt; o. rv:o 1 n "·07()-:t~ 
lt;.CQ lA?.I--:t"'l,4 4 11 14.5 70l.qqqot; l?.Rl n.')"~?f'} n.n171~"7 
?11.01 l()7.0lS47 '· 2 p 1 '). 2 l~?.~4q~8 lt-..11 ().()01')31') O. o_gqcq 
?'}.10 J{)().7A<1lC t~4Q'l.7 175.00')~.1) ?'1. 2? n. 000 4;1 0.fl5Al() 
3l.F-O 7<}.44904 7C11l..f... qq.f....?CH.q ?S.4A '1. "tf11JC\f) O.Plll? 
.,g.qo 71 • f, 414.., 11"'4cc;.q sn.'1"'8'14 ~?.f)f, n.000An ').77f')l., 
'lO.lil 7C.Q?0"6 l777'JJ.2 q7.Ql70l 4'1.~"' 0.'18100 n.~l"~? 
6'l..l') 't 7. 2 7? f.. 7 18Q??S.2 sq.6'=3'1'~ S0.P3 ~".101Sl) 0. ') ') -:t? !., 
7·~. 40 ~~. 4 6l 1'+- ~?1S'5q.~ 44.~"7lS? ~3.QJ) 0.. 1')1)? I) f) f).4?~lq 
l'if'!.!)i) 27.f..~"),(H) ?1 ld) ?9. ':) -:t4.C1~?~ Q').t;t; 0.00?"11 0.1'141? 
1?6.()') 17.~60?7 77 8 7 ~().C) 21.7'JQ41 101.50 0.0!1"'00 0.277Pr.. 
l£:;Q.'10 1?.4Qt::<)f. 31 ~6c:;".~ 1 ~ • ') ') !) l 1t l?R.Ofl n.f)Q3S() 0. 7?4f11-t 2nn.oo 11.40?1')<; 4Sf..lC7.7 l4.1S5~' 161.11 ().0()400 n.t0;7A.., 
2"1.00 A.8~819 4:=tOQl1.() P.4~qn7 20?.1Q 0.0'14')') fl.lc:;57q 
"1A.O') t,. n I)? a;~ 47qt;fl. ~ ') • q,t, 1 R C) ,,,+_c;c; f).oosrH) 0.1~07~ 
1<?3.f)() ;?.CP.R/)') 6 7 ~ 4 l'•.!) 3.71()13 3?'l.60 0.'1f)t..'10 ().()q?oc; 
c;n1.0'1 ? • / '5 t., t, ,? c;" {, 4 l4 • 4 ?.P.O}"lH 4()1.C:.7 n.nf)7'l'l n.nJgo? 
6'11.0') 0.0~04? )C"'l'l/tq.f) 1.22Q?7 SOA.2Q 0 • f) 1 ()fV) -r).f11ql3 
7G4.nn 0 •'• It r, 71 277'i ?S. 8 0.54-;4q A~().AO o.ol~oo -0.0;'1'14') 
100(}.()') n • 7 ?n '•? ??04?l.n 0.271fl3 RO'i.t;4 0.111~'10 -0.077/q 
lZt-0.0,1 n.1l4G'1 lP.-=?'•8t1.q 0.14?7!1 l 0l4.(H~ O.OPJ"lO -o. 1 04l•o 
11) 0 0.CO n.ns~~., }?47C7.6 0.()~619 12RO.~l 0.0??00 -'1.11:::\~7 ?nno.no o.n731A Q?A'•"•0 0.0?>17<) 1~,11 .'J~ o.n?S'10 -'). lll~Jf) 
?51'1.00 0. n rr)? 1 1G? 1Q. R 0.00774 ?n~J.qo O.O?ftf)O -0. 1 1 1 oq 
3160.0!1 o. r 031 q 33B17.<5 0.004?0 /')45."0 0.11~!00. -O.l0f)')f, 
'3QQf).OO o.nt:ooo l4.,<n.t 0. ()() ll? 3?06.()4 n. o.,.4 oo -0.0~1~2 
r-1 a.r: !' n" c ~ t. E =0.€10,?2?7 
MJCPOSCALY: =0.000Q?6fiMTfG~~L) 
TARtF XVCCONTD) F.~F.P~Y SPECTRUM O~TA 
RUN NO . 13 J\T Q.ff\=0 .0 
' 
U= ll.CJ? NRE= qo 150. (CONE) 
FRFO F PH X I 0000 F(N)X10 00aXN* *7 F(I<)X10000 I< Dt: LAV Q.l_l 
10.00 71 .744 35 7174.4 116.10 7~2 5 . 2 7 0 . 001)0 1 t.nnooo 
12. bf') 43 . 159f..4 68 52 .0 81 .~790CJ 6 . 64 o. oon t n 0.9~091 
15.CJO 5?.Q'5245 11~ 1=!6. C} 100 . 45 f2fl A.38 0 . 00020 0 . ~~4 14 
20.00 44.090R? 17~':\9 .9 $3'3 . 66273 10. 54 O . Ofl t)JO 0 . 7~2~1 
75 . 10 49.81223 113 ~2. ? 94.4Q9R(:. l 3. ?1 0 . 0004!) o . ~ij'>='n 
31 . 60 47.14563 47077.7 89 . 4~10?. 11';.66 0 . 000"\(l O . f..?170 
30..80 45.4 7q ·:n 1 ?.I) ~q. 4 ~ 6 .777Q4 ?0.9$3 0. ()1)0~0 0 . ')7':)":\9 
50 .10 45 . 6004 9 114457 . 6 ~6 . 50967 26.41 0 . 00100 () . 1R'30~ 
61. 1() 37.741 6? 15 0?72 . 3 71 . ~001t3 33 . 26 O. Ofl200 0 . 074?0 
79.40 '36.7h735 2~ 17 Q4 .4 69 . 75214 41. ~5 0 . 1)0400 0 . 0230'5 
100.00 19. ~3 1 8? l OA1lP . 7 37 . 2439"' 5?. .71 0 . 01 7 1)() - O. O'l.fl'l.3 
121).00 "357.671-,79 ~1R77fl . 7 61.99 P~4 ~b . 42 0 . 00900 - 0 · ' )3996 
159.00 24.15440 6 1 f)~ 4 7 . 4 4~. 023B'i 83 . Rl 0 . 0100 ·, -n . o4~oq 
700.00 17.1Q679 6~7~71.7 1? . 6244~ 105 .4?. 0 . 01')00 - o. 0~9"0 
25 1.00 11.? n 76 71 0 1 32. 4 21 . 383C~ 1 112 . 3 1 o . o:nJon -0.01100 
316.00 7.91 627 7 Q04'H.4 1 5.01 'H4 1(:,6.57 O. O'l.O ' l() - 0 . 0?4Af 
3Q9.00 4.65647 7"1.7603 . 2 tl . 811A<) 209 . ·r q 0. ()4 () f)() - 0 . 0 14q3 
50 1. no 3 . 71971 q "3 3 , 50 • ') 7 . 0567 4 2"'4 . 0~ 0 . 0'5000 - 0 . 004 1 1 
63 1. on ?. . 47049 Q9'36'l4.1 4. f>~f>~'3 312.61 0 . 06!')()0 0 . 00740 
7CJ4.00 1.4'5306 Q 1 f..Q F,? . 6 2 .751,1-,4 41 8 .'1 3 0 .1)7000 o .n1~34 
1000.00 t. OI>107 t 06 ":\0 17 . 0 ? • 016 7A 5?7 .1 1 0 . 10000 n . onoqo 
1260.00 0 . 50Q99 F\OQ6 ~'5 . 3 O.Q61'>:? 664. 1. h n.12oon -n. fH) 70!3 
1590.00 0.'20~51 5 14~ ·p . 1 0 . '3~61 1 H1 q . 11 C) .l4000 -o . on -5t7 
7000.00 n . o~9 11 3">6441) . '3 ().}F,f.JQ5 10'i4 . 23 o .J. 60PO O . OO~Rq 
2510.00 O. OS10R ":\3't4 '37.1 0.10071 132 3 . 06 0 .1 ~00() 0. ()f)., 7f) 
1160.00 0 . !) 34~9 34H v~c; . o O . Of..f..19 l l:-'>5 . f' A n . ?OOOO 0 . 001)04 
~980.00 0 . 00°79 147 1 ?7.1 0 . 017A?. 2097.cll 0.22000 - o . OO'l.~q 
5010.00 0 .00565 14 J ~ 7'3. R 0 . 01072 7640 . R4 n . 7.4000 - 0 . 0027 1 
6"310.00 O.OO'i2R 7. 1 0331.9 0 . 0 1002 '3326 . 09 0 . ?1-001') f) . OOlRl 
7940.00 O.OOlBR ll A357 . 0 0.00356 41 A5.29 0.2~000 0 . 001 ?0 M~CRO<:iCAl E ""o. oooq73 
~ TO~OSC ~t t.: =0.000435C1NTEGRAL) 
TARlE XV f CONTDJ E~fRGY SPECTRU~ DATA 
RIJN NO . l~ AT 0./ A=O. 0 ., U= ll .Q:? NRE= R0150 .(WEDGE) 
FQfQ F(NfXlOOOO F ( N J X tO 000XN**l F(K)XlOOOO '< DELAY O I.J 
10.00 6A . 8717~ 6A B?. 2 1~0.65R17 5 . 27 0 . 110001 1.nnooo 
1:?. ~0 101.9;?~~R t6t•n.9 193.367(7 IJ.f-.4 0 . 00010 n.9JB 1~ 
15. 0 !) 92.95042 2349R .B 17f..31s:t":lQ 8 . ~!3 o . oon2o l). q69~~ 
?0.00 51.~ 3q5? :?0535. 4 97 . ~95't 2 10 . 5 4 0.00010 0 . 80664 
25.10 6'> . 70()03 41.191.6 124.f..400.(, 13.73 O. IJf10 1tO o . 71t''~6'i 
31.60 5B.2R310 ') 81 QQ . l 110.'57016 J6.66 O. OOO'::iO o.~q5r.:, 
3q. AO 67 .-r3-;zq o<n ?'i . 1 1.1Q.()lf..4<:J 20 .98 0 . 000':>0 0 . ~"{):\9 
so. to ')~.~0411 l4~341 .B TJ.0.6J.002 ?6 . 41 0 . 001 0') 1) .') (1 441 
63.10 5'5 . 65512 22159',.9 l 05 . ~R4'i6 33 . ?.~ o.oo~oo f) . 2~Q~4 
7Q.40 4~.551A3 ')74566.? 82 . h?"l 14 4l.A5 0 . 00400 O.Q2'J79 
100.00 30. 80077 30~0()7.~ 'i8.412RO 52 .71 0 . 00700 - 0 . 0 ., 36') 
126. 00 ?R . 0 4 ?'t0 44~2()1.2 ">1.1qQ8 6 6~.42 () . ooo ~)(} -f'I. O'J!-3~? 
159.00 lh.206">3 409717.2 10.745lo fL~ . q 1 0 . 01000 - 0 • 0 r; 7 :Jit 
zno.oo l?.3<?R69 49 59 47.4 Z3 . 5Z1R? 105.42 o . rJl':\00 - 0 . 04674 
251 . 00 7.'31191 4 q:21'>8 .4 14. 8? 016 132.31 o . ozooo -'l. 04 15<; 
";\}6.00 4.3'il 5q 434'i ~2. 4 8 . 21)5'\() lAA.57 o . 0 3000 - 0 . ')-'• 50':\ 
~<JR.OO 4.'52~44 716') "':\0. ":!- R . 'i~151 709.79 0 . 0400() - 0 . 02h0l 
501.00 2.7F>977 6Qt;214.r ~ . 75459 264.08 o . o~ono - 0 . 00 401 
'>~1.00 1 . 76~ 09 7(l~Q B3 . 0 ~ . Vi477 "':\32.61 0 . 06000 f).OL437 
794.00 ,, • 1 4'i3'5 'f2?0F>A.3 2 . 172P':> 418.'>3 0 . (_) 7000 0. 0194/! 
1000.00 0 .7 '346? 7'34h ~n. 4 l."lQ':\.',6 52'· 11 o.10noo t).f')00 ':\6 
1260 .00 0.42F-,29 67h77'5.0 o.R087~ 6F,4.16 0 . !2000 -(). t)f)q 46 
l"QO.OO 0 . 24014 607105.'3 0 .4'i55 A p,-~q.ll 0 .14000 -0 . 007~ 0 
201)0.00 0 .12 1'50 4ql-009.~ 0.210<;0 1054.?.3 O.lf-.000 f). 00'> 7~ 
2'il0.00 0 . 05'>~2 35l6q8 .'> 0.10590 132 -~ . 06 O. 1 'WOO l) . 0 () '?6 
3160.0(') O. Ol6q? 168964.1 0 .0 321() 16~'5.6q 0.70000 - o . 0 oooo 
3980.00 0 . 00S44 86140.8 O.(llO:i2 2097 . 91 0.?2000 -O. OO'i4q 
5010.00 0.00042 104~7.4 0.00070 ?640.84 0.24000 - 0 . 00375 
MACR'lSCALE -=O.Or:>l'31R 



























TABLE XV(CONTOJ E~fRGY SPFCTRUM O~TA 
QUN NO. 13 AT ~/4=0.0 , U= ~.~4 
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TARLE XVlCONTO) ENfR~Y SPECTRU~ ~ATA 
RUN NO. 13 AT Q/A=O.O 9 U= 6.04 
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~JCROSCALE =0.001061{ INTEGRAL) 
TABLE XVfCO~TDJ ENERGY SPECTRU~ DA TA 
RliN NO . 13 Al ~IA=O . O 
' 
U= l '5 . 20 NRE = 1 02745 . ( CYLINDER) 
FRfQ F ( N l X l ()f) 0 0 ~ ( "J J Y l 0 '10 0 X~!**? F (K)XlOOOO K rJEt.~ y R(J 
10. 00 271 . 437.4.3 221 43. 2 ., .35 . 67798 4.13 0.0000 1 1 . 00000 
12.60 ?40 . P59?7 ~R7.3~ . R '>R2 . 6745F, 5. :::! l 0 . 0001() n . l1671 7 
1 5 . 9() 2 ()'5 . 1::1'5 898 5~043. 2 498 . 0')3~0 ~ . '>7 o.nno2o 0 . 9Vl7fl 
?.0 . 00 1'5f:3 . hl05:? 6 34 44 . 2 383 . 707.30 H. 7.7 0 . 00030 o . q790~ 
25 .10 121 . 02'>'51 762 1t7 . 2 ?92 . 7f88l 10. 3q 0 . 00040 o . ~3?A7 
31 . 60 <n . o57R?. 9/9 23 . 7 22'> . 12fJ77 1J.Of> 0 . 000'>0 0.77$JAO 
39.80 h? .o ~0 25 9R~~7 . 5 l50 . l81~9 l f- . 45 O.Of')OAO 0 . 7:\199 
'50 . 1') ':)~ . 45Z.S2 1"' 4 1 f:.f:, . ,., 1 29 . 309Si8 20 .7 1 0 . 00100 0 . 62976 
.S3. 10 ~ 7 . 1,4026 l4Q8f>~ . A 91.0'5740 ?6 . 08 0.00700 0.4<-105Si 
79. 41) 23 . f:34581 1~033? . 4 '57 . 6~h'>7 32.q2 0 . 0040') 0.2877'5 
100 . 0() 17.7.39'55 17?39'5. 4 41.7050? 41 . :-\4 0 . OOHlO ('). t 0.6 4? 
12fi. OO 19 . 79970 31 43 40 . 0 47 . A9B4l 52 . 0R n.onooo 0 . o ·-\491 
159. (l0 F- . 63624 1 6 7770 . 0 16. 0'5405 .S5.71 0.01000 - 0 . 004A4 
200 . 00 8 . All54 3444 61. ') 20 . 832AO ~2 . A7 0 . 01'l00 - 0. 1 30 1 13 
751 . 00 A. Q1BR3 4~c;qq2 . 9 16 . 7~7(-.7 l 03. 76 0 . 0?.000 - 0 . 13R ~4 
116 . 00 '5 . 14541 51 17 99 . ~ 12 . 44751 130 . 62 o . rnooo -0.12~37 
398.00 3 . 01270 4777.'?.4.4 7 . '?.R~18 lf-4.52 0 . 04000 -0 . 01'>16 
'501 . 00 ?.82725 7(1Q6 41 . 5 6 . 8"'39~"'3 707 . 10 o . o5noo - 0.1)1600 
631 . 00 1 . ~3074 520.R (•9 . Q 3.71Q26 ?A0 . 84 O.OAOUO 0.04312 
794 . 00 0.7":\59.R 46~~ qq. ~ 1.7~045 3;J~.21 0 . 070()0 0 .0564'\ 
1000. 00 0 . 444';7 444571.7 1. 0 7'540 4 13 . 37 0. 10000 - 0 . 0')0 t.') 
1260. 00 0 . 19216 30'5074.6 0.464~7 5?0 . ~4 0.12000 - 'J . 0?57Q 
1 590. 00 0 . 089AA 2272?'5 . 1 ().21743 6~7 . 26 o . 14000 - 0 . 019~~ 
?.000 . 00 0 . 04~79 ]7 11 4A . '3 0.10351 A26. 74 0.~6000 0 . 0 l '5'>4 
2510 . 00 0 . 0 ~?6A ?.05RqR.~ ().0790A 10~7 . 55 O. ls:JOOO fl . l)lR4~ 
3160. 00 0 . 01051 10 t,q 2? . 3 0 . 0?.')42 1 ":\')6 . 74 ().20000 0 . ()010.3 
3980. 00 0.0 1950 ~OAs:J 14 . 4 ') . 04 .716 l64S.7.1 0.22000 -o . oUt 29 
5010. 00 0 . 091575 240)313 . 0 0 . 2311>4 ?07 0 . 93 1') . 24000 - O.Ol24A 
6'3 1 0 . 00 0 .00~60 1034?1. q o . oo6?R 760q . :\5 0.26000 0 . 009.,0 
7 9 4 0 . 00 0 . 00062 3'3A46 . 3 0 . 00149 -~282 . 14 O. ?RQOO 0 . 01269 
10000. 00 0 . ooo 26 75~41 . 3 0 . 0()06?. 4133 . f>R 0 . 30000 O.f)!J04~ 
l2oOO. OO o . ooot1 167 4~. q 0.00026 "\20R . 44 0 . 35fl00 -0 . 000'>8 MAC~f"JSCAlE =O . OO?R')9 
MJCPOSCAL'= =0.00')34 1 ( J"JTEGR Al ) 
TARLE XVCCONTO) EN~RGY SP~CTRUM DATA 
RUN Nfl. 14 AT Q../A=O.O 
' 
11= 1'5.40 NRE= 24342. (CYLINDER) 
FRFQ FCNJXlOOOO F(N)XlOOOOXN**2 F(K)XlOOOO K fJtlAY QtJ 
10.00 97.2fl859 9726 .~ z~q.4o : :nA 4.08 0.00001 1.00000 
12.h0 136.37006 216 c;o. 1 ~34.24023 '>.14 o.oorno o.q7q74 
l c;. 90 f-1?.45~95 1 ~041. q 155.'5;)437 6 . 49 n.oon?.o 0 . 0~7?3 
20 . 00 144. 34508 577lg.o l5l.78M37 q.16 o. oorno 0 . 9264~ 
2'.\ . 10 105.111-~1 o62 24.6 ?'>7.1-~916 10.?4 0 .00040 o.~11qo7 
31 . flO 71.94377 ll A 40 • l l7F,.332l'5 12.8<l 0 . OOf)'>() 0 . ~4579 
~o. 80 71.1-64 80 ll3':it9.q 17~.64923 16.24 0.0006') o.qoo6t 
50. 10 65.90495 l6"lt22 .0 161.'>1 172 20.44 0.00101 O.f.OC)l? 
6~.10 '>8.301':\0 232112.9 l4?. J3Q~~7 ?.'5 . 74 0.00700 0 . 34744 
79.40 39 . 01'>4~ ?45967 . 1 95.n?nO:> 32.40 n.00400 0 .1 7465 
100.00 30 .o 10~4 30010~ . 4 71.'> 5623 40.RO 0 . lHl700 - 0 . 0?600 
l ?6. 00 20 . '>57?9 469?. ')~ . l 7?..444')c; 5 1.41 o.ooqoo - 0 .052?7 }';q. 00 11 . 98125 302A97.'1 2C) . ~S'>80 64 . ~7 0.01()00 -0 .0')~7:~ 
?00.00 13.n64RO 5465 <p. l 33.49~16 Al.60 0 . 'H ':>Of) - 0 .lf)44q 
2'>1.00 ll.Al744 73191().') 2A.474l2 Pl2.41 0.0?.000 -fl.l 04A1 
316.00 6 .7 Aotr; 6779 "H . 1 1~. 64006 128. 0 3 0.03000 -C) . 04QO~ 
39P.OO ?..1937<? 347'i()4.7 '>.17693 1A.2.3A 0.040(!0 -0.0198'1 
c:; n 1 . Ofl 1.7.0hl9 30 27 '>3. 9 2.Q')h~4 704.41 0 . 0')1)00 O .O f)"IV~ 
f-'31 . 0() 0 . 43242 17?1 71.6 l.0'5<lR4 2f57 . 45 o . of.OOIJ O. Ot'>fl 
794. 00 O. lOR45 1?'5110 . 2 0 . t .. q f- 1t0 1?3.9') 0.0100!) o.oto""' 
1000. 00 0.109')5 1 ()Qij 51 . q 0 . 26R5 l 40~ . 00 0.1!)000 -f) . I)OO(ln 
12~0. 00 0.05021 79716 . 3 0 . l?. 30 7 '>14.0R 0 . 12000 - o .nt V14 
1590. 00 fl . 024"?5 A 17. q7. 0 () . 0'5943 648 . "f? 0.14000 -0. 0~6 )7 
2000.00 0.01421 '>6846.n O.(H4f\3 f\16.00 O. lhOOO 1).00'>~2 
2510.00 0.0065£, 41""3()3 . 9 0 . 016()7 l0?4.0 H O. lR OOO 0.0()7":\4 
3160 . 00 0.002Q7 ? 96 RO. ~ fJ . OO f Z<l 1289.2R o.~oooo o.noot~ 
19~0.00 0.00139 ??049.0 () . 00341 1623.84 0 . 2?.000 - 0 . 00677 
5010.00 O.OOORO 200 96 .Q O.OOl<l6 2044.08 0 .?.4000 -o. oo ·~"R 
""Af.RIJSCJ\lf =0.001772 
~ICROSCAlE =0 . 001057( INTEG~I\l) 
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3.9R 4~.4 7lAI., A~A. A l 3 1 • 0 '• f) 3 3 1.~2 0..')!)01)1 t. onono 
c;. 01 44 ." 30C! l l117 . 7 134 . 2~~02 1. 66 O.Of)OO"i !).Q2614 
6. 31 38.<)13831 1'>'>2.4 117.'>?"l79 2 . 09 o.no'1to o .A~4 ?6 
7.94 46.211'5" ~Q n. ~ l39.?QQ42 2 . fl3 0 . ()001'i 0 . 731?11 
lO .00 44. 7 4945 44 74 . q l':\4.q'??C'1 3.32 0 . 0002') 0 . 6?390 
12.60 45.254114 7lt14 . 6 13~.414<?0 4.1R 0.00010 0 . 47416 
lS.90 44 . C?q237 1 1~74 . 5 135 .6? '• 34 'i.27 0 . 00()40 0. 4 '30 l=ll 
zo.on 44.177 58 17671 . 0 133.11.,8? 4 6. ~.\3 0 . 000'>0 0 . 4()11.,1 
2'>.10 't1. 0 '31~q 2 "'· l ~. 4 1 2A . 401~5 q.33 O. O()Of-0 O .~ :P~H 31 . 60 34.1-1942 ~'·"69.') 104.3"62 '5 10 . 4~ o . onnqo 0.2~177 
39.80 ?4 . 1 4~ 136 ~~?'i4 .A 77..7 7 P.P7 1~ . 20 0.00100 f'I.?02?~ 
50.1 0 2? . 740'59 ~7079. 1 f>R . &:>4A~7 l 6 . f<2 0 . 00120 f). 1 R 7 20 
63.10 10.403?.0 77 ?. 11C).q 58.4!'<)A~ ?0.01 (\ . 00 150 o . tn?.?7 
7().40 15.?'lP.96 Q607l . R 4') . 93610 26 . 3't 0 . 00170 0 .11? 04 
100.00 ?O . APt+ 11 206A4l.l 62 . ~4°~') ::n . 11 O. O'l?OO O.OQOO'l 
126.00 15.52Q06 ?.4A5 ~9. 3 41:>.81 056 4t . PO O.f)O?~O 0 . 0749"l 
159 . 00 14 .~ 2041) 3f> 7090 . 1 4~ .77007 'l2 .7C) 0.0'1?'l0 o . n~4'l5 
200.00 1~ . P3?S5 ')~~~('1.9 4l . 6065Q 66 .~ «; ().00?80 0 . ()5471 
2"1.00 Q.70457 f:>ll~G7 . 4 ?9 . /.C)'?-~f) !::n .27 () . 00~01) n . 0 4 6qq 
316.00 R. 076')Q A064qt:; .7 ?4. 3't'5Q'l 1114. sp. O.')l)':l?l) 0.044J? 
393.00 " · 6"462 R'H?97. 7 17 . 075~3 132. 03 o . 0o~c;o 0 . '14(}9~ 
'>01.00 4.73 q4~ 1 Jqo~-,n;>.o l4 . ?C\fl4~ lfl6. :?0 0 . 004'11) 1).()'5?1.,7 
631.00 ?-.~~')4ft 1 5470'•4. 0 11.712~? ?09.~1 o.004"1) ().0-"13'+ 
7°4.01) 2.6"736 167"297.0 P..f'lt0~2 ?.63.40 (\ . {)()')')() 0 . 0"710 
1000.0() 2 . ~ 11 84 2~ 11 A 40.0 6 .Q6q7~ :n 1. 74 O . OOn"i~ ('1.02781) 
1260.00 l. R')fll4 2Q49Q7"i.O " . A01l'• 41~. 00 0 . 0(1 71)0 0.1?32" 
l'iQO.OO 1 . 2'5?3q 'l16nli.,'J.o 1 . 77')lQ 5?"7.47 0 . 00~50 f).Ol?"i') 
?.000.00 0 .7831? ~1324-"1.0 2.3!-0~1 A6"L4R o.otono o . o ·n~-> 
?510.00 O .l~7') q fi.A67.,h .4 0.4147() rn."J . 67 O. OIS(l(} -(}.01 0'> ? 
3lfl0 . 00 (' . 08'• "i A R441'i7 . 1 0 . 254P9 1048.31 O. O?."W:l - f} . !)???t 
~9~0.00 o.n?B~P. 4«)4/57.4 O. ORn44 1~20 . "\4 (1.0'3')00 - 0 . f)! ~~0 
'iOlO . OO !'.01215 3 04R97.7 o . o~f-F-2 \61.,2.n1 n. 0'•5flo -fl.Ot207 
6310.01) O. Q0'l'>9 2''"~"-.l O.Ol6P5 ?093 . 30 o. ')5'l I)!) -1) . ')1"?'> 7'l40.00 o . no u~c; 11 6 7 80 . 5 0.00""f::\ 21-34.04 0.07000 -O.OOAHr\ 
10000.00 0 . 001/.c:; 124 7 7f). ~ 0 . 00371-, 3317.43 0.1)(')(}00 -O . OOf,~~ '\Ar.OfJSC:AL~ =0.00086!, 
-+::-!I'ITCIH1$(At S:: =0.000260(l~TEGR AL) !\) 
\() 
TABLF XVftnNTD ) F~F~~y SPFCTRU~ O~TA 
P\lN NO. 20 !IT R / ~=0 .10 , U= 23. f\? "lRE: ~2622 . 
FPEO FfN)XlOOOO FIN)X10I)OOX!Il**2 F (!<.) Xl OOOO K Of t AV ou 
3 . Qf3 61 . 772 7 ? 078 . 5 ?14 . 18411 1. 05 0 . 0000 1 1 . 00000 
S. Ol A3 .79 7 87 1MH . 3 ?4l.S36157 1 . ~2 0 . 0000" o .o~77~ 
6. :n h3 . 6200~ ?5~3 . '> ?41 . ??1'50 1 . 66 0 . 00010 0 . 11~627 
7. 94 £-1 . 98346 4()11.7 242 . 51,Sl<l ?. . Oo n . 0ontc; 0.7~121 
10 . 00 70 . 0"017 10 nc; . o ~65. 5644" 2 . 64 O. OO'J?O o . ~c\104 
12 . A'> A3 . 't5?79 100 73 . R 2'+0 . c;c; ·n a 3 . ~2 0 . 00030 o . c;~q~~ 
15 . 90 Att . ~~28~ Jn3'H . 9 245.74747 4.19 O. f'l0040 n . '5'>1~~ 
20 . 00 '>0. 55151 ? 34?0 . 6 221.97238 '5.28 0 . ()00'50 I) . C,')')P.~ 
25.10 f-1.44746 ':\87 17. . 5 2~?.Q'll07 6.62 o . ooo~o 0 . 44761 
31.60 58 . 7R31 7 ') ~6 Q8. ') 2?2 . A5Qc;7 13 . ':\4 O. OOQQ() o . "367'+1 
3Q . 8!) 35 . <lf,c;}q 5b970.3 13A . 34f,?.l 10 . 50 0.00100 0 . ':\10S3l 
so. 10 4~.47160 lOQ11Q.1 164 . 'H1013 1~ . 2? 0 . 001?0 0 . ?QI, ?q 
1-3.1!) ?.3.01?.90 9162~ . 7 S7 . 243'iQ 16 . 64 1') . 001"0 0 . ?603<\ 
7Q · '•0 16 . ?5?04 1 0?4'58. 1, 61 . 61?47 70. 94 o.nn110 0.2"'~44 
lflO . OO 1 7 . 2 93C,9 172Q3'i.9 65 . 561 0'• 26.3~ 0 . 0'>700 0 . 19C)5r) 
12~ . 1)() l4.404QQ ?~0 1 ?? . 4 CjLt • Q') ,_ ~It "3":\ . ?4 0 . 00??0 0 . l 7 t 40 
159 . 00 12.l.CJ546 30~3 n . c; 4n • . ?3373 4L . 94 0 . 002'\0 O. lf:.OAc; 
?OO . f)') t3.Fnzoo 1)')4015. 9 C,?..5()?07 5? . 76 0.0'1?13!) 0.14QQ":\ 
?51 . 00 o.t-.5~0C) 60~341 . 5 '36 . 6(')6~'3 66 . "1 0 . !)03()0 0.1411-.9 
316 . 00 7 . 3 80'5 1 7Jn<;P7. 9 7.7 . 97995 R3.l'l 0.003'0 0 . 13744 
~o~.no 4 . 7"'n0A 750?13 . 7 17.95474 104 . aA 0 . !)()1'50 O. l ":\q9l 
c;ot . on 3. ~4':\'34 A~<)4 31 . 3 1~ . 43".:\"76 137 . 1') 0.004fH) n . l.2~Pl 
6'21 . 00 2 . 0C,flQ6 1178541 . 0 1 J . 2?PQ lfl~-'~4 O. fl04'>0 0 . 11455 
794 . 0() z . n243~ }27J.,?Ii~ . !) 7.1-,74'\C, zoq . 44 'l . !)oc;c;o 0.07"\?'1 
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TAAtF XVCCONTO) FNEPGY SPfCT~IJA4 DATA 
RUN NO. 22 AT R/A=O. O t U= 6 . 16 NRE= 71277 . 
FRFO F(N}XlOOOO F ( N) X lOOOOXN** 2 f(K ) XlOOOO I< n~:u~v RU 
3.qA 127.01630 2012.3 124. '54 'l)R 4 . 0'> o . ooorn 1 • 00000 
5.01 139. 00037 148~. q 1':\().274~7 '5 . 11 o . ooorp; () . 9B~4~ 
6 . 31 ')9 . 071 44 1~44 . 6 97.128R~ 6 . 44 0 . 000 10 0 . 97~?0 
7.94 96 . ~'3771 6074 . 7 94 .46~~4 8 . 10 0 . 00015 0 . 0 617'5 
10.00 10'5.4~~85 10548 . q 11)3 .421)39 11).20 O.Ofl020 0 . 94?.41 
17. ~0 103. 7821,7 16476. '5 l0l. 7't76A t2 . ~'l 0 . 000':\0 o.oot2Q 
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20.00 8'5 . 60';~~ ~47.42 . ~ 83 . 9.?7?6 20 . 40 0.00050 O . Rfl~~1 
2S. 10 '>6 . !392.t,8 41954. 0 ~" - 7.$3691 2'5.60 o.oao,o 0 . 7c; 7. 4fl 
3 1. 60 58 .~7~R6 5~29' - ~ '57 . 23219 ':\2 . 7~ o.ooo~o O . F-6~"' 
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"0- 1 0 3~. 61017 9lqCJ} . q 75 . 5136? 24 . ?0 0 . 00120 0 . ?967? 
63.10 37.79712 14RSO?. 5 7A . 03065 Jo . c;q 0.00150 ').2?'101 
79.40 ·n .74'i1S 20013?. . 7 b5 . 47'39') 3~ . 49 1) . 001 70 o . ?n'>f,2 
100 . 00 2A . <?fl4Cl5 2A9A49 . '5 5o.7~':i<:l3 48 . 48 0.007.00 0 . 19~()1) 
126.00 24 . 41281 38757J3.l) '30. 35 401 ,1 . 09 n.!'l0221) n . tA2lq 
15<?.00 7.0 . 07109 507417. ?. 4l.lq946 77.09 0 . 00?50 o . t':i?A7 
21'lO.on 17.~4268 60)707 . ~ 35.77176 q!:- . 9~ 0.00?'3(') 0 . 11743 
2"1 . 00 11 .(HI1,~2 t,q!1443.0 2?.P~6ot 121.69 0 . 00"'00 o . oqc:;?~ 
316.00 8 · '· 4 t 61 842945 . t 17 . 41 ?.0 7. t 5 ~ - 20 o . orn?.o ') . Oql)()? ~98 . 00 ?.73T70 4Tlf.. 6? . 1 c; . f.46AO 1 <)2. q{, 0.001'l0 o. o~>q"? 
501 . 00 1 . 7400'i 1 Q4?760 . 0 15.q~496 7.42 . A9 0 . 00400 0.05711 
631.00 l.7RR56 71 ?1 3?.. 9 ':\ . ~qqyc:; ~f')':' . O? 0 . 1)()450 l) . f)43Q? 
794 . 00 0 . 7457A 47t)lfl8.l~ 1 . 53q?~ ~~4. 04 O.OO'l50 (\. 04R 40 
1000 . 00 0.41-,010 4~00Q9 . R 0.94902 4~4 . Rl 0.0')651) o.n440.4 
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FREO F("l)X l OOOO F{N ) X10000XN**?. f(KlXlOOOO K ')FLAY RU 
"'3.98 Rfl . 8710c; 137~ . \ 2'i'7 . ~5~27 1.34 o. noonl t . r)f')/) 00 
5 . 0 1 A~ . Ol035 2?QQ . ' 26T . 21511 l. 69 0.001)05 ().Q1JCH 
6 . 31 £,7. 83582 ~1 01 . 0 201 . 35242 2 .1 3 0 . 00010 o . q3~1n 
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17.60 74 . -:;P~O'i 118 40 . q ?~1 . :nq7q 4 . ?4 0 . 0 0 030 o . 1rnq 
1'5. QO 6C? . 66049 }7610 . 9 206 . 761349 5.?6 0 . 0 0040 0 . 70049 
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31. 61) 73 . 13031 730 24. 9 2 17 . 067f.Q tO . I>'> o.nonf3o " • 4R?f,l) 
~Q . AO ~~. ~6179 l:0766 . 1, lt3 . R~667 l ~ . 41 n.0010fJ 0.'•0()1!) 
c;o.to 42 . t 70'> 8 105~4R . 'i l?.'i.17204 16.8~ o . nn12o O.l4?'i6 
63 . 10 31:) . 81511 14?601 . 7 106 . 307~3 21 . 76 o . oo~c;o o . ~t'lq$3 
79 .40 27.99637 176499.0 81 . oqcn2 ?6 .7'5 0 . 00170 n . ?.9473 
100. 0() 22 . 3S016 ?.23'Hl1.6 M:• . ~40L..S :n . 69 o.on?OO n. 26 560 
1 "J6 . 0 0 19 . 2~899 30'>?79 . 4 57 . 07607 42 .4S 0 . 00?20 0 . 2 3714 
1~9. ()0 15 . 02A59 L..O?fl90.6 47 . 27971 1)3 . 57 0 . 0()?50 O. l9?.FP 
?00 . 00 14. 3S946 'i7417R.? 41 . 62?1~ 1,7 . :-R O. OO?.RO (') . 1 ~ 7 ~0 
2"' 1 .00 10.F-4c:;71 f-70690 . 6 'H. SQA94 R4."~ O . f'O~Oil n.1c;~4o 
316.00 1 . f: l C)~ 6 76?R16.~ ?7 . 67c;4o 106. 46 o . nol ?n 0.14ll31 
1qq . on 4.81210 7~ ? 25c;.3 14.28~4? t14 . oq o. no~ c;o O.l,46!J 
5C'H . 00 4 . 1~078 1 o4<:Pqo . o l2 . 4r)Q~1 16R.7q o . n o 4oll o.tt265 
(,31 . 00 ? • 3 Q7 c; 4 9'3 1-t60~ . 9 1 . 116'•5 2 1 ?."'8 0.01')4'>0 n . 1_1)Q71 
704.00 1 . ~4?27 ~ 46217. "" 3 . qq411J ?F,7.50 n . ooc;c;o n.o~7f..l 
t oor. . (") 0 . 7q721 7!P207. 9 ? . 3~66~ 316 . 0 1) n . oo6c;o 0 . 0"?97 
12~0. 00 0 . 43919 !-cpc; 7(\ . 1 1 . ~1')4")0 424 . 4Q 0.()1')7'50 o.o?~7s;l 
l" C!O. Of'l 0 . 24A07 6 271 34.6 0 . 7~6~~ S~5.67 o.onAso ().0040? 
2 0()0 . (10 0 . 1~AI,R sc;47?0 . 4 0 .41 1 '-'3 67l . q0 n . nttJnf1 -fl.l1?')"1 
?510 . 00 o . 06'-Q7 4 ? t9lR . 4 O e } CHp$J P.4'i. 62 O. f)J'i()Q -0 . () ~q6't 
llf.O . OO 0 . 0'•42~ 441 5 91 . '· <' . 131?1, 1064. 61 O. f'l?.C)()O -0 . 031~0 
~q~o.on n. o2oqq 130~40. 7 0 . 06199 l'340 . R7 1) . 0~500 -O . O?JOl 
'iOtO . O() 0 . 0 10 1(, 2':4gti, . O 0 . 0301S 11,87.87 0 . 04'i00 -0 . 016~6 
6310.00 0 . 0051'5 20 "'1 44 . 9 0.0152() 2 1 2S. A4 o . oc;c;oo - o . o t9~' 
7940.00 0.0015S Q76l6 . 7 0 . 004~0 2674. 9 9 0 . 07000 - O. ()l66R 
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TARLE XV(CO~TOJ ENfRGY SPfCTQUM 04TA 
RUN Nn. Z? AT R/A=0.70, lJ-= 6.16 "'RE= 71277. 
FREQ FfN1XlOOOO FfNlXlOOOOX"'**2 FfKJXlOOOO ¥. fJElAY QtJ 
~.qR 3{q.~4479 C)06l. 3 113.37#)71 4.06 0.00001 t.ooono 
'5.01 2QO.A70R5 71 co. 9 ?.~5.1674q 5.11 o.oonnc; O.Qq'J81 
'-'-31 268.46A02 106 ~q.~ ?6"'3.2f)"~~6 6.44 fl.f)0010 o.q74R~ 7.Q4 251.4~?P? ~- ';~50.6 ?46.4Q?9'i A.lO r>.OOfll5 O.Q6215 
10.00 264.07471 26407.5 2';R.R9673 10.20 O.OOI'l2fl O.Q')Q79 
12.60 171.7065'l 2"1?74.4 lhP.4?70q l 2. A5 o.onn1o o.qtqot 
15.90 138.6 894') 3';0~7..1 11C\.Q700":\ ~~.22 o.nn04t) o.q~o84 
/0.00 103.1013q 41?40.6 l0l.0797Q '-n.40 o.onoc:;o f).Sl4?76 
?5.1() ~~.17407 c;c;r;c;o.c; Gf-.44'i14 2'5.fl0 O.OOOAO O.AO~O? 
11.60 bR..46Q45 , 8":\ 70.7 67.1?.6A<) '3?..~3 o.oocqo 0.7'j5QA 
'3Q.80 1)().0022~ 0-=\41,1.~ 57.q4'5~l 40.r,o l').'lOlflO n.1oqo? 
150.10 42.f.2778 10F-<"l96.1 41.791QO c;}.lO 0.00120 0. ~4q4lt 
6~.~0 ':\5.q7(141 14 ~~ ?0. l 35."~511 (,4.36 0.00150 0.'57"l.QO 
79.40 28.11777 1772 64.4 27.'56b44 ~o.qq o.nrtt7o n.'>37~t 
100.00 ?3.3q211 71 ~q 21.0 ?2.Q"34~ tOl.OO n.t')O?OO n.4QOrJ1 
176.00 1~.q?}lq 2f, fl6 40. 7 1~.5891Q 1?8."2 ().0027.0 o.472nt 
159.00 l?.24P2? ""09647.1 12.00ROI) \6 ~. 1 ~ O.l)O?'lt') 0.447,~ 
?f\0.00 lO.?OAo? 40~144. 7 lO.OOR45 204.00 0.00?~0 0.4247f 
21il.O'l 6.0141~ 17~~ qq." c;.qQ6?.~ 7'5~.0? n.nf)":\'10 0.40Qll 
":Jlti.C'O 3.~3?.17 3~ 2h 64.7 -=\.7570? 3"'--~? 0.()'1~20 0.JR816 
3nR.OO 2.0q11~ 3?QI)Qq.~ 2. {"•0') 7 40'\.QI, n.on1c;n 'l.11,00l 
r::;o1.no t.t..?P~O ~5R6 ~q. 1 l.4f"07A 511.0? 0.'1040() o.,14Q5 
611.0() 0.77~?2 '307R~4.3 o.7c:;~oc; ~4J.f.,2 0.!104"0 O.?qq7Q 
704.00 0.~4'50'5 ?lRIJ<;Q.~ n.~1Ql7 80Q.fl~ n.005'il') o • .,~"4"' 
1000.00 n.l513~ } C) }1 ?.O • 8 0.14J33h ttJ?'l.no O.O'Jh50 o. ?3q1.? 
12~0.00 0.07f,R') 1 ??005.1 O.OlC\~4 1?8'i.?O O.OrJ7'5f) 0.?1Q7? 
}CjOQ.Of) 0.03?87 R'3nCJo.~ 0.03?2/ If)' 1. AI) o.oo~c;o O.lR5f)7 
?ooo.no n.nt~4A 510?4.3 0.01'322 ?.040.(}0 o.ntf)on 1').117~? 
?'510.00 o.oo4qA ~0715.'5 0.0047~ 2'l60.?0 O.f'l15f}0 O.fl'lf)ql 
11~0.00 0.002"9 2'lA40.6 O.Ofl2'i4 'l22 3. 2fl 0.()2~')0 -fl.O?<)Q':l 1qRo.oo O.OOOA7 1 ~"7 C9. ~ O.OOOfl5 405Q.f)f) n.n1'lf)O -f).nq}~3 
"010.00 o.oooc;q 1'+8 ?3. 7 O.OOOSR c;tt0.2("t o.o4c;nn -O.OQCi6? 




TA~lF XVICONT~) ~NERGY SPECT~UM O~TA 
RUN NO . 2? AT Q.. / A-=o. -ro, IJ= l2 . Q6 NRE = 144792 . 
FR.F.O f= ( Nl X\0000 ~ ( N) X 10 000 XN** 2 F ( KlXlOOOO l( f)f. l AY RlJ 
:\ . 9~ 17? . 0 1'545 ?7 39.0 ~sn . 6fl2~4 1 . 9~ o. oooot 1. 0000') 
5 . 01 169. 7 5987 4?.61 . 0 v:;o . 1~lfH 2 . 43 0 . ()(}0 05 O .Q~620 
6 . 3 1 1 52 . 207~4 flO flO . 3 11"3 . 0 4 995 1 . 06 0.()0010 O . QI)~Qc; 
7 .94 167. 7 ? Q43 10'5 74. 3 34S . Qf.t';82 3 . ~'5 0.00015 0 . 94913 
10 . 00 197 . 23270 1(H21. 3 40~ . 820'56 4 . ~'5 0 . 000?0 O . Q?7~4 
12 . 60 144 .417":\6 ?.29 ~o. 9 2Q7 . Q?261 6 .1 1 o.ooo3n 0 . 87SOn 
1 '5 . 90 131.0875'; 3 31 40 . ?. 270 . 3~ -S7? 7 . 71 0 . 00040 o . :no12 
20 . 00 t 1Q .Q~QQ9 4 7 9 A9 . 0 2 4 7 . 455?6 9 . 70 0.()0050 0 . 70357 
25 .10 99 . 0699C} 67415 . 0 204 . 34£-101 12 . 1. 7 0 . 1)0'}60 n . 7 c:P11 
11. 60 79 . 19Q1l 7 9oq5 . 2 161 . 35994 tS . 3? 0.0()(}130 0 . '>7047 
l Q. fH) ';3 . 3 7 11 Q ~4 ';42.0 110 . 081569 lQ . 30 0 . 00100 0 . bO? ?') 
'i0 . 10 44. ?~076 11 114'> . 1 C}t . :n5":\ 7 ?.4 . 29 o . no120 o . c;r:;'}~6 
63 .10 l3.4 199'i 1330()'5 . J 68 . 9l34f) 30. "9 O. O()J50 0 . 5091=.7 
79 .40 ? ,; . 95'iS7 }6Q9~7 . 4 c;s . r::;9969 3~ . 49 0 . 0()170 f).413~Q9 
1 00 . 00 24 . 0~ 144 240~1 4. 1 49.67 1 ~7 ~A . 4R n . oozon 0 .4~~ 46 
126.00 1 6 . '5?2130 ?62115.9 34 . 0A06"l 1)1 . 0 9 n . OO??O 0 . 4?22" 
1-:;o. no 12 . 1-0914 :ll~771 . 6 26 . 00 q 15 7 7 . 09 0.00250 0 . 173 ?4 
200 . 1')0 11.019Cl'5 4407 9A . 1 2? . T3fl22 Q6. 0 6 0 . 1'\{')? ~I) n.3~q71 
?'51 . 00 7 . 4Q)6f) 471078.6 1 5 . 4!'?51 12l . 6Q o . oo~oo 0 . 3?~66 
ll6 . 00 4 . Rl49 8 4 80804 . 9 <? . Q~l50 lS~ . 70 n. orn2o (\ . 11007 
~QIJ.OO ?. . 9A~14 47~365.2 6 . 1618A lQ? . 96 0 . 003'>() 0 . ?<:'9~~ 
"01. 00 2 . '540 7~ £,~77"'1.8 '> . 74067 2'•2 . A9 0 . 00400 0 . 2591'5 
6:\ 1. 00 1. ~1466 4~36?Q . 7 2 . 50'>4 1 ~or; . Q, 0 . 004')0 0 . ~4Q49 
7Q4 . 00 0 . 65170 410AS5.4 1.344?2 1B4.q4 0.00550 0 . ?.19~3 
1000 . 00 o . )Q8~2 1QA8211 . 8 O. R22f.3 4 R4 . fH 0.006'>0 0 . 17 6C}Q 
1'~0. 00 0 . 2 1 5~1 ~4 26 17. 4 0 . 44'514 h10.137 f).007';0 O.l l l Q5 
l"00 . C'O O.l20Qlt "'0'3847 . 2 0 . ?49 " 4 7 70 . R6 0 . 11f'A50 o . oo~o6 
?000 . 00 0 . 06 1 70 744~ 11 . 4 0 . 12~24 96Q . 6l 0 . 0101)0 0 . 054q6 
2510. 00 0 . 07. " 79 lf..2459. 7 o . os~tq 1711-.~P o.ntson -n . f)o~~? 
~H-0 . 00 () . Ol?AQ 1 ?~7'3" · ~ 0 . ()?660 151~ . 01 0 . 0?.')()'} - 0 . 050'i1 
39~0 . 00 n . oo43 7 692 6 A. c; 0 . 009 02 19?9 . '56 0 . 1)1';00 -'l . 06783 
'>0 10 . 00 O. OOlA5 4~491. 1 0 . 00 1~2 ?4~8 .9? 0 . 04SOO ...:.o . ns6n8 
i-l l O. OO 0 . 00085 "33Q37.0 0 . 00176 3 0 '5 9.1 8 0 . 0"500 - 0 . 046 9 1 
7<)40.00 o . ono2s 17807. 6 0 . 0005A 384ct.4l 0 . 07000 - fl . ()3773 M~C:QnSC:ALE = O.On~q tc; 




TA8LF XV{CONTO) FNFQGY SPECTQUM DATA 
RUN NO. 72 AT ~/~=0.70- U= 18.6'5 NQJ:= 215871. 
FRFO Ff"-l)XlOOOO F(NJXlOOOOX"l**2 FfK)XlOOOO K OFtt.Y RfJ 
3.Q8 116.951)44 1852.6 347.l5Q8q 1.14 o.ooont 1.ooono 
5.01 l03.48l48 ?~q7.4 ".107.1t;q9l 1.69 0.00005 0.977713 
6.~1 A~.o7877 35~0.8 26~.?.189Q ?.13 0.0001!1 O.Q5000 
7.94 q].1f-043 5885.8 777.11523 2.67 0.0001'5 0.91978 
10.00 l04.31<l42 l 04 33. Q . 30Q.70~~7 ~.-:t1 O.OOO?f) 0.8~?'-6 
12.60 102."~184 l~?e7.'5 304.151636 4.24 0.00030 0.811":\q 
1S.90 (}7.73842 ?470Q. 2 2QO.ll0ll 5.~6 0.0')040 11.71:\15?.~ 
?0.00 98.008?1 3q'-0"3. 3 290.91089 6.74 o.oooc;o 0.~9<)01 
25.lf) c:r~. 1 "3b07 5Rb76.6 276.449?2 R.4b o.ono~o o.~~?qq 
~1.6() 70.39825 70296.R 20R.q5834 !0.61) o.ooo~o 0."2'514 
39.AO ~3.622SO 84940.1 1~9.163()9 13.41 0.00100 0.453')7 
50.10 ~(1.4,760 9R976.1 117.04510 16.88 0.001?0 1).4~2A5 
~3.10 28.31567 112741.Q 84.04?45 21.26 O.tJOl50 o.~Qo4c:; 
7Q.40 ??.1":\41)Q 1~9541.2 65.69910 ?6.75 0.00170 0.31)376 
100.01') 24.A5049 248') 04. Q 73.76701 ~3.6Q 0.00200 O.?<ll"'~ 
126.00 17.51442 21go sa. q 51.9Rt,~S 42.4'5 0.00?20 0.?64~~ 
1<;9.00 14. 829r;9 37490~.7 44.01762 c;3.t;7 0.00?50 0.2'tlC)5 
200.00 13.60406 544167.4 40.38000 67.~8 0.0()?80 0.?2~0? 
?51.00 Cl.6nt8R 60R708. 1 28.67870 84.C:::I) 0.00300 0.2071R 
3l6.0r) 7.6339<} ?672<J9.2 22.6'5944 106.46 0.003?0 O.l9~H)3 
3QA.OO 4.~67~8 6C?l810.9 12.96~40 l34.09 0.00350 0.1977'5 
t;Ol.OO 3.7?C)92 <}3~199.3 11.07099 l69.79 o.O!'J40o 0.1.~617 
6~1.00 1 • A5408 7~R???.4 5.50334 21?.5A 0.004'50 0.17405 
794.00 1.08714 6R'3371l.2 3.?26~0 267.50 0.00'5~0 0.128~') 
1000.0() 0.6?976 6?9759.4 1.860?7 ~~b.QO 0.001)50 O.ORR4l 
1260.0') 0.~51'51 '3'58049.4 1.043'35 4?4.49 0.00750 0.0!)041, 
1e:;qo.oo 0.21417 '541437.2 0.6~'570 51'i.67 o.oo~"O o.o~tA'i 
2()00.00 0.115~4 4~1':\44.0 0.34234 '>7~.eo 0.01000 0.()0230 
2e:;1o.oo O.Of,?11 3g ?5 '53. 2 0.1B49'i A4 e:; .6? n.ot5oo -0.01662 
3160.00 0.03189 31 A34C). Q 0.0946~ 10&4.61 0.07~f)f) -0.0490" 
3QPO.OIJ 0.01441 2?820c:l. 8 0.04?76 1~40.87 0.1)31100 -0.01"04 
5010.00 O.OOn~4 1717~'5. 0 0.0?031 l6~7.A7 0.04500 -·0.0?780 
6110.00 0.00241 qc;q6Q.9 0.00715 2l2'\.A4 O.f)'-'\()0 -0.'11174 
7940.00 0.00104 657?':3. 2 0.00310 2674.9q 0.07000 -0.01677 
10000.00 o.ooo~A 67~96.4 0.00201 3369.01 0.09()00 -0.016')6 MAC~f1c;CALF =0.00?014 




TARlE XVfCONTD) ENERGY SPFf.TQUM n aTA 
RON NO. 23 AT R/ a=O . O 
' 
U= 6.16 N~'= = 6258S . 
F RFQ F(N)XlOOOO F(NIXlOOO'lXN**2 F(KlX10000 K Of lAY P I J 
).og 131.37247 ?0 81.0 128 .7QI)') t 4 . 0F, 0.001)('11 1.1)00')0 
5.01 172.706~3 ~07<).o 170. 3~01 1 5.11 0 . 00005 ('1 . 0QO ll 
6 .31 ll1.P:99fJO 44'55.4 109.70576 6.44 0 . !)0011) () . 07774 
7. Q/t 107 ·'·5 024 64';8 . A 100 .44 1~8 8 .)0 0.0!1015 o . o&-,157 
10 . 00 106 . 44';51 10644.6 104.15R3 1 10.20 0 . 000?0 (). (}l+4 79 
1?. AO 80.25018 1 416q . 4 R7 . 5003Ci l?. ~'l o. oorna O. R9qt;q 
1 ~. oo 84 . 32<t94 21319.4 8~ . 67641 16.?? 0 . 0104() O. Rr:;l'l3 
70.00 72.73540 ?C)f)94.2 71.30917 20 .4 0 0 . 1)00'50 o . ~I')4Q5 
25.10 6 5. ~(}4!13 4114?.2 64 . 07 3~1t ?.5 . 60 0 . 00060 0 .7'l6AO 
31.60 5 7.?.471 3 "7164.7 '56 . l ?4f.O ~2 . 21 O. OODBO 0.6496? 
~9.80 52.2'50'53 8?7A6 . 8 '>1.2?oOt 40.60 0.00100 0 .'5 570l 
C::O.l O 49 . 65253 l24A-?!3.2 48.67AQ1 51.10 0.0012r'l O.-'tq2'l4 
fl~.10 48.7q1 Jl5 194?~0.? 47 . ~2Ci12 64 . ~(, 0 . 00150 0 . 1t0747 
79.40 38 . 13?39 240400.1 37.3?4£-C) 80 . Q9 n .00 17'J 0 . ~~1)04 
100.00 '15.5??-76 11)t:;?37.6 14 . 6~ 7?1 10?.00 0.00?00 0 . ~0?5'5 
126.00 27.00003 42 86 52 . 4 2f- . 4706l 1 2A .c;z 0 . ()02 ;:>() fl.2C:,7f)7 
1c:;9.00 :?O .'i ~') l 0 5?0411 . 8 2 0 . PH46 162.1B 0.0021)0 o . toC:,45 
200 . 0() 1'5.05°74 6023139 . 4 14.7644 r; 204.00 O. OO?RO '1 .1 Ci7lr) 
;?C:,l . DO 7.1~0J7 4'>?~?0 . 2 7. 01 qc:: ? ?56 . 0?. 0 . 00100 0. tr.-:qq 
~16.00 6 . 6? 142 66 11 ~8 . 2 6.491'5~ ~?2 . 32 ('). 003?0 0 .1 33?0 
~9A . OIJ 3 . ?4C:,AA "14]20.4 3 .1 R?04 40') . 0fl 0 . 003'50 o .t ?noo 
501.00 .l. QC}q6q ')(! 1 q ?3. 4 1 . <)60't8 511.02 0 . 00400 0 . 10351 
631 . 01') 1.146 7') 4~ nS<f~ .q 1 .1 2421 643.62 0 .1')04'50 o . oo911 
7<14.00 o.~4R'>7 ?1Cl715~.9 0 . 34174 809 . RA 0 . 0051)() 0 . 0504R 
11101).00 0 . 212 1R 23?17 Ci.9 ().2? 1f.. ? 102(). 00 n . oof.~O 0 . 027'51 
1260.00 o.l\Cl4~ 18<l60B . 6 O.ll7()Q \?85.?0 f) .()f')7')Q o . n?qqA 
1590.0() 0 . 0?.53 " 640qR . 3 n . 024A6 162l.RO o . oo.q5o C).f"l1211 
2000 . 00 0 . 01445 C:,77Rt.9 o . Ol41A 2040.('1 () 0 . 01000 o . 0?.1'57 
2510. 00 0 . 00?.72 171!)7.5 0 . 00?67 2560 .20 0 . 01500 -0.01)22-'+ ~a(Q.OSC~tE = 0 . 001R0'5 
~TCPO~C~l F =O . OOOQ75( JNTEGRAt) 
T4PLF: XV ((rl"JT()I E"'FPr.y SPFCTPtJ~ f11\TA 
0 1.1~ "'f' . 23 AT Q./A=n . o 
' 
U= l~ . Ac; I'.JPE= 1 qoc;4~. 
FP.FD F (I\;) XlfH)I)O J= ( ~ ) X 1 fl 111) 0 XN * * / F(KJXlnOnl1 I( '1FfAV '> II 
3.Q~ 21. . 34\':t~ ~qs.~ 7? . ?.5~17 1.14 0 . ()')1)1'\l 1 . !')(')0(')') 
5.01 24.1?47() ~1)'>.5 71.~07fl'> l.foQ 0.'1')01" o. o'+C)')c-; 
6 . 31 ?~ . C\1.211 1 n '56. A 7 R . 7~3l4 , . 11 f).000tr) () . 07~1~ 7 . q4 ~1 . "i410~ }4 A4. 1 flO . 'HS?1 ".'>7 (). 1)~ ')1') () • ''I() 4 c; 0 10. 00 2'-.01700 ~t.(')1 . R 71 . 1500" 1 . 17 f).I)')!)J() 0.7~11'1 
l '- . f;"J ?1.6q"'c;n 17":0. () 7!"1 . ?o~tn 4.?4 0.11~011) o.s1~v, 
15 . 90 ?'3. 0 74A3 nnlc; . ~ 70.9~~rn c; . 3~ n.1fH)41J () . 4~11" 
70.00 2 '• • ~ :t 71)? qq 14 . q 7~ . 7??()? 1, . 74 O.'ll')"l5') !) • '• () 1 ?O ?5. 10 ?3 . 94fo00 Jl:;09f-.2 71.07724 ~ . l.h 0 . 01)!1 1.,~ 0.15aq~ 
:H.fl1 2?.1}('IOQ ? ?() 70. 1 t-o c; • n 1 oc; c; 1 0 . ()') 0 . 0')/)qr) n . ?"411 
Vl.~O lA . 06qq? ?~1:-~1 . 4 51.,1'>1,7 1~.41 ()."11l11rl " - 1174') 5('1 . 1'1 22 . r,}fl()7 11:: "7 1:5. c; 6'i . 1c;471 lh . ~q n . f')'>170 0.()')7C:l 
AJ. 10 ?O . n5 C6 7 P.??'??.~ hl . J?Cj06 ~ 1. '6 ().'10 150 n.n4245 7q.4') 16 .14746 101"'7~7 . 7 4 7. Q 14~'· ?io, . 7Ci ().11()170 O.f')'l4'.7 
100.00 ;n . • 1 c; 7 7 5 ? 3 1 c; :?7 . ') 1,0.1}~1() 1'l . f>C) O. 'lO?C)f') C) . I)?J~Q 
12fl.f'l() 2().R4i-,10 3 ~ ()'l "2 . 6 61 . ~7 f, "'• 42.'·" o.no?.?a l').l)')'i?<l l"Q . OO J O.P7747 5!"1/'l~?.~ 5Q.0f')I)O:? '5~ . 1)7 0.()02'l0 
- 0 . ~' 1 ''n 
~oo . oo 1 7. '· ~ <'" 3 (,qf, 0 ~t:;. 4 51 . ~4Qll b7.3R 0.')()7.<\') - 'l.f>?'\:?1 
?5 t. 00 14 . '- ?~~ c; q 1 c; 1 0'1 . 1+ 4"l . }?1t.b ~4.~A O.flf'l~()() 
-() . () 18"" 116.00 tO . f-27"0 101-,l]f>Q. I) 31 . 54140 t()A . 41. n . 003"0 -!l. 0 )4A? 
~o~.01 f.. "it- 714 104')7.60.7 lQ.4Q ~7R 11'· . ('Q 0 .0035') -O.f'll007 
501.00 ~.?9')3C J 57AA94.0 1~.~71 Vt lF,A . 7o 0 . !)()4()') -f) . 0 •')1,()0 
631 . "" t..4c;11 .. 0 )771207.() B.?tq'lf) ?l? . 'l~ 0. f)()/+ 51 1').01030 
704.0') ?.A?f-?6 p.,')')f, ~q. 0 7. 10Ci">'5 7n7.'50 0.0'1'>5() O . M)q 1' 
lfl00 . 00 1 • OI.A ~ (1 l94679F>.O 5 . 77P. C.. 4 ~1f> . C}C) 11 . /')f'f.ll::') -11.()()71.1 
t?f.O.O() l . f}RI.A? 17?')11'~ . 0 ~ • ? :? "t1 '• 4?4. '- 0 !).~1')7c;') -o . n:nno 
1"90. 0 0 n . c;Allo l41Q24l . O 1 . 6t-fl31 "15 . "7 0.')11~'l'1 O.Of'lf,V) 
?000 . 0 0 0.'31.170 l24A791.() o.o?C:.J"l n7~.80 0.~1')()1) -0 . 0!')1()? 
7c;1o . oo 0.144?7 90~Q 36 . 4 ~" · '·~<\?4 A~'1 . 62 11.111"!)1) -0.01'\ 9 '1 
3160. 0 () o."'7l n 711Q11 . Q 0.?113c; l0A4.1.1 O . O?t:iOO -().()06 4~ 
39°0 . (H) ('.0?850 45 15tJ?..o 0 • Oq'+i;n 1 '340 . ~H 0 . 0~'>00 - fl . 0078n 
c; !) 1 0 .('! ') l"' . ~tC:.?R 3~11)4').9 0 • () t. t:; .,,_ 1AA7 . '\7 0 . 1)1.~00 -n . OO'·"R 
t>1t{l. (ll) C. 00701 ?79CJf,l+ · 3 0.0?.08"'7 ?.1?5.A4 O. O'i')OO -') . 0()71)1') 
7Q40. 00 O. !l0117 1qqqc;;> . 7 O.OO<"l41 2 674 . qq n . o1n11o -0.()1')5')1 ~Af'':PO~r:IILE =o . oooc;o~ 




TARLF. XVtC:nNTO) ENEPGY ~PECTP.IJ,., OAT~ 
PlJ~ NO. 24 AT ~/4=0.0 
' 
fJ= n.l6 N~F= 4?447. 
FRfO FCN1Xl0000 F(N)XlOOOOXN**2 FfKJXlOOOO K f)f:t.dV Pf) 
3.9R l?q.47610 1'151.0 l ?6. Cl17~r, 4.06 n.oon01 t.nnoon 
5 .o 1 1?~.44563 1071.4 l?0.0447l 'i. ll o.ononr; O.Q917f'J 
6.~1 121. <)41<}4 4qC)t:;.3 ll<l.55?~7 n.44 O.OOf'llO n.Q'll~? 
7.CJ4 114."":\0?63 72 06.0 11?.06117 q. 1 f) O.f'\OOlc:; 0.967":\'5 
10.00 CIO.PAR24 on q~. 8 89.0°6'\(l lfl.?f) 'l.OfJ020 o.q')fJf1l 
12.b0 R?.5R<)4fl l3lll.q R0.97005 l2.R'i o.of)n3a 0. q l? ,., 
tc;.qo 79.1'>50~ ?00 11..? 77.f:.f1~0l 16.22 0. 'HV140 'l.~64l2 
20.00 77.11008 1oq44. n 7'5.'iQPll ?0.4!1 ().()005(} n.qltto~ 
25.10 7'•• \ A188 4"'73t;.3 7?.72731 2'i.J..O o.ono~n n.7t.;q"l.7 
~1.60 6Q.~4'i75 6954«=;.4 AA.2"0ll 3?.?3 o.nnoqa f) • (}Q,~C" 
~q.qo 'iP.7R?ol 0,.111.9 1)"'7.FJ1000 lt0."'0 o.o,.,tn'l 'J."'2R~~ 
t:;O.l'l 57. ?3fHY7 141A6q.l 5~. ll c; .,, .. 51.10 n.orn ?o I). 5't~ 4S 
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:H . 60 55 . 75734 55177 . 7 164. 01657 10.6') 0 . 00080 0 . 397~9 
39.~0 37. 79892 5987~ . 0 112 . l 9')Q4 13.41 0 . 0010() 0 . ~3141 
50 . 10 "\? . 479QO 815 ?4 . R 96 . 40788 16.~9 0 . 00,20 () ."1 ()66~ 
~3.10 26. P3937 1061363 . 8 79 . 66!'4') 21.?.6 o.no1r:;o n.?74tn 
70. 4 0 19. 60475 l2":l'595 . ~ 5fl.l9l44 26.75 0 . 00170 o . ?. 3~t:z 
100 . 00 19 . A5P83 l08'l~A . ? 5A . 945'><) 3~ . 69 0.007.00 0.1~q91 
126.00 l7. 6'ncn 28.0317 . o 52.41~75 4? . 45 0 . 00??0 ~.lF,9?q 
1'59.00 l4 . P~43 7 ~76?91. 7 44 . 180?4 '>3 . '57 o. on?so 0 . ~ c:>6 ?4 
200 . 00 l1 . 3'-C)A4 c:>31033.5 ~9.5c:>417 (, 7. ~8 0. 002 RO 0. 144 ?9 
.?'51 . 00 lO.P5~62 68410~ . 7 37.21090 84.'>6 o . oo~oo () . 1_ ~5 16 
31().00 f;' . ('l3374 802217 . 15 23.J3'+601 l0f- . 4A 0.00320 O. l3tlQ 
~98.00 4.Q0~~3 7 77490. 5 14 . 56<)07 134.0Q o . oo~c;o 0 . 1.351'-
'501.00 3. ? 17!2 R075 01 . 6 9.54917 !69.?0 0.00400 o.t297t 
631 . 00 2. o B472 11~'\397.0 8 . 13"'03~ 212 . "'8 0 . 1')04"0 n.t1~1R 
7Q4 . 00 2 . 04131 ~286Ql7.0 6.0')()09 26 7 . 5!) 0 . 00550 n . o~t~5 
1 ooo. no 1 . ';3939 153Q3 86 . 0 4 . '5f><)?f.. 336.QO O. t:lOf>'lf'l o . 0'5Q?9 
12f-O . OO l.C6077 1h~407.? . 0 3 .14R~O 4"4.40 o . oo7'lfl o . n4t53 
1'>90.00 O . f975~ 17,.,3498 . 0 2.0?0t:;? c;v;;.67 o. onP.c;l1 11 . (}171')1'\ 
2000.00 0 . 40~47 161~896 . 0 1 . 19760 67" . RO 0 . 010 0 0 O. f')OfJ03 
2510.00 0.14084 R873 09.4 0 . 41~0'5 84'l.6? ('l . Ol~OIJ -(l . l')lt90 
~160. 00 0 . 04057 4949~" - 7 0 . 14713 1064.61 o.o?c;oo - o.rn?SQ 
3C?AO.OO 0 . 0136~ 7151? 12 . 5 0 . 04047 1~40 . 87 o.o"~on - 0 . 0244=' 
~010 . 00 O.OO'i9ft 1501~4.~ ('1.01776 1687. 87 0 . 0 4500 -0 . 0 ? ?0~ 
6~\0 . 00 1').00?4 7 081qC).l ~.00'!33 ?125.A4 o. o e;r;oo -o.o:nc;~~ 
7 940 . 00 0.00082 5lf,?7.l 0 . 0024":l 2674 . 99 0 . 070f'IO - 0.014"6 
10000.00 0 . 0006A 6 76 79 . c; 0 . 0()201 ~l~9.0l 0 . 090()() -0.01041 
Ma.CQOSCI\l f :1') . 001454 




TARtE XVtCONTOJ ENERGY SPECTRUM nATA 
RUN NO. 25 AT R./1\=0.80, U= 7.01 NRE= 100153. 
FREQ Ff~)XlOOOO F(N)Xl0000XN**2 f(1()Xl0000 K DELAY ~u 
~.98 4~2.1)435'5 66<14. 8 471.531QJ:J 3.51 0.00001 r.ooono 
5. 01 318.~693A 79 91.1 355.19604 4.49 O.OOOO'i n.qq755 
b. '31 ?51.99707 l 00 ~3. 5 2Rl.l4674 5. 66 0.00010 0.97lq~ 
7.94 212.987f.q 134 ?7. '5 237.624"11 T.l2 0.00015 0.9?734 
10.00 lq8.16133 19816.1 221.08331 8. q6 0.0002() 0.94300 
12.60 102.0440R 162 00. '5 113.84785 11.79 0.00010 o.qlo4? 
15.QO 121.11139 3061~.7 l3'5.122Q7 14. ?'i 0.00040 o.~o~~b 
:?0.00 105.37407 42149.6 117.56305 17.93 o.oooc;o 0.8~675 
7'5.10 7P.. l T3l 3 402 49. A 87.21565 ?2.50 0.00060 0.7g912 
~1.60 6R.5?.849 684 ?9. R 76.45540 ?8.~2 0.00100 o.or716 
39. RO 4~. 37132 7f.F-,22.f) 53.966')7 '35.67 0. 'J0120 0.&1142 
50.10 37.56580 Q4J c::n. 4 4l.<l1115 44.91 0.00150 0.5 ?Q ?4 
63. 10 31.361.7'5 124868.2 34.98~91 56. Sf. 0.00200 0 • 1t- "5 R9 
1CJ.40 35. 72? f\ 1+ 22'1209.4 3Q.~~50l 71.17 0.00100 o.~4t~l 
100.00 32.F,5lq7 32~519.1 36.428BR 89.63 0.0(}3')0 n.2q011 
126.00 ?O.Q8ll4 3310q6.h 23.40810 112.04 0.004(}0 0.24885 
15<}.00 13.94176 352613.2 15.56114 142.')1 0.00450 o.z~qf.q 
200.00 9.83Q53 3935ql.l 10.97770 179.26 0.001500 0.2?417 
251.00 6.R4~70 4314 75. l 7 .6409? 7.24.98 0.006()0 0.2123<} 
'316.00 4.~6391 43 1)762. R 4.~6870 28l.24 0.00800 O.l~7B4 
~Q~.oo 2.31n1q ~ 7~4 4B. l 2.64436 356.74 0.01000 o. J. ·r3 ~4 
501.00 1.40792 352134.0 1.'5~'520 449.06 0.01200 0.10176 
!,31.00 0.8ROS1 3-::;058':3.1 O.QH2~6 C5b5.'5A 0.01~00 O.OS?Q2 
794.00 o. 3 Q3q5 ?483~3.0 0.439~2 71l.h8 o.oznoo 0.014~2 
lOtJO.OQ 0.16360 ~~ 1604.3 O.lq?5':.\ 896.~7 O. O?'i 00 -0.00'>74 
1?60.00 0.08196 130116.0 o.oql44 112<l.36 0.01000 -0.0~87~ 
t'5qo.on t1.03093 781Q~.3 0.0~4'51 l4?".l'5 0.04000 -').0~404 
2000.00 0.01535 "'1406. 1 0.01713 l7Q2.64 o.oc;oo() -0.07153 
2510.00 0.00'510 32123.4 0.0056Q 274q.76 0.06000 -0.063l'i 
~160.00 O.OOltlS 1 q4 75. Q 0.00217 28~?.~7 0.08000 -O.'l7047 
~980.00 o.oon11 Ill 77. B 0.00079 35~7.35 o.oqooo -0.06028 





TARLE XV(CONTOJ ENERGY SPECTRUM DATA 
~\JN NO. :?.5 ~T R./A=0.80, IJ: 4.62 NRF.= 66137 . 
FREO f(NJXlOOOO F(N )X10000XN**2 f(K)X10000 K DELAY ~u 
3.98 449.80371 7125.1 330.73804 5.41 o . oooot 1.0()000 
r; .o 1 348.717?9 ~74() . ~ ?'56.04199 6. Hl o . ooooc; o .q~637 
6 . 31 21.>9.4q8?9 10730 . 4 \98.160'51 8.'58 o.oooto o . q6933 
7.94 271.119S3q 14~ 60. 1 167.49521 1 o. 80 0 . 00015 0.96409 
10.00 211.92383 21192.4 1'55.82632 13.t-O 0 . 00020 0.9~43f, 
12.60 l54.t4~90 244 1?. "'1 113.34476 17.14 0 . 00030 o .q ':\251 
1s.qo 139.13773 3 r; 1 7'5. 4 107. 30 713 21 . f-2 0 . 00040 O. <J054S 
20.01) l\3.19484 4'5?77.9 8~.7~14q 27.7.0 0.000'50 O. P.761q 
?'5.10 ql.54279 5 76 7'?. R 67 . 310H4 34. 14 0 . 00060 O.SFt370 
31.60 73.91&.;R2 T~~oq. 3 '54.34CJRS 42.9R 0 . 00100 () . 72146 
3o.FtO 48.8'>630 774 Cfl . l 1~ .91109 54 .13 0 . 001?0 0 . 670~5 
'50.10 38 . 69464 q7123. q 2A.451<n 68.14 0.00150 0.'50745 
63.10 ~2.09729 1777713.9 ?3.597?6 8 5 . R? o. 00.7 0() 1) .4~163 
79.40 27. Rb0"0 17')~43.1 20.4~t;72 107.98 o.oo~oo () . 37516 
100.00 29.39~07 291960.7 21.61 475 t':\6.00 0 . 003'50 0.':\52?'5 
126.00 23 . R 7164 3790 l7. 9 17.~'1414 171.36 0 . 00400 0 .32367 
1'59 . 00 l4.P.7.71'l 37 48 44. "\ l0.9022q 216 . 24 0 . 004')0 o . ?q\97 
200.0') 9. 7 ~49'5 ':\P9~QA.l 7.15805 272.00 o.oo~oo o . 21)4 lq 
251.00 '5.09412 320934.() 3.745(,8 341.36 0.00600 0.247?9 
316.00 3.3 94 00 338911.3 ? .49559 429.76 O. OOBOO r.>.?l2~3 
39R.f)0 1.6"\ 791 25~659.3 1. 20067 '541.?8 O. Ol OIJCJ 0 .1 '171:\~ 
')01.00 0.90796 ??7897.A 0.66761 6Al.~fl 0.01?.00 o. l()B7!> 
f-31 . 00 0 . '>4260 21'-041 • .., 0.39897 85~.16 ().01500 o . o5b~,., 
794.00 0 . 700~1 126282 . 5 0 .14729 107q.A4 0.07000 O. OfJ?.O'i 
tooo.oo O.Ofl'50P ~50 8f). 3 0.04785 13~0.00 0 . 02500 -().011343 
12f.O. OO 0.074~2 3R~05 . 3 O.Ot7R8 1713.f.-O o . o3oCJo -0. ()~419 
15C)O.OO 0 . 01012 25'5 1q . 5 0.00744 216~.40 0.04000 -o.o ·r3~F-, 
2000.00 0 . 00712 ?841,7.7 0 . 00523 7720.00 0 . 0'5000 - O.OA026 
?510.00 0.00l65 10371.8 0.00121 341'3.60 0.060()0 -0 . 0~05'3 
3160.00 0.00137 13641.7 0.00100 4297.60 0.08000 -0.06879 
























'50 l. 00 
631.00 
794.00 
l ooo. 00 
1260.00 
TARLE XVtCONTOJ ENERGY SPECTRUM OAT~ 
RUN NO. 25 AT R/A=O.BO, U= 3.03 































2 32 21. q 




8077'+· ~ QOl 31.3 
11871 ~- 6 
1357 ~8. 8 




2754 oo. 'i 
21 '5~ 1'>. q 
2138 98.1 
131 q 47.1 
89777.1 
816 .t;Q. 0 
269?.0.<l 
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TABLE WVfCONTDJ ENERGY SPFCT~U~ OATA 
RtJN NO. 75 AT Rl A=O.O 
' 
U= 7.0t "'RF: 100153. 
FREQ F( Nl Xl 0000 F C N l X 10 OOOXN**2 FtK)VlOOOO I( Of-li\Y PlJ 
3.98 181.16?44 2872.9 20 2. ~412~ ~~.57 O.OOO'll t.nnnoo 
5.01 1A2.QR073 4Qq(}.fl lgl.A1375 4.4Q o.oooo~ (). QC)J ?0 
6. '::\ t lCSO.Q727S 1,0 ll. 1 l6R.41679 'i.61, 0.'10010 n.qq·~oQ 
7.c:l4 127.f,0207. R044. c:; l4?.3h?.l~ 7.12 n.OOOl') O.Qq"'75 
10.00 142.40961 142 41. 0 15A.~92~8 ~.q6 n. tJ('H)20 f).OJ,f74 
12.60 120.s;l6'i~ l 0} ~6.4 1"34.4194') 11. 2q 0.00030 () • q "j 4 i! '• 
1.5.90 112.7?101 zq~ 10." 1?5.20197 14.2!> 0.00040 0.90~31 
20.00 106.03960 47415.R 11A. 3'l~'\6 17.9'3 O.OOO'lO n.~l:l4'>"l 
25.10 93.~7?05 ';9203.':\ 104.84 210 7.?.~0 O.OOf)flO o.A"44'l 
31.60 R7.37823 A2?')9.5 9l.CJ071A ?.H.32 0.00100 n.fl~~4r; 
39.RO 57.46473 Ol02'i.6 64.11131 '35.67 n.Qotzn 0.637~1 
50.1() ')I)~Q27~5 140378.6 67.396R7 44.C)1 O.OOl'>Cl O.'>'>:?Rtl 
6 3. 11) 50.71028 znt9fJR.4 56.57hll 56.'3n n.on?.oo ') • It ?It 71 
7C).4'l 35.q5450 ?2h6A9.Q 40.11':\'t'l 71.17 0.00300 'J.?Q4q9 
100.00 3l."4'i40 31 A4 '>4. 0 ~5. 30 '>92 8Q.n~ 0.01)3"0 0.7~63g 
1?6.00 22.01523 34Q5l~.R 24.561AO lll.Q4 0.0040(} o.?tnoq 
l'5Q.OO 15.12953 3R2 1t H9. 6 l6.87q'>l 142.51 0.004';0 n. 1 ~ ·3 'iCJ 
700.00 10.47QJ3Cj 4 JCl I 94.0 ll.F,C)?OQ t7q.?6 O.OIJSOO O.l2~~'i 
7'5 1.00 6.ft99l8 47 70 55. 1 7.47410 274.98 O.OOt,OO O.OQQ?~ 
316.00 4.()Qf.l9 40902<l.3 4.'i7t)f1l 2RJ.24 O.Of)~OO n.n"q21 
~<iP.OO 2.07RQ4 120312.4 ?.~1942 3'.)6.74- 0.01000 0.0494q 
'501.00 1.34?30 33oCJl7.8 l. 497~6 449.f'b 0.01200 O.Ol2ltJ 
6~1.00 O.Q6')')q ':J8441]0.4 1. 0772H 565.58 O.Ol'iOfJ -O.Ol'.>tJ3 
7Q4.0() 0.40769 2r;7022.0 0.45485 7ll.f)8 0.02000 -'1.04107 
1000.00 0 .l 77 29 1722 91.4 0.19272 8<)6.~? o.ozs;oo -fl.041AO 
17~0.00 o. 06 7 01 l Oh3 91.8 0.07477 ll2q.36 o.o-"noo -() .n ":\79'+ tsqo.no o.oz~qo f. 799q.o O.OlOOl 14?5.15 0.(}4000 -0.04/7':, 
2000.00 0.01724 6~95'·'• 0.019?'3 l1Q2.64 o.oc;non -O.fl41Rl 
?510.00 0. 0 O'i 1? 122 B~. ~ 0.00517 ~249.76 0.06000 -o.o1qr;~ 
~160.00 0.00358 357 38. ~ o.003QQ ~~32.37 o.o~ooo -o.o-~o~~ 
MACRnSCAl F =0.002631 
MfCROSCAt E =0.00106l(INTFG~Al) 
TARLE XVfCONTOJ ENEPt,Y SPECTRlJ"1 IJ4TA 
RUN "lO. ~5 AT R/A=O.O , tJ= 4.b2 NRE= 1,6137. 
FREO FINJXIOOOO FtNlX IOOOOX~**2 F(I()XlOOOO K OEL~Y R!J 
3. 98 710.80724 l~ 3Q. 3 ts'>.ooc;zq 'i.4t O.IJOr)Ol 1.00000 
5.01 192. 144 73 'tR~2.8 141. 7R287 A.8l o.nnon5 O.Q9777 
6.31 171.18(}5? 6R 1t0. 0 llb.~l5Pl A.'iA 0.00010 O.Q'l4qQ 
7.94 17?.79'57Q l '18 93. 7 127.0~'571 f0.80 0.00011) n.qs:p;~7 
10.00 188.67Rl~ 1R~~7.P 13~. 733Q7. 13.60 o. noo zo o.o7~44 
12.60 144 .47~68 229~6.6 10~.2~0"2 1"1.14 O.PJOOJIJ 0.94A~H 
15.(')0 128.?7567 324 '?9. 4 q4.320~4 2t.f>?. 0.'10040 n.ql7'"'5 
20.00 106.865Q} 477 46.4 7R.'577R7 27.70 O.fl'J()50 o.qqn:?~ 
25.10 81.q749l ~ 2f3 42.0 61.67270 ~4.14 n.tJ0060 1).~.,~~1 
~1. bO w~.&'i720 ~l51b.n 61.512"2 47.9~ o.notoo 0.714~9 
39.RO 53.14253 A417Q.13 39.07539 54.l3 0.001?0 '1.~~744 
50.10 75. 3764A lqq1q5.h '.55.4?3P 7 6J:l.J4 tJ.flfJJSO O.'>HR17 
f--?.10 43.q4930 174q ~8.<} 32.3l')l.f, R5.B2 o.nnloa 'l.4A0':'1 
79.40 22.f>19'>0 l4?C}7Q.b t.6.67fll0 10·T.Qf3 0.(}030fl o. ~?"ih4 
100.00 3?.q0Q7} 3280q7.1 24.12477 116.00 0.(}01')0 0.2~72H 
176.0!) 2l.~qqQ3 "33Q745.3 l'i.731)24 1"11. "36 0. 00400 O.'?'>':lqq 
1'5Q.OO 1Ci.07214 3R l 0 3A • A l1.0SJ~4& 716.24 f). 001+ 50 O. 2"33H2 
200.00 10.74160 4?9664.1 7.~Qq?4 27~.00 n.oo~oo O.IQQOf:, 
?51.00 6.17456 ":\R90 03. ~ 4.5401? 341. ?~ o.oo~oo 0. 1.. 2Q4F, 
316.00 3. r;q4 r; 7 35'393Q.A 2. f,4 ~() 7 42!). 76 O.OOROO O.f1"Q5') 
3QA.OO 1.6?757 ?57~1~.0 l.lQ674 'i'• 1. 7 B 0.0100(} 0.04~ql 
C\0}.00 1.:?8258 321q27.~ 0.94307 b~l.3fl 0.01200 n. n' .. ~" R r 
6~1.00 0.7~537 31 ?70?. 2 0.5774~ 85~.1& 0.01500 0.007~4 
704.0fJ 0.20177 127204.8 O.l4R1n ]079.84 0.02000 -n.nt474 
1000.00 o.n7on? 700 20.4 O.OS149 1360.00 0.0?'500 -0.0'":\104 
1?60.00 0 .o 2'3 24 448 ?q. 2 0.0?076 l711.h0 0.03000 -n.n4H~'i 
I«;QO.OO O.f'l40? ~ '544~. 5 0.0107\l 7.lh2.40 0.04fHH) 
-n. o~9'5'+ 
200f). 00 0.00779 31141.2 0.0057.7 2 7~0.00 0.05()()0 -£1.()629-7 
2510.00 0.00335 211 OQ. q 0.0024~ 3413.60 0.06000 -f1.049qr; 
M~CROS Cl\t E =O .no 3n ·3'J 








12.60 2 00.4 ~<H~7 




















TA~LE XV(CONTO) ENE~GY SPECTRU~ OATA 
25 AT Q/ A=O. 0 ~ U= 3.03 NRF= 43729. 
FINJXlOOOOXN**~ F(K)XlOOOO K OELAY QtJ 
54 57.7 166. t 5240 R.25 o.oooot l • 00() Or) 
9335." 179.36018 10.39 0.0000') 1.0173? 
<.Jl\2.1 llO. 36 243 13.0~ 0.0(}010 1.0?11\ 
l 1\910. 4 129.8llh9 16.46 0.0001'5 l.'l?94l 
25044. q 170.77548 20.74 0 .ooo 2!l l.O?flH2 
3l821.R 96.6')q74 26.13 0.0003() l.Ol~')6 
41t oc;. 4 ~l.?2401 32.q7 0.00040 O.QQ7~'> 
'lh312.1 67.R~9'l7 41.47 O.OOIJ'l() 0.9 770'+ 
6J33 56.1 '>?.373~R 52.05 O.fJO'lhO O.'-J'>467 Q4C) 71.8 4~.86798 1,';.'53 0. f')f}l 00 O.B';h()~ 
10~4'>3.4 31. 494q5 R2.53 0.0012'1 n.~041? 
1251 ~o.' 24.04o54 101.89 0.1)0150 o."T270"l 
155376.6 18.818"6 llfJ.~5 n.oozoo O.f>?7R1 
1631 44.4 l2.4793q lb4.611) 0.00300 0.51611 
2474 56.~ ll.I'Q270 207.~7 0.00".\50 t_l • t.59Aq 
2590 50. l 7.'36A73 26l.?.A o. 00400 0.41)64~ 
287Jll.A 5.4R0'>3 32q.71 0. ()04 1)1) 0.31270 
'31'+152.9 1.78741 414. 7~ O.OO'lOO 0. ~., ':\4f) 
244q40.6 1.8(4~9 'l?0.49 0.110~0(} 0.310()~ 
170Aq7.1 0.8253? 655.78 o.oo~oo o. ?1971 
10 1t8 ?4. 3 o.~1°12 R2~.32 0.01000 (\. l :i'•40 qooc:n .':l O.l730Q lOlA.Ql 0.01200 n. fP3'>"4 
41\099.7 0.055Rl 13f)R.4~ 0.01~00 11.0 ~ 1 Q') 
346 ~7. 7 o.nz6c;2 164b.49 0.07000 -ll.02R23 
1 44 71.6 0.006~8 ~073.66 o.o~~oo -0.0676l 






TAP.lf XVfOJNTf) ) ENF.PGV SPF.CTRUM DATA 
PUN Nn . 26 ft.T R/1\=0 .0 , U= 6 .11> NRE= 6Rl46 . 
FRfO FfNlXl'10'>0 F(N}XlOOOOX~**~ FtK)XlOOOO K DEL!IY RU 
3 .oq 2R0.340132 4440.7 774.8437'> 4. ()() 0.01)00 1 l. ~)000!) 
5.0 1 77l . 069Q7 6P. 26 . 5 ~66.63?21 I) . 11 O.Grt0115 0 . 9879~ 
6 . 31 24fl . l9l06 9B qz. o 243 . 3? 455 6.44 o.oooto o.97?9o 7.04 ?40.141'52 1 51 ~9 . 5 2~'i.434~1 ~.10 0 . 00015 o.q5R Vt 
10.0() ~?3 . 42674 /~342.7 21 (). (14 C) 8~ 10.20 0.000?0 ().04144 
1 '- . 60 172.70497 7..,41~.6 l6<).1lR60 l?.R'} 0 . 000'30 0.9092? 
15.9') 138.6f:1~79 35t')A~.9 13'5.97721 16.?2 0.0004') o.~A72'l 
20.00 1 no. 1 14 7CJ 4~A4S . 9 106.07'527 ?r).40 o . oooc:;o o . q?61? 
25 . 10 R4 . F-7491 c;:346 . 0 83.0lt.F.?. 25 . 60 O.OOOAO 0 .7A9A9 
1l.AO 74 . 2?R?O 74121 . ? 72. 7727'• ~2 . ?3 O.OOORO ().7~~70 
39.00 47.65R4<"l 75492.9 46.72l9~ 40.AO 0.011100 0 . 6Q?.BR 
50.1G 44.771~9 1121?6.() 41 . ~Q351 51 .1 0 0.00120 0.6 33'}5 
63 . 10 3fl . 09574 1')5/fl'5.7 3R .~~lll 64 . 16 O.Cl0l50 0.'550qA 
79.4() ?6.t.A764 166qH."• 2'> . 94B6'5 p. o . 99 o.nnt70 0.'5?1•lq 
100 . 00 27.37411 2717 41. 1 26.R37:l.6 102 . 00 0.00200 ').'+747'5 
126.00 1~.'3075fl /6~074.4 lf> . l~~CO t~q.c;z o.no22'1 f).4"''l7'l 
!'>9.0') l?.7660A 3?27~~-6 l? . 'l)'574 16?.18 0 . 00:?50 0 . 4?.840 
?OO . OC> 9 . A9?.A2 39'l712.<\ 9.f-<)8R4 ?04.r'IO O . f)')~AO n. 4rnoc:; 
25t.fl0 c;.ot.o..,h ~?4273 . A 5 . ~,4~7 251:> . 0? o.oo-:~.oo O.~A~O? 
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159.00 11.69~7~ 2Q'3755.4 34.7?4"? '51 . 57 0 .002'5() 1') . 1fll64 
200 . 00 11 . 778?3 4 71 t 29.3 14.960'51 67.1~ 1).002~0 0 . ~324? 
2':' 1. 00 ~-. . ~2918 4~()2415.3 7.0 . ?7058 R4 . 15'> o . no1oo I'J . 311?C) 
11A.OO 4.6016B 4&:\9704. 9 11.6647~ 106 . 46 o. nr:n:?o 1).10')f-C) 
3Q8.00 ?. . 23031 3'5 3? 90.7 ':- . ~?.009 1"34.09 0 . ()0~~() 0.2923'5 
501.00 l . A<)23Q 474990 . 9 '5 . 61704 l6R . 79 1) . 00400 n . ~7c;l)q 
6~1 . 00 1 . 05104 4184 R4 . t 3 . llq74 2l2.5R 0.004'51) 0 . 2 '57'5R 
7CJ4 . 00 0.6<?5A3 4"3136 76.1 2 . 0~5'38 2~7 . ~0 o . oOI5150 0.19781 
1000.00 0.5l01A 5101cn . 2 1.'>14?4 3~(,.C)I) 0 . 001,'50 O . l~7l? 
1~60.00 0 . ~6730 c:;~ :H26 . 2 J.Oqf)23 4?.4.4Q 0.'11171)!1 0 . 09'54? 
1"<10.00 0 . ?'55~3 1,46757.0 0.75935 535.67 O.OOSl5() 0.057'51 
?000 . 00 0.151~9 f-10?'57().6 0 . 4150~'1 ~73 . RI) (' . ()l')f)f) ').()1274 
?CllO . OO 0.06400 4031~7 . 7 0.1R091, P.'• 5. 6? 0 . 11~_ &:\01') -n . f\?()1,~, 
3160 . 00 0.0~49~ 34Q246. 15 0.10~"1 l0f>4 . ,1 0 . 02'l00 - 0.0Rr')7t 3qAo.oo 0.0120q 1 CJt c; 40. 1 ().03'58<) 1340.A7 o. o":lc;oo -'l.()I)7~CJ 
')()10 . 00 0 .')1)6 26 1')7051.9 0 . 1)1A"7 tMn . 87 () . 04'i00 -0 . 1')4~17 
6~10. 00 o.oo29P 119768. 7 O.f)O~~~ 2125 . R4 0.()'5'5()0 - 0 . 042qq 
7Q4Q . OO 0 . 00110 f,QO'i~ . 5 0.00~?5 ?.674 . 9() 0 . 07000 -1) . 01677 





TA~LE XVI. !'KnRAR I LITY OEI'!S rT Y I=LJ JC TJ O'I.IS FflR FULLY DfVfLOPF.O F L O\-/ 
0 . 02 "' .... PEO WS R r ~! ~f··~Z ENE ~!'. (=24?000 P/6= 0 . 00 
X ~ (X) X F ( X l )( F ( X ) 
0 . 0?. 1 0.4214 - 1 . 8(· 2 0.0697 1. 05 1 0 . 7147 
- Cl . OR I 0 . 40?.4 - ?. . 0?4 0 . 0 '. 04 1 . 21'5 O. l HS l 
- 0 . 743 o. 3<) 17 
- 2 . l tl-6 0 . o 342 1 . 3 77 0 . 154'> 
- 0 . 4()'5 0 . 1707 - ~ . 34~ 0.!1?.03 l • 53 '~ o. 12n 1 
- () . '11) 7 1) . 3'517 
-2 . '510 0 . 0 12 7 1 . 7 0 1 0 . 095 1 
- 0 . 7 ?q 0 . 1 11 7 - ;:> . 6 72 0 . oou, 1 . H6?. 0.0~37 
-:1 . "C\Q l o. rHn - 2 . 8 34 0 . '1 05 1 ?.024 0 . 063 4 
-1. !1'52 0 . ?4~ 4 0 . 2 -'tl o. 36 7f> 2.1 H6 0 .0494 
- 1. 1 14 1) . ?110 0 . 40"> 0 . 3371 2 . 3 1t 8 0 . 0380 
-l.37h 0 . 1648 0 .">6 7 0 .~029 2 . 510 0 . 07.66 -1. 51~ 0 . 1 ~6 3 0 . 729 0 . 2757 2 . 6 72 0 . 0201 
-1 . 7 0() o . ogoo 0 . 139 1 0.2535 
SKFwNcss FACTOP = o . l2n FLA Tt~ESS FACTOR = 2 . 740 
o. 008 % PIP I N TOLIIFI'lE !--'0F =22 2000 R/ l\ = 0 .7 0 
X F ( X ) X f (X) X F ( X ) 0 . 049 11. ft ?') 3 
- l. R44 0 . 0 791 1.1~0 0 . 2248 -o . o~n 0 . 3f 14 - 1. 979 0 . 0637 1.26'> 0 .1 97 7 
- 0 . 22? 0 . 3fll4 
- 2 . 11 5 0 . 0'5R<i 1. 401 O. J62R 
- 0 . ""\')7 0 . 1f>~q - ~ . 7 ')0 0 . 0403 1 . 536 0 .1 3 18 
- 0 . 49?. C. l14B - ? . 1115 O. OJ2f> 1. n 71 0 .1 0 70 
- O. h?1 () .,021 - ? . 5?0 0 . 0;:>4q 1. 606 0 . 08 14 
- 0 . 7 td 0 . 291-'1 - 2 . 6')5 0 . 0 1~ 5 1. 942 0 . 0620 -Q . RO~ 0 . 25CH o . tf3t. 0 . 3P. l4 2 . C77 0 . 054 3 
-1. 033 0 . 224(! 0 . 310 0 . 3Al'-t 2 . 2 12 0 . 0388 
-1 • lf, '3 O .lG'13 c . 4")1. o . "\449 2 . 34 7 0 . 024 q 
-1. 30 ~ 0 .1705 0 . 5 ~0 o . -~255 2 .482 0 . 0171 
-l. '~ 1Q o . l'• 34 0 .725 0 . 300 7 2 . 618 0 .0093 
- 1.') 7 4 0 .1 147 0 . ~60 0 . ?.3 14 
- l . 701 0 .1 023 0 . 99'i 0 . 25 " 8 
SKEW"Jr<;<; ~Acrr;q = -o . o 7'• FL..I\TNESS F-=1\CTOR = 2.674 
TA P IJ XV J( ':I 1 ~. TO ). r>r• :1'\ fi PJI l TV nf!;S ITY F IJI'.C TfO~S Frt: F UllY DFVf !f"!:l f.D Fl(H/ 
0.07. ~ PF O WS D ' '! I' F- r-: ? Ft..t F "ll.{f ~1?7 ~0n l' /1\=().0 () 
'( 
n . 01·J 
- I) • t 7 1> 
- •) . \ :11 
- q . c:., :~ T 
- n . T·l ~ 
- O . t>'1 ~ 
-1. 1:1 4 
- 1 • '• I 'I 
-1. ~ J L, 
-\. OJ ""l 
r ( ) ) 
0 • ' • <;<I ., 
0 . -~,.11, H 
n. ·i A 7 ,-, 
n . ·:n1 1 
o . ?(- 7 '-1 
() . ??) (, 
0 .17' 1 3 
0 • l 1• r, f) 
o . I I '{ l 
n . n 74'> 
- fl . 0 6:) 
X 
- ? . r)? 7 
- ? .?~3 
- ? .41 q 
- ., • f:, '• ~ 
- z . n<:.('l 
n. 1.1 (, 
') .4~ 7 
0. f .lt H 
o . ~c; J 
l.Q') q 
F C Y. ) 
0 • i.) c, c;4 
o . 04 ·n 
0 . 11.17 
n . o l r>l 
0 . 0 l 0 \ 
o. ~"> 7o 
0 • .;') 7 ') 
0 . 1 ?41 
0.? 74~ 
o .r>?t.. 
F LI\ T ~FSS F~CTnR = 
1 !. hl O I OLC:H f- I '! Tll lli ("'!F 'P f =47';0 0 C> /~= 0 .70 
'( 
\) • . :., r, 
- {' • () \ > 
- ) . ).' 'l 
- n • ..., > 1, 
- ' ) . J l .~. 
- • 1 . ' . 'I 
- ,, • .. I J 
- , ) . I ( '• 
- . l . ' I '· 
- • . ; l l 
- .... . : ,, •t 
- l . 1 ~ ' · 
- I.\ l \ 
- I • ' 1 I 
- l • ) ) 
- 1 • \ : -.. 
- ! • • ; ~ 
- I . , ; ' 
- 1 • ..• 
r ~:t l 
r. • '• I '· q () . 1,..,(, <"; 
;) • 4 ll'• 
l) .1 <.l f '! 
() . ~ 7 ·{ '• 
() • '">I. :' 
o . \ <", / , 2 
n . ~ 11, 
') • • I , ., 
.) 0 ."l I -~ 
n . -' " q 1 
() . ... '· ? .. 
'l . ' ~ (1 ' 
f1 . } · l.._ .; 
- ~ • 1 7 ., ., 
n . I • ·' 1 
, l • l ' r, ..., 
) . 1 .1 1 \ 
.) • I • l ·· ! 
' • 1 ') 7 
)( 
-J • ] O C:, 
-l. ~o , 
-J. <).lf) 
- 7 . 0 77 
- 7 . I 7 "> 
- "l. "Ji? 
- 2 • . HI 
- ? • '· , , 7 
I ) o ) f.. '\ 
'Ll'- 1 
:1 . V 'd 
• ) . ... r::, " 
n . ~ r, \ 
') • I <;. I) 
f) . 1'· 0 
-= . ~ 4 " 
t1 .'l4'\ 
1 • 1  .. ..... 
l.l\7 
C'{ '< I 
0 • . ) •"1 '. f, 
( l . 0 ~ \) l 
n . o"''l 7 
O. O'l l4 
•1 . ~p g ~ 
("I • r) 'I 4 
P , l"''• l 
1) . 0 1"'· 
0 • 3 c; I.. 1l 
:) • 1 ·{ "1 I 
' ). ~ 10~ 
n ., ) .., ~ 
0 , '\} ' i l 
'1 . \ •' " I 
r . ~ . l l '• 
() • ,' £. " · \ 
1"1 • ') ' • 1 ., 
t) • > " ~ 1., 
r. .) •J-10 
X 
1.265 
1. 4 71 
l. t-. 7 1-. 
l. ~R2 
2. 0 1-i ~ 
? • ~ '14 
J. • 4 •) C~ 
2. 7 C t:; 
? • 411 
2 • a 7A 
y 
1 • ? J"i 
1. ·n~ 
1.4 3J 
l.C.. ? 7 
l. f ? '"· 
1. n '? 
l. ~· t ·J 
1 • 0 1 ! 
l. ~ 1 '· 
J . 1 I J 
-. )nu 
, . ~ 
?. ~'1 7 
? • 4 1 '· 
?.')0 1 
J .<; <:f ') 
; .~-. qt-, 
2 .144 
r D ) 
O. lql) 
n .t1 r, () 
0 .1 0'> 7 
0 . 1)1. s 5 
(J .I) r; 0 4 
o. o ~ ·J ? 
o . n 1 ~ 1 
0 .0 1') 1 
o. ccso 
f {X) 
0 .17 ~"·1 
n.! t,lc; 
, ).JI, ~() 
0 .11\f) 
11 .1 ()~ ') 
:1.\()l<'l 
O .l)n ]l 
" . 0 7';? 
(). (\', 7 4 
n . o 'li4 
O. fl 41 ? 
{) . ,1 1~"4 
') . O.J6 7 
1) . 1))1., ] 
n. ~ ?41 
t) • r. 1 '• ;.., 
O . ()J~1 
TABLE )(Vl (C:CNTl:'l. PQUPAPTLITY OfNSITY FUNCTIONS FnR FULLY OEVELOPfO FLOw 
0.20 % PF. 0 crAG ! ~·J P.rNZf:NE f\!P£=102000 ~/A=O.OO 
Y. F (X) X ~ (X J X F(X) 
0.037 0.4'272 -2.074 0.0')25 1. 260 o.rnq7 
-0.144 0. 40 ?7 -2.249 0.()'),1q 1. 435 0.1433 
-0.11~ 0.38?'3 -2.42') 0.0745 1.611 o.Iln7 
-0. 1t!J'1 0. "34 ~0 -?.nCO 0.0175 I. 786 0.0829 
-O.A70 0.3035 -2.776 0.0117 1.962 0.0642 
-n. ?.'-t 6 0.?10/ -~.gl)l 0.0070 7.111 0.0467 
-].(121 . o. ?235 0 .. 207 0.3822 2.313 0.0245 
-1.1Y7 O.lPS7 0.1:-)3 0.3572 2.4R8 0.0187 
-1.372 0.,')17 o.ssg. 0.3326 l.664 0.0105 
-1.548 0. 1? 26 0.733 0.2q65 2.839 o.oozq 
-1.7?"3 o.~CJ4S o.goq 0.2714 
-\..P,<)~ 0.0&71 1.084 0.22')3 
S K f \-i t>.J E S S ft<,CTOR = -0.067 FL.~TNESS FACTOR = 2. 81 1+ 
0.40 % PEO 1·JS P n·: BFNZ f'\JE \1~1:=83900 D../A=0.70 
X F(X) X F(X) X F(X) 
0.02() 0. ·'t 2 31 -2.115 0.0400 1. 2 06 0.1q13 
-0.?17 0."3865 -2.3')2 0.02<"16 1.443 0.14')4 
-o. t, s s Q. 14 ~') -2.590 0.0148 1.681 0.09'34 
-().69~ 0.3143 -2.827 0.0096 l.ql8 0.0679 
-0.92'1 0.7"~8 -3.f).L,4 0.0017 2.155 0.041g 
-1. 166 O.lg9'~ 0.?57 0.1706 2. 39? 0.0226 
-1.401 n. t '}9 3 0.4q4 0.3448 2.630 0.013q 
-1 • 6 It] 0.1071 0.7'32 0.2986 2. H6 7 0.0070 
-1.878 O.Oh75 o.q69 0.2473 3.104 0.0017 
SKEWNFSS ~ ~CT nR = 0.008 FL.!\ TN F SS F.ACTOR = 2.855 
TAt3LF X V I f C r ''-1 T 0 ) • r>P0!1AEILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS FO~ ~ULLY OEVELOPEO FLOW 
1 ~ Al 0 I OLE AT r- I '' T!1LIJ[r~E '!~ F= 13 500 P/J\=0.00 
X F {X) X F (X l X FfX) 
0. Ott 0 f). 4 39 6 -2.?5n 0.0316 1.380 0.1527 
-0. 1 51 0. 1-t0l7 -?.448 O.Ol9S 1.572 0.1158 
-0. ~~42 0.3h1R -2.~3g 0.0130 l. 76 3 o.otl.l1 
-0.5~4 0.317R -2.831 0.00<)7 1.954 0.0650 
-0.72S 0.3075 - -~. 02 2 0.00'>4 2.146 0. 04lt 4 
-').Ql7 0.2555 - ~. /14 0.0011 2.337 0. 0 28 l 
-1. lOR 0.2111 0.232 0.3800 2.529 ().0173 
-l.?9<1 0.17~2 0.4?~ 0.~5'51 2. 17 0 O.Ollq 
-1.491 0. l28f! 0.61'5 0.3?4H 2.911 0.0065 
-1.6:12 0 .QQ<3'j 0.80h 0.2HRO 3. I 0] 0.0011 
-l.S74 0.0715 0.097 0.2193 
-2.0A5 0. 0'tR7 1.139 0.19?2 
SKEHN!::SS FACTnR = -a. ooq ~lATNESS F.J\.C TOR = 2.911 
1 % AL fH OL fATE I~! TOLUENF: f\IR£==47500 P/l\=0.00 
X F(X) X f ( X) X f(X) 
G.O~? 0.4142 -~.074 o.o4qR l.lq6 0. 1 g S4 
-0.112 0.4099 -2. 2 3R 0.0351 1.360 0.1571 
- J. 2 76 ().3g4 1-t -2.401 0.0217 1.523 o.J?go 
-0.4 "),g 0.~1)63 -2.5f>5 0.0153 l.6R7 0.0971 
-().(,f) 1 0.3?46 -2.728 0.0l2R l.R50 0.0766 
-o.7A~ ().?,gc;q -?..R92 0.0077 2.0]4 0.0575 
-n. r} 30 n.?l)~4 -3.055 0.0013 2.177 0.0421 
-l.OQl 0 .. 2lq4 0.715 0.~857 2.341 0.0?.68 
-1.257 0.1788 0.379 0.3601 2. 50'+ 0.0217 
-l.lt-?0 G.l't8l 0.542 o.33oe 2.6bR 0.0153 
-1.5q4 1.1137 0.706 0.2988 2. 831 0.0077 
-1. 74 7 o.og31 o.R69 0.2618 2.995 0.0026 
-1.911 0. 0(~64 1.031 0.2273 
SI(EWNfS~ F'\CTni~ = 0.014 FLATNESS FACTOR = 2. 867 
TABLE XVIICr:'~Tn). ">~r,?t~PlL1TY ')~~!SITY fiJ\JCTIO~~S fOP fUllY f)f:VELODFf) FlQ',o/ 
y c t X l X ~ ( )() )( f=(Xl 
0.0.?1 0 • •'t 1• 1 1+ -2.170. 0.047'1 l • '• ~f) 0.1371 
-0 • . ) 2 -~ f). 1~, )4 -7.41~ O.OlAO 1. 7/4 n.ntJ:)') 
-0.4hf J. "\~Gf) -?.6')t... 0.')117 l. qfl 7 0.0617 
-0.71'1 0.~15') -2.<1()1 0.·10'>1 2.210 0.0304 
-O.QS) o.:.:>,tqs :). ?f.4 O.l771 ?.454 O.O?C,1 
-1.\ih () • \ qo·~ ().')()1 0. "',_At) ?..6q7 O.Ol"l,7 
- 1. 4 4:1 G. l?-~A t). 7r:,0 0.27'1" ? • 940 0.0051 
- 1 • () q ~ f) • Q CV'flt 0.(}04 0.21?1 
-l.g~" 0.::1720 1.237 O.l8Sl 
S K F !tJ 'J F <; S F t~f.TOQ = ().04? !=L,,T~fSS FAf.TnR = ?.R6q 
0.40 t oc: n ..... ,, ~-~s R P·J tj F~·ll ENE ·v~ r:= 142 000 0 /1\=r).Q() 
X ~ (X } X r t x 1 X f (X) 
() • r) r:, I) I").).?(.,? 
-l.<J29 0.01)~4 l. l? f, 0.?2?1 
-f).()';b 0. y~ 7') __ .,.OR? 0.05?4 1. 2 79 0.1931 
-'J.?4'l 0.17t:,l -2.235 0.0303 1.4~1 0.1'111 
-n.4o., ('l • .., I,()(} -?.~R8 0.0??1 1.5R4 0.12?.1 
-o.c;,c;'5 0.31/:'l -2.540 0.0179 1.737 0.0979 
-f:.707 o.~l?l -2.6<)1 o.ooq7 l.f\<)0 0.0701 
- (). ~~ ~. Q 0.2'~1'- -? • .346 0.0014 ?.ot...z 0. 0'5 21-t 
-1.013 0.2510 0.209 0.31-;69 2.19'> 0.04"3 
-1.166 8. 21 ?4 0. "l,h2 0.33fJ1 2.34H 0.024~ 
-1.11'3 1. F~l7 o.St'J 0.137t1 7.501 0.0152 
-1.'•71 0.14?1 o. 66 7 0.31)89 ?.653 0.0124 
- l. I) 2 1+ 0. 11 ss: o.q~o 0.?910 2.AOh O.OOoCJ 
-1.777 0.0841 O.Q73 0.24R3 
SK F ',ooit-..!ESS F.'\(T(lD = 0 .o ?1 FLATNFSS FAC TPR = 2.651 ~ 
0 
+: 
TABLE XVl(COt>JTf1). PRfH34BILI1Y DENSITY FUNCTIONS FOP FULLY DEVFLQDED Fl0h' 
0.40 % PIB IN CYCL!lYFX 1\•Jr: ND F-= 17000 R/t\-=0.00 
X F (X) X F ( X) X r(X) 
0.019 f) • ~GO It -l.6t;A 0.1113 1.014 0.~343 
-0. 0 11t tJ.4oqq -1.761 0.0976 1.117 0.21 1t7 
-0.117 r.. 390ft -1 •. 964 O.OBDO 1.? ?0 O.lG11 
-0.219 O.-:t.H07 -1. q(l 7 O.OA83 1.322 0.1776 
-0.3?? n. 3f, 11 -?. 0 I><) 0.0527 1.425 0.1562 
-0.4?S ().1'1'31 
-2.17? 0.04A9 1. 52 8 0. 130 R 
-0. 5?. .'\ 0.1416 -2.?.75 0. 0 3S 1 1. 6 i 1 0.1171 
-O.h1'l () • 3 1 fl? -2 • .,_ 7 ~l 0.0?0"3 1. 734 0.090(, 
-0.7 '33 n.?9A7 -2.481 O.OI7A J. 8 36 O.OH7B 
-O.H3f:. 0.2811 O.lQ2 0.3709 1.91Q 0.0742 
-0.93~ o. ?6 ~s 0.2'1') 0.359~ 2.042 0.0683 
-1.042 0. 21-ti,Q 0.197 0.1')14 ?.14'> 0.0')6~ 
- 1. l't4 0.?167 0.500 0.3338 2.247 0.0171 
-1.247 0.2030 o.eso1 0.32?1 2.350 0.0312 
-1.350 0.17?..7 0.706 0.? 9? p ?.453 0.0254 
-1. 1+~3 0. 14H'-t O.BOB 0.27Sl 2. 55o 0.0176 
-\.St)6 0.13QR 0. g 11 0.?5'\B 
S'<EWNF.SS FACTiiR = 0.042 t-LATNfSS FAC TnR = 2.577 
0.40 % PIR IN MI NEr.',1L GIL nRE=83?0 D//'.=0.00 
X F (X ) )( r- ( X J y J:: ( X) 
O.Ott\1 n. t._,. 6B 
-?.100 0.0~3 1t 1.22? O.l90fl 
-0.1?0 0. '•? "l,(l -?.4h1 0.0?50 1.310 0.1478 
-f). ?,..l7 n.lR17 -2.f:3'5 o.o1q1 1.557 0.1120 
-0.4Sr; 0.1t...?? -?.RQ3 0.0119 1.7?.5 0.0?46 
-O.f,~1 o •. ,]~J -2. ~J 7 0 0.0060 l.A91 0.0643 
-\). 7 ..J J 0. ?7 ?Q -~.l~A 0.0()60 ?.OAf) o. 04qQ 
- r. • <) r; :~ r.~--\j'i -3.101, 0.0048 2.22~ 0.0357 
-1.121... 0 • 1 'l ~ f, - ~. 4 74 0.0.'112 ?.1q() o. 0 70 3 
- 1 • ?'-1 ~ 0.1'l71 0.216 o.4ov:; 2. 56'• 0.0131 
-1 • 4 () 1 0.1203 0.3q3 0.37fl5 2. 731 0.0107 
- 1 • A 2 'I 0. or.l 1-. 1 0.5')1 0.~43? z.,q<)q Q.00 1J6 
-1.7')7 n.n7~'·" 'l.7}C) 0.303r:l 3.0~7 0.0049 
- 1. q -, 4 0. 0 '1 {) '• 0.>4R7 0.:>61" 3.?~4 0.0012 
-). 1 ~? 0. C: 1-t ~i 1 1. 0 "'• 0.21?4 




TA~Lf XVJ(CONTD). oqnaAB!LITY rENSITY ~UNCTIONS FOR FULLY DEVELOPED FLOW 
0.20 ~ Pll3 IN f.~ I hi~ P-AL CIL ~JR~=5100 H l.l\= 0. 00 
X f= (X ) X F (X) X F {X) 
0.034 0.43~() -7.470 0.0257 0.868 0.?907 
-O.l75 n. 40 ~ 1 -2.67Q 0.()15'5 1. 077 0.2354 
-0.384 0."364::\ -2.;187 0.0097 1.286 0. 17 ')') 
-o.sqz 0.3110 -1.096 0.00~7 1.494 0.1235 
-0.801 0.2577 -3. 30 5 0.0039 1.703 0.0862 
-1.009 0.2141 -~.'513 CJ.(}O?q 1. 91? 0.057? 
-l •. ?lR ().1705 -3.722 0.0029 2.120 n. 0178 
-1.427 0. 12;1 q -3.931 0.001~ 2.329 ().020~ 
-1 • 6 35 0.100'3 -4.119 0.000'5 7.. 5 38 0.0107 
-1. B 4 1t 0.0Afl9 0.242 0.4031 2.746 0.0097 
-2.051 0.04Q4 0.'+51 0.1818 2.955 0.0048 
-2.261 ().0379 0.660 0.3440 1.1~3 0.0010 
SKF'rlf\IESS FACTO~ -: -0.244 FLATNESS FACTOR = 3.292 
0.40 01 PIB IN ~~ T r\ t: 0 A l OIL i\]Pf==700Q R//\=0.00 'O 
X F f X) X F {X) X f{X) 
-0. 04'-t 0.5'31)4 -Z.n06 0.0157 1. 41 2 0.1069 
-0. 190 0.5127 -z.,gll 0.0110 1.'557 0.0865 
-0.336 n. 't 7CJ 6 -?.957 0.0110 1.703 0.0692 
-0.431 o .4 ·v+o -1.10? 0.0110 1.34S 0.0~29 
-0.6?7 ().iAAn -3.2 1~8 0.!10<)4 l.qq4 0.05lq 
-0. 7 71 0.";! 0 72 -1.394 0.0094 2. 1 1t0 0.0440 
-0.()13 0.233<) -3. ')?g 0.f)Qq4 2.?85 0.0110 
-1. 004 o. 1'171 -3.685 0.0079 2.431 0.0299 
-l • .?Og ().J3H4 -1.H10 0.0074 2.577 0.02t;2 
-1.3SS 0.1054 o. 101 0.5048 ?.722 0.025::? 
-1.')l1l 0.07H~ (). ;?.t,. 7 0.41H3 2.R6A 0.01'57 
-1 • 6 1-t f. 0. f_)(, 13 0.392 o.·3nHO 3.013 0.0126 
-1. 7q 2 ().()45f, 0. 5 :-H~ 0.3?71 1. 159 0.0079 
-l.q37 o. 0"3'-d~ l). 'J P, '+ 0.2709 3.305 0 .. 0079 
-?.oq~ 0.0252 O.K29 0.2265 3.450 0.007CJ 
-2.??C? o.n?S2 0.975 0.1824 3.S9h 0.0063 
-?.?1lt 0.0173 1.120 O.l4il 3. 741 0.0016 
-2.S20 0.0157 1 • 266 0.1179 




TABLE XVI { CCNTD l. PC.:llP.ABI L tTY DENSITY FUNCTIONS Fnq, FULLY OEVELOPEO FLOW 
0.40 't PIR 
'" 
M T ~JE 0 A l Cil t~PE=~320 P//1=0.70 
X I= ( X ) X F ( X) X F f X) 
o.o?q 0.4079 -?.043 0.051)2 1.157 0.2127 
-0.11)0 0. ":l9 1 3 -2.231 0.0430 1.345 O.lM30 
-o. 34q o. 353:~ -2 • 1+ l () 0.023'7 1.')33 O.l?7g 
-0.537 0.3lP6 -?.607 0.0176 1.722 0. OR 9'-J 
-n. 725 0.2P77 -2.7()5 0.0110 1.910 !).0661 
-o.ql~ 0.~4~6 -2.C}R4 0.0044 2.098 0.0452 
-1.1'11 ().213] o.?ln 0.4051 2.2A6 0.0320 
-J.zqo 0.17?0 (). '+ 04 0.1603 2. lt 75 0.0110 
-1.478 0.1314 0.5'1~ o. 1't06 2.A63 0.0110 
-1.666 0. 109 1 0.7~1 0.2q?.7 2. 851 0.0022 
-1..854 0.078'1 0.969 0.2535 
SKEWNFSS FACTOR = -0. 106 FLATNESS F-\CTOR = 2.781 
0.40 ~ PIB IN ·~I f-Jt:' D A L OIL N~F=7700 Q/A=O.OO 
X I= { X ) X F (X) X f="{X) 
·J.Q4S 0.41°0 -l. q 35 0. Of:6 3 0.9R3 0.2652 
-0.111 0.3?72 -?. 142 0.0504 1.139 0.22~1 
-0.?.67 0.~63~ -2.2'18 0.0::\71 1.295 0.1049 
-(} • It?) 0.1448 -2.454 O.Q?78 l. 451 0.1525 
-~1.'579 n.:i116 -2.bl0 0.0]99 1.608 a. 11 o 1 
-().736 0. ?P1H. -?.766 0.0111 1. 761+ 0.0875 
-O.q92 o. 2'-th6 -2.923 0.0080 1.g2o 0.0663 
- t. 04 n 0. ? ?0 l -3.079 0.0011 ?. 07o 0.05~0 
-1 • ?0 4- 0.1P't'3 0.20? ().3850 2.?32 0.0292 
-l.?.t-,0 0.151)2 0.3S3 0.3700 2.3Rq o.o1q6 
-1.')17 0.1273 0. 5 J 4 0.3600 2.545 O.OOHO 
-1.673 :) • 09 ~) c; 0.670 0.3249 2.701 0.0013 
-l.R29 o.oq22 0.826 o.zq57 
SKEH'JESS r: !\CTGR = -0. 166 FLAT "JESS FACTOR = ? • 756 
TA BLf XV I { C ri\!T!) ) • P~0RAPlllTV OF!\JS ITY FUN( T! ONS FOR FULLY DFVFLOPEO FL0\-1 
O. OA ... SR IN TCLIJf i"F f-! D f. = L 2 1 () () !") P / t\=0.00 ., 
)( F ( X } X F (X) X f (X l 
0 . 037 0 . ~611) - 2.0Q3 0 . 05~5 1. 3<?~ 0 . 15~7 
- 0 . 15 6 0 . 4070 - 2 . 2tl7 0 .o 34 ~ 1. '\87 0.1242 
- 0 . 35') o . 3748 -2 . 4HO 0 . 0?7.5 l . 7AO 0 . OFU 5 
- 0 . 544 c . 31 ?0 - ? . o74 0 . 011R l.<i71t O. Oo41 
-0.7~7 0 . ?P 1,5 - 2 . HA8 0 . 0054 2 . J o8 0 . 04::>2 
- 0 . <) ~ 1 0 . ? '• C)() 0 . 231 0 . 374'l 2.361 0 . 0268 
- 1.1 7.~ r. . 2 06 7 0 . 425 0 • . i4 3H 2 . 555 0 . 0171 
-J . ~IF~ ') . }I)C)6 o. ol 8 0 . 1149 2 . 74q O.OOB6 
-1. 512 0.13 0 7 0 .812 0 . 27'•7 2 . 943 0 . 0043 
-1.706 () . 0<)7'5 I . OOA 0.2329 
- 1. n 9'1 0 . 07 12 1.199 0 . 195? 
SKEWt-.1~ SS FI\(TO~ :: -0 . 005 Fl.\TNESS FACTOR = 2.R27 
o.os ... PJB lN ~ l ~: F.R Al Cll !':~E=l4 100 0../J\=0.00 
" 
X r c x ) X F ( X ) X F (X) 
0 . ('4 7 0 . 4445 - 2 . 310 0 . 0344 0 . 74 0 0.3412 
- 0 . ()O? 0 . 4 70 ] - ? . 448 0 . ()28 7 0 . ~ 79 0 . 3::> 54 
- 0 . 230 0 . 3 HA 5 - 2 . 587 0 . 022<) 1. 018 o.z6 ·~ s 
- 0 . "369 0 . 3'i13 -? . 726 0.0143 1 . 15A 0.?194 
-0 .~07 0 . 31ACJ - 2 . flh 4 fl.0143 1. 295 0 .1 807 
- O. f::-46 0.?~51 - 3 . 003 0 . () 11t 3 1. 433 0 . 141 9 
- o . 70'3 0 . 2523 -3 . 142 0.0072 1 . 572 0 .101 8 
- 0 . ,.,23 0 . 2222 -~. 280 0 . 0072 1 . 711 0 . 0~ 17 
-1 . 0 ~>2 0 . 1?. 50 - 1.4JC) 0.0072 1. 849 O. OA3l 
-1. 201 0 .1"63 - 3 .'i57 0 . 00'5 7 l . qAfl. 0 . 0444 
-1 • 319 0 . 13'13 - 3 . 6']6 0 . 005 7 2 . 1? 7 0 . 0301 
- 1.47fl. 0 . 11 04 -3 . ~35 0 . 005 7 2 . 265 0 . 0?~9 
-1 . 6 17 0 . 0<;1t6 _ .,, . 971 0.0014 2 . 401t 0 . 0143 
-1 . 7'iS 0 . 07H9 O. l g6 0 . 42':\() 2 . 542 0 . 0072 
- 1 • ~~4 0 . 0("' ":\ l 0 . 1~ 4 0 .4172 2 . 6Al 0 . 007? 
- 2 . 032 0 . 0')41) 0 . 463 0 . 3957 
- 2 . I 7 1 0 .0't30 0 . 602 0.1814 
SKF:HNESS Ft\CTOR -= - 0 .4 53 Fl A H !fSS FACTnR = 3.502 
T A B l E X •J I ( C n "J T 11 ) • P c- iJ 8 ~ B J l I T Y f) E N S I T Y F U f\J C T I 0 N S F 0 Q F lJ L L Y D F V F l 0 P E f) F l 0 ~~ 
0.20 % PIA I".! ~q r-- 1FP. A L CIL NRf=7650 P/1\=0.00 
X r ( x ) X f ( X ) X F f X I 
0.012 C.CJ1~0 -?. R4 8 O.Ol3 1t l.fJjl 0.0561 
-0.L1'3q 0.7102 -?.CJ"":\8 0.0114 1.741 0.0?68 
-0. l , .. 8 0.6700 -3.028 0.01'34 1.831 0.02()8 
-0.?1>3 rJ.h3?S -3.llq 0.0134 l.C12l 0.02f,R 
-0. ~'\28 0.5735 -3.20R 0.0134 2.011 o.o?.-sB 
-0.41~~ 0. 1tA '"? l -3.298 0.01~4 ?.101 0.02'>8 
-0.')08 8.44~2 -3.3RR 0.0134 2.1'-Jl 0.0268 
-Q.S'-:}A 0. ~t~ 1+6 -1.478 0.0134 2.?Rl 0.026~ 
-O.f1'3~ o.~~sst - 3. ~6 8 0.0134 2. 3 71 0.0214 
-0. 77B 0.?'>19 -3. 65 8 O.Ol3tt 2.461 0.0161 
-n. gr) '"" n. 1gc3 -3. 74 R 0. 0 l 34 2.551 0.0134 
- J. 95 q 0.131-., -3.R3f3 0.01~4 7. 641 0.0134 
-1. 0'+ q 0.1~13 -1.CJ28 0.01'34 2.711 0.0134 
-1.118 0.1072 -4.01>3 0.0134 2.821 0.0134 
-1.2?8 O.OBH4 -4.108 0.0040 2. 911 0.0134 
-1.313 n.r.c::qo 0.122 o.n7oo 3.001 0.0134 
-l.4DH 0. 05 {, 3 0.212 0. 1-t/88 3. 091 0.0134 
-1.498 0.04'31, 0.302 0.4154 -=3. 181 0.0134 
-l.+Jt\i3 o. o 2q 5 0.1Y2 0.4288 3.271 0.0134 
- l. f) 7 R O.O?Aq 0.482 0 • 32Lt 3 3.361 0.0134 
-1. 76 q 0.0?60, o. '172 0.2573 3.4'>1 0.0134 
-1.ase 0.0161 0. 1:)6 2 0.1903 ].541 0.0114 
-1. 9/tR 1.0161 0. 7~2 0.10()1 3. f.31 0.0134 
-?. 0 3~ O.C1'34 o.R4? 0.176g 3.721 0.0134 
-2. 1 2H 0. 0 13 1+ o.q3z 0.1501 ':\.811 0.0134 
-2.?1q 0.0134 1.0?2 0.1340 3. 901 0.0134 
-?. • ::SO M 0.0134 1 • 112 0.1152 3.991 0.0134 
-?.lon O.Ol?A 1.1?02 O.lOlA 4.0?1 0.0134 
-?. 't B ;i 0.01~4 1.:?9? 0.09"38 4. 171 0.0134 
-?..'51?. ll • !) 11 lt 1.382 0.'1R84 4. 261 0.0080 
-7 • 6f1H o. n 1 1 1t 1. 4 7 2 0.0616 
-?.7?8 0.0134 1.562 O.O'l63 
S K F ''-' ~~ F S <; F 1\ C T 0 P. = 0.272 Fl AT~-.JFSS FACTOR -- 7.409 
TARl~ XVl { CCNTC ). DQ'"l[>A8 ll IT Y OtNS ITY FlJ~'-JCT I ONS FOR F"IJ LLY DEVE LOPFO FLOH 
0 .1 0 ~ PT B I !\I CYClflHFXA NF NDF =74500 R/1\=0 . 00 
X r: (X ) X F ( X ) X F(X) 
- O . 'J~O () . 4 '}'A ?. . 54 1 0 . 0130 -1 . 55 7 0 . 090 7 O. l l 3 0 . 432q ? . A92 O. Ol'J4 - 1 . 709 0 . 0 726 () . ? (, 4 0 . 4199 ( . ~44 o. rn ot, 
- 1. 860 0 . 0~ 7 0 () . ld f, 0 . 4llt 7 ? . 9()6 0 . 0065 - ? . 0 12 0 . 04? 2 0 . 5'>8 0 . 3H~2 ~ . 140. 0 . 00£>5 - 2 . lh4 0 . 03'39 0 . 77-J o. v.~f, , . ?'1C O. OOh5 - ? . 31'5 0 . 02R'5 O. R7 l 0 . "3097 ) • I t I) ) O. OOAS - ? . 4£>7 0 . 020 7 
1 . 0? 3 0 . ?{,57 3 . h03 0 . 00£>5 - ? . Al9 o . 020 7 l . 17 5 0 . 71 )q - 0 . 1 1') 1 o . 394n 
- 2 . 771 0 . 0143 1. 3?7 0 . l s 1> q - 0 . 141 0 . 3 759 
- ?. . 922 0 . 0 143 1 . 1t 7 '~ 0 . 11 76 - 0 . 494 0 . 344 7 - 3 . 0 74 0 . 0 10 1i 1. 631 0 . 1) 7 1~ - 0 . t,46 0 . 30?? 
- 3 . ?.26 0 . 0 104 l.7 A?. '1 . 0')05 - 0 . 7 9~ 0 . 765 7 - 3 . 176 0 . 0065 1 • ') 3'· 0 . f) 31•' - 0 . 9SO 0 . 22':35 - 3 . 52<; 0 . 0065 ?. . ogs 0 . 0 ?0 7 - 1 . 10 1 0 . 1801 - 3 . 6~1 0 . 0065 
2 . ~37 0 . 0 1 30 - 1 . 253 0 . 14 77 - 3 . 333 o. oo.ss 2 . 1'19 0 . 0110 -1 . 40? 0 . 1 192 - 3 . 9A'i 0 . 0011 
SKH!NE SS FAC T()( = - 0 . 2 84 FL ~Ti"JE S S F AC TO~ = 4 . 032 
TABlF XVII. ENFRGY SPF.CTPA FOr{ TRA"'SITION FlOW 
1 ~ Al OTOlE.ftTF IN TOlUENE N~E= 2180 R/A=O.OO 
F F(N,XlOO F FtN1XlOO F F{NlXlOO 
o.too 870.0466 0.7Q4 14.R~l~ 6.~10 0.2l44 
o. 126 3 513 • l 1+f- 2 1.000 13.7~56 7.940 O.l74A 
o.tsq 330.04~q 1.260 1. 60Q8 10.000 o.os~q 
0. 200 729.690R 1.590 6.6454 12. f..QO 0.0223 
0.251 125.5475 2.000 5.05Q3 15 .QOO 0.0089 
0.316 Q6. 3260 7.510 ~.3161 lO.OOO (). 0 204 
0.398 33.7036 ·3. 160 4.6010 25.100 o.O'J24 
0.501 ?B. fl5~4 3.980 1.2093 
0.631 23.942q r;.QlO 1.0107 
1 ~ At. DIOLEATF. JN TOLUENE NRF= 2460 R/A=O.O(' 
F F(NJXlOO F FtNJXlOO F F{NJXlOO 
0.100 430.645R 0.794 lF,.4'515 6.~10 l.?i!?3 
0. 126 446.7q25 1.000 16.6908 7.940 O.ti":\95 
fJ.l')9 37'i.9()43 1.260 12.) 054 10.000 0.30R5 
0.200 146.0220 !.590 10.9853 17..600 O.ORlf 
0.251 96.5799 2.000 q.5710 15.900 0.0215 
o.")tb 49.6046 2.C)l0 1.4110 20.000 0.0165 
0.3qR 30.AS'55 3.160 o.fl656 25.100 0.0012 
0.501 ?6.4197 l.990 3.250q 31.600 0.0004 
0.631 19.972? 5.010 l.::\~86 
1 ~ Al DIOLEATE IN TOLUENE NRE= 7710 RIA=O.OO 
F F{N)XlOO F FtNJX100 F Fti\JIXlOO 
o. 100 l9l.lQ4') 0.794 26.lq94 6.310 t.9~n=' 
0.126 179.715~ 1.000 24.3195 7.940 1.2323 
0.159 178.5C)P9 1.2~0 14. q7qo 10.00(} 0.5Q44 
0.200 11'5.?525 1.590 1H.3176 1?.600 0. ?0 21 
0.251 55.3 703 2.000 1".2~~1 15.900 0. rJft-27 
0.316 4? .482 7 2.510 ll.46tll 20.000 0.0203 
0.3QA 40.3700 3.160 10.1817 25.100 0.0()1') 
0.501 36.7R?3 1.9~0 '5.4570 ~1.600 0 .ooo 2 
0 .I, 31 24.6108 5.01(} 3.6971 
T.l\B l E XVIIfCONTO) . F.~ERGY SPECTRA FOR TRANSIT I!JN FlOW 
1 ~ Al OIOlEATF IN TOl!IENE N~E=304 0 R/ A=O . OO 
F F f N )X 100 F FPH XJOO F F (N ) XlOO 
0 .100 1 01 . 190 3 0 .7Q4 23. 8R66 6 . l 10 3 . 1251 
0 .176 70 . 7.450 t. ooo 26.')971 7 . 940 0 . 9'>23 
0 . 159 71 . 2259 1.260 1 7 . <}827 10.000 O. fB07 
o.~oo 5':\ . 6lll 1 . 590 1'> . 9 147 12 . 60!) 0. 3762 0 . 251 153 . 7383 2 . 000 u~. 0 1 9J 15 . 900 O. OR9') 
0 . ~16 4 7.A 177 :? . 5 1 0 1.3 . 77 1)3 20. 000 0 . 0564 0 . 398 44 . 3 74 6 3 . 1~0 tl . 3437 25 . 100 O. OOl7 
O. SOl 4 2 . too 2 3.9~0 7 . 0 5 11 31 . 6 00 0 . 0004 0 . 631 28 . 8671 '> . 010 6 . 5021 
1 ~ Al OTOLEATE IN TOLUENE NRE:: 7.460 R/ A=0. 80 
F F f N l XlOO F FfNJX 100 F F(NJX l OO 0. 100 2 32 . 451 2 1) .79 4 79. :.556 6 . 310 0 . ':>74 7 0 . 126 740 . ~916 1 . 000 20 . 86~7 7 . 9 40 0 . ZJQ 1 0 . 159 217 . 137 7 1 . 260 1~ . 0418 10 . 000 o. 1')66 
0 . 7.00 1 54 . 484~ I . 15cw 17. 3274 12.600 0.024R 0 . 251 147 .4540 7 . 000 9 . 3851 15 . 900 0 . 0051) 
0 . 316 96 . 61587 ? . 'itO ~ . 9709 20 . 000 0 . 0032 0 . 398 h6.6 198 .3 . 1!>0 4 . 14 3 7 25 . 100 0 . 00()5 
0.501 &8.2~96 ) . Q~O 2. 0~94 31. 600 0 . 00()1 
0 . 631 43.1 21 9 '>.010 1. 4 4l3 
1 ~ AL OJ OLEATE IN TOLUENE N~F= 2 710 R/ A=O. RO 
F FPHXlOO F F CN)XlOO F F CNl XlOO 
o . 1no 172.4240 o. 7Q'• 26 . 3477 6 . 3 10 1 . 0':)7.8 
0 . 1 2" 158 . 8471 1 .000 zz . 2q43 7 . 940 0 . ~1)9 
0 . 159 l 94 • RR~ R 1.2h0 16 . ~0'i4 10.000 0.21l5 
0 . 700 135 . 0775 1 .590 14 . 4724 1~.600 0 . 07 f7 
0.251 1 QC) . '3 762 2.1)00 12. 778'> 15.900 0 . 0165 
O. llf> 108.131~ ?. . 'itO 8 . 37'>13 zo. ooo 0 . 00 75 
0.3qA 71.1'594 3.160 6 . 08A3 2'>. 100 o.ooo~ 
0 . '>()\ 56 . 'i679 3. 9~0 2.7687 3 1 .600 0 . 000 1 
0.631 40.0'i54 5 . 0 1 0 2 . 3 153 
T~BlE XV I If CONT 0 J. E~ERGY SPFCTRA ~oq TRANS JT l flN FLOW 
MINERA l OIL NPE = 2740 ~ / A=O.OO 
F Ffi'HXl'>O f F f P.JJXlOO F Ff~)~lOO 0.100 140.:7~1'3 o . 7Q'• 1 Q. 2 I c;q h.~ 1~ ~-~"'~?"> o. 126 Q').~~44 1.000 ~n.Jfos;, 7 • U/•0 2.92H"'I O.lCiQ ~8 . 326~ 1.2~.oo l';.f)~()q 10.000 ) .O?J~ 0 . :700 54.100':\ 1 . '>QO 14.'>31~ 12.600 o . t-t64~ 0. 2'; 1 57. 187~ 2 . 0')0 14.728R IS . 90fl fl.2729 0 . 3 1h 61.0714 :7.510 1n.~oq4 ?.0.000 O. l l l.o7 0 . 398 1f- . Q)O"i 3.1~0 R. 'H27 ?5 • l(H) o.ot ·iA 0.501 33 . ()QQ1 ~ . QRO h.98R9 ~1.600 o . oon~ 0.611 25.6029 '>.01 0 6.1011 39.800 0 . 0002 
MINERAl Oll NRf: 2 1 ?0 R I A= O. 80 
F Fti\'JXlOO F Ff~)X100 F F(N)XlOO 0 . 100 5:=n . 7590 0 . 794 15.6~14 6.~10 0 . "3"i4~ 0. 17ft ?~1.1567 1.000 14 . ';~9~ 7 . 940 o . ll ~1 0 . 159 7.30 . Ql69 1 . 2'>0 9 . tqn6 10.000 0 . 01,97 0.2CO 214 . "i804 t . ')QO 8.57.60 17..600 0.07~6 0 . 2'51 21'>.0~81'- 2 . 0('0 7.~Pt;4 tt;.Qf'lf) n.OOQCJ 0 . ~11) 152 . 5761 ?.'>tO ?.7:7~Q ?n.ooo 0.0075 0 . 3QH 70.8474 3.l!l0 2 . 4179 ?~.ton o . onnq 0 . '501 '53 . '31~7 '3 . 9!i0 o.sqq9 ~ 1. 600 0 . 0003 O. f>31 18. 4866 s.o1n 0.51'-71 
MINfPAL OIL NRE:23~0 R/ A=O . Rf} 
F FPIJJXlOO F FfN)X100 F FCNJXlOO 0.100 17A.2127 0.794 2ft.9:736 6 . 310 O.Q~76 0. 176 178 . 1462 1.ooo 23.2~84 7 . 940 0.562A O.l5Q l69.Q'5Rl 1.760 13. OAIB 10.000 0.7.524 0.200 l -12 . 0769 1.5<)0 12. 7013 12.60') 0 .06Q ·~ 
0.2~1 1 loS. 2 A4 2 2.0()0 12.~"'168 1'5.900 0 . 0?01 0.316 89.09')7 2 . '>10 8 • .,.~44 20 . 000 o . onqq 
0.398 ()3 . 7472 1.lf-O 6 . 1342 25 . 100 o.orno 
0.501 60.0')77 3.Q80 1.2~44 31.600 0 . 0003 
0 . 631 35 . 8725 5.010 2 . 3931 
TABLE XVIItCONTD). ENERGY SPEC TR.~ FOR TRANSITION FLOW 
1 % AL OIOLEATE IN TOLUENE NRE= 3040 R/A=0.80 
F F(N)XlOO f f~N)XlOO f FfN)XlOO 
0.100 186.6109 0.794 27.2341 6.~10 l.c;914 
0.126 123.7675 1.000 27.6862 7.940 0.8487 0.159 121.0537 1.260 18.1881 10.000 0.4452 
0.200 106.2784 l.sqo 15.2642 12.600 0.1300 
o. 251 94.1643 2.000 13.8299 15.900 0.0318 0.316 81.2?00 2.510 11.3517 20.000 0.0140 0.398 57.8463 3.160 8.Q4q5 25.100 0.0012 o. 501 54.7825 3.980 4. 1112 
0.631 31.3q96 5~010 3.3719 
MINERAl Oll NRE= 2120 R/A=O.OO 
F FfNJXIOO F F(N)XlOO F F(N)XJOO 0.100 1085.q7?2 0.794 4.8215 6.310 O.OA56 
0.126 7 20. 2581 1.000 5.7486 7.940 0.1008 0.159 365.1948 1.260 4.3920 10.000 0.04B6 
0.200 285.1553 1.590 2. 7305 12.600 0.0290 
o. 251 128.8189 2.000 1.3802 15.900 0.0157 
0.316 75.6713 2.510 0.7476 20.000 0.0118 
o.3qa 30.3941 3.160 0.4249 25.100 0.0048 
0.501 21.0800 3.qso 0.~?.77 
0.631 7.3091 5.010 0.2389 
MINERAL OIL NRE= 2380 R/A=O.OO 
F F(N)XlOO f Ff Nl XlOO F f(N}XlOO 
0.100 366.2q25 0.794 16.92?6 6.310 1.5897 
0.126 246.8734 1.000 13.6837 7.940 1.0834 
0.159 320.4429 l. 260 10.3193 10.000 0.5999 
0.200 206.7865 1.590 8.5483 12.600 0.2121 
0.251 l47.865CJ 2.000 7.8466 15.900 0.0677 
0.316 86.7244 2.510 6.3043 20.000 0.0364 
0.398 43.6954 3.160 5.9651 25.100 0.0035 
0.501 32.8833 3.980 3.1970 31..600 0.000'5 
0.631 19.6412 5.010 2.3880 39.800 0 .ooo 1 
TARtE XVIICCONTnl. ENfRGY SPECTR~ FOR TRANSITION FLU~ 
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TA::\Lf XV rti . o~r:l .o\ ?T L r rv rlE r~ S I TV FU.'K T I C~S FOR T RA~J«iiTrON FLOH 
M I NJ:~ A l fJJL 'J?E = ?1 .~0 1? /6. =0.00 
X :"'{Y) X I= ( X ) X F (X) 
n . 0 ~H () . H 1+ l 0 - l . l ~H1 0 . 1'·1:? l • '• 1 1 0 . 112B 
- ~ . 0"-1 7 " . f; }<)? - ?.? 86 O. f)1 Rg l . 5 1 7 0 . oo 24 
- 0 . t 71 O. ' •l.?l - 2 . JQ1 f1 . 0JfiR l . A?J 0 . ()~1~ 
- 0 . ??'1 !) • lO 7 4 
- ? · '• q 7 0 . 0151 l . 7711 0 . 073C> 
- 0. 3:>4 \) . 1~12 
- 2 . Af12 0.02Qf> l. Q34 O. f'AlO 
-').4 ')') o . ~o"f1 - ?.708 0 . 0 ~ '16 l • <;13 ') 0 . 04QQ 
-().') 16 0 . ?.773 - ? . R14 0 . 0277 ? . 045 0 . 03~'3 
- () . 7'11 0. ?. ~11 - 2.9JC) 0 . 0277 2 . 1 51 0 . 03«;1 
- c . !LJ 7 !) . 2033 - 1 . fl2'1 0 . 0277 2. ?5f) o. ozg:, 
-0. 9 1 2 f). 1 Q '• A () . 144 0.':>4'>3 2 . 36?. 0.0217 - 1 . 0 1 ~ 0.1r.co () . ?t, q 0 . 4416 ? . 41)? 0 . 0?0.3 
- l . l ~ '· O. l 3P J . '35~ 0.3R1G 2 . 573 O . Ol~S - 1 . ~1<) 0 . 1 257 0.4Al 0 ."\ 5'}8 ?. . 67~ 0.01'35 
-1 . 3V) () . 1 109 0 . ">6f- 0 . 3~72 2 . 7g4 ') . 0092 
-I · '· '+l () .10 17 0.~ 7 2 0 . 2921 2.g9o O. OOQ? 
-1 • '> 1• 6 0 . 0" -'4 0 .77fl 0.2')~q ?. . 99~ 0.0092 
- 1 • I , •>? 0.0 ~ 13 O. Hg 1 0 . 221 8 3 . 101 0 . 009~ 
- 1.7'l 7 o . ::)7?l O.Ql9 0 . 2.144 1 . 207 0 . OOQ 2 
- ) . 0',) o . rJ7?1 1 . 1)':}4 0 . l B 4"l 3 . 3 1 2 0.009? 
-1.0. f.<) 0 . 0~10 1 . 200 0.15'5'3 3 . 418 0 . 00~2 
- ?. . 0 7'• n . C'5 1B 1 . 306 0 . 1 2<}4 
SKFw !>.JFS <\ ~"'1\fTO!:~ = - 0 . 147 Flfi.TI\IESS F.Acr nq_ :: 3 . H9B 
"11 ~Jf~Al 0JL !I.JO F = 2 740 Q /t.= \) . Rfl 
X r: C X ) X I=" ( X ) X r ( x l 
o. n:n C . 5R'3 l - ?. . S'12 c . 02 u. l . l't 1 0 . 17 1 4 
- 0 .1 5 1 0 . 46 l q 
-2 . 737 0 . 0? 16 1.326 0 .1 ~ 1+2 - ~ . 33 1, O . '•l.Ofl - ? . q22 O. Qll-,4 1 . 511 O . O!JO~ 
- O. S?l r. . 331>~ -3 . 106 O . f1 1 13 l.n95 O . Cb9~ 
- () .7rl ') o. z=-t-C') 
- 3 . ?.91 n . 'HI)1 l. f! l30 0 . 0513 
- i) . f-'9 ') 0 . 2~ c:; 1 
- 1 . 4 76 0 . 0101 2 . 01)5 0.03<:'::> 
- t . () J<; a. 11;9 1 
-3 . 1-,60 n. oos t 2 . 249 0 . 0257 
-l . • 2'-G 0 . 11 <> 1 -?· . Q1tS 0 . 00S 1 ?. 4Vt 0 . 0175 
- l. 4 .' .. !t 0 . 09 14 - 4 . 03!1 0 . 005 1 z.n19 0 . 0154 
-1 . 1~24 D. 0721 0 . ?. 1 'l 0 . '+6 19 2 . ~01 0 . 0103 
- l. 'l l'• o . n~o,}6 O . ftO':\ 0 . 4 36 3 2 . 9~'l 0.0103 
-1. <19 A 0 . 0 ' · 52 0 . 587 0 . 1'lC)3 3.171 0.0051 
- ? .I '11 0 . ~ ~4 <; 0 . 772 0.302B 3.357 0 . 00'51 
- ? . V -.-3 a. c ?. <J -~ 0 . '-)5 7 0 . 22'>8 3. 542 0 . 0051 
S'<~ ·" · 1 r:ss Ff..C T r'':} = - 0 . 1 Vt FLATNESS FACT OR = 4 . 44 7 ~ 
--..1 
0\ 
To\F\ l f. XVflT((:r."-!TI"l ) . PPnAI\RTLITY OEhJ STTY FII'JCTIONS f("l~ f!)A NSITII':N Fl"JW 
~lNERo\ l OTL ~0 f=?120 ~ /~= O . qQ 
)( c I )' ) X I= ( X l X F ( }() 
0 . 05 1 1 . 0 7 '?4 - 4 . 31~ O.OQf.C} 2 . 3 7 A 0 . 0069 
- 0 . 21;') 0 .'>049 -4 . ~04 0 . !106 9 2 . 66<-J o . 0069 
- 0 . ') 11 0 .34 37 - 4 . ~9'> o. nO&'l 2 . 960 0.006Q 
- 0 . ~?? 0 .1 4 44 -5 . 1.~'5 0 . 0034 3 .751 0 . 00~9 
-1 . 11 3 0 . Ol. 1 2 - 5 . ~71-, 0 . 0034 3 . c;4;? O.rl03 4 
-l. '• "ll 0 . 0 14'• - '> . 767 0 . 0034 3 . R33 0 . oo 14 
-J. f-•)4 0 . 0 11 0 - A . O"i8 0 . 0014 4 .1 24 O . 'Hn4 
-1 . c:J'15 0 . 0 101 - 6 . Vt9 O. O'lVt 4 . 415 ().()014 
- 2 . 2 7 f) 0.01 0 3 0 . 14?: 0 . '515~ 4.706 0 .00 14 
- ? . 56 7 o . 0o e'> 0 . 63 3 0 .11?8 4 . C"JQ 7 0 . 0034 
- ? . 9'58 0 . r) OF, q 0 . 9 74 0 .1 375 s. 28 8 0 . 00 14 
- 3 . 14<) 0 . 00n~ 1 . 2 l'i 0 . 044 7 5 . 5 7 9 0 . 0014 
- 3 .440 O. OQ6g 1 . 5Cl6 0 . 0 144 5 . A69 0 . 0034 
-J . 731 0 . 0060 1.797 0 . 0103 6 . 160 0 . 003 4 
-4 . 1)?2 O. Cl060 7 . 088 0 . 00?9 
SKEWNESS I=I\C T1R = - 0 . 6 11 FLAT!'JESS Ft'\CTO~ = 17 . 523 
~I~EP.A l OIL N~E= 2330 P / t.=C . AC 
X F ( X l X F ( X l X F(X) 0 . 05 1 0 . 8 ':!,') 3 - 2 . 6 1+S 0 . 019 1 l. 1 h 3 !1 . 1~1'+ 
- :) . 107 () . 5'774 
- 2 . 807 0 . 01 19 1 . 3?.2 0 .1147 
- 0 . 2'>6 0 . 1t f 00 - 2 . CJ66 0 . 0 11 9 1.4RO 0 . 0860 
-0 . '·25 0 . 3 ~l.4 - 3 . 124 0 . 0 119 1 • (, 3 C) 0 . 0 789 
- f) . r, ;ut 0 . ? 9:? 7 - ? . 2P.~ () . 0119 1 . 79P. 0 . 05~5 
- 0 .7 43 0 . ??70 - 3 . 442 0 . 009A 1. 957 0 . 0454 
- ') . C}0 1 O .lf1~2 - 1. 00 1 0 . 0?39 2 . 11 5 0 .0 135 
- 1 . UAJ 0 . }-_nl. - 3 . 7f:O O. OGAO 2 . 7. 74 0 . 02 1'> 
-1.'?1'1 0 . 107'5 - 3 . 9 J A o . oo~o 2 . 4 33 0 . 0191 
-1.172 O . OP4~ 
-
1t. 0 71 O. OOhO 2 . 5C}?. () . 0 1 9 1 
-l.'"> :H 0 . 0 717 - 4 . ?.11;, 0 . 00~0 2 .751 O. Oll CJ 
- 1 . £, 9 -l () . 0'5 '?6 0 . 210 0 . 52'57 2 . 009 0 . 01 19 
- l . ~ s 1• () • () It I) 4 0 . 1F,q 0 . 40 14 1.0A8 0 . 01 1q 
-." . 1) 11 O. CP5R O. '>?.B 0 . 3226 3 . 22 7 0 . 0060 
- 2 . 17?. 0 . c 7.<.1') 0 . 681, o . 2eaa 3 . 3 (t6 0 . 006~ 
- 2 . 110 0 . 0?5 1 O. A4<; 0 . ??10 3 . 51t 5 0 . 0060 
-"! . 'tH9 o. oz cq 1. 00 4 0 . 1732 3 . 703 0.0060 




T~BLF XVITT ! CONTD ). P~O BA3ILTTY OENS ITY fU ~CTIONS FOR T RA~S ITION FLOW 
MINERAl OIL ~~f:=27~ 0 ~ /~= 0 . 00 
" 
F ( X ) X f(X) X F(X) () . 0'· 2 0.51 0 7 - ?. . 2P.7 0.0~3~ 0 . 974 0 . 2566 -0 .1 1~ ') . 4'51~ - 2 . 't41 0 .0109 1. 1 29 0 . 21 14 
-0 . ?.6~ 0 . 3<f79 -2.5 \113 O. O?.'t9 l.2 R4 0 . l'J 7'~ 
- 0 · '•24 0 . ~444 - 2 . 751 0 .0 190 1 · 't40 0 .11 76 
- 0 . 579 0 .29 10 - 2 . 90A 0 . 0 190 1.59'5 Q. OB43 
- 0 . 734 0 . ? lt Q4 
- 1 . 064 0 . 0119 1. 75 0 0 . 06 51 
- 0 . 890 () . ?..079 - 3 . 2 l q 0.0119 1.90& 0 . 04'}9 
- 1. 04 5 0 .17 22 - 3.174 o.ouq ?. . OA1 0 .03'56 
-1. 200 0 . 14?5 - 3.~3() 0 .o 119 2 . 2 11) 0 . 0249 
- 1 . 35'l O.tlSR - 3 . n:~5 0 . 00 '>9 ? • 37 2 0.0110 
-1. 5 11 () .(}'1£>2 0 . 19 7 0 .4573 2 . 52 7 o·. o 1 31 
- 1 . 0fd-, 0 . 0??.0 0 . 153 0 . 4513 2. 1',0?. 0 . 0095 -1. ~ ?1 Q . (}f;53 o . '5 OR 0.4018 2 . R37 0 . 0059 
-1. g 77 0 . 05"34 o. 6fd 0 . 3'563 ?.. . 993 0 . 00')9 
- 2 . l "\2 0 . 0 '•] 6 0 . 8 19 0 . 1 029 3 . 14~ 0 . 0059 
SK I:W~ESS FACTOR = - f) . 441 FLATNESS FI\CTOP. = 3 . 13 7S 
MINE~Al fJi l NPf =2120 R.. / A= 0 . 00 
X F ( )( l X F ( X ) X F ( X) 0 . ?60 0 . 5010 - ? . 860 0 . o 10 ? 1. 3 74 0 . 112'> 0 . 037 0 . 5')2 1 -1. mn 0 . 010? 1 . '>9 7 0.0797 
- 0 . 1R6 0 . 4Q0 7 -3 . ]05 0 . 010? 1. '320 0.062 4 - (1 . ~09 0 . 1.')') ~ 
- 3. '>28 0 . 005 1 2 . 042 0 . 0'1 11 
_ I) . f) ~ l 0 . 3 11 R - 3 . 751 0.0051 ? . 265 0 . 0256 
- O. ;JS 4 0 . !.454 
-3 . 0 7'• 0 . 0051 2 . 4 83 0 . 0 1 53 
-1. 0 17 0 .17n4 - 4 . 107 0 . 0051 ? • 711 0 . 010? 
- 1 • ~00 0 . 09R l - 1-t . 420 0 . 0051 2 . 9 3 4 0 . 00">1 
- l . 'i?3 o . or_, 1 ·\ - I .. . F-,42 0 . 0 05 1 1.157 0 . 005 1 
- l . 7 't 6 0 . 03'1~ - 4 . qn s 0 . 0051 3 . 379 0 . 0051 
- 1 • qt, ~ 0 . <E5fl 0 . 1tq3 O.jR A5 3.602 0 . 0051 
- ? . 1 <) l C . O?l5 0 . 706 0 . 260 7 3 . 8 25 0 . 0051 
- ?. . ;, 1 4 'J . 0 1£,4 n. -ns 0 .20<)6 
- 2 . (. 3 7 0 . !1 164 l. 151 0 . 15'1~ 
SKE :.J NF S <; F ilCH~? = - 0 .4 6 1 FLAT"I ESS FACTOR = 5 . 973 
T ~Rl E XV T T I I C II"H I! ) • OP '::P. ~O ILIT Y J)F.JS ITY ~U:\JCTl ONS Fn~ TQ.ANSITION f'l f)',.j 
l ~ AL OIOLEAT E I . . ,, Tf'UJr ~~F: :~Q ( ':: 3040 P / h. =O. OO 
X !=()( } X F ( X ) X F ( X) 
- (') . 00 '> f) . l)/ 16 - ? . 0~9 0 . 058A 1. 244 0 . 175R 
- 0 . 214 (') . 3<)ql) - 2 . 29~ O. O't6q 1 . 45~ 0 . 114 8 
- 0 . 1· 2 1 0 . 3399 - 2 . 50'> 0 . 02~4 l . r-.o t O. O<J96 
- O. h-:1, 1 0 . ?~ 7 2 - 2 . 71 4 0 . 0 l :?.9 l . Bf-. 9 0 . 0 7 62 
- 0 . cn9 0 . ?4A2 - ? . <J2 3 0 . 0047 2 . 0 77 0 . 0586 
- 1. 0 4~ 0 . ?0')1 (l . 2f)2 0 . 4044 2 . ?8 5 0 . 0410 
-1 . 215~ O.l tt.l O. !tl1 0 . 3~71) 2 .494 0 . 0 171, 
-l . 4S4 0 . 1 ?.~<) 0 . 6 1 <) 0. 32fP 2 . 70? 0 . 0059 
- 1 . 67 ~ I} . QC196 O . R2 7 0 . 263 7 
- l . P.~ l 0 . 0 762 1 . 036 0 . ?221 
SKE\mE S S rt~crrR = - ') . 088 I= LA P ·l ESS FACT(lR = 2 . 896 
1 ~ Al DIO LEAT [ Tf\! T ~L UE"J E ..,loF=27 10 R/ A= 0 . 80 
X I= (X l X I= { X l X FCX ) 
0 . 030 o . o'll)4 - 2 . 5 l n 0 . 0257 1 . ?78 0 . 141 6 
- 0 . 121) 0 .4°q l - 2 . 66h 0 . 0206 1 . 3 77 O.l 1 C) 1 
- 0 . 270 0 . 1.'>34 - 2 . >315 C. C l Q3 1 . 52 7 0 . 09 0 1 
- 0 . 4lQ O. ltl}Q - 2 . Q65 0 . 0 1 29 l . 6 77 0 . 0837 
- 0 . '1{-. 9 0 . 3 1• 11 - 3.115 0 . 0 12<) 1 . 82 7 0 . 05 79 
- 0 . Tl q 0 . 27 03 - 3 . ? 65 0 . 0064 1 . Q76 0 . 04$33 
-n . R~9 0 . 2317 - 3. 41'• 0 . 0064 2 . 126 0 . 041A 
- 1. 0 1 11 0 . lfhF, - 3 . 'l 6 1t 0 . 0064 2 .? 76 0 . 0 ~1 5 
-l . l 6R 0 . 141 6 - 3 . 71'• O. fl064 2 .421) 0 . 02 7 0 
-l. ·.HR 0 • l l 5R - 1. ?.n'• 0 . 0039 2 . 57') 0 . 0206 
- 1 • t., r, Fl o . 0°01 o. u~o 0 . 4560 2 . 7 ?. 5 0 . 0103 
-l. .S l7 0 . (\708 0 . 379 0 . 1•054 2 . 8 75 0 . 0 129 
-1 . 1 ( ) 7 C . O'l47 0 . 479 0 . 3540 3 . 0?5 0 . 0 103 
- l. Yl 7 O . C4~ 3 0 . "?.9 0 . 3QRq 3.174 0 . 0064 
- 7 . 0h7 0 . 0~.'-16 o . 77 A 0 . 2574 3 . 324 0 . 0064 
- 2 . ~ L A 0 . 0122 0 . 928 0 . 2 124 ~ . 474 0 .006 4 
- 2 .~~A 0 . 0?70 1 . 078 0 .1673 
SKEH\1F SS FI\CTCP. = - 0 .1 08 FLATI\JF.SS F AC TO~ = 4 . 240 
Tt\ ul C: XVT I ll r.~· ;T 1) . r~~ l'\ '. 9l l TTY :l~'JS I Ty 
l ~ ~L OIOLE~T c l 'I T -: 1 I JC ' 4( '• .... F =? 1 AO Cf\=O.PC 
X c r vI '( 
0 . 1)~1-, '> . 'i ... qq -4 ., ~~ 
- 0 . ? p •) • <)£1 c; l - I •• J., 7 h 
- ,I. '· ?·' n. ~ t ·•q - .... . •'Jl4 
- f) . ~.-. ~ J . 1'• ·.l ,_, 
- '> .1'>? 
- I . 2 ' J t... n . o ':J'5 - l) . A ·) (l 
- l • 6 l ' • ' 1. ~ ~ :) 1 - h . ,)? h 
- t.'l7 ,? 0 . J 1 'I~ - !, • i J., .'> 
- ) . ~11 ') . 1'11~1 0 . 1 ~~. 
-?. ~ ft 1 ~ . nr;o 5 0 . 7 ~ '? 
- 2 . () ., J., f} . f) .)Q) 1.070 
- 1. '? '• !) • ;') ~~ ') ') 1. 4J 7 
- 1 . hf-2 O . t) f)c:; q 1 . 745 
- 4 . !) ()1') J . OI1"i1 2. 1')~ 1 
Sl<.f ',!\IC SS r t.c. rr: :- = 
- 0 . '·62 FLAT'~ESS 
l ~ Al 0 [ Ol fAT~ ( . ! T t"; L :fC" c ' r '-' E = ? l R () p l ·l= o. 00 
'.( c ( )I } X 
) . f'l42 {) . JJ'• '·? - t, . ~~~ 
- Q . ?':"\1 () . '::)1') _ ,, • '• R~ 
- :). t., ' ):; ') . "l l . /f., - I . • Q~'1 
-f) . l)?O J . l'_,~ z - <; . 111 
- 1 . ?~?. f) . t)"-4 2 
- ':> . '• ~ 1-, 
-l. 'J 7S ~ . 'l?l'J - 5 . 7RO 
-1. ~ ·~~ ') . n) V > - h . 1 0 3 
- .) . ??2 () • . y;q ~ - h . 4? 7 
- ? . '>'•5 ') . ,lt~q~ ' ) . ~()6 
_ ., '>'-.0 
..... ~ ') . ')1)<)? o . ~qq 
- ' . 1 ' l? 0 . ~()1, l \.011 
- 1 . :; l ,, n • r) ('IJ l 1.13f 
- 1 . '3 "','1 0 . 0061 1. ~5<1 
S K F: '.-! "J E S S r:~cr n'1 = -1.411 F L A T"J ES S 
r 1:\0C T t n ~c; 
c I '< I 
0 . ·:1C10 
0 . oo ~0 0 . ,.., , , ·~ () 
'l . nrno 
•) . ~f) H) 
n . oq"\~) 
J . 'J() ~() 
0 . 4?4<1 
tJ . ~'i>i'i 




F .1( TOQ = 
~ ( X) 
O. 'J031 
0 . 0031 
0 . 003 1 
0 .0011 
o .orn 1 
0 . 0031 
0.003 1 
0 . ()0 31 
0 .'• 6LQ 
0 • ?. ~ 11• 
0 .14~~ 
0 . 0'5~ 7 
O.O?f>3 
FAC lf)R = 
f. ~Q l Q. A • : <; I T T I~ '~ J: L=h ! 
'( r c x, 
2 .'• ?1 0 .0 1~? 
2 . 1'> ' ~ J • c :) () ') 
3. ()<"; 7 'l.t') (l<;Q 
·~ .... "\ '1 " .!) (' ')q 
~ . 771 ·).()J?Q 
'• . 1 1 1 '1.!)"1f) 
4 . 4 '·9 0 . 0()1 ') 
'• . 7 B 7 {) .00 11') 
5.12" f'l . OOln 
S.4n1 o.oo w 
5 . ~0 l 0 . 0010 
tJ.c;qz 
)( r ( x J 
J. !l-3 1 0 . 012q 
2 . V)h O . OO<J~ 
2.f>10 f'l . 000? 
2.4':'1 !1 . 006 1 
3 . ?'17 0 . C)O'l l 
~ . f>O'l O. QOi, J 
3 . f)24 0 . 00~ 1 
4.?.47 o . oo~ 1 
4.';70 0.(10 11 t, . AC}4 0.0031 
s .:n 1 0 . 00~ 1 
5 . 5'tl o . oo~1 





TAnl[ XVI I J {Cf'NTDl . pr~ r '' ·"- !3 flIT Y OF!,JST TY FIJNC TION S FOR TR.!\ NS I TI ON I= LOW 
1 't hl 1110LEA"!" f l "l HILIIEI'!E t'I! R r: =21t60 f~ /A=0. 80 
X F (X l X H X l X ~ I X I n . no& o . <F,~? 
- 1 . ~: v. 0 O. OO:l9 1. 747 0 . 0532 
- 0 . ?.11 0 . 61)?6 
-3.257 O. OOR9 l. 96't o . o3q9 
- 0 .'-29 0 . ~'544 
- 3 . 't75 0.0089 2 .1 R2 0 . 0346 
- n .. 6 'tb 0 . ?392 - 3.69? 0.()053 2 . 3q9 0 . 0248 - O . e ~'-4 0 .1 81 7 - 3 . 910 0 . 0044 2 . 617 0 . 0 1qh 
-1. OP? 0 . 12R S - 1t .l 27 0 . 0044 ? . B34 0 . 0147 
-1. ?9'~ G. OHH6 -4.34'5 0 . 0044 3 . 0 '57 0 . 0097 
- 1 . 517 0 . ()/) 2<J 0 . 224 0 . '>671 3 . 269 0 .009 7 
-1.73'+ 0 . 0Sl2 0 . 441 0 . 3190 3 . 487 0 . 009 7 
-1.952 0 . 0 1t43 0 .659 0 . 2127 3. 704 O. OOB9 
- ? .1 6:) ) . 0317 I).R76 0 .1551 3 . 922 0 . 0066 - 2 . ~387 0 . 023q l. 094 0 . l L 9h 4.140 0 . 0044 
- ? . 60 4 o . r. J hq 1 • 311 0 .0842 4.357 0.0044 
- 2 . q22 0 . 0 14 2 l. 579 0 . 0629 4 .57 5 0 . 0044 
SKE'.-1!\!ES<; FAC T 'P = () .192 FLJ\T~ESS FI\CTOR = 6 .')35 
1 :l; AL OIOLFATF I!\! PlLIJENE :"~;OE=2710 R.. /J\=0.00 
X F ( X ) X F (X l X FIX) 
o. 0 't 1 O • .C,Dll - 2 . 6 1t 7 0 . 0207 1.389 O.ll'?2 
- !). l 1t 9 f) . 4·17'? - 2 . :33<) O. Ol5R 1.5A1 0.0977 
- () . 3'+1 !).3~~3 -~. 03 1 0 . I) L 48 1.771 O. Of,':iO - () .') ~3 0 . 3 lli4 - 1.2?3 o. ooqq }.C)65 o . o4·H 
- o . 7:>r:.. 0.24h4 - -~. 41 6 0 . 0')~9 2 . 1?7 0.0296 
- '"'· 9l 1 O .l'?4h - 1 . ~(\!3 O. Q()C)') ? . 14<) 0 . 0207 
- l.llO () . }C,77 - ~ . HOO 0 . 001+9 2.'>4? o . otsg 
-1.112 0 .1 ?:')7 - 1 . '>92 0 . 0 04Q 7 . 71-'t O.OOWl 
- } . 4 ')/t n . ·lQ t2 0.2 H> 0 . 443'5 2.92(, 0.0049 
- l . ,., ;"tf- 1} . 07 14 0 .4 :>.~ 0.3<)42 3. 1 1 8 0 . 0049 
-1.1 r :J o . 0'3 1t2 0 . 620 0 . 1400 3. 110 0.0049 
- 1 . ' ) 7 f) i ) . 0 '• 14 O. Al2 O . V)Oh 3 . 50~ 0 .00 4 9 
- ? . ">h1 0 . 03?5 1 . 004 0.2~42 
-2. "-.':>'> r) • . ) ?. 6(> 1. 196 0 .1 725 
S~<.F 'r-·~rc;s F.'\( Pl~ = - o . 3 9J FLI\T"'ESS FI\CT'lR = 4. 320 
TI\BLE XVT I I ( Cf1t\Tf1). p < !l q ,'\ ~ I l I T Y DF:NSITY ru!\:CTICNS FOR TRANSITION FLnW 
1 ~ AL OIOLEATE f~ TDI_UFiJF "~P, F.::~ 040 R/!\=0.80 
'I r:- f X ) X r= r x ' X F(X) 
-0. ()()!~ ().4'l"l,l -1. C)flg 0.05•10 o.c7R 0.?3?1 
-(J • l't 5 o. ~~o r-.1 -2.10lJ 0.()471 1.119 O.lPqA 
-'1.;'9~ 0. 377 1 -?..250 0.01Q9 l.?')q 0.15q5 
-0.4?5 0. "J,f,!fR -?.390 0.0305 1. "'9C) 0. Li4q 
-0.5Ah 0.3£.~1 -2.530 0. 0 290 1.540 0. 10 30 
- (). 70 () 0.?07-~ -?.671 0.0218 l.6RO O.ORR5 
-0. (\4 1-, 0.2')3H -2.811 n.02lR l.P?.O 0.0725 
-0.0.q7 0. ? l 7 (, -?.951 0.0145 1.961 o.osqs 
-1.127 0 • 1 S HI> 0. 13 "> 0.4~24 2.101 0.0471 
-\.?()7 () • )It 5 ') 0.?77 0.~989 ?.?41 O.Ol77 
- ) • '•0 () 0.1197 0.417 0.3771 2.382 0.0290 
-1. 51t ~ 0.101') 0.5')7 0.1553 2.52? O.O?lg 
-l.A4q 0. ()/'~ 7:) O.n9R 0.3191 2.662 0.021R 
- 1. ~~? <; n.o7?5 0.838 0.2828 2.803 0.0145 
s I( E '·a\ r s s F.t\rrnr> = -0 .o 91 FLATNESS FACTOR = 3.171 
1 (I' t\l DICLE.lfE TN T I) L I J F ~·! F !"\!~ F = 24 nO R/A=O.OO ~ 
X I= ( X ) X F (X) X r 1 x J 
1. ·1 ~? (). j.( ~ q '• -3. 0 1t 0 0.0131 1.?14 0.1349 
-0. ?Ott 0 • '> 1:) 'i - ~-? 1 ~ O.OOR? 1. 4~)0 O.OB'53 
- t) • 4 1t t '1.1?70 -1.S13 0.00R2 l.AP.fl 0.0'>72 
- (). () 7! n.-:>?07 -3. 7Lt0 0.()0,q2 }.022 O.O't50 
-O.q13 O.lf-lh -3.095 n.G04l 2.1'19 0.01lq 
-1.1S'J 0 • t l '1 ') -4.;'1?? 0.0041 ? • 3 q') 0.0??1 
- l • 3 r3 ~ O.CP.17 -4. 1.-58 0. () 0't 1 2. 6:H 0.0163 
-}.1-,/? O.Ot;-10 
-'·. 6 94 0.0041 ?.AA~ O.OfJQO 
- 1 • ''· ~.) n. n,. "'o -4.131 0. () 04 l 1.104 0.00Rt! 
-?.:J'l:") () • 0 -~ 1 ') (). ? (l p 0. 'tq q 7 1.'\40 O.Oi1r>l 
-/. "~ 1 0.n?IJ~ 0.505 0.3?10 3.577 0.0041 
-;>. ')67 \l. 0 1 ~ ;'! 0. 1 1• l •).?) ~0 ~-~11 0.0041 
-? • t~ 0 ! .. 0.(;17? 0.977 0.1759 4. 0'• q 0.0041 
SKEWt~ESS F.\ C Ti l'1 = - :) • 4 9h FL\TI\JfSS F !\C T(lQ = 6.401 
TA BLE" XVT I I <C Or<.ITr) ). P0 !J~ AR IUTY OfNS ifY r:::u tK rr Dr.JS FOR TRANS f TI ON FL OW 
0.20 % PI B I N :-111\!r::Q '\L CIL r--;r·r- = ? ?40 R I 0.= 0 . Of) 
X F { X) X F ( X ) X F( X) 
- 0 . 179 0 . 78Q?. - 4 . 178 o. oosq ?. .760 0 . 0111 
- O. ')QQ 0 .140 -.o\ -4.79R 0 . 0047 3 . 180 o . ooq3 
-1. 0 1 7 0 . ()701 - 5 . 2 I 8 0 . 0035 '3 . 600 0 . 006 7 
- 1 . 419 0 . 0 '•" P, -5. h~R 0 . 0021 4.020 0 . 00 1-t1 
- l . 8 ') <J 0 . 0292 0 . ?.4 1 0 . 89 14 '' · 4't0 0 . 004 L 
- 2 . ? 79 0 . 02 10 o. 6b 1 0.1401 4. P:f- 0 0 . 0023 
- 2 . A9'} O. OlS2 1 . OB l O. Oh1? 5 . 280 0 . 0023 
-1. ll ~ 0 . 0105 1.501 0 . 03RO 5. 700 0 . 00 15 
- 3 . 53r1 0 . 0105 1 . 920 0 . 0234 
- 3 . 95 ~ f) . (H/76 2 .340 0 . 0228 
SK EW NESS FJ\C TOR = - 0. 448 FlATNESS FACTOR = 11.?80 
0 . 20 % PI B I N "'T'J=l-' O.L n iL W~E = 2 450 R/ A=o . a o 
X F { X ) X F ( X) X F(X ) 
- 0 . 1 q:) 0 .7 ?1.1 - 3 . 2!'6 0 . 0160 2 . 020 0 . 0146 
- G. r, 3 'l 1} . 19 17 - 3 . 72R o.o l3~ 2 . 461 0 . 0240 
-1. 0 7'> O. Oc;<Ot; 
- '· · l 70 O. OO RO ? . 90'> 0 . 01~3 
-1. :.1 7 O. C'Lt79 0 . 2'>2 0 .71)0 1 3 . 347 0 . 0096 
-1. '.1":9 n. c 3'tf, 0 . 694 0 . 1 7 30 3.78Q 0 . 00 75 
- ? . 1t0 1 0 . 0 1 ~6 1 . 1 3!> 0 . 0825 4.231 0 . 0059 
- ? . ~'' ' 0 . 0 1 ~0 1.578 0 . 0'506 
SKe~NE SS t= l\.CTf'\~ = - 0 .215 FL .t\TNESS FACTOR = 7.491 
0 . 20 t'p PIB I N :q ~! E·11\L Oil ~~~E=~24 0 R/0.= 0 . 30 ... 
';(. F ( X ) X F ( X ) X F ( X ) 
- 0 . 3 11 \) .Ci 576 - 5 . 105 O. OO?R 3 . 0 11 0 . 0070 
- 1 • 0 ' t 7 0 . 0 ?9 'j - ? . 7 8?. 0 . 0()3~ 3 . 68 7 0 . 00'55 
-1 . 12'>, o. ol no -~· · '•'>e 0 . 00 18 4 . 3h4 0 . 004'• 
- ") • ~\)I) 0 . 01 '•~ n .~oo 0 . 7}R6 '> . 0 4 0 0 . 00~3 
- ·3 . () 7 6 n . n111 O . C?~2 0 . 03f.J9 5. 71 6 o . oo~ ~ 
- 1 .7 5 ~ 0 . 0 0 ">~ l. &':i q o . o tqs 6 . 393 0 . 0015 
- 4 . /! 2 '-J 1') . 0.04~ ?. . 335 0 . 0 111 




T!\Rlt: XVI T If CC:\T~J. PROPABILITY r>F "' S I TY F U r-.; f. T I 0 N S fflP TPANSITJT1~ fl i)\-J 
0.20 % PIB IN ·"'Irqr.~AL 0IL r,l~ [ =2 4'5 0 ~/A=O.OO 
X F {X ) X ~ { X) X F (X) 
o.n10 0.70f1') - ~. h't l 0.022!) l.'5'i6 0.08')Q 
-0. 2 J l 0.450':} -2.A6? O.Otf>l 1.777 0.05~7 
-0.4~~ 0. ~ (, 5 t) -1.081 0.01.18 1.0q8 ').03?? 
-O.A'il O.?t..6G -1.304 O.OllA 2.?1H 0. 0 24 7 
-0.874 D. 1 7 71 -3.'5?5 0.0118 2.439 0.0236 
-1.ogs 0.1S()3 -3 • 7 1t 6 O.OOR6 ?.fl~O 0.0166 
-1.3lA 0.1161 0.230 0.6280 2.881 O.Cl')O 
-1.517 0.()8')C) 0.451 0. 3 5't 1 3. l 02 O.Ol;?Q 
-l.?SS O.Ot)11 0.612 0.2684 3. ~~ 2 3 0.0075 
-1.'778 O.D4?~ 0.8°~ o.1qz5 3.-544 0.00'54 
-?.119 0.03-~3 1.114 0.1503 3.765 0. 00 1t 3 
-2.42D 0.0247 1.31'5 0.1181 3.986 0.0032 
SKEt·!t'l t S S F~CTnR = -0.131 Fll\TNESS FACTOR. = 4.983 
o.zo ~ PIB IN r1 I :\; r ~ h L OIL i\;RF=26lt) R/fl=O.O~ 
X F (X) X f{X) X F (X) 
0.()1)1 o. 6'•of. -2.6'):.:? 0.0190 1.327 0.1171 
-0.2?() o.t-t'535 -2.873 0.01 1-+8 1.54R 0.10'55 
-0.4 /i- 1 0.15.q6 -3.094 0.0116 1.769 0. 0 73 g 
-0. ()f) 2 0. 76 36 -3.115 0.0095 1.990 0.0427 
-().~~3 0.2109 -3.C)36 o.oo~q 2.211 0.031'=) 
-l.lO'i 0. 14 76 -3. 7'57 0.0051 2.433 O.OIA5 
-1. 12 ~ 0. 1 1 bO -3.G7R O.OQ42 2.654 0.0149 
-l. S4 7 0.0~44 0.?.2? 0.5484 2.875 0.01?1 
-1.7~S C.C6B5 0. 4't 3 0.3427 3.096 O.OOR4 
-l.qQ,Q 0.0475 o.6n4 0. 2 B't 1 3.317 0.0051 
-?.. 210 0.0337 O.Bg') 0.2004 3.538 o.oozA 
-?.431 o.o ?43 1.106 O.lA35 3.759 0.0032 
<; K E \·l :\ E S S F.'\( TOR = -0.19Q FLAT"JFSS FACTOR = 4.'tl3 
TARLE XV [ l I ( Cf!-'Hf!, . pnnRI\P. Cl I TY DENSITY 
0.20 ~ PI~ ltJ ·~p ! t:Pf\ l Cll !~?[-: ? 740 R/J\ = 0 . 00 
X F ( X ) X 
- 0 . l ~ l l) . h~57 -1. 61)R 
- 0 . ' ... 16 0 . 26ft9 - 4 . 092 
-t. ')5() o. 1?11 -4.52 7 
-1. 1tf?5 o . rt-q9 - 4 . 9fl l 
-1. 9 19 0 . 0424 0 . 253 
- ? . 15ft O . !P~8 o. oAe 
- 2 . liJ9 0 . 0 191 1.1 22 
- 1 . 22'3 0 . 0079 1 . 55 7 
Sl<f!.-.~J FSS FhCTn~ = - 0 . 1)98 FLAT NE SS 
0.20 % PIB I N MI!vERI\ L OIL 'J ~F=2 740 P/ A=O. AO 
X r I X ) X 
- 0 . l 8 1 0 . 5 350 -1.0R7 
- 0 . ')Qt, 0 . 30 1R - 3 . 502 
-1. ~111 0 .170 1 - 3 . 91 7 
-l. 't26 0 . 0850 0 . ?35 
-1. b'tl 0 . 0494 0 . '1~0 
- ? . ?56 0 . 0302 l. 065 
-2.?72 0 . 0192 1.480 
<;KHJI\I fS<; C ~( Tf'lR = - 0 . 149 FLA.T NE SS 
0 . 20 -~ P I S I ~ '•t tn=QA L OI L '\JQE =26 1 0 Q /A=O. ~O 
)( F (X ) X 
- 0 .2l <J '} . J)OQO -1.1 3 1 
- O. fJ4? 0 . ??') 1 - 3 . 605 
- l . ·}~ 'j 0 . ]::>?3 -4 . 02 ~ 
-l JtS ·-~ 3 . 0 7(_, J 0 . :?0'> 
- l . <1 1 2 0 . 03R l 0 . 6?.~ 
- ? . \~c;; 0 . 07 72 1. 05 1 
- ~ . 7') 8 o. a Lfd l. 4 74 
SK F'.~ ~~~S ) o:: :'1. C T ·.) :~ = - 0 . 077 FLAT"JF.<;S 
FUNC TIONS 
r 1 x J 
0 . 00<)4 
0 . 00"34 
0 . 0024 
0 . 00?1 
0 . 5'327 
0 . ?119 
0 .1 5'6 
0 . 0616 
F ACTOR = 
F ( X ) 
0 . 01 17 
0.008 2 
0 . 00'55 
0.5514 
0 . ?7lh 
0 . 172 8 
O. OH 7 8 
F AC TI'Jq = 
F{X) 
0 . 010Q 
0.00~2 
O. OOB ? 
0 . 6090 
0 . 27 7 3 
0 . 1"23 
0.0 761 
l= l\CTOR = 
FOr:< TPANSIT£0N FL OW 
X ~fX) 
l. Q<12 0 . 03 71 
2 .4 2(1 0 . 0159 
2 . R6 1 0 . 0 106 
1 . 295 0 . 0 100 
3 .730 0 . 00~8 
4.1 64 0 . 00 .:?6 
4 . 5<J<J 0 . 002 t 
'> . 0 1"3 0.0016 
6.Rl4 
X F ( X I 
1. 8Q 5 0 . 0466 
2 . 310 0 . 02 7ft 
2. 7 26 0 . 0 1fl5 
3 . 141 0 . 0092 
3. '55 6 o. oosc; 
3 . 971 0 . 0027 
4 . 989 
X f ( X ) 
1. 89<3 0 . 043'5 
2 . 321 0 . 0?..7~ 
? • 7't4 0 . 0 163 
3 .1 67 o.otoq 
3. 591 0 . 0082 
4 . 014 0 . 0054 




T!\ BLE XV I T J ( C r;N T£1 l • P'-'r.3Af3 1LTTY OF."!~ ITY Fllt,JCT J(JNS FOR TPANSITI ON fl. Oil 
0.40 % PI R I N M I :~FQ I'll flll : .1~~ =-2280 ? I f,-=0 . dO 
X I= ( X ) X F C X) X F ( X ) 
- 0 .l ln n . q l 23 - 4 . 1<)0 0 . 007<') ?. . 297 0 . 0 l ' t 6 
- 0 . ')4 l 0 . ~7 ')1 - 4 . 5'?5 0 . 0073 2 .70? O. <H28 
- 0 . <14 1 C. 05't 7 - 5 . 00 1 0 . 0049 3. J 0 7 0.00 71 
- I . ~ lj? 0 . 'B65 - '> . 406 0 . 00 24 3 . 511 0 . 0055 
- 1 • 7"l7 0 . 032 2 - 5 . ?. 11 0 . 00\ f\ 3. en 8 0 . 0049 
- ? .1 n1 0 . 0??'> 0 . ?.10 t. O'>R2 4 . 324 0.0055 
- 2 . 1Jf>H o. 0 1 f,4 Oo6 75 0 . 048 7 4 . 729 0 . 0046 
- 7 . <)74 0 . 0 l!tO 1. 0~0 0 . 0314 5 . 1 Vt 0 .00 ?7 
- 1 o1.79 O. Ollf> l . 4Hn 0 . 0334 '5 . 54 0 0 . 002 1 
- J . 7A4 0 . 009 7 1. R(} l 0 . 01R2 5. 945 0 . 00 15 
SKfiiNES$ F AC: HJP = - OoS 4 7 FL ATNESS FACTOR = 13.531 
0.40 "' PIR TN ~ T f'\ERf, L OIL '•II< !> 2 390 R. / .\ = o. 00 ... 
X F ( x ) X F ( X ) X F C X ) 
- 0 . 09~ O o7 3 1•1 - 3 . 665 0 . 1)092 2 . 050 0 . 031 6 
- 0 . 4')() 0 . 1c; 73 - 4 . 022 0 . 006 7 2 . ' •0 7 0 . 0191 
- ') . ~ !) 7 O. l 4P4 - 4 . 379 0 . 0046 7. .765 0 . 0 120 
-l. l f> 4 () 0 ()<t 1 11 - 4 . T! 6 0 . 0015 3 .1 2?. 0 . 0106 
- l. "l~2 r. 0 0 7 06 -') . ')9 3 0 . 002R 3. 4 7 9 0 . 0081 
-1. '-3 7 "> 0 . (1 ~ '1 ?. 0 . 264 O. <J l R4 3 . B36 o. 0060 
- 2 . ?)1-, O. O?.hH 0 . 622 O. I H3 7 4.193 0 . 0028 
- ? o'>'H 0 . 0~'14 () . <)7 9 0 .11 30 4 . 551 0 . 00 18 
- .? . '1'i') 0 . :1148 1. . 33A 0 . 05A5 
- 3 . 1 ~)7 () 0 ()l 20 1 . 691 0 . 0 495 
SK H-Ir--JF S S Ft\C:Tfl R = - 0 . '563 FLATf\lfSS FACTOR = 7. 860 
TA'\LE XV I I I (( : ~r· T J ) . O:J'I~.\~ ll I TV f) P.~ <; 1 TV FU NC T1 nNS Ff'JR TP.\!\ISIT I O"J ~LOW 
0 . 4C 'I; PIB I ~! ~~ T ~ : F Q J\ L r: lL t-:~F=:? 460 R/t..= o . cw 
X F()() X F ( X ) X F (X) 
~ . f) l ~ 1 . :1V1 1 -"J. QO~ 0 . 01Q~ 1. RQq 0 . 04ql 
- 0 . 1 •) 1 0 . 1 () ') ·~ - 1 . 115 o . o 141 2 . 10 7 0 . 01i3'5 
- '1 . '•() ;) O. ?t..c:<3 
- 3 .32 4 0.0110 ? . 316 0 .0317 
- (') . AO C) O . ?~} <P - 'l. . CJ?1 O. OOQl 2 . ":>?.4 0 . 022'> 
- o . ~.n ii 0 . ) c:; li ' • - 3 .7 42 0 . 0079 2 . 733 1) . 0 1 '1? 
- I . n?~ 0 . 1? 1.4 -1 . 051 0 . 00'>B 2 . 94? 1) . 0116 
-] . 235 0 .1 '/ lP 0 . 2?.1 0 . 9390 3 . 1'>1 0 . 009 l 
-l. 444 ;) . (F )QI) 0 • It 36 0.2'i45 3 . 360 O. OOCJl 
-1 . 653 ~ . Of>79 0 . 645 o . I9.q o 3 . 5(.9 0 . 00 79 
-1 . 1">2 0 . ')~1)1 0 . ~5, 0 . 1471 3 . 77P. 0 . 0041) 
- 2 . 0 71 o . rn~~ l • 06?. 0 . 115~ 3 . <)-'3 7 0 . 0034 
- 2 . 2R ~J 0 . 03":\1 1 . 2 71 0 . 0962 4 . 195 0 . 0023 
- 7 . 4 t1 9 tl . 02S:? 1.4 ~0 0 . 0622 
-2 . ~9 7 0 . 0260 1 . ~R~ 0 . 04~ 1 
S K E ~-l "! F. S <\ F ~CTt;!.! = - 0 . 186 FLATNESS FACTf1q = CJ . 686 
0 . 40 
"' 
r>IB I F'\ M 1 ~:'- P. A l riL ~PF=.? 1 9 'J 0 /A=O . ~O 
)I r I X ) X F l X ) X F ( X ) 
- O . t>t•q O . CJ f-.47 - 4 . 022 0 . 0077 .? . 600 O. Ol h? 
- \) . ,00 O . l n 59 - 4 . 353 0 . 006? 2 . 93 1 0 . 0 100 
- .) .711 0 . 10:1 ) -4 . 6P 4 o . on54 3 . ? 62 0.008 9 
- 1. n ~.? o . c ;~4q - ') . () 15 0 . 00~9 1 . 593 o . oo5q 
- 1. 3 1 "-\ n . o td7 - 5.3'~6 o . ocns 3 . 92 4 0 . 00 11 
-1. 7\'.4 () • 0'• 2'• 0 . 2R? 1 . 05 ?3 4 . 256 O . 'J0'\9 
- 2 . 0JS (} . () v . 7 0 . 614 0 .1312 4 . 5R 7 0 . 003 1 
- "2 • 3 (, ~) 0 . 0/6 2 0 . 945 0 . 0772 lt . <;JR 0 . 00?.3 
- 2 . 6 CJ 7 0 . 0?0 1 1. 2 7 6 0 . 0"4() 5 . 2 49 O. OOOA 
- 3 . () ?P 0 . 0 11•7 1. 607 0 . 0 .5~h 5 . 5RO 0.0004 
- "l, . ~ f) (l 0 . (Jl 16 1 . 9 3~ 0 . 0251 
- 3 . 6 :n n . Ol OO 2 . 269 0 . 0 185 
SKEW t-ll="SS ~ 1\C Tnr- = - 0 .7 75 ~LATNfSS Ft\C TOR = 10. 0 43 
T fd~ L E xv r r r c cn~:rrJ 1 . DQ('A .'\ IHL f lY .')f:NS l TY FUf'IC TI flN S Fn~ TPft.NS TTlON r u:w 
0.40 ~ ~ If\ t N :~ l '!f-!~J\ l r II ·~D[:?.460 P / /\=0 . 00 
X F ( X ) X F { X) X r 1x 1 
o . n::\z ') . f.o?~() - 2 . Q2 7 0 . c l f.o'.l 1 . 62':> 0 . 061)2 
- () . l0f, c . /t !l9 c:; - ?. . 154 0 . 0 1 ~2 1 . BS 3 0 . 03135 
- 0 . 1,1 i 0 . 141 1 - 1 . 182 0 . 0096 2 . 0~0 0 . 03?5 
- 0. . A"i l 0 . ? 16 7 - 1 . ~) 10 o . oo~o 2 . 308 () . 0265 
- ') . fl / ~ o. 1 H 0~'> - 3 . H37 0 . 005 4 2 . '>16 o. oun 
- L . lOt.. 0 • 1 1t ' • ') - 1t. O.':>S 0 . 0048 2 . 7 61 0 . 0 112 
-1. _B4 0 . 10~4 - lt . 292 0 . oov.. 2 . 99 1 0 . 0091:1 
- l o ') 1> 1 O . O?It 3 0 . ?fl 0 0 . 638 1 ~ . ? 1 13 0 . 0060 
- 1 . 71\9 O . ObO~ 0 . 4 ~ 7 0 . 3973 3.44A 0 . 0048 
- 2 . 0 16 0 . ()-:!.Q } 0 . 7 1 5 0 . 2n49 3 . 6 74 0 . 0024 
- ? . 244 0 . 0 30 1 0 . 942 0 . 1 9~"> 3 . 90 1 0 . 0024 
- ? . 4 72 0 . 02~9 1 . 170 0 .1 '>65 4 .1 29 0 . 00 18 
- ? . 609 0 . 0? ?9 1. 31:}R 0 . 10A4 
SKE '.-I~:::SS Ff\C T O~ = - 0 . 382 FLATNESS rAC TOR = 5 . 100 
0. 40 'l PI B I N :-1 Ptt ~A l GI L \JI<': =?.2RO P /4=0 . 00 
:< r- ( X ) X F { X) X r- { X ) 
- 0 . 145 0 . 9270 - 4 . 2R4 0 . 00~2 2 . 488 O . Ol 1t 4 
- ') . ">?? 0 . 01111 - 4 . 660 0 . 004R 2 . 865 0 . 0 11 0 
- 0 . ~·FiB 0 . ()652 -5 . 0)6 0 . 004 1 3 . /.4 1 0 . 0079 
-1. 274 0 . 04't-'> - 5 . 'tl ., 0 . 0034 3 . 6 17 0 . 0062 
- 1.6SO 0 . 0 ~7 ~ - ':' . 7 ~9 0 . 0027 3 . 991 0 . 004 "> 
- 2 . ;:\?.A o . ~2P (1 . 23 1 1. 1226 4 . 3 f>9 0 . 0041 
- 2 • It() 1 o. ~211 0 . '107 O. ORQ3 4 . 746 0 . 0034 
- Z . 7 7 g 0 . 0 l 30 o. qsn 0 . 048 1 5 . 1 ?.? 0 . 0034 
- 1 .1 ')5 0 . 0111) 1. 360 0 . 02fl~ 5 . 499 0 . 0034 
- 3 . 5·q 0 . 00~9 1 . 7 36 0 . 0220 5 . 8 7 4 0 . 00 31 
- 3 . 988 O. COS? ? . 11 ?. O. Ol 6A 
SKEH'lESS FI\CTf1R = - 0 . 30~ FL I\T~ E SS FAC: TC'R = L 4 . 05? 
TABLE XIX. VI BRAT lNG PROBE RESUlTS 
MINERAL Oil NR.E=7520 U=6.00 FT/SEC INT=0.045 
FREQ VTURB VSIN DlSP UDISP UANEM R 
10.0 0.126 0.063 0.0230 0.120 0.132 1.10 
20.0 0.126 0.127 0.0233 0.244 0.264 1.08 
30.0 0.126 0.155 0.0179 o. 280 0.322 1.14 
40.0 0.126 0.126 0.0124 0.260 0.262 1.00 
s;o.o 0.126 0.113 0.0082 o. 213 0.235 1.10 
60.0 0.126 0.092 0.0054 O.l6q 0.191 1.12 
MINERAl OIL NRE:8300 U=6.1S FT /SEC 1NT=0.045 
FREQ VTURB VSIN DIS? UDISP UANEM R 
10.0 0.125 0.074 0.0230 0.121 0.152 1.26 
20.0 0.125 0.144 0.025~ 0.269 o.zqq l.ll 
30.0 0.125 O.l6q 0.0201 0.315 0.350 1.11 
40.0 0.125 0.146 0.0139 o.2qo 0.302 1.04 
50.0 0.125 o.tzq 0.0097 0.254 0.269 1.06 
60.0 0.125 0.129 0.0074 0.232 0.269 1.16 
70.0 0.125 0.106 0.0060 0.216 0.220 1.02 
80.0 0.125 0.100 o. 0050 0.210 0.207 0.98 
90.0 0.125 o.o1q 0.0034 0.160 0.164 1.02 
100.0 0.125 0.079 0.0027 0.141 0.156 1.11 
MINERAL OIL NRE=9550 U=7. 56 FT/SEC INT=0.043 
FREO VTURB VSIN OlSP UDISP UANEM R 
5.0 0.078 0.028 0.0260 0.068 0.118 1.70 
5.0 0.069 0.021 0.0260 0.068 0.099 1.46 
10.0 0.069 0.037 0.0270 0.142 0.175 1.22 
20.0 0.069 0.061 0.0275 0.286 0.288 1.01 
TABLE XIX.(CONTOl VIBRATING PROBE RESULTS 
0.028% PIB IN MINERAL OIL NRE:l1120 U=12.22 FT/SEC INT=0.047 
FREQ VTURB VSIN OlSP UOISP UANEM R 
10.0 0.108 0.042 0.0265 0.138 0.225 1.64 
20.0 0.108 0.058 0.0252 0.26~ 0.361 l.A3 
30.0 0.108 0.065 0.0214 0.336 0.34A 1.04 
40.0 0.108 0.059 O.Olbl 0.338 o. 314 0.93 
50.0 0.108 0.070 0.0161 0.422 0.374 o.88 
60.0 0.108 0.063 0.0113 0.356 0.335 0.94 
70.0 0.108 0.052 0.0780 0.286 0.278 0.97 
80.0 0.108 0.039 0.0480 0.195 0.210 1.08 
0.028t PIS IN MINERAL Oil NRE=l0500 U=11.15 FT/SEC INT=0.065 
FREQ VTURB VSIN OISP UDISP UANEM R 
20.0 0.094 0.073 0.0258 0.270 0.563 2.08 
3o.;o 0.094 0.059 0.0218 0.342 0.451 1.~7 
40.0 0.094 0.057 0.0213 0.446 0.442 0.99 50.0 0.094 0.053 0.0154 0.402 0.411 1.02 
60.0 0.094 0.057 0.0132 0.416 0.442 1.06 
70.0 0.094 0.042 0.0077 0.286 0.326 1.14 
80.0 0.094 o.o 33 0.0048 0.201 0.256 1.27 
0.028~ PIB IN MINF.RAL Oil NRE=l3150 U=14.02 FT/SEC INT=0.044 
FREQ vruqs VSIN OISP UOISP UANEM R 
10.0 0.132 0.034 0.0240 0.127 0.163 1.27 
20.0 o. 132 0.081 0.0251 0.265 0.388 1.46 
30.0 0.132 0.069 0.0202 0.318 0.328 1.03 
40.0 0.132 0.073 0.0198 0.415 0.350 0.87 
50.0 0.132 0.089 0.0124 0.402 0.425 0.80 
60.0 0.132 0.085 0.0153 0.480 0.405 0.85 
70.0 0.1~2 0.055 0.0082 0.303 0.261 0.86 
8o.o 0.132 0.034 0.0042 0.178 0.164 0.91 




TABLE XIX.(CONTOI VIBRATING PRORE RESULTS 
0.028t PIB IN MINERAL Oil NRE=9340 U=9.90 FT/SEC INT=0.0700 
FREQ VTURB VSTN OJSP UOISP UANEM R 
20.0 0.078 0.069 0.0276 0.295 0.614 2.06 
30.0 0.078 0.049 0.0209 0.326 0.437 t.4A 
40.0 0 .07A 0.052 0.0223 0.465 0.465 1.00 
50.0 0.078 0.061 0.0223 0.785 0.556 0.95 
60.0 0.078 0.053 0.0138 0.4'35 0.465 1. 07 
70.0 0.078 o. 388 0.0077 0.286 0.346 1. 21 
8o.o 0.078 0.031 0.0048 0.202 0.278 1. 38 
o.o5r PIB IN MINERAl Oil NRE=9320 t1=12.28 FT/SEC INT=0.0720 
FREQ VTURB VSIN OISP UDISP UANE"1 R 
10.0 0.064 0.016 0.01')6 0.129 0.221 1.7~ 
10.0 0.064 0.023 0.0?.07 0.216 0.313 1.45 
30.0 O.Ob4 0.030 0.0213 0.336 0.420 1.25 
40.0 0.064 0.037 0.0214 0.490 0.515 I. 05 
50.0 0.064 0.028 0.0145 0.380 0.392 1.03 
~o.o 0.064 0.035 0.0141 0.445 0.486 1.09 
10.0 O.Ob4 0.023 0.0081 0.300 O.'llA 1.06 
80.0 0.064 0.018 0.0053 0.222 0.249 1.12 
90.0 0.064 0.0\4 0.00'37 0.178 0.\92 1.08 
0.05~ Pta IN MtNERAL OIL NREa 11120 Uz1tt.50 FT/SEC JNT•0.057 
FREO VTUR 8 V<iiN DJSP UDISP UANEM R 
10.0 0.076 0.017 0.025') o.13tt 0.192 1.45 
~o.o 0.076 o.o~lo 0.0:?53 0.266 0.32~ 1.?.1 
'30.0 0.01b o. 335 0.0255 0.402 Q. 372 0.93 
40.0 0.076 o.o 38 0.0233 0.4~6 0.421 0.87 
50.0 0.076 0 .o 37 o.ots5 0.406 0.413 t.O?. 
~o.o 0.07b I') .o 40 0.013~ 0.4?6 0.445 L.OS 
70.0 0.076 0. 0 ?.5 0.0075 0.274 0.278 l. 01 
~0.1) O.l'l76 0.020 o.oo~o 0.110 0.21'1 1. 0 'l 
90.0 0.076 0.012 0.0035 0.167 0.132 o.8o 
~ 
\0 
TABLE XIX.tCONTO) V I8R AT lNG PROBE RESULTS 
O. 20% PTB IN MINERAL OIL NRE=3760 U=9.25 FT/SEC INT=0.0845 
FREQ VTURB VSIN 0 I SP UOISP UANEM R 
10.0 0.042 0.011 0.0223 0.118 0.208 1.7c; 20.0 0.042 0.020 0.0230 0.242 0.370 1. 52 30.0 0.042 0.018 0.0188 0.39?. 0.324 0.83 40.0 0.042 0.024 0.019$3 0.416 0.446 1.0~ 50.0 0.042 0.027 0.0173 0.456 0.492 1.07 60.0 0.042 0.024 0.0127 0.400 0.446 1.10 10.0 0.042 0.024 0.0113 0.410 0.446 1.09 8o.o 0.042 0.019 0.0074 0.280 0.346 1.22 
o.zot PtB IN MINERAL OIL NRE=5820 U=l4.40 FT/SEC tNT=0.0510 
FREO VTURB VSIN OISP UOISP UANEM R 
20.0 0.037 0.008 o.o 0.880 0.148 1.63 30.0 0.037 0.011 o.o 0.169 0.210 1.7.5 50.0 0.037 0.009 o.o 0.19c; 0.182 0.94 60.0 0.037 0.011 o.o 0.212 0.210 0.99 80.0 0.037 0.011 o.o 0.162 0.210 1.20 90.0 0.037 0.009 o.o 0.160 0.182 1.12 
0.20~ PIR lN MINERAL OIL NRE=4900 U=12.10 F T /SEC INT=O. 0405 
F~EQ VTURR VSIN OtSP UOTSP UANEM R 
10.0 0.029 0.007 0.0156 0.081 0.118 1.42 ?0.0 0.029 0.013 0.0177 0.1~'3 0.?.25 l.3F> 
30.0 0.029 0.011 0.0163 0.254 0.194 0.91 50.0 0.029 0.013 0.0830 0.218 0.216 0.99 60.0 0.029 0.011 0.0675 0.210 0.185 0.89 80.0 0.029 0.008 0.0440 0.180 0.142 o.8o 
90.0 0.029 o.oo8 o.o 300 0.144 0.142 0.96 
TABLE XIX.fCONTO) Vt BRATJNG PROBE RESULTS 
0.40% PIB IN MINERAl OIL NRE=4440 U=l0.60 FT/SEC INT=0.0740 
FREQ VTUR8 VSIN OISP UDISP UANEM R 
20.0 0.033 0.008 0.0202 0.210 0.202 0.96 
30.0 0.033 o.ooq 0.0191 0.300 0.232 0.80 
40.0 0.033 o.ooa 0.0012 0.256 0.212 0.83 
50.0 0.033 o.oos 0.0079 0.206 0.212 1.03 
0.40% PI B IN MINERAL OIL NRE=3550 U=8.55 FT/SEC t NT=O. 0710 
FREQ VTUPB VSIN DISP UDISP UANEM R 
10.0 0.028 0.006 0.0167 0.087 0.152 1.72 
20.0 0.028 0.009 0.0202 o. 210 0.230 1.09 
30.0 0.028 0.011 0.0191 0.300 0.266 0.92 
40.0 0.028 0.012 0.0123 0.256 0.298 1.16 
50.0 0.028 0.012 0.0079 0.206 0.298 1.42 
TABLE xx. PRESSURE PR!JBE DATA 
'41NERAl OIL 
R/A u VRMS PSI INT Q N~E 
o.o 7.66 0.012 0.032 0.0454 105.7 9300. o.o 15.50 o. 045 0.122 o. 0424 217.0 19100. o.o 23.40 0.097 0.264 0.0405 328.0 28800. 
0.20 7.24 0.012 0.034 0.0540 105.7 9300. 0.20 14.69 o. 049 0.132 0.0510 217.0 19100. 0.20 22.30 0.105 0.285 0.0476 328.0 28800. 
0.40 6.92 0.014 0.039 0.0685 105.7 9300. 0.40 14.20 0.055 0.150 0.0621 217.0 19100. 0.40 21.50 0.120 0.325 0.0585 328.0 28800. 
0.60 6.58 0.015 0.041 o. 0795 105.7 9300. 0.60 13.48 0.061 0.166 0.0760 217.0 19100. 
0.60 20.52 o. 135 0.366 0.0728 328.0 28800. 
0.80 5.92 0.016 0.044 0.1040 105.7 9300. 0.80 12.21 0.064 0.173 0.0965 217.0 19100. o.so 18.70 0.140 0.379 0.0905 328.0 28800. 
0.90 5.29 0.018 0.049 0.1450 105.7 9"300. 0.90 11.00 o. 069 0.186 0.1280 217.0 19100. 0.90 16.90 0.142 0.386 0.1130 328.0 2 8800. 
0.95 4.63 o. 018 0.049 0.1900 105.7 9300. 0.9'5 9. 78 0.071 0.193 0.1680 217.0 19100. 0.95 15.19 0.150 0.406 0.1470 328.0 7. 8800. 




TABLE XX(CONTOl. PRESSURE PROBE DATA 
0.028 
' 
PIB IN MlNERAl Otl 
R/A u VRMS PSI INT Q ~RE 
o.o 7.66 o. 011 0.031 0.0444 105.7 7800. 
. o.o 15.50 - 0.037 0.102 0.0353 217.0 15900. 
o.o 23.40 0.085 0.2"30 o. 0353 328.0 7.5000. 
0.20 7.24 0.012 0.033 0.0520 105.7 7800. 
0.20 14.69 0.037 0.102 0.0392 217.0 15900. 
0.20 22.30 0.086 0.234 0.0392 328.0 25000. 
0.40 6.92 0.013 0.036 0.0625 105.7 7800. 
0.40 14.20 0.041 0.110 0.0455 217.0 15900. 
0.'-'0 21.50 0.095 0.257 0.0462 328.0 25000. 
0.60 6.58 0.014 0.039 0.0755 105.7 7800. 
0.60 13.48 0.049 0.132 0.0606 217.0 15900. 
0.60 20.52 - 0.115 0.312 0.0620 328.0 25000 • . 
0.80 5.92 0.016 0.043 0.1010 105.7 7800. 
o.8o 12.21 0.059 0.161 0.0904 217.0 15900. 
o.8o 18.70 0.132 0.359 0.0865 328.0 25000. 
0.90 5.29 - 0.016 0.044 0.1310 105.7 7800. 
0.90 11.00 0.064 0.173 0.11 CJO 217.0 15900. 
0.90 16.90 0.142 0.386 0.1130 328.0 25000. 
0.95 4.63 0.015 0.041 0.1530 105.7 7800. 
0.95 CJ.78 0.065 0.176 0.1530 217.0 15900. 
o.CJ5 15.19 0.142 0.386 0.1400 328.0 25000. 
0.98 3.74 0.014 0.039 0.2340 105.7 7800. 
0.98 8.15 0.059 0.159 0.1960 217.0 15900. 




TABLE XXfCDNTOJ. PRESSURE PROBE DATA 
0.05 t PJB IN MINERAl OIL 
RIA u VRMS PSI INT 0 NP.f 
o.o 7.66 0.012 0.031 0.0462 105.7 6560. 
o.o 15.50 0.033 0.090 0.0312 217.0 13400. 
o.o 23.40 0.011 0.210 0.03?.1 3?.8.0 20300. 
o.?.o 7.*14 0.012 0.034 0.0541 105.7 6560. 
0.20 14.6q 0.035 o.oCJs 0.0366 217.0 13400. 
o.zo 22.~0 o. 01!0 0.217 0.0364 328.0 20300. 
0.40 6.92 0.014 0.038 0.0661 105.7 6t;60. 
0.40 14.20 0.037 0.102 0.(\391 217.0 13400. 
0.40 21.50 0.085 0.230 0.0415 328.0 20300. 
0.60 6.58 0.016 0.043 0.0831 105.7 ~c;~o. 
0.60 13.48 O.Oitl 0.112 0.0513 217.0 13400. 
0.60 20.52 0.095 0.257 0.0512 3?'3.0 20300. 
o.8o s.qz 0.018 0.049 0.1130 105.7 6c; 60. 
o.so 12.21 o. 049 0.132 0.0740 217.0 lJitOO. 
o.ao 18.70 0.112 0.305 0.0735 328.0 20300. 
0.90 5.29 0.019 0.051 0.1530 105.7 6560. 
0.90 11.00 0.051 0.139 0.0955 217.0 11400. 
0.90 16.90 0.120 0.325 0.09151§ 328.0 203()0. 
0.9c; 4.h3 0.019 0.051 0.1930 105.7 6560. 
0.95 q.18 O.O~It o. 148 0.12 80 217.0 111tOO. 
0.9~ 15.19 0.125 0.339 0.1210 328.0 20300. 
0.98 3. 74 0.014 0.038 0.22f.O 105.7 6560. 
0.98 ~.15 o. 052 0.142 o. 1750 217.0 1 JltOO. 




TABlE XXC CONTD 1. PRESSURE PROBE DATA 
0.20 ~ PIB IN MINERAl OIL 
RIA u VRMS PSI INT Q ~RF 
o.o 7.86 0.012 0.033 0.0455 105.7 3300. 
o.o 1~.50 0.085 0.230 0.0800 217.0 6500. 
o.o 22.10 0.170 0.461 o. 0785 328.0 10000. 
0.20 7.60 0.009 0.026 0.0372 105.7 3lOO. 
0.20 15.04 0.059 0.159 0.0560 217.0 6500. 
0.20 21.45 0.157 O.lt27 0.0775 328.0 10000. 
0.40 7.30 0.009 0.024 0.0382 105.7 3300. 
0.40 14.45 0.054 0.146 0.0580 217.0 6500. 
0.40 20.62 0.150 0.406 0.0791) 328.0 10000. 
0.60 6.85 0.009 0.026 0.0458 I 05.7 3300. 
0.60 13.61 0.061 0.166 o.o7~t6 217.0 6'iOO. 
0.60 19.50 0.162 0.440 0.0965 328.0 10000. 
o.ao 6.06 0.011 0.030 0.067'5 105.7 3300. 
o.ao 12.21 0.071 0.193 0.10~0 217.0 6500. 
0.80 11.60 0.175 0.474 0.1230 328.0 10000. 
0.90 'i.30 0.011 0.031 0.0925 105.7 33'10. 
0.90 10.62 0.0~6 0.180 0.13~0 ?17.0 6'iOO. 
0.90 15.62 0.170 0.461 0.1510 328.0 10000. 
o. qr; 4.'i2 0.011 0.029 0.1190 105.7 330'1. 
o.qr; q.4? o. 061 0.166 0.1560 ?17.0 6500. 
0.95 13. 72 0.142 0.3R6 0.1710 328.0 10000. 
0.9A 3.94 o.ooq 0.026 0.1390 105.7 1lO'l. 
0.98 A.~5 0.044 o.ttq 0.1410 217.0 6500. 
0.98 12.32 0.120 0.325 0.1760 37.8.0 10000. 
o.o 7.86 0.007 0.020 0.0242 10~.7 3"\00. 
o.o 15.SO o.~o 0.108 0.0382 217.0 6500. ~ 
o.o 2:?.10 0.115 0.312 0.0531 328.0 10000. \0 ....... 
TABLE XXI. FRICTION FACTOR OATh 
RIJ"J TU BE 0 uo.,<,,_ 
.) 
PS I /FT NRF= "JRES F FPV 
1 0 . 5 1 '•) . 9 10 . 75 0.2705 20175. 16757 . 0 . 00478 0 . 00646 1 o.c:;J 52 . 3 l?. . BO 0.1402 240 36 . 41790 . 0. 00 42':\ 0.006 ) 9 1 0 . 51 6) .4 15.0~ 0.4'>70 ?q2l8 . 51409. 0 . Ql')ltl2 0 . 00596 1 0 . 51 74 . 5 113 . 24 0 . 5736 342 38 . 62378. 0 . 00152 0 . 00'>70 1 0 . 51 8~ . 4 21 . 64 0.7458 4:)621_, . 74016 . 0.00125 0 . 00548 1 l. 00 <)5.Q 6 . 09 0 . 0430 22456. 40()11. 0.00464 0 . 00610 l 1. 00 18 13 . 2 11 . 96 0 . 0958 4401>9. R028 7 . 0.00268 0.00538 1 1.00 2<)0 . 0 \!~.41 0 . 1677 67906. 12171'> . 0.00198 0.00489 1 2 . 00 9'> . 9 1.52 0 . 0022 11228 . 2045n . 0 . 00773 0 . 00750 1 2.00 224.9 1.57 0 . 009':\ 26319. 4 7950 . 0 . 00582 0 . 00606 1 ?.00 290.0 4.61 0.0132 3395 -~ . 61H58 . 0 . 00499 0 . 00571 1 2.()0 38<) . 6 6 . 19 0 . 07.44 45614. 83102 . 0.00510 0.00534 2 0. 5 l 41.7 10.17 0.2575 4435 . 34915 . 0.00506 0 . 00969 2 0 . 51 51.4 1?..53 0.3258 5467 . 41036 . 0 . 00421 0.00912 ? 0 .'>1 6? . 8 15. 11 0.4140 6679. 52581 . 0 . 00359 0 . 00862 2 0.51 74 . 2 1 q . 39 0 . 4979 7892 . 62126. 0.00309 O.OOA23 2 0 . 51 R'l .2 20 . 7A 0.5917 9067. 71116 . 0.00:?79 0 . 007()3 2 1 • on 92 . 7 5 . 8 7 0 . 0631 5023. 39546. 0.00731 0.1}0934 
'2 1. 00 19A.6 12.57 0 . 1437 10762 . fl4723 . 0.00363 o . 00758 2 1.00 294 . 9 18.67 0 . 2362 159~ l. 125805 . 0 . 007.10 0.0068'5 2 ? . 00 ~98 .4 6 . 30 0 . 0320 10795 . 8497Q. 0 . 00642 0.00757 2 2.00 44 8 .0 7.09 0.0384 12139 . 95 559 . c.oo~OQ 0.00734 2 2 . ()0 2 ~0. 8 3.97 0 . 0159 6796 . 534<)6 . 0 . 00807 0.00858 ? '2 . 00 190 .6 3.14 0 . 0109 5381 . 4 2 36? . 0 . 00879 O.OOQ16 2 2 . 00 146 . 4 2 . 32 0 . 0065 396 7. 3122 7 . 0.00960 0.01001 7 2 .00 92.7 1. 4 7 0.00?4 ?512. 19773 . 0.00'393 0.011?1 3 1 . 00 79.3 '+.54 0 . 0575 71o2 . 7162 . 0.01005 0.00846 3 1. 00 10h.5 6. 10 0.0809 961 9 . 9619 . 0 . 00784 o. 00781 3 1.00 2 1'>. 8 12 . 16 0 . 2717 19491. 19491 . 0.00641 0 . 00652 4 2 . 00 106 . 5 1 . 53 0 . 0030 4809 . 4809. 0 . 00937 o.ooq46 4 ;? . 00 215 . 8 3.09 0 . 0104 9745 . 9745. 0.00 7R4 0.00778 
4 2.00 2131.3 4 . 03 0 . 0164 12703 . 12703. 0 . 00731 0 . 00726 5 l. () 0 1 0'• . q 6 . 01 0 . 0'301 5605. 9474 . 0 . 00800 0 . 00906 c:; 1. 0 0 159 . 9 9 . 16 0.1406 81)43 . 14442 . 0 . 00605 0 . 00806 5 l. OO ?l?.~ 12.19 0 . 2045 113 69 . 19220 . 0.00496 0.00747 5 1 • ')0 2f>7 . 8 15 . H 0. 27 59 14308 . ?41 8 7 . 0 . 00423 0.00704 
5 1 . oo 10 4 .'} 6 . 01 0 . 0844 5~')? . 94 74. O.OOR41 0 . 00895 5 1. 00 159 . 9 9 . 16 0.1515 8920. 14442. 0.00651 0 . 00797 5 1. 00 212 . A 12 . 19 0.2229 11 R71 . 19?20. 0.00541 0.00719 
5 1 • ()f) 26 7. ? 15.14 0 . 2997 14939. 2418 7. 0.00459 o . 0069o 5 1 . 10 ·n1 . ? 1 ~ . 17 0.3678 176 95. 28649 . 0 . 00402 0.00667 




T !\8L E XXIlCONTr>) FR IC T IOt-J FACTO~ DATA 
RUN TIJRE Q u PSI/FT ~RE NRES F FPV 
I) 1.')0 11)9.<) 9.16 0.16?.1 9332 . 14442. 0 . 00698 0.00787 5 1. :10 212 . 8 1 2.19 0 . 2434 12419. 19220. 0.00591 0.00730 I) 1.J') 267.8 1">.14 0 .3245 1562<) . 241 8 7. 0.00497 0 . 006 89 I) 1. 00 317.2 18.17 0 .1<) 7 0 185 12. 28649 . 0 . 00434 0 . 00660 6 2 . ')0 185. 8 2 . 66 0.0087 1)4?.2. 8 3Q 1 . O. OOi386 0 . 00914 6 2.1)0 ?.41. 3 3 .46 0 . 0133 7041. 10897 . 0.0080 3 0 . 00850 ~ 2.0() 293 . 5 4.?0 o. oun 8'i64. 13254. 0 . 0()764 0 . 00805 6 2 . 00 356.2 '>.10 0 . 0754 10194. 160Rtl. 0.00705 0 . 00765 6 2.00 404 . 8 5 . 80 0 . 0321) ll812. 18280 . O. OOfl98 O.I'J0740 7 1.00 104.9 6 . 01 0.09?.3 zq4z . 94 74 . 0 . 00922 0 . 01107 7 1.00 132 . 4 7.59 0 . 1291 31)87. 11958 . 0 . 00809 0 . 01032 7 1 . 1)0 186.4 10. 68 0 .1937 5051. lf->835. 0 . 00613 0.00<)31 7 1.00 240 .3 13.77 0.2694 65 11. 21703. 0 . 0051 3 0 . 00868 7 1.1)0 2h7 . 8 15.34 0 .~148 7 ~ 56. 24187. 0 . 00483 0.00843 7 1 . 00 2R9 . 8 16. 60 0 . 3538 7852. 26174 . 0 . 00463 0 . 00825 7 1. 00 104 . 9 6. 01 0.0925 3038 . 94 71t. 0 . 00924 0.01081) 7 1.00 132 .4 7.">9 0 .13 17 3834. 11958. 0.00826 0 . 0 101 1 7 1.00 186 . 4 10.68 0 . 2057 5398 . 16815 . 0 . 00651 0.00915 7 1. 00 240 .3 11.77 0 . 2879 6958. 21701. 0 . 00548 0 . 00852 7 1 • 0 () 2n7.B lS.34 0 . 3258 7755. 241 87. 0.00499 0.00827 7 1. 00 2ACJ . A 16.60 0 . 3670 839? . 26174. 0 . 00480 O.OO'HO 7 1. 00 104.9 6.01 0.095 1 32 35. 9ft 74. 0 . 00952 0 . 0 1064 7 1. 00 132.4 7 . ')Q 0 .1 324 4083. 119 58 . O. OOA30 0.00993 7 1 . 00 18'>.4 10 . 61 0 .21 <)7 5749. 1o 815. 0 . 00695 0.00899 7 1 . ()() 240 . 3 13.77 0 .10'34 7411. 21703. 0 . 0058 7 O. OOR38 7 1.00 ?67 . "> 15.34 o. ~4 74 8259 . 2418 7. 0 . 001)13 0 . 008 13 7 1 . 1)0 2$39 . 9 1o . hO 0.3R42 893q. 26174. 0 . 00503 0.00796 8 ?.00 ?12 . A 3.05 0.0 11 8 3281 . 9610 . 0 . 00019 o. 01060 ~ 2 . 00 "l f-> 7.8 3.H4 0 . 0172 4130. 120<}4. 0 . 00842 0.00989 
P, 2. \)0 324 . 8 4 . 6'i 0 . 0?.50 500A. 14668 . 0.00'311 0 . 00935 
B 2 . 0 0 376.0 5 . ~q 0.0329 57GB. 16980. 0 . 008 1 ~ 0 . 00897 
<) 1.01 107 . 5 A.1 o 0 .1008 2631 . <)709 . 0.009">9 0.01134 
9 l.;) ') 137 . 5 7.~H 0 .1 '300 3365 . 1 21t 19. 0 . 00756 0 . 01052 
9 1. 0~ 226 .0 12.<)5 ().2498 553 1. 20412. O. OOS38 0 . 00909 <) 1. 00 2">6 . 0 16 . ~9 0 .3196 6999. 25831. 0.00456 0.00851 
9 1 • ')0 10 7.'i 6 .1h 0 .1048 2892 . q70CJ . 0.00997 0 . 01101 
4 1. 0'1 1~7.5 7.n~ 0.14~7 3699. l21tl<). 0 . 00864 0 . 0102? q 1. 00 226 .0 12.95 0 . 2749 60 80. 20412. O. OO'i9?. 0.008~5 
9 1. on 2Bf- . O 16. 19 o .~o5 7 7644. 25B31. O.o0049?. O. OOA?9 
Q 1.00 107 . '> f. . 16 0 .1030 3137. 9709 . 0 . 00980 0 . 01074 
q 1 • 00 137.5 7 . 13B 0.1495 4012. 1?.419. 0.00869 0.0099R 
q 1. '10 226 .0 12.95 0.2942 6595. 20412. 0.00633 0.00865 
9 l • () 0 286.0 16. -i9 0.380A 8345 . 25831. 0.0051?. 0.00811 ~ 
\0 
\0 
TA8LE XXI(CONTOI FRICTION FACTOR 0/\TA 
RUN TU RE Q u PSI/FT NRE NRE5 F FPV 
10 2.00 126.0 3.24 0.0146 3297. 102 06. 0.01006 0.010'58 
10 2.00 2~6.0 4.10 0.0224 4173. 12915. o.ooq~1 o.oo9q,s 
10 2.00 346.0 4 .·16 0.0327 5048. 15625. 0.00960 0.00933 
10 2. !)0 406.0 5.82 0.0431 ';921. 18J35. 0.00920 O.OOR92 
11 1.00 l'J7.6 6.13 0.0457 14583. 7?Cjl4. 0.00416 0.00701 
1 1 1. 10 198.8 11.32 0.0984 26933. 134664. 0.0027'> O.OOh03 
1 1 1.00 ?97.0 16.()3 0.1613 ~9559. 1 97796. 0.00212 0.0(}551 
11 1.00 370.1-, 21.11 0.2336 5020R. 251039. O.OOlR8 0.00'522 
12 2.1')0 27 5.8 1.<}3 0.0110 lR6B2. 93411. 0.00512 0.00659 
12 2.00 3qo.a 5 ·'•2 0.0183 2579'5. l2R974. 0.00447 0.00609 
12 2 .oo 492.7 7.02 0.0269 33375. l f,68 74. 0.00~92 0.00'573 
17 1. 00 1?2.0 8.53 0.0040 87162. 9'>104. 0.00456 0.00463 
17 1.10 ? 75.0 15.44 0. 2519 15 805 7. 17 2 't2 5. 0.00377 o. 00410 
17 t. 00 395.0 22.lq 0.439R 2?7027. 247665. 0.00316 0.003R2 
18 l. ) () 223.5 1?.51) 0.222b 57675. 140135. 0.00~')0 0.00506 
lA l.OQ ?.OR.O 17.2q 0.120('} 7Q480. 193116. 0.0037q 0.00472 
lR. 1.00 l'i-03 .o 2?.-'13 O.'tlAl 103995. 252681. 0.00289 0.00446 
}Q 1.00 ?OA .5 11.60 0.14~7 121635. 129476. 0.00~78 0.00417 
l<J 1.00 311.2 l7.4R o.3o7q lA3iOA. }q'5123. 0.00357 0.0039'l 
20 1.00 ? 'iO. 0 14.04 0.2?~1 4R~>33. 156 7'; 0. o.oo4oq 0.005?6 
20 1. 00 31R.O 18.98 o.~qAl 65751. 2llq2-'t. 0.00391 0.00492 
?0 1. ')0 4?S.O 23.!36 0.5199 82676. 2f:.6476. 0.003?3 0.00468 
22 1. 0 0 ]08.1 6.17 o. 05 22 71121. 71-~61. 0.0()4Q? 0.004'\3 
22 1.')0 2?8.0 12.99 0.1763 1501'54. 154444. 0.00375 0.00414 
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APPENDIX V 
Sample Calculations 
1. Turbulence Intensities. 
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Turbulence intensities were calculated using equation (39) .• 
Sloping of the calibration curves and the errors involved have 
been discussed in Appendix II. 
2. Enersr Spectra. 
Energy spectra were calculated by first dividing the 
voltage from each band of the filter by the characteristic 
filter parameter (given in Table XIII) and correcting for the 
frequency response . of the recorder (an example of which was· 
given in Figure 98). These corrected voltages were squared and 
divided by the bandwidth of each band. The spectra were norm-
alized by dividing by the summation of the squared voltages. 
3. Rates of Energy Dissipation. 
Rates of energy dissipation were calculated using equation 
(16), assuming isotropic conditions. The integration of n2F(n) 
over the frequency range was performed numerically using the 
trapezoidal rule. 
4. Microscales. 
Microscales were calculated using equation (123), which is 
based on the relationship between the microscale and the rate 
of energy dissipation for isotropic turbulence. 
5. Autocorrelations. 
Transformed autocorrelations were obtained using equation 
(130). The points for the energy speotra were divided into 
seven groups, and a quadratic equation was determined for each 
of these groups. Using a quadratic relationship for the energy 
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spectra as a function of n, equation (130) can be integrated 
for each time delay. The autocorrelations were normalized by 
dividing by the value obtained for zero delay time. The 
computer program used to perform these calculations was written 
by Dr. G. K. Patterson. 
6. Macroscales. 
Macroscales were calculated from equation (120) using 
numerical integration. 
7. Pressure Probe Data. 
Intensities of turbulence were calculated using equation 
(52), which is the relationship developed by Wells (126). 
8. Probability Density Functions. 
Probability density functions were normalized by determining 
numerically the first and second moments of the data using the 
relationship: 
Mn = i.xin Pi /rP 1 
where Xi is the distance to the center of the voltage interval 
i, Pi is the probability obtained in the interval i, and Mn is 
the nth moment. The standard deviation was obtained from the 
first and second moments. The distribution was normalized by 
using: 
Yi = (xi - Xmean)/S.D. 
where~x is the size of the voltage interval used. 
9. Skewness and Flatness Factors. 
The skewness and flatness factors were obtained from the 
normalized probability density functions using equations (138) 
·and ( 139). 
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10. Vibrating Probe Results. 
The root-mean-square velocity obtained from the · anemometer 
was calculated using equation (39). The root-mean-square 
velocity from displacement data was calculated using the 
equation: 
u' = 0.707 x (2~n)d 




A - constant in equation (2) 
A - constant in equation (26) 
A1 - constant in equation (30) 
A2 - constant in equation ( 31 ) 
A3 - constant in equation (32) 
A - area of sensing surfaces for capacitance transducer 
a - separation between surfaces for capacitiance transducer 
a 0 - reference value of separation a 
a' - change of separation relative to a0 
B - constant in equation (26) 
B1 - constant in equation (30) 
B2 - constant in equation (31) 
B3 - constant in equation (32) 
B(T) - function of Deborah number in equation (2) 
C - capacitance 
c - coefficient of o2u/ox2 in equation (60) 
c3 - constant in equation (20) 
C0 - reference value of capacitance 
C' - change in capacitance relative to C0 
c - solution concnetration 
c - exponent of U, defined in equation (40) 
cp - heat capacity 
d0 - cylinder diameter 
D - tube diameter 
E - voltage 




Eij - covariant rate of strain tensor 
Ex(n) - one-dimensional frequency energy spectrum function 
Ex(k) - one-dimensional wave number energy spectrum function 
E(k) - three-dimensional energy spectrum function 
e - voltage fluctuation 
e' - root-mean-square value of voltage fluctuation 
"' ei - unit vectors in cylindrical coordinates 
fc - cut-off frequency 
f - friction factor, defined by equation (104) 
fpv - friction factor for a purely viscous fluid of tbe same 
viscosity characteristics as the solution 
f(r) - double correlation coefficient for isotropic turbulence 
F - flatness factor 
Fx(n) - normalized energy spectrum function 
G - constant in equation (2) 
g(r) - double correlation coefficient for isotropic turbulence 
H- storage parameter, defined by equation (10) 
h - heat transfer coefficient 
h(r) - triple correlation coefficient for isotropic turbulence 
K - constant in equation (12) 
K - constant in equation (42) 
K' - consistency index, defined in equation (109) 
k - tbermoconductivity 
k - constant in equation (48) 
k - wave number 
k(r) - triple correlation coefficient for isotropic turbulence 
kx- wave number for direction x, defined by equation (127) 
Symbol 
k1 - dimensionless wave number, defined by equation (135) 
L - length of test section 
~ - mixing length 
~ - cylinder probe length 
Jlc - characteristic length, defined by equation (99) 
Mv - viscosity average molecular weight 
NDeb - Deborah number 
NNu - Nusselt number 
NNu - cylinder Nusselt number 
. c 
N - Prandtl number Pr 
NRe - Reynolds number 
NR~- generalized Reynolds number, defined by equation (110) 
NRe - cylinder Reynolds number 
c 
n - frequency 
n' - flow behavior index, defined in equation (109) 
P - pressure 
-P- average pressure· 
p - pressure fluctuation 
Pt - total press.ure 
-Pt - average total pressure 
Pt - total pressure fluctuation 
- measured p - average pressure p 
- measured p - average pressure w 
PIB - polyisobutylene 
PIP - polyisoprene 
PEO - polyethylene oxide 
by Pitot tube 





QiJ - correlation function tensor 
q(r) - triple correlation coefficient for isotropic turbulence 
q2 - summation of the square of the three velocity fluctuations 
R - tube radius 
R - ideal gas constant 
R - ratio of root-mean-square velocities 
R - resistance 
R8 - sensor resistance 
R( 1') - autocorrelation at dely time ..,. 
~ 
Rij - correlation coefficient tensor 
r - radial position 
S - Skewness factor 
SR - silicone rubber 
T - absolute temperature 
tc- critical time, defined by equation (51) 
tr - rise time 
U - velocity in the longitudinal direction 
-U - average velocity in the longitudinal direction 
-Ueff - effective cooling velocity, defined by equation (35) 
umeas - measured velocity, defined in equation (36) 
-Ub - bulk velocity in the tube 
-Umax - maximum average velocity 
u - fluctuating velocity in the longitudinal direction 
u' - root-mean-square ·value of u 
u1 - velocity fluctuation normal to the sensor 
u2 - velocity fluctuation normal to ut 
u* - friction velooit7 
Symbol 
u+:u/u* - dimensionless velocity 
u*cr - friction velocity at the point ot incipient drag 
reduction 
V - velocity in the radial direction 
f - average velocity in the radial direction 
V - velocity vector, in equation (67) 
v - velocity fluctuation corresponding to V 
v' - root-mean-square value of v 
W - velocity in tangential direction 
-W - average velocity in tangetial direction 
W - rate of energy dissipation 
Ws - rate of energy dissipation for solvent 
w - fluctuating velocity in tangential direction 
w - fluctuating velocity nomral to the wall in equation (4) 
w' - root-mean-square value of w 
x - displacement in ocrrelation measurements 
~x- distance defined in equation (12) 
y - distance from the wall 
y~ - Reynolds number defined as yu* f/-A 
~- constant in equation (21) 
(X - yaw angle 
fY - normal stress ration, defined in equation 
{3 - constant in equation ( 1 ) 
{3 - constant in equation (3) 
{3 - constant in equation ( 1 5) 
r- rate of strain 
'Y - constant in equation (3) 
( 1 1 1 ) 
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Symbol 
6 - thickness ot velocity boundary layer 
~ 
o13 - Kroenecker delta 
( - rate ot energy dissipation 
( - dielectric constant 
TJ - viscosity 
T1 0 - sol vent viscos1 ty 
f1•Tio 
"sp - specific viscosity, T 
[TJ] - intrinsic vlscosi ty 
4> - relaxation time 
At - time macroscale 
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Xk - eigenvalue tor kth mode of relaxation for the Zimm theory 
X - microscale 
IJ. - vlscosi ty 
v - kinematic viscosity 
V 8 - solvent kinematic viscosity 
~ - dimensionless distance 1n equation (2) 
p - dens1 ty 
P0 - constant 1n equation (6) 
a 11 - dev1ator1c normal stress component 
-ail - average devlatoric normal stress 
ail' - fluctuating value of dev1ator1c normal stress 
1- Deborah number, 1n equation (2) 
; - total shear s tress in equation (5) 
1 - shear stress in equation (14) 
; - dela;r time 
1 - &bear stress at the wall 
w 
; 1 -relaxation time corresponding to tbe first mode ot 
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Symbol 
relaxation for the Zimm and Rouse models· 
~ 
TiJ- covariant stress tensor 
rt - turbulent contribution to shear stress 
~iJ - covariant tensor indicating contribution of the polymer 
molecules to the stress tensor 
~(x) - probability density function 
~(y) - standardized probability density function 
~ij - fluctuation of ~ij 
~(k) - dimensionless energy spectrum function 
~ - streamline 
Ai - vorticity vector 
A' -fluctuation of vorticity vector 1 
w - angular frequency 
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